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DESCRIPTION
GAME MANAGEMENT UNIT 12

Game Management Unit 12 is located along the Yukon, Canada border in eastern Interior
Alaska. It measures approximately 10,000 mi2, of which 9,000 mi2 is wildlife habitat.
LAND OWNERSHIP: Over 80% of the land is managed by the National Park Service
(Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge) or is privately owned by Native corporations or
villages. The Tok Management Area (TMA) is the only state special management area in
Unit 12 and there are no controlled use areas. Approximately 2,000 . people live in 6
communities and villages within the unit.
ACCESS: The Glenn and Alaska Highways, Nabesna Road, and the Tanana, Tok, and
Nabesna Rivers are primary access routes into Unit 12. There are few trails suitable for
off-road vehicles. Due to the combination of limited access and land owner policies,
hunting pressure is low in most of the unit.
HUMAN USE: The Dall sheep population in Unit· 12 is the mos.t intensively hunted in
the state. Guided nonresident Dall sheep hunting is common, but most moose hunting is
by focal residents (>70% of the hunters) who take:>40% oftheh~est: Trapping,
primarily for marten and lynx is economically impoitanL .. · ,· · · · ·
ADVISORY COMMITTEES: Upper Tanana-Fortymil~ an:d:Nabesna Advisory
·
Committees.
SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS:

TOK MANAGEMENT AREA: The TMA was· created. in i 9.74 tti pfovide ~\iJep hunters
with the opporti.mity to hunt larg~-horned Dall sheep wider itjicrowded.oorlditions. It is
one of the top three areas ip Alaskainterms ofDalfsheep-horfrgrowtb,'arid hunt ..
objectives were designed to enhance horn growth poteptial: Th~T~ ~s tl,le only sheep
hunting area in Alaska specjfically established for trophy sheep'manageinent. It is very
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popular among sheep hunters and is one of the most sought-after sheep permits ir1 the
state.
GAME MANAGEMENT UNIT 20E

Unit 20E is located north of Unit 12 along the Yukon, Canada border. It encompasses.
· ··
·
about .11,000 mi 2 of diverse wildlife habitat..
LAND OWNERSHIP: Most of the land in Unit 20E is in state (about 50%)orNative

corporation (30%) ownership. State special management areas include the Ladue River
and Glacier Mountain Controlled Use Areas. The remaining land is under federal
management either within the Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve (National Park
Service) or the Fortymile National Wild and Scenic River System (Bureau of Land
Management.) About 220 people reside in the 3 communities in Unit 20E.
ACCESS: The Taylor Highway, several extensive off-road vehicle trails, and the Yukon,

Charley, and J<'ortymile Rivers are the primary access routes in Unit 20E. Portions of
central Unit 20E can be accessed by float plane. Most of western, eastern, and northern.
Unit 20E are inaccessible, except from a small number oflanding areas.
HUMAN USE: Caribou in the Fortymile herd are the most sought-after wildlife species
in Unit 20E. Moose hunting participation and harvest increased significantly between
2001 and 2003, exceeding historic records, but has since declined to levels observed
during the l 990s. Trapping, primarily for marten and lynx is economically important.
Grizzly bear hunting regulations have been liberal since 1981 in an attempt to reduce
grizzly bear predation on moose and caribou calves.
ADVISORY COMMITTEES: Eagle and the Upper Tanana-Fortymile Advisory

Committees.
CONTROLLED USE AREAS:

Glacier Mountain Controlled Use Area (CUA). The Glacier Mountain CUA encompasses
about 600 mi 2 and was formed in 1971 to afford greater protection for the Dall sheep
population on Glacier Mountain. Methods of access are restricted during August 5:,September 20. Access was originally limited to walk-in hunters only. In 1981, the
restriction on use of pack animals was eliminated. This CUA continues to provide needed
protection for the Dall sheep population as originally intended, and more recently, has
provided opportunity for walk-in hunters to hunt Fortymile caribou for a large portion of
the fall season.
Ladue River CUA. The Ladue River CUA encompasses about 1,375 mi2 anq .;was formed
in 1994 to afford greater protection to the moose population. Motorized.access. is limited
to designated trails and airstrips during August 20-September 30. The area bas achieved
its purpose.

BLACK BEAR
STATUS: Black bears are present in all suitable habitats in Units 12 and 20E. Based on
limited radiotelemetry data collected in Unit 12 and other units with comparable habitats,
the estimated black bear density is 1 bear/4-7 mi2 of black bear habitat. The estimated
number of black bears in Units 12 and 20E combined is 2,000-2,500. The black bear
population is productive and the reproductive interval is similar to other Interior Alaska
black bear populations. Historically, black bear harvest has been low in both units. The
primary users in Unit 12 are local residents (>70% of the harvest) and primary users in
Unit 20E are Alaska residents (>50% of the harvest). Local residents take black bears
primarily during the spring for meat.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Harvest data are obtained through
mandatory sealing of hunter-harvested bears and bears killed in defense oflife or
property. The impact of hunting black bears over bait is monitored through mandatory
registration of all bait stations in combination with the sealing requirements.
ISSUES: There are no biological or social issues at this time. Units 12 and 20E black
bear populations exist at densities considered natural for Interior Alaska black bear
populations and harvest and habitat are not limiting.

GRIZZLY BEARS
STATUS: Grizzly bear populations are estimated to'be.stable at 350-425 (46.6-56.7
bears of all a~es/1000 mi2) in Unit 20E and 320-394 bears (29.9-36;9 bears of all
ages/1000 mi) in Unit 12. These estimates are based on the department's DNA-based
mark-recapture surveys and extrapolations from point estimate surveys our staff
conducted in Unit 20E and other units with similar type habitats, radiotelemetry data, and
harvest statistics. Hunting regulations have been liberal since 1981 · to allow hunters to
take more grizzly bears in an attempt to reduce grizzly bear predation on moose calves.
Strategies we have used to increase grizzly bear harvest and.grizzlie~:killed in predation
control programs include: 1) a public awareness canipai~;,2}ih~~~e<l bag.limiUo one
bear per regulatory year (l July through 30 June)inUnitJ~:aqcl\,twcf,:bears per regulatory
year in.Unit20E since regulatory year 2004-2005 (RY04lfe:g/,':R?¥'04·~ .1 Ju.L2004:
through 30 Jun 2005); 3) lengthened seasons; 4) waivecFresidertttag,,(~~ i.n Unit 2QE
during RY84-RY90 and RY02-RY09 outside the Yulcoµ+€}i~l¢y: Preserve and,?,) a
grizzly bear predation control program in southern Urut ·2Q:f?';during R.::Y05i'-RY08:that
included baiting and sale of untanned hides with claws· attached' and'skulls as a .method
for bear control permittees and-sale of hides as an incep.tiv.~ to partfoip~te in !}le.program.
In Unit 12, harvestdeclined in 1989 ~d remained stabl'.t;(~yg.~l:Z)l?~~ aruiuajlfduring
RY89-RY08). In Unit20E, grizzly bear.take temainedt}q~(avg:~}~:·1J:¢ars;aqpually). ·
during RY81-RY08 despite liberal harvest regulatiom,.ali<i1predato.i{oontroldfortsf and
the population has not b.ee:t1.redtice<ltQ;lexels adequatcftii1increase,mooie.calfs~val ..
The grizzly bear:hunter~harvest ;~o,n1bµi¢d with predatiqJ!:~n~ol lciIIs:itl_~P!}its;}i}and ·
20E has
been below maximum
sustainable
levels; ·Gri#ly
b¢ars. are
a: signific~tJactor
in
'·.
'
, '
.,. ;_.,-, ... ·"
.
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moose calf mortality in Unit 12 and are an important factor limiting the Uriit 20Emoose
population.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Management activities include implemeµtirig the Unit
20E grizzly bear predation control program during RY04-RY08~ monitoring grizzly:·-_,
bears killed, and evaluating data to track changes in bear numbers; A total· of; 14.bears,1 ·:. .
were harvested under this control program ·during the 5 ye~ it was active-~4:w~~/, ··- , ·
sealed in theAlaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) office in To~: in 2006; our,,·
research staff conducted a grizzly bear population survey in a 2,005-mi2 ar.ea ih squthein .·
Unit 20E. In February 2009, we analyzed grizzly bear and moose population data in Unit
20E to evaluate the effects of bear densities on moose calf survival. No statistical. · ·
relationship was found at current bear densities. The grizzly bear portion of the predation
control program was suspended on July 1, 2009 because it was ineffective at-reducing
bear numbers.
ISSUES: The Board of Game designated the Fortymile caribou herd and the moose
populations in Units 12 and 20E as important for.high levels of human consumptive use
under the Intensive Management Law(AS 16.05.255(e),-{g). This designation means that
the board must consider intensive management if regulatory action to significantly reduce
harvest becomes necessary because the population is depleted or has reduced
productivity. Past research has shown that grizzly bear predation is the primary cause of
moose calf mortality in Unit 20E and would have to be reduced before the moose
population could meet its population goals. Liberal grizzly bear harvest regulations since
1981 and the recent grizzly bear predation control program in Unit 20E have been
ineffective at reducing the grizzly bear population enough to allow for increased moose
calf survival.

CARIBOU
FORTYMILECARJBOUHERD

STATUS: Historically, the Fortymile herd was one of the largest herds in Alaska. For
over 70 years, it ranged between the White Mountains north of Fairbanks to central
Yukon, Canada. Like most other herds in Alaska, it underwent changes in abundance and
distribution throughout this period but maintained its use of Yukon, Canada and habitats
near the Steese Highway. Due to a combination of factors, the Fortymile herd underwent
a major decline in size during 1963-1973 to about 6,000 caribou. Following the decline
the herd used less than 25% of its traditional range, stopped migrating across the Steese.
Highway, and rarely traveled into Yukon. Primarily due to favorable weather conditions;
the Fortymile herd increased during the late 1970s and 1980s, but much slower than· ·
adjacent herds despite similar weather patterns. Range use did not increase duririg this
·
period. Between 1990 and 1995, herd growth stabilized due to adverse weather ·:
conditions and predation, primarily by wolves. The herd increased 119% between 1995
and 2003, primarily due to favorable environmental conditions, wolf trapping, and
nonlethal wolf predation control. During 2000--2009, the herd increased the size of its
range, using historic range west of the Steese Highway during the fall and historic range

in Yukon, Canada during fall and winter. During 2004 and 2005, the herd declined
slightly, likely due to increased wolf predation and adverse weather conditions during
both years. In 2006, good calf survival rates to autumn (34 calves:100 cows in early
October 2006) and mild winter conditions allowed the herd to increase. Following a June
photocensus in 2007, the herd was estimated at approximately 38,400 caribou.
Good calf survival to fall (3 7 and 33 calves: 100 cows in early October 2007 and 2008)
and mild winter conditions in 2007 allowed the herd to continue to grow. Following a
July 2009 photocensus, the herd was estimated at approximately 46,500 caribou.
Preliminary data from the fall 2009 composition survey indicate the herd likely
experience similar calf survival to fall as observed in 2006-2008.

MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: During 1996-2000, the herd was
managed under the F ortymile Caribou Herd Management Plan that was developed
through a public planning process. This management plan included reduced harvest,
nonlethal wolf control conducted by AD F &G and public wolf trapping. During 20012006, harvest was guided by the Harvest Management Plan developed by a coalition of 5
Fish and Grune Advisory Committees (Central, Delta Junction, Eagle, Fairbanks and
Upper Tanana/Fortymile} and endorsed by the board in spring 2000. The primary goal of
this plan was to manage for herd growth and secondarily to provide for increased harvest.
During 2005-2006, these advisory committees developed a revised Harvest Management
Plan that the board endorsed in March 2006 to guide harvest from fall 2006 through
spring 2013. In spring 2006, the Board of Grune added the Fortymile Caribou Herd to the
Upper Yukon-Tanana Predator Control Program. In spring of 2009; Jhe Board of Grune
reauthorized this predation control progrrun for another 5 years.
<

ISSUES: Since 1995, Fortymile caribou management has been succ~s~(µl because
agencies and the public have worked together to develop and implement management and
harvests plans to encourage herd growth. Herd growth, predator control and caribou
harvest will all be important issues for years to come.
CH/SANA CARIBOU HERD

·rr> :.:.::.:·
.
STATUS: The Chisana herd is a small, mostly nonmi~toryc~bc:>:~li5~~1ts primary
range encompasses the Nutzotin and northern Wrangell,M9.unt~s b~¥µ the Nabesna
River in Alaska and the Generc River in Yukon, Can.¢~t ~g-the,J~~gs~ the Chisana
herd grew from an estimated 1,000 to about 1,900 catiJ>o¥Jrfl~~~tTli~'f~ was, .
estimated to have declined from 1,soo in 1989 to 315·b'y,~Jj6fiiowe:y~;,Ui fall 2003, the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) completed a more inttmsive CeJlSllS tJ:iaq~liad been done
previously, which resulted in 603 caribou observed anf~.ij,opplation ~titp.ft~ of 720
caribou. In addition, the adult bull:cow
ratio was estiriiai&.;[J9J1~
'3t;,J;,<>:oi#i
io03 versus
.... '',
,,
:' '".,{' •.\ ..~,--.1,-I"'.'./"~".
'~:-~ ''{,
25: 100 in 2002, indicating that previqus surveys may:;h~y~,µttderestim
· · :tlies~
..,.;:;,~"·":.·J·· ,.;.,
,,';i:-,,.t.,*""':,
population parameters. The USG~ cens~~ in 2005 yiel_~~;:~.-~P~l~pP~: · · ~~e of 6,56733. In the 2007 USGS census, 719 canbou were observ , WJ.th 1'3)~al :l OO,cow~ and
'':2609;
21
,
50 bulls: 100 cows. A census was riota.ttempted in 2008
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calves:100 cows and 35 bulls:100 cows were observed in the fall 2008 compo.sition
survey.
·
.:<

Habitat and harvest do not appear to be limiting herd growth. Based on percent lichen in
the diet of these caribou, winter range conditions are adequate in mtist oftheherq's·.
range. Pregnancy rates {>80% per year) and median calving date indicate nutnti.ortiJ.l
status is adequate. During 1950-1993, harvest was limited to bulls, and the'anhtiat•,,, ;·
harvest rate (<2.5%) did not limit the herd's ability to increase. In 1994 harves£.,bi.- · ·
Chisana caribou in Alaska was stopped. Herd management is currently being·revi~wed by
an international working group comprised of members from Government of Yukon,
ADF&G, White River First Nation, Kluane First Nation, U. S. National Parks' Service
{NPS), and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The working group developed a draft
··
management plan which should be completed in 2010.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Between 2003 and 2008, the USGS lead a

cooperative research effort with the NPS, ADF&G, and Yukon Department of Renewable
Resources to evaluate various-population parameters to determine why, this herd declined
by more than 60% since the late 1980s. In 2003'.-2006, 20-50 adult caribou cows were
captured in Yukon by the Yukon Department of Renewable Resources and placed' in a
pen during late winter through early June to provide protection from.predators during and
immediately following calving. ADF&G maintained a cooperative technical role in these
efforts. In fall of 2008, ADF&G, in cooperation with the NPS and'Yukon Department of
Environment, conducted a herd composition survey. This data is being used in tlie current
effort to develop a Chisana Herd management plan.
ISSUES: The main issue is to improve accuracy of the population estimates and develop
methods to maintain accurate counts. In addition, the herd management plan is currently
being developed to determine if a limited harvest of bulls is justified.

FURBEARERS
STATUS: Marten and lynx are the most economically important furbearers in Units 12
and 20E. During population highs, muskrats are also economically and socially important
in Unit 12. Little intentional trapping effort is expended on coyote, red fox, mink, otter,
beaver, ermine, or wolverine {except in a portion of southern Unit 12) because oflow pelt
prices or low abundance. Furbearer populations are primarily monitored using trapper
questionnaire reports. The snowshoe hare and lynx populations appear to be at or just
past a high iri their population cycles. During early winter 2009, hares were reported to he
declining or absent in many parts of Units 12 and 20E; however, sightings oflynx kitten .
tracks are still being reported by area trappers in many areas with high densities of hares.
Marten numbers increased between 2002 and 2005, but declined in 2006-2008 in most of
Units 12 and 20E. However, marten appear to be plentiful in portions of the areas burned
in Unit 20E during 2004 and 2005. Wolverine numbers appear to be increasing, possibly
in response to large numbers of caribou wintering in Units 12 and 20E.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Wolverine, lynx, and otter harvest are monitored
through mandatory sealing and harvest reporting. A trapper questionnaire is sent to area
trappers each year to assess their impression of population trends. This information, along
with trapper interviews, field observations and sealing records is used to develop
management direction for furbearers in Units 12 and 20E.
ISSUES: No biological concerns currently exist for furbearer populations in Units 12 and
20E.

MOOSE
UNIT 12

STATUS: The moose population in Unit 12 increased slowly from 1982 to 1989,
remained relatively stable during 1989-1993, and due primarily to increased calf
survival, grew slightly between 1994 and 1997. The most substantial increase was in
northwestern Unit 12 within the area affected by the 1990 Tok wildfire (155 mi2). This
area supported 0.19 moose/mi2 in 1989, 0.6 moose/mi2 in 1994, and 0.8-1.0 moose/mi2
during 1997-2008.
Moose densities currently range from 0.03 moose/mi 2 in the Northway Flats to >2.0
moose/mi2 along the north side of the Nutzotin Mountains. Between 1997 and 2000, calf
and yearling bull recruitment declined and the population remained stable or declined
slightly. Based on fall moose surveys in 2003, the Unit q, pop\llationwas estimated at
2,900-5, 1oo moose (0.6-0. 7 moose/mi2 of suitable moose habitat). From 2003 to 2006~
we conducted surveys only in northwestern Unit tiand,,unitwide·estimat~s were not
developed. Surveys in northwestern Unit 12 were conducted in:200¥2006 to monitor the
moose population within the Tok River drainage due to concerns about declining
bull:cow ratios, and to monitor moose populations north of the Alaska highway within
the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Area. No surveys were conducted in 2007
due to poor snow conditions and budget constraints. The most recent,Unit 12 population
estimate of 4,300-5,600 moose (0.6-0.7 moose/mi2 of suitable moose habitat) was
'
·
developed from fall 2008 surveys.
,
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Past rt;search indicated that predation was the primary facfoF tiulintaitiing the Unit 12,
moose population at low density. However, land ownership patttjns preclude the use of
predator control in most of the unit. Moose numbers ate,expected to remain stable at low
densities (0.3-1.0 moose/mi 2) in most of the unit. .
· , ,.
, , : ··
Hunter participation and moose harvest in Unit 12 remained stable during 2002-2008,
with an average of 564 hunters {range= 520-615) harvestingan;average of,132 {range=
118-159) moose annually;
~~
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Most of Unit 12, is difficult to aqcess and harvest has.J~Wi.(e,ffect'on ,the bulLpopulation;
The unitwide bull:cow ratio exceeds· the population objectiy~ of:4Q. ~~fis: 100' cpws. Most
moose are harvested along th~ Tok, Little Tok and Tanaf;ta~vers,ii\western:Vriit 12

where access is easiest. In these areas, bull:cow ratios have declined to 2'0-40 bulls: 100
cows. Inresponse, regulations that limit hunters to bulls with spike, fork,.or so:.ii1cK
antlers, or antlers with 56 brow tines on at least 1 side were enacted in the Little,Tok
River drainage in 1993 and a portion of the main stern of the Tok River drainage.'in 2006.
Bull:cow ratios have improved in these areas and hunters support these restrictions: There
is little local interest in antler restrictions as a fonn of harvest rnanagemeritin otli~:areas
of Unit 12.
. ·' · , ... · ,'.; t/::" ·,

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: In 2005 and 2006, we conducted moose surveys· in
northwestern Unit 12, primarily to monitor bull:cow ratios within the Upper Tok River
drainage and the population status north of the Alaska Highway, within the portion of
Unit 12 included in the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Area. In cooperation·
with Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge, we conducted a Geospatial Population Estimation
survey in 2008 to estimate population size, and sex and age composition of moose in
more than 90% of the moose habitat in Unit 12. This infonnation was extrapolated to
develop a unitwide population estimate.
Signs are posted along area roads and primary trails to infonn hunters about hunting.
regulations and boundaries. Greater enforcement effort occurs in the Little Tok River·
area to ensure hunters comply with antler restrictions.
Use and availability of browse is periodically monitored within important wintering areas
along the Tok and Tanana Rivers; Habitat ~ancernent has been conducted in Unit 12
since 1982. Since 1982, over 1800 acres of decadent willows have. been intentionally·
disturbed to stimulate crown sprouting of new leaders~ This has produced more than 2
million pounds of additional browse each year for wintering moose. In· 2003, a 40,000acre wildfire burned in the Black Hills on the Tetlin Refuge National Wildlife Refuge. In
1998, we mechanically crushed 275 acres of decadent willow and aspen within the Tok.
River Valley. We recently cooperated with "Department of Natural Resources, Division of
Forestry to develop a 1000-acre timber sale in the Tok RiverValley to enhance ·moose
habitat. Cut areas were planned based on number of marketable trees, historic winter use
by moose, and potential to regenerate quality moose browse species. This project began
the implementation phase in 2008. In addition, we are assisting in designing and
implementing site-specific scarification techniques that will promote willow and aspen
regeneration following logging. Cut areas will be 80-200 acres in size.
In 2004, the Upper Yukotr--Tanana Predation Control Program was implemented in an
effort to reduce mortality in the southern Unit 20E moose population by providing·
conditions to allow the Unit 20E moose population to increase to meet Intensive
Management Objectives~ A:. small portion of northwestern Unit 12 was included in.the
wolf portion of the predation control program in 2004-2006. In May 2006, the board
modified the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Program to include all of Unit 12
north of the Alaska Highway in the wolf predation control program. The grizzly bear
predation control portion of the program was suspended on July 1, 2009 because it was·
ineffective at reducing grizzly bear predation on moose calves. The wolf predation
control program is still in place.

ISSUES: The primary management challenge for Unit 12 moose is managing this
predator-limited, low density moose population that is subject to high harvest near roads
and rivers, within sustainable levels.
The Board of Game has identified the moose population within Unit 12 as important for
high levels of human consumptive use under the Intensive Management Law
(AS 16.05.255(e}-{g)). This designation means that the board must consider intensive
management if regulatory action to significantly reduce harvest becomes necessary
because the population is depleted or has reduced productivity. Currently, we estimate
that the Unit 12 moose population is at the lower end of the board's population objective.
Population densities remain low near villages and roads, while remote portions of the unit
have good moose densities relative to available habitat.
Research we conducted in Unit 12 in the mid 1980s identified wolves as the primary
predator on moose. Wolf control in most of the unit is not an option because of land
ownership. Prescribed bums are the best option for intensively managing for moose in
areas where predation control is not possible, but in northwestern Unit 12 the moose
population can be intensively managed with a combination of predation control and
habitat enhancement.
Taking moose for funerary or mortuary potlatches is difficult to quantify. Most potlatch
harvest occurs near villages roads. Harvest reporting has improved in recent years, but is
not always consistent. Therefore it remains difficult to detemµt1e t!t~t~f~ of this
harvest. We are currently working with local villages Jo improve,r~~'(;,.\
\ '~.~~-·;<;. ;:;::·:·t:·
UNIT 20£
I~\)·.•·
l

STATUS: Between 1981 and 1988, the moose population in Unit 20Eincreased 5-9%
annually, reaching a density of0.3--0.5 moose/mi~~ Between 1988 an<(2000, the
population stabilized at an estimated 0.5--0.6 moose/mi2• BetweenZOQl anq2004, the
moose population experienced the lowest calf anq·ye~lingJeeflAtm~t illiiJ;;~O years. In
2004, the estimated density of moose in Unit 20Eiw~. O.~~~iil:12<l:s~ip!% Qµi: analysis of
2004-2008 fall moose survey data from the 4,630~mi2 moostfsucyey'w.e~·w.:southem
Unit 20E indicates this moose population increased. The fal}2Q08 <i~jty,e~t,ip-iate in
·
··
·. · , :t::;.-.:/'.>,::.:.<
southern Unit 20E was 0.6--0.8 moose/mi2•

' .· ·.

' .: :'t~;·Jj~>: \it( ; '

ADF&G research has shown that predation by wolves.~qgpzzlyJ>~~Jf!n~}:prim~
factor maintaining the Unit 20E moose population at ~O,W d~~tie,~ (Q~~tL9·~P.ps~/mi2)
and that hunting and habitat quality are minor limiting:(ac,oni~·;~<>os~~~~ft..ie.s..v~,
rangi~g froin: approxi~ately 1.0 pioose/Ill{in south~~tr~ ~~~o~~W;~~fi}J~t ~OE,
assoc1at~d. wtth several large 30~ye~~old b ~ (5Q0~99Q acr~§),~ to:,9:~\m~o~~W-1~ m
northern J,JQ.it 20E along the;Y~on ·RiVef. During 200~.~2Q9~{~~p:r~,~\f§~QiiJ~s~ed
during fall surveys were a~ove µi~ag~erit objectjv,~f(2t 40,]?ulls:t;QP:G~}:Y~r,.
. ,
.... . ..... ··-··,
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Hunter participation rate and harvest increased in Unit 20E between 1993 and 2002 and
reached a peak of 944 hunters who harvested 170 moose in 2002. Beginning in 2003,
hunter numbers and harvest declined through 2006 wheh 695 hunters harvested 130
moose. In 2007 and 2008 hunter numbers and harvest increased, with 749 and 770.
hunters harvesting 144 and 179 moose in each of these years. Preliminary data indicates
·
this increase in hunters and moose harvestniay have continued in 2009, with an
estimated 732 hunters harvesting 176 moose.

MANAGEMENT ACTMTIES: We monitor population trends and composition·
annually. Survey areas are primarily in southern Unit 20E, but occasionally the National
Park Service (NPS) conducts surveys in the Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve in
northern Unit 20E. Every 2-3 years ADF&G samples browse availability and use in
important wintering areas and prescribed bum sites.
Since 2001, moose hunting in most of Unit 20E has been under a registration pennit that
requires the hunter to select either moose or caribou. The moose hunting season in most
of the unit is separated into a 5-day hunt in August and a 10-day hunt in September;
During 2004 and 2005, over a million a~es of moose habitat burned in Unit 20E. This
burn varied widely in severity and left significant unburned inclusions. It will provide
exceptional improvements in moose habitat for many years.
In 2004, the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Program was implemented in an
effort to reduce moose mortality from predation in southern Unit 20E and thereby ·
stimulate an increase toward meeting Intensive Management population objectives. In
May 2006, the Board of Game expanded the control program to include all of Unit 20E,
although the NPS does not allow predation control within the Yukon-Charley Rivers
National Preserve. The grizzly bear portion of the control program was suspended on July
1, 2009 because it was ineffective at reducing grizzly bear numbers and predation on
moose. The wolf control portion of the program is still in place.

ISSUES: The greatest challenge in Unit 20E is to manage for an increase in moose
numbers in this predator-limited population that is also subject to high harvest along
roads and rivers.
Currently, much of Unit 20E is inaccessible because there are few trails or suitable
aircraft landing sites. However, hunters using all-terrain and off-highway-vehicles are
increasingly pioneering new trails from the Taylor Highway. We expect this proliferation
of trails to new areas to increase as moose numbers increase. This increased hunter access
is likely to cause the bull component of the population to decline below 40bulls:l00 ··
cows in portions of the unit; however, we expect the unitwide bull:cow ratio to ·~emain
above the minimum management objective of 40 bulls: 100 cows. The split hunting
season and the requirement that hunters choose either to hunt moose or caribou appears to
have stabilized harvest in most areas but this may not be sufficient as hunter numbers and
off-road vehicle use increases in key areas.

The Board of Game has identified the moose population within Unit 20E as important for
high levels of human consumptive use under the Intensive Management Law
(AS 16.05.255(e}-(g)). This designation means that the board must consider intensive
management if regulatory action to significantly reduce harvest becomes necessary
because the population is depleted or has reduced productivity. The Upper YukonTanana Predation Control Program in Unit 20E began in January, 2005 and was
reauthorized for 5 years in March of 2009. Moose population data is currently being
collected and will be evaluated prior to the March 2010 Board of Game meeting.

DALL SHEEP
STATUS: There are three distinct sheep areas in Units 12 and 20E: 1) northern
Wrangell, Mentasta, and Nutzotin Mountains; 2) Tok Management Area (TMA); and
3) Tanana Hills.
The sheep population in Wrangell, Mentasta, and Nutzotin Mountains traditionally exists
at relatively high densities in typically rugged, glaciated habitats. This area produces
rains with horns below average size, compared with other sheep populations in Alaska.
The consumptive use management goal in this area is to provide the greatest opportunity
to participate in sheep hunting. This population grew throughout the 1980s, declined
during the early 1990s, and appeared to be stable or growing slowly during 1994-1998.
Unfavorable winter weather occurred in 1999 and 2000, and lamb recruitment was low.
The number oflegal rams increased during 2001-2005 due to favorable weather
conditions in the mid 1990s, but declined in 2006--2008.,,This area. receives some of the
highest harvest in the state; 131-152 rams per year dl.tting~2002:.2006~ In 2007 and 2008,
harvest was lower with 128 and 118 rams harvested. ·.. ·
·
Sheep in the TMA exist at low to moderate densities,butproducelarge-homed rams. This
population grew during the 1980s until 1992. Due to adverse weather, the sheep
population declined during 1992 and 1993. Weather conditions were mild to average
from 1994 to 1998, and based on lamb and yearling suivivai data,..the population
increased slowly. Winters 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 had greaterithllll average snow
depths and lamb survival was low. During 200I-2004,@l4~witit~and.moderate snow
depth allowed good lamb production and recruitm~t. Th~)iµm~~)§.r-J~gtil: rar11s ·..
increased between 2001 and 2004 due to favorable w~tpejpon4if.i2n.~}in the w,id 1990s
and good survival of rams to 7-8 years of age. During:~!.#'1:f9.9.~t2:9?; J><?.*<:ms of the
TMA experienced deep snow with layers of ic~ from_~li,:~P.t~fi~~f r~sultjng in _dieoffs in the eastern portions. Mild weather during win,ters.2QO~k20Q(i'Jo:200~2009
allowed good lamb recruitment. Currently, the TMA, supporttiin iµl€lqq~te nwnber of
legal rams to meet management objectives and ADF~G .pl~s~!R n.ifliqt~ th.e 11umber of
permits at 101. .
,
'
,, , E?;'.
.,:\•.:;)~~!' ;:;~:r \;~~ .'., •.:; ,
The TMA is designated for trophy sheep ~anageme11;t. The ppmafyf~nsumptive use
go~, isr{q pr,9~~~. 1ni~ 9.PR9rtuaj~.!e,pursue. !arge-h<?~ed trpphy;nij#,s:mid,;. µn~wcled
hunting,conditfons,. Thisgoaljs'-attained throu.-.h a liinited,number;of!orawing,rumnits.
'
,;/,f_;-j,\'_,:;• .'
"
t'~... t~~J.
Mamt~hipg HlW:hunt~d~~iti'~ ihcre~ed the nwnb~ ofllirge;fi:OP,l(r.rainsancl>.
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created high quality hunting experiences. All harvest objectives were met in the TMA
during 2003-2007. In 2008, all harvest objectives were met except the percentage of
harvested rams with horns 40-inch or greater. The objective is to maintain an average of
7-10% harvested rams with 40-inch or greater horns. In 2008, five percent of rams·
harvested had horns 40-inches or greater. Harvest increased and exceeded the harvest·
objective, of 30-45 rams aruiually, three times in the mid to late 1990s, but has remained
within the harvest objectives since the number of permits was reduced to 100 in 2002:
The TMA permit is the most sought-after sheep permit in the state, with over 4·,500'
applicants applying for DS 102 and DS 103 permits in 2009.
The Tanana Hills sheep population occurs at low density and is disjunct due to the
physical geography of the Tanana Hills, which is atypical sheep habitat. The Tanana Hills
were not glaciated during the most recent glacial advance and underwent little uplift.
Overall elevations are low, and the range has a rolling rather than rugged physiography.
The sheep population has remained at low densities, but maintains enough legal rams to
provide adequate opportunity for hunters who access the area from a few small landing
strips. The management objective is for uncrowded hunting conditions. Most of this area
is very difficult to access, a.Ild due to sheep distribution, is very difficult to hunt. The
portion of the area accessible from the Taylor Highway was designated the Glacier
Mountain Controlled Use Area, and the most accessible fly-in area (Mount Harper) is
managed by drawing permit. Annual harvest has ranged from 3 to 10 full-curl rams
annually during the 2002-2008 seasons, and the management objective is being met.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Status of the sheep population and quality of hunting
experience in Units 12 and 20E are evaluated by analyses of harvest reports, periodic
aerial and mineral lick surveys and interviews with area guides and hunters. During 2008
and 2009, aerial surveys were conducted in portions of the TMA and in 2009, surveys
were conducted in the portion of the Mentasta Mountains, in central Unit 12. During the
2004-2009 seasons, 45-66 rams were sealed annually in the Tok ADF&G office.
ISSUES: There are currently no biological issues with the sheep populations in Units 12

and 20E.

SMALL GAME
STATUS: The status of the small game populations in Units 12 and 20E are not
rigorously monitored. Most information is collected from incidental sightings made
during surveys for other animals and from discussions with hunters, trappers, hikers, and
other outdoors enthusiasts. Overall, it appears that the 3 grouse species (spruce,·rutred
and sharp-tailed) and ptarmigan increased during 2003-2006, but declined dining 2007;_
2009. Hares increased between 2003 and 2008, but appear to be declining in portions of
Units 12 and 20E in 2009.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: We continue to survey area hunters, trappers, hikers
and other outdoors enthusiasts concerning numbers and locations of grouse, ptarmigan
and hares.

ISSUES: No biological concerns currently exist for small game populations in Units 12

and 20E.

WOLVES
STATUS: The wolf population in Unit 20E numbered at least 227-238 wolves in 1996.

The population remained relatively stable between fall 1997 and fall 1998, but declined
slightly by fall 1999 due to a combination of nonlethal wolf control and public trapping. The
wolf population increased slightly during 2000, except in western and central Unit 20E
where effects of nonlethal wolf control continued. By 2004, most of the effects of the
nonlethal control program had subsided as the sterilized pairs died and their territories were
overtaken by unsterilized wolves. Recovery of sterilized packs, increased numbers of
Fortymile caribou throughout most of Unit 20E, and increased numbers of wintering
Nelchina caribou in southern Unit 20E resulted in an overall increase in the number of
wolves in Unit 20E during 2001-2004. The Unit 20E wolf population was estimated to be
250-310 wolves in August 2004.
Models indicate the current estimated population in Unit 20E is below 2004 levels,
primarily due to ongoing lethal wolf control and an increase in efforts by several trappers in
southcentral Unit 20E during 2005-2008.
Historically, the Unit 20E wolf population has been lightly harvested. The fur market
primarily affects wolf trapping intensity. Most wolf harvest in northwestern Unit 12 and
southern Unit 20E is associated with the predator ~ontrol program ~d efforts of 3-4 area
trappers, while traditional trapping efforts are the primary source of human harvest in the
remainder of these units. Demand for wolf pelts has been moderate to low during the past
few years, resulting in light trapper efforts for wolves. Most wolves trapped in these units
were taken incidental to other furbearer species and harvest by trappers remains moderate
to low.
Unit 12 wolf numbers increased by an estimated 27% between 1988 and 199l in response
to increased food base as the Nelchina caribou herd:wintered within thtHmitLAuturnn
pack size and number of packs increased, indicating ifuproyed recriiitjn,.~l,~cl possibly
adult survival. The population appeared to decline in I993 follchvirti(~test~ated 36%
harvest rate and remained stable until 1995 due to moderatc.:f..harvest
rates/Area, trappers
'.,;. ·,,.,,._ .. ,... ·,;,,;
selected for wolves during this period because wolf pelt pripes :w~.Jiigij:;;fmprices
declined during 1995-2008 and wolf trapping dectinoof Duririg this.'.ptefr.i<lo::wolf numbers
increased by an estimated 33% to 245-260 wolves in fall 2002!~No furth,er e,~tjmate has
been developed, but with light harvest and a similar food base a,s 412002, th~,current
population is likely similar to 2002 levels except wi~ tlie portio.ii oiHorihern.:Vnit 12
included in the Upper Yukon..:..T~a Predation Contful Program'.\Tiie:.ctirre#t~olf
population estim~te is under development, but the preliririnaryestimateJ~:75~3,,50 wolves
withitl the 18;7?0-mi2 Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation,ControlProgram·control area in
Unit 20E and northern Uni,t,12. This, estimate will be further refiried Rrior to the March
2010 Boar¥ofGame meetiiig. " .·.·
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MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Population trends are monitored by
aerial surveys and hunter and trapper reports in both Units 12 and 20E, and by predator
control permittees in the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Program. Harvest is
monitored from mandatory sealing and harvest reporting in both units and by closely
monitoring wolves killed in the predator control program. In addition, ADF&G personnel
conducted aerial wolf control from helicopters in March of 2009, resulting fu 84 wolves·
killed within the Upper Yukon-Tanana Wolf Predation Control Area, 38 of which were
killed in Units 12 and 20E.
ISSUES: Lethal wolf control within the Upper Yukon-Tanana Predation Control Area in
Unit 20E and a portion of Unit 12 continues to be monitored and evaluated by Tok
ADF&G staff. A report on the status of the wolf control program will be provided to the
board at this meeting.

GAME MANAGEMENT UNIT 20D
DEL TA JUNCTION AREA OFFICE
Area Biologist: Steve DuBois
Seasonal Wildlife Technician IV:
(Manager, Delta Junction Bison Range): Ron Riesgaard
Seasonal Fish and Wildlife Technician III (Public Information):
Dave Davenport
DESCRIPTION
Game Management Unit 20D is located in the mid-Tanana River Valley of Interior
Alaska, approximately 100 miles east of Fairbanks, and is approximately 5,633 mi 2. Most
land is in state or private ownership, with some federal land in the Ft. Greely Military
Reservation and Ft. Wainwright Donnelly Training Area.

•

The Tanana River bisects Unit 20D into southern and northern portions (Fig. 1). Both the
Richardson and Alaska Highways pass through southern Unit 20D, along with numerous
other roads and trails. The Richardson Highway traverses the western portion of northern
Unit 20D, otherwise there is no road access.
South of the Tanana River, Unit 20D consists of the lowlands of the Tanana River valley
and the foothills and mountains of the eastern Alaska Range. North of the Tanana River
the unit consists of lowlands along several major rivers and the uplands of the Tanana
Hills.
Communities in Unit 20D (Fig. 1) and their approximate populations_n.iclude the
following:
• Delta Junction (840)
• Big Delta, Deltana area (2,320)
• Ft. Greely Military Reservation (500)
• Dry Creek (100)
• Dot Lake (80)
• Healy Lake (25)
Speqial l;lSe areas in Unit 20D (fig. 2) include the following:,. ,.. . , . .
.
• pelta Junction Bison Range (DJBR): The DJBR ts,9d;ooo: a~es located)n southern
Unit 20D; .east of Delta J"QD<?tiort.Jtwas ~eated itl; 1,,97~ by,,the Al8;Sk;rLegisJature to
perp~tllate f r ~ ~ g bi~on an4 dimini~h bison dainag~ to.'prrv~,ty agri~ultural ~ops.
ADF&G produces bison forage on2~700 acres of the DJBRto,attract the Delta bison
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herd away from private agricultural land. ADF&G is the primary land manager for the
DJBR, which is managed as a multiple use area for activities ranging from hunting
and fishing to timber sales and watershed protection. The DJBR is successfully
reducing bison damage to private agricultural crops by delaying fall bison migration
to private lands. However, it is not completely reducing crop damage and work is
continuing to improve its efficacy.
• Bison Range Youth Hunt Management Area (BRYHMA): The BRYHMA is 6,380
acres located within the DJBR boundaries and encompasses the two DJBR fields of
bison forage. The BRYHMA was created in 2002 to improve ADF&G's ability to
meet DJBR legislative mandates and goals and objectives of the Delta Bison.
Management Plan by: 1) reducing the number of moose hunters in DJBR fields thus
reducing the level of human activity and disturbance to bison in the DJBR fields prior
to and during the moose hunting season, 2) reducing damage to bison forage crops by
large numbers of moose hunters, and 3) providing a safer work site for ADF&G staff
conducting DJBR field operations during the moose hunting season by reducing the
threat of a hunting accident. The BRYHMA is meeting all of its objectives by
reducing moose hunting activity via a drawing permit youth hunt. A secondary benefit
of the hunt is to introduce a limited number of youth to moose hunting.
• Delta Controlled Use Area (DCUA): The DCUA was created in 1971 and
encompasses 1,680 mi2 primarily in southern Unit 200 with smaller portions in Units
l 3B and 20A. It was established to meet sheep hunter demand for uncrowded hunting
conditions and for a walk-in hunting opportunity free of motorized vehicles. The
goals are met by conducting 2 drawing permits hunts. The first hunt is August 10-25
with no motorized vehicles. The second hunt is August 26-September 20 with
unrestricted access. Seventy-five permits are issued for each hunt.
• Delta Junction Management Area (DJMA): The DJMA is a 278-mi2 area surrounding
Delta Junction that was created as a moose hunting closed area in 1974 at the request
of the Delta Fish and Game Advisory Committee. The area was reduced in size in
1991. Hunting was reestablished in the DJMA in 1996 with a drawing limited to 5
permits and in 1997 the number of permits was increased to 10. The Delta Advisory
Committee is satisfied with current DJMA management.
• Macomb Plateau Controlled Use Area (MPCUA): The MPCUA covers 304 mi2 in
southeast Unit 20D and was created in 1974 to protect a small area of critical caribou
habitat on the Macomb Plateau for the small Macomb caribou herd and to regulate
hunting. MPCUA regulations restrict motorized vehicles from the area during
August 10-September 30. The Macomb Plateau is the core calving grounds for the
Macomb caribou herd and the MPCUA is successfully meeting it's objective to
protect important caribou habitat and to help provide a sustainable harvest for this
small road-accessible herd.
Communities in Unit 200 are represented by two Fish and Game AdvisoryCommittees.
Delta Junction, Dry Creek, and Ft. Greely are represented by the Delta Fish and Game
Advisory Committee. Dot Lake and Healy Lake are represented by the Upper TananaFortymile Fish and Game Advisory Committee.
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BISON
STATUS: Bison utilize the southwestern portion of Unit 20D with summer range
including federal land on the Ft. Wainwright Donnelly Training Area and winter range
primarily on private agricultural land and state land in the DJBR. The Delta bison herd
numbered approximately 435 bison in fall 2009.
The Delta bison herd is managed based on goals and objectives in a 5-year management
plan that was developed with public input from the Delta Bison Working Group and
approved by the Board of GaITie. Management goals include maintaining a healthy, freeranging herd; reducing conflicts between bison and the public; and providing the greatest
opportunity to hunt and view bison. The Department began a planning process in winter
2008 to update the Delta Bison Management Plan. As recently as December 2009, the
Delta Bison Working group had reached consensus on several recommendations to the
department, however, there was no consensus on a herd size recommendation at that time.
There was agreement that the a permanent solution to bison-agricultural conflicts was
fencing, and although the Working Group discussed several fencing options, no
consensus or recommendation was made.
The Delta bison hunt is one of the most popular permit drawing hunts in the state, with
approximately 15,000 people applying in recent years for about 60--155 permits. Hunters
must complete a mandatory orientation to learn how to identify bulls and cows,_to review
land status, and to be informed about other issues. The required orientation w~. pl~ced
online for the 2009 hunting season. The hunting seas.on opens ~uly 20, b.i!t ~e:ffi~Jutjting
does not ~egin unt~l October 1 when local farmers have ~mpleted the fall~~i~f,:"Jfp.e
July operung date ts to allow the Department to u~e,hunting as a tool to reduse p1~pn
daITiage in agricultural areas if necessary. The season closes March 31. The·bag lup.it is
1 bison every 10 years.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: We conduct ~erial population estimate~, a.wiually to
determine herd size. Ground-based sex and age composition surveys are u~~,tp~ ...
determine herd composition. Active radio collars are kept.on s.:...12 ~ison:~qJ~qi\i~~te,.
locating the herd for surveys. A drawing permit hunt is conducted to managi liera'size.
Most years we conduct~ serologi~ survey o~hunter:.kine4 bi§on to:allo~<!Il?.h!t?I'\~g of
the herd's exposure to livestock diseases. Tissue and blood saITiples are collected'_to
investigate genetic diversity.
;,;,:, ·
Bison forage is managed on the DJBR to attract bisop away from private agricultural land
until fall harvest of c~ops is co~pleted. Forage ~anag~enJJ1cti\-ttie~ inc.l:Q~e.~!~tfn~
annual crops, managmg perenmal crops, prescnbed fire.s,.contr<>lhng.nox1o~~v,(?g~tation,
and pro~ding water and mineral· supplements for bis~~.· -' · .· ..:, · ·. · ,,:,. :, :'. · ·
•, . ' ;.
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ISSUES: The highest priority long-term bison managerri:ent iss~e is to preventJ;{';~n
daITiage to private agricultural crops while maintaining.afre~rjm~g bison her& This
task is accomplished by managirig the DJBR to produce bison'torage attra.,ct bison

to

away from private land and maintaining herd size by hunting. The DJBR delays bison
movement onto private agricultural lands but does not prevent it. In recent years, bison
have moved onto agricultural lands approximately mid-August.
Other bison management issues include 1) cooperating with U.S. Army planners to
minimize impacts to critical bison range as the Army expands training facilities on the Ft.
Wainwright portion of the bison herd's summer range along the Delta River, 2) dealing
with bison delaying their spring migration from private agricultural lands to their DeltaRiver calving grounds; if substantial numbers of bison show a tendency for a delayed
migration, it may be desirable to harvest them to eliminate those bison that may develop a
year-round use of private agricultural lands, 3) managing the bison hunt in a manner that
retains hunter access to private land to ensure long-term success at managing the bison
population through hunting, 4) working with owners of domestic bison to reduce the
chance of domestic bison escaping and joining the wild herd, 5) cooperating with State
agencies and livestock owners to prevent the transfer oflivestock diseases to bison when
they have close contact, and 7) cooperating with the National Resource Conservation
Service to develop flood control on the DJBR to protect downstream fisheries.

BLACK BEAR
STATUS: Accurate estimates of black bear population size and trends are not available
for Unit 200 due to the difficulty of enumerating black bears. However, black bears
appear to be numerous in the forested portions ofthe unit. A Unit 200 black bear
population estimate was extrapolated using research data from adjacent Unit 20A and
resulted in a Unit 20D estimate of 750. Hunting black bears is popular in Unit 200, and
bait stations are commonly used in the spring. The current hunting season is open yearround with a bag limit of 3 bears/year. Harvest averages about 17 bears/year.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Harvest is monitored by harvest tickets and requiring
black bear hunters to have their bears sealed and bait stations registered. A few bears
become nuisance problems around Delta Junction, and staff is commonly asked to resolve
the resulting problems.
ISSUES: No current black bear issues.

GRIZZLY BEAR
STATUS: Accurate estimates of grizzly bear population size and trends are not available
for Unit 200 because it is difficult to survey them. A Unit 200 grizzly bear population
estimate has been extrapolated using research data from adjacent and similar portions of
Units 20A and 20E. This calculation produced a Unit 200 population estimate of 181210 bears.
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As part of the Unit 20D intensive management program, the Board of Game adopted an
annual harvest goal of 5-15 grizzly bears/year and liberalized seasons and bag limits. No
population size goal has been established.
Since intensive management was adopted for Unit 20D in 1995, the grizzly bear hunting
season and bag limit has been liberalized to August 10-June 30 with a bag limit of one
bear/year and no resident tag fee.
Prior to implementation of intensive management in Unit 20D, grizzly bear mortality
averaged 8 bears/year. Grizzly bear mortality increased after hunting regulations were
liberalized. Mortality (hunting, defense of life and property, nuisance bears killed on a
hunting license, etc.) is meeting the Board's goal, with a mean annual kill of 12
bears/year.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Harvest is monitored by requiring grizzly bear hunters
to have their bears sealed. Occasionally nuisance grizzly bears threaten life and property
around Delta Junction and staff is asked to address these issues.
ISSUES: Grizzly bears are an important predator on moose and caribou calves,
therefore, their role in the Unit 20D intensive management program should be continually
evaluated.

CARIBOU
Macomb Caribou Herd
STATUS: The Macomb caribou herd is small and ranges primarily in.the Alaska Range
foothills of southern Unit 20D. In the 1980s the herd size was 700-800; Herd size
decreased in the early 1990s to a low of 458 in 1993, due to severe summer and winter
weather and poor calf survival. Hunting was discontinued in 1992 but resµpied' ih 1997.
>' .
'
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In December 1994 the Board determined that human use,ofthe Macomb caribou herd is
the preferred use and adopted intensive management forUnit20I>i,InM:ii.rtlh99S the
Board adopted a Macomb caribou herd population goal of 600-80ffc~l:59iwiili~i harvest
goal of 30-50/year.
·

When intensive management was adopted in 1995, the fali}i~d si~e.~~,d;p;;ted to be
477, with 10 calves:100 cows and 39 bulls:100 cows. Jn.fall 2009, Maoomb_caribou herd
size was meeting the population goal with an estimate of at )e~t 1,900¢wjbqu,:and a
,·:, ·:/:'.'::.;: "·
composition of 26 calves:100 co~s and 32 bulls:100 cows~:J :·,
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When intensive management was adopted in 1995, theMaajµib caribq(fiijuritj.ng,season
had beenclosed since 1992 andremained closed throµgh i99<{A regis~itl9~'~enrtithunt
1
resum~R i~; ,l 9Q7, ·and from. l99%-?0Q}haiv,est averag¢,jo c¥i:t>ouly<?i~!tfuMfJh~· season
had fBJ>.~ clos~:by emergen~y s,r~~,m~~t years. Regµlatory,ch,anges in~9.Q4;.resulted in a.
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registration permit with the current season of August 15-25 and a harvest quota of 25,
with motorized access restricted in the MPCUA and DCUA portions of the herds range.
As herd size has increased in recent years, the hunting season dates were extended to
August 10-27 in 2008, which allows two days of motorized hunting on August 26-27
after Delta Controlled Use Area restrictions end, and the harvest quota was increased to
50 caribou/year which meets the intensive management harvest objective. Harvest the last
two years was 48 in 2008 and 56 in 2009.

MANAGEMENT ACTMTIES: An annual aerial population estimate and
composition survey is conducted in the fall. Active radio collars are kept on 8-12 caribou
to facilitate locating the herd for population estimates. Harvest is managed by registration
permits.
ISSUES: The primary management issue with the Macomb caribou herd is meeting
intensive management harvest goals without overharvesting a small, road accessible herd.

FURBEARER
STATUS: Furbearers present in Unit 20D include all species endemic to Interior Alaska.
Species of most importance include beaver, coyote, lynx, marten, red fox, and wolverine.
Intensive trapping occurs along the road system in southern Unit 20D from a combination
of part-time and full-time trappers. Trapping in northern Unit 20D is mostly by
commercial trappers. Lynx numbers are high due to an abundance of snowshoe hares.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Trappers are required to seal lynx, otter, and
wolverine. Harvest data are analyzed. A questionnaire is sent to trappers annually to
assess their impression of population trends. An annual snowshoe hare population trend
survey is also conducted.
ISSUES: Working with trappers to improve techniques to avoid capturingnontarget
species is especially important for inexperienced trappers.

MOOSE
STATUS: Moose are distributed throughout about 4,400 mi2 of moose habitat in Unit
20D. The Board of Game has determined that human use of moose is the preferred use
and adopted intensive management with a moose population objective of 8,000-10,000
and a harvest objective of 500-700 moose/year. The Unit 20D population estimate was
5,606 (3.0 moose/mi 2) south of the Tanana River in 2009 and 2,411 north of the Tanana
River in 2004 (0.8 moose/mi2) (corrected for sightability). Preliminary harvest for 2009
was 350 moose, with 76 being cows taken in antlerless moose hunts. The majority of the
moose and harvest occur in southern Unit 20D.
Antlerless moose hunting was initiated in southwestern Unit 20D when southern Unit
20D was estimated to have 7,406 moose (3.9 moose/mi2) in fall 2006. Density of moose
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was highest west of the Johnson River and estimated at 5.6 moose/mi 2. Moose calf
survival was 41 calves:100 cows in fall 2006 and the bull:cow ratio was 21:100. An
abundance of good habitat has been created in southwest Unit 200 in the last 15-30 years
from land clearing and several large wildfires which produced an abundance of high
quality moose forage, thus stimulating growth in the moose population. Moose browse
surveys conducted in spring 2007 indicated that moose were removing 25% of the current
annual growth over the winter. Moose twinning rates were moderately low at 24% for the
previous two years. Consequently, antlerless moose hunts for cows without calves were
initiated in southwest Unit 200 from 2006-2009. The area was subdivided into three hunt
zones which have been managed with a combination of drawing and registration permit
hunts. No antlerless moose hunts are planned for 2010.
The general hunting season in southern Unit 20D is currently September 1-15, with a bag
limit east of the Johnson River of 1 bull and a bag limit west of the Johnson River of one
bull with spike/fork or 50-inch antlers or at least 4 brow tines on one side. A 278-mi2 area
surrounding Delta Junction is managed as the DJMA where hunting is by drawing permit,
with a maximum of 30 permits authorized. Ten drawing permits are also issued for a
6,380-acre portion of the DJBR that is managed as the Bison Range Youth Hunt
Management Area (BRYHMA) to reduce disturbance from moose hunters to the Delta
bison herd and DJBR management activities. Each BRYHMA hunter is assigned a 4-day
hunt period centered on the first 3 weekends in September. The bag limit is one per
lifetime for 1 bull with spike/fork or 50-inch antlers or at least 4 brow tines on one side,
or 1 cow without a calf.
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Northern Unit 200 was estimated to have 2,411 moose (0.8 moose/mi2) fall 2004,
which was the last population estimate for this area. Moose calf survival '.was 31 calves:
100 cows and the bull:cow ratio was 47:100. Large wildfires burned innqrthern Unit 200
in 2003 and 2004 and the number of moose in this area will likely be increasing in the
future, providing increased harvest. Access for hunters is good along the.Richardson
Highway and several major rivers, but poor away from them. The general hup,ting season
is September 1-15 for one bull west of the Volkmar River drainage an4 September 1-20
from the Volkmar River drainage east. During th~,2009 ;hunting s~~9~~}$~)iunt~
reported killing 82 moose in northern Unit 200. Th~ fi~~y River',d.h:tiµ~g~ hij. an .
additional hunting season of August 15-28 for a bull .with spike-fork anders.to allow
residents of Healy Lake village additional opportunity io harvest ~gos,e. tQ meet their
community needs before the waterfowl hunting season''9pens 'in ti)e

'aie~t~:· . :· . .

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Annual aerial surveys are used to estimate population
size and composition. Aerial twinning surveys are flown iJ) the spring.tQ estinillt~ ..
twinning rates in southwest Unit 200 where moose densities· are hlgti~~t. j{r~~eaich
project wa;s begun in south\\'.est Unit 200 jn Octob~ 2,9~ q.~g-~W<?h appr~xil!lately
90 moose·wm be radiocollared'allowing collection ofdata on· mc,o:se,movements:in
and sight,bili~\>{ipb~se ·iµ tirtr{201'.}'.,
rel~tion tci surveys, weights of short
during aerial. surveys. Periodic eyalµatirrui,of brow~
in'.s_outll'Y,esf. pnit
20D. <Public meetings are held to gather public
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regulations. Signs are posted along the road system to help hunters with moose hunting
regulations. Assisting the public with nuisance moose around Delta Junction is common
in fall and winter. Coordinating wildfire activities with Alaska Division of Forestry to
help improve moose habitat also occurs.
ISSUES: The primary issue is managing a high density moose population in southern
Unit 20D west of the Johnson River, while much of the excellent habitat created in the
last 30 years is aging and will decline in quality in coming years. Therefore, antlerless
moose hunts have been conducted in this area as part of the intensive management
program, and additional hunts will likely be conducted in the future. An antlerless moose
hunt will also help meet the harvest objective. There is some hunter dissatisfaction with
the antler restriction regulations in southwest Unit 20D.

SHEEP
Eastern Alaska Range: Delta Controlled Use Area
STATUS: The Delta Controlled Use Area (DCUA) is 1,495 mi2 in Units 20D, l3B, and
20A. It was established in 1971 to provide a walk-in hunting opportunity and uncrowded
conditions for Dall sheep hunters. Objectives for the DCUA are to manage for a
population of 1,800 sheep, with a mean annual harvest of 35 full-curl rams with a mean
horn length of 36 inches and mean age exceeding 8 years.
The Dall sheep population in the DCUA was estimated at 1,674 sheep in 2008 and 2009
which is below the population objective. The DCUA hunt is split into two drawing permit
hunts. The first season, during August 10-25 is for nonmotorized access. The second
season, during August 26-September 20 allows motorized access. Seventy-five permits
are issued for each season. Hunters have killed an average of 52 sheep/year the last 3
years, exceeding the harvest objective.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Two drawing permit hunts are administered for Dall
sheep hunters in the DCUA. A questionnaire is mailed to all permit recipients
periodically to assess hunter satisfaction with management goals and objectives.
ISSUES: Protecting Dall sheep habitat from development and preventing the
transmission of diseases from livestock to the Dall sheep population are the primary
issues.
Mt. Harper-Goodpaster River
STATUS: The Mt. Harper-Goodpaster River sheep population in northern Unit 20D is a
small population that occupies about 240 mi2 of sheep habitat in the Tanana Hills on the
boundaries of Unit 20D with Unit 20B on the north and Unit 20E on the west. These
sheep comprise several small subpopulations that persist at low density, separated by
areas of unsuitable habitat because the physical geography of the area provides relatively
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low-quality Dall sheep habitat. Hunting this area is limited by issuing only four drawing
permits annually for one ram with full-curl horns or larger. Only one sheep has been
killed by hunters in the last three years. During June 2009, 108 sheep were counted
during aerial surveys with 34 lambs: 100 ewe-like sheep and 74 rams: 100 ewe-like sheep.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Aerial surveys are flown to collect data on the
number of sheep and their sex and age composition. Hunting is regulated in most of the
area by drawing pennit, and harvest outside of the drawing pennit area is monitored by
harvest tickets.
ISSUES: Managing a sustainable harvest for this small population of sheep.

SMALLGAME
STATUS: Small game species of most importance include ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed
grouse, spruce grouse, and snowshoe hares. Unit 20D is a popular small game hunting
destination for grouse hunters from throughout the state. Although ptarmigan are present
they are of lesser importance. Development of the private agricultural lands and recent
wildfires in southern Unit 200 have improved habitat for ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Periodically, we conduct ruffed grouse drumming
counts and visit sharp-tailed grouse dancing grounds to estimate population trends. A
ruffed grouse habitat management area is being developed on the DJBR and other
locations are being investigated for habitat projects.
ISSUES: Developing habitat improvement techniques for ruffed and sharp-tailed grouse
to replace the natural wildfire regime in southern Unit 20D is an important issue.
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WOLF
STATUS: Wolves are present throughout Unit 20D. The fall 2008 population estimate
was 117 wolves in 12 packs. Sixty-five wolves were taken during winter 2008-2009
through a combination of trapping and aerial shooting as part of the Upper YukonTanana predation control program to benefit the Fortymile caribou herd. The r~sulting
spring 2009 population was estimated to be 52 wolves.
The Board of Game has determined that human consumption of moose and caribou is the
preferred use for these species and has implemented intensive management in Unit 20D.
In March 1995, the Board of Game established a population goal of 15-125 wolves in
Unit 20D. The broad range was necessary to allow temporary reduction of the wolf
population to low levels if needed to stimulate prey population increases. The Board also
extended the wolf trapping season. In October 1995, the Board adopted a wolf predation
control implementation plan for Unit 20D which was in effect until July 1, 2009.
The current wolfhunting season is August IO-April 30 with a bag limit of5 wolves. The
trapping season is October 15-April 30 with no bag limit. Harvest of wolves varies
annually and has averaged 47 wolves/year during the last 3 years, with most being taken
by trapping.

MANAGEMENT ACTMTIES: Trappers and hunters are required to have wolves
sealed to monitor harvest. Population size is estimated from aerial surveys and from
trapper interviews.

ISSUES: Wolves are an important predator on moose and caribou and thus their role in
the Unit 20D intensive management program and in the Fortymile Caribou Recovery
Program will be monitored closely.

OTHER ISSUES
Forestry: Delta staff cooperates with Alaska Division of Forestry to implement timber
sales, wildland fire policies and wildfire management practices to benefit wildlife to
improve wildlife habitat.

Mining: A major gold mine, the Pogo Mine, has been developed in the Goodpaster River
drainage of northern Unit 20D. Road access has been developed to the mine in this
previously roadless area. Although the road is currently closed to the public, some hunters
have been using it primarily to hunt Fortymile caribou. Department staff will monitor the
improved access into this roadless area and any changes in wildlife resource use that may
result.
Big Game Ranching: Interest in big game ranching is increasing in the Delta Junction
area, with bison, elk, yak, and reindeer currently being raised in the area. Minimizing the
potential negative impacts of big game ranching on wildlife populations is important.
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Domestic Livestock Production: Domestic livestock being raised in the Delta Junction
area include cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs, with smaller numbers of other livestock such
as goats and domestic fowl. These domestic livestock come into close contact with
various wildlife species including moose, bison, foxes, coyotes, ravens. There is a great
potential for the transmission of domestic livestock diseases to wildlife.
Military Activity: The National Missile Defense Site is being developed on Ft. Greely
Military Reservation, and the Army is developing a Stryker force training area on the Ft.
Wainwright Donnelly Training area. The influx of people associated with these projects
will place an increasing demand on wildlife resources. Continuing expansion of military
training facilities is encroaching on wildlife resources and particularly bison migratory
routes. Ft. Greely currently is located within an area of high quality moose habitat with a
high density of moose. Ft. Greely staff refuses to close many security gates and moose
that enter the compound through open gates have a high mortality rate probably due to
dehydration.
Enforcement: There is a perception by the public that the influx of people into the Delta
Junction area is resulting in a high level of moose and bison poaching.
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GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS 20A, 20B, 20C, 20F
AND 25C
FAIRBANKS AREA OFFICE
Area Biologist: Don Young
Assistant Area Biologists: Tom Seaton, Tony Hollis
DESCRIPTION
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The Fairbanks Area includes approximately 40,000 mi in central Interior Alaska. The
area is roughly bordered by the Yukon River and Ray Mountains on the north and the
Alaska Range to the south. It includes the Tanana drainages as far east as the Saleha and
Delta Rivers, and Tanana and Yukon drainages as far west as the Tozitna and Cosna
Rivers. Game Management Unit 20C, and large portions of Units 20F and 25C are
remote, roadless areas. Units 20A and 20B surround Fairbanks and include neighboring
communities linked by the road system.
Communities (approximate size)
Healy-Ferry-Lignite-McKinley Park (1200)
Anderson (500)
·
Central ( 125)
Nenana (500)
Fairbanks North Star Borough (95,000)
Manly Hot Springs (75)
Rampart (50)
Minto (250)
Tanana (300)
Conservation Units

Administered by Bureau ofLand Management
Steese National Conservation Area
White Mountains National Recreation Area

Administered by the National Park Service
Denali National Park and Preserve

Administered by the Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Minto Flats State Game Refuge
Creamers Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge

Active Adviso:ry Committees
Tanana-Rampart-Manley
Fairbanks
Minto-Nenana
Middle Nenana River
Central
Special Areas

Unit

Areas

Restriction

When
Enacted

Pmpose

Meeting
Objectives

20A,
20D

DeltaCUA1

1971

Provide for aesthetically
pleasing hunt conditions

Yes

20A

Wood River
CUA1

No motorized vehicles or
pack animals for big
game hunting2
No motorized vehicles
except aircraft for big
game3

1976

Address conflicts between
A TV and airplane/horse
hunters

Yes

20A

Yanert
CUA1

No motorized vehicles
except aircraft for big
game

1973

Address conflicts between
ATV and airplane/horse
hunters

Yes

Ferry Trail

Caribou hunting by
pennit; antler restrictions
for moose hunting
Hunting by bow and
arrow only

1990

Address caribou/moose
management issues

Yes

1990

Address safety concerns
(closed 1973 - 1989)

Yes

20A

MA4
20A

HealyLignite

MA4
20A

Stampede
CA5

Closed to the taking of
wolves

2001

Address conflicts between
wolf viewers and trappers

?

20A

Nenana
Canyon
CA5
Minto Flats

Closed to the taking of
wolves

2003

Address conflicts between
wolf viewers and trappers

?

1979

Address moose management
and user conflict issues

Yes

1982

MA4

Moose hunting by
pennit;
No aircraft or airboats
for moose hunting; no
aircraft for beaver
trapping prior to
March 1.
Moose hunting by bow
and arrow only

Address moose management
issues

Yes

Creamer's
Field

Hunting and trapping by
registration only

1966

Address management issues

Yes

20B

MA4

20B
20B

Fairbanks

MWR6

2

1996

20B

Lost Lake
CA

20B

Birch Lake
CA

20B

Harding
Lake CA

Closed to taking of big
game wI firearms and
crossbows within 1/2
mile of lake
Closed to taking of big
game within 1/2 mile of
lake
Closed to taking of big
game within 1/2 mile of
lake

1

S1962

Address safety concerns

Yes

S1962

Address safety concerns

Yes

S1962

Address safety concerns

Yes

4

CUA = Controlled Use Area
Aug. 5-Aug. 25
3
Aug. 1-Sep. 30

MA = Management Area
CA = Closed Area
6
MWR = Migratory Waterfowl Refuge
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BLACK BEAR
STATUS: Black bears are common in all units. Harvest peaked in the late 1990s, but has
since shown moderate declines. Average annual harvest rates are below the estimated
maximum sustainable exploitation rate in all units, except possibly the central portion of
Unit 20B. We do not believe the high harvest ofblack bears in central Unit 20B is of
biological concern because surrounding units receive relatively little hunting pressure and
provide reservoir areas that serve to repopulate potentially over-harvested areas. The
continued high harvest of black bears in the heavily hunted central Unit 20B supports this
hypothesis. Spring bear hunting at bait stations is especially popular in Unit 20B. High
hunter effort and harvest near Fairbanks likely reduces black be~ nuisance problems.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Bait station registration, sealing, tooth aging, and
responding to complaints about nuisance bears are the primary management activities.
Sealing data provides the sex and age composition and location of harvest.
ISSUES: Regulations requiring the salvage of the hide and mea(have been the subject of
many proposals in recent years. Arguments generally revolve around the palatability of
black bear meat during the fall when bears feed on fish. Tru.s'C(jri9~;cloesnot pertain to
black bears in the Interior, where they generally do not feed oh fislf?Anothelissue

involves conflicts between bear baiters and the general public; p'i1fti'c~iarly landowners in
areas surrounding Fairbanks. Bear baiting has also becom~ 'anj~;J{~thin theChena
Recreation Area (CRA) where the CRA Citizens Advisoty,Bdaralirui lobbied Fish and
Game to eliminate bear baiting in the CRA due to perceived co~fli~ts. ·this issue is
currently being addressed through education (i.e., bear baiting clinics required prior to
registering a bait station) and, within the CRA, by working cooperatively with.J
Department of Natural Resources; Parks and Recreation Divisipn';CRA staff/
I ,',,,
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GRIZZLY BEAR
STATOS: Grizzly bears are present in all units, but are most numerous in the
mountainous portions of Units 20A and 20C followed by the higher elevations in Units
20B, 20F and 25C. Harvest is generally low except for portions of Units 20A and 20B.
High harvests resulted in reduced numbers of bears in Unit 20A during the 1980s. We
estimated that the grizzly bear population had recovered by 20.00 following a reduction in
season length (10 September-31 May) beginning in regulatory year 1994 (RY94; 'RY
begins 1 July and ends 30 June, e.g., RY94 = 1 July 1994 through 30 June 1995). The
season was increased by 5 days in RY02 (5 September-31 May) and the bag limit
liberalized in RY04 from 1 bear every 4 years to 1 bear every year.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Sealing, tooth aging, and responding to complaints
about nuisance bears are the primary management activities. Sealing data provides sex
and age composition and location of the harvest.
ISSUES: Management issues typically relate to tag fees and season length, especially in
Unit 20A, where predator management remains an issue because of Intensive
Management. Generally, hunters feel that grizzly bears tag fees should be waived and
seasons further liberalized to reduce predation on ungulates.

CARIBOU
DELTA CARIBOU HERD
STATUS: This herd declined dramatically in the early 1990s from about 11,000 to 4,000
caribou, prompting closure of a popular hunting season and implementation of a groundbased wolf control program (1993-1995). After termination of the wolf control program,
the herd continued to decline slowly to an estimated 2000 caribou in 2005. Herd size is
currently estimated at approximately 3000 animals. The Board authorized a small
drawing permit hunt (up to 100 permits) for bull caribou in 1996. Bull:cow ratios remain
high and large bull:cow ratios continue to exceed objectives. Between 1996 and 2003,
annual harvest averaged 35 bulls (range 22-50). In 2004 the Board authorized up to 150
permits be issued and mean harvest has since increased to 42 (range 25-58; RY04RY09). Between 2006 and 2010 the Delta herd has been mixing with the Nelchina herd
along the western Denali Highway in Unit 13. This presents difficulty in standard
population and composition surveys, and puts members of the Delta herd at risk of
harvest under the seasons and bag limits of the Nelchina herd.
MANAGEMENT ACTMTIES: Standard population and composition surveys are
conducted annually. A small number of radiocollared animals are maintained to facilitate
surveys.
ISSUES: This has long been a very popular caribou hunt. Issues include the number of
permits issued in the drawing hunt and the lack of intensive management efforts to
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increase the size of the herd. Mixing with the Nelchina herd in Unit 13 puts the Delta
herd at risk of overharvest under the seasons and bag limits (State and Federal) for the
N elchina Herd.
WHITE MOUNTAINS CARIBOU HERD
STATUS: This small herd numbers roughly 600 caribou and primarily inhabits western
Unit 25C. It receives little harvest because of poor access. The general fall season is
limited to bulls, while caribou of either sex may be taken during a winter registration
permit hunt (1 Dec-31 Mar). Herd numbers appear stable. Mixing with the Fortymile
herd along the Steese Highway during 2000--2001 and again in 2008 has complicated
harvest management.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Standard population and composition surveys are
conducted annually in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management. A small
number of radiocollared animals are maintained to facilitate surveys.
ISSUES: Annual harvest has traditionally been within sustainable limits, and often low.
About 20 caribou were taken per year between 1990 and 2007. Harvest rose sharply in
1999-2001 because of the presence ofFortymile herd animals in the White Mountains
herd hunt area, and because White Mountains caribou became more accessible due to
their distribution. Average annual harvest for these 3 years was 47. Harvest returned to
historic levels in 2002-2008.
DENALI CARIBOU HERD
STATUS: This herd currently numbers roughly 2000 animals and primarily inhabits
Unit 20C within Denali National Park. The herd was closed to harvest after a decline in
the early 1970s and it remains closed even under federal subsistence regulations.
Intensive long-term research by the National Park Service and the U.S. Geological Survey
enhance the herd's value as a control population for management and research efforts on
other Interior herds.

~cl

U.S. Geological
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: The National Par~_Service
Survey annually conduct population estimation and composition SlµVeys along with
numerous research investigations.
,,·1

ISSUES: There is local interest in opening the Denali caribou herd to limited harvest of
bulls. The department has opposed such a hunt because herd nUlllb~and bull:cow ratios
are below management objectives and because of the her,fs valij~ as a.co,ntrol population.

FURBEARER
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STATUS: Beaver are abundant in the Fairbanks area. ~~en n~J:,ers:,~ppear to be at a
moderate level. Hare numbers appeared to have reached their pe8:k·in 2009. Lynx
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numbers are up, but will likely soon follow the hares in a declining cycle. Marten, lynx,
and wolf are the more commercially important species in the Interior. Trapping effort
near road-accessible areas is moderately high, but trapline densities are low away from
the road system.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Sealing provides harvest data for lynx, wolf,
wolverine, and otter. Beaver cache surveys are conducted annually in the lower Chena,
River drainage as part of a management program designed to manage beaver in this area
for viewing and education opportunities while minimizing property damage.
ISSUES: Lack of demand for beaver pelts and high beaver survival had increased
property damage caused by heaver from flooding and tree cutting along roadways and
near residential areas in past years. An extended beaver season since 2004 has alleviated
many of those problems and sparked more interest in harvesting beaver in the Fairbanks
area.

MOOSE
STATUS: In Unit 20A, moose are found at moderateto high densities (2.5-3
moose/mi2) Liberal antlerless hunts in RY04-RY08 reduced moose densities from an
estimated 3. 0--3 .5 moose/mi2 in 2003. Unit 20A has the lowest productivity of any wild
moose population studied in North America and, despite reductions in moose densities,
improvements in productivity have not yet been observed. Thus, habitat conditions
remain a concern as high moose densities over the past decade resulted in heavy
browsing. Despite the low productivity, calf survival is relatively high, likely due to high
harvest rates of predators. In Unit 20B, moose are found at moderate densities (-2.0
moose/mi\ but densities vary widely from greater than 2 moose/mi2 in the Minto Flats
Management Area to less than 1 moose/mi2 in the eastern portion of the unit. Moose
populations in most of Units 20C, 20F, and 25C are low and no trends in population
parameters are apparent from harvest data or anecdotal information.

The Fairbanks area accounts for approximately 25-30% of the statewide moose harvest
with most (80%) of that harvest coming from Units 20A and 20B. The Board approved
the harvest of antlerless moose by drawing permit in portions of Unit 20A and 20B in the
mid 1990s and these hunts have been reauthorized annually. In 2002 the Board approved
drawing permit hunts for calf moose in Unit 20A to help meet Intensive Management
(IM) harvest objectives. In 2004 the Board approved a registration hunt for antlerless
moose with a September I-December 10 season to substantially increase the harvest of
female moose to reduce moose numbers from an estimated 16,000 to the IM population
objective of 10,000--12,000 moose. The season was extended (Aug. 25-Feb. 28) in 2006
to meet IM objectives, especially in the more remote portions of the unit. Over 1,700
hunters reported hunting for antlerless moose in Unit 20A in RY04, RY05 and RY06. On
average, 2,074 hunters harvested 613 antlerless moose RY04-RY06.
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Unit 20B is the most heavily hunted unit in the Fairbanks Area during the general hunt,
with 2,500-3,000 hunters reporting, followed by Unit 20A with 1,200-1,600 hunters
reporting.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: An intensive moose research project is ongoing in
Unit 20A. Population estimation and composition surveys are conducted in Units 20A
and 20B on an annual basis. The National Park Service periodically conducts surveys
within Denali National Park in Unit 20C. Population estimation surveys were conducted
in Unit 25C in 1997 and 2007 with funding from the Bureau of Land Management. In
addition, the Bureau of Land Management has radiocollared moose to investigate moose
movements and habitat use in Unit 25C.
A large (75,000 acre) prescribed fire has been planned for over 10 years in western
Unit 20A to improve wildlife habitat. That project has not been completed due to
difficulty in realizing acceptable burning conditions. However, approximately 200,000
acres burned in 2 separate fires in the western and central Tanana Flats in 2001, 120,000
acres in 2006, and 220,000 acres in 2 separate fires in 2009. Therefore, the disposition of
the planned 75,000 acre prescribed bum will be reevaluated. We conducted intensive
moose surveys of the 2001 Fish Creek and Survey Line fires in 2003 and 2008 as the
initial and early phases of monitoring the potential changes in moose density and
composition over time. These intensive surveys are planned at 5-year intervals to monitor
potential changes in population trends in the burns. Smaller scale habitat improvement
projects have been completed in the Fairbanks Area, primarily along Nenana Ridge in
Unit 20B to improve ruffed grouse habitat, which;also improved moose habitat.
We have conducted browse surveys in various Units. in the Interior since 2000. Central
Unit 20A showed the highest browse removal rate of any survey area during 2000-2008,
indicating that moose in Unit 20A are heavily using their forage resources. Twinning
rates and short-yearling calf weights during that period also show that moose in central
Unit 20A are experiencing the lowest nutritional level of any moose population we know
ofin Alaska.

ISSUES: Past regulatory changes in Unit 20A, which were designedJo reduce the
harvest of bulls to sustainable levels and increase the harvest of cows and calves, have
been controversial, but successful. Regulatory changes in~lude<bi,shorter; then longer,
general season, unitwide antler restrictions for residents and nonresidents, registration
hunts and longer antlerless seasons.
: ,.· ..
Antlerless moose hunts remain controversial and divisive and public opposition tends to
wax and wane. The take of calf moose in antlerless hunts has been a highly volatile issue.
During RYO~RY08 thousands ofhunters acquired regi&tration:peflllits anq:hunted.;
antlerless moose in Unit 20A.
·
·
The Minto Flats Management Area in Unit 20B is unique in terms of moos.e management
in that a limited registration hunt with an either sex bag limit ti.uis concurrent with a 15-
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day, antler-restricted general season. In 2004, the Board rescinded the Tier II hunt that
was in place during 1996--2003 and replaced it with the registration hunt. The distribution
of permits for the limited registration hunt has been fraught with problems and no
solution has yet been identified.
Access restrictions for moose hunting are also controversial. Aircraft and airboats are not
permitted for moose hunting in the Minto Flats Management Area. Motorized vehicles
other than aircraft are not permitted in the Wood River and Yanert Controlled Use Areas
in Unit 20A.
Finally, entry to some military land is prohibited. This is especially controversial in a
portion of Unit 20A with excellent moose habitat.

SHEEP
ALASKA RANGE (UNIT 20A)
STATUS: Sheep numbers in Unit 20A declined in the early 1990s from 5,000 to about
2000 sheep, as estimated in an extensive survey in 1994. No clear trend in sheep
population dynamics is apparent from su~sequent trend area surveys. We believe that
productivity has improved and that the population may be increasing. However, data from
the small trend area have been variable.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: A small trend area is surveyed annually in the
drainages of the upper West Fork of the Little Delta River, Dry Creek, and Wood River
located in the central mountains of Unit 20A.
ISSUES: The primary issue among sheep hunters seems to be the apparent high harvest
of sub-legal rams (i.e:, primarily 7/8 curl) which lead to the Board adopting regulations to
seal sheep horns to curb this apparent illegal harvest. Predator management to enhance
sheep populations remains an issue. The department investigated coyote-Dall sheep
predator-prey dynamics in the central mountains of Unit 20A and those results are
currently being prepared for publication.
TANANA UPLANDS AND WHITE MOUNTAINS
STATUS: Approximately 600-750 sheep are found in relatively isolated areas of suitable
habitat. There is no evidence that severe winters of the early 1990s affected the status of
sheep in these areas.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Trend areas encompassing a large portion of suitable
sheep habitat are surveyed annually in conjunction with Bureau of Land Management and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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ISSUES: Hom breakage found in mature rams in portions of the White Mountains is of
interest and concern to hunters pursuing sheep there.

WOLF
STATUS: Wolf numbers increased in Unit 20A following a wolfreduction in
1993-1994, and appear to be stable to slightly increasing at moderately high levels.
Conversely, wolf numbers began to decline in Denali National Park by 1995 (Unit 20C)
following an abrupt increase and peak in numbers concurrent with harsh winters in the
early 1990s. Data on wolf abundance in Units 20B, 20F and 25C is lacking, but anecdotal
information suggests wolf numbers are stable in these units.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Sporadic surveys, including radiotelemetry surveys,
incidental observations, and sealing constitute recent management activities. Research in
Unit 20A provided considerable information on the status of wolves in that area through
2000. Research on dog lice in wolves is ongoing and radiocollared wolf packs assist in
estimating wolf numbers and pack dynamics.
ISSUES: Wolf control continues to be controversial. The Board has identified Unit 20A
for Intensive Management. A ground-based wolf control program to reverse the decline of
the Delta caribou herd was implemented in 1993, but wolf control was suspended in early
1994. Since then, there have been no intensive management efforts to increase the size of
the Delta caribou herd.

SMALL GAME
STATUS: The overall status of small game populations is largely unknown. Anecdotal
information and spring hare surveys suggests hare numbers peaked in 2008 or 2009.
Based on drumming count surveys at Clear and along the Tanana River near Fairbanks,
grouse numbers are currently low and likely at or near the bottom of the cycle. Ptarmigan
numbers still appear to be increasing from a long term low. Hunting small game is
popular along road-accessible areas.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Ruffed grouse drumming counts are conducted
annually in Units 20A and 20B. Grouse wings are collected from hunters in.the most
popular grouse hunting areas. The wings provide an index to annual juvenile recruitment
into the grouse populations and proportions of the 3 grouse species in the harvest.
ISSUES: None.

OTHER ISSUES
Other issues potentially affecting wildlife or wildlife users include forestry, fire
management, oil and gas exploration in the Minto Flats State Game Refuge and Healy
Basin, military activities, Eielson AFB to Ft. Greely railroad extension. As communities
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in the area grow and expand, nuisance wildlife management activities and urban wildlife
issues are expected to increase.
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GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS 21B, 21C, 21D & 24
GALENA AREA OFFICE
Area Biologist: Glenn Stout
Assistant Area Biologist: Tony Hollis
Wildlife Technician: Nate Pamperin
DESCRIPTION
The Galena Area office with management responsibilities for Units 21B, 21C, 21D and
24 (totaling approximately 51,134 mi2) is located in Galena. One Area Management
Biologist is currently stationed in Fairbanks, both the Assistant Area Management
Biologist and Wildlife Technician, shared with the Regional Office, are also located in
Fairbanks. The only road access into the Galena Management Area is the Dalton
Highway in Unit 24A. Access to other parts of the area is limited to travel by boat on the
rivers, aircraft, and snowmachine during the winter. Moose, caribou, and bears are
important food sources for local rural residents and provide hunting opportunity for
numerous nonlocal hunters. Fur trapping is an important traditional and economic
activity.
Grune Management Unit 21B contains approximately 9,311 mi2 • It consists of the Yukon
River corridor between Tanana and Ruby, including the Nowitna River. The Nowitna
National Wildlife Refuge occupies most of the unit south of the Yukon River. Ruby is the
only village within Unit 21B.
Unit 21 C contains approximately 3,670 mi 2• It consists of the Melozitna River drainage
upstrerun from "the rapids" near the mouth, and the Dulbi River drainage upstrerun from
Cottonwood Creek. There are no villages or year-round residents in Unit 21 C.
Unit 21D contains approximately 12,110 mi2 • It consistsofthe Yukon River drainage
from Blackburn upstrerun to Ruby, and the Koyukuk River drainage downstrerun from
Dubin Point. Part of the Koyukuk Controlled Use Area is inch.ided\vithin Unit 21D.
Federal conservation areas in Unit 21D include parts ofKoyukfilcNational Wildlife
Refuge and parts oflnnoko National Wildlife Refuge. Villages;withinUnit 21D include
··
Galena, Koyukuk, Nulato, and Kaltag.
Unit 24 contains approximately 26,060 mi 2, and it is divided into 4 subunits: 24A, 24B,
24C, and 24D. It consists of the Koyukuk River drainage,frbRl'tlieheadwaters in the
Brooks Range and east of the Dalton Highway, downstream to DUoirf Priiht. The Kanuti
Controlled use Area, part of the Dalton Highway Corridor- Management Area, and part of
the Koyukuk Controlled Use Area are- included
within Unt't
2~:''Fedetal'oonservation
.
'
'"' , · • ; ·. t·t.i '.··~·, .•
.. .
units include parts of Koyukuk National Wildlife Refuge," parts of Gates of the Arctic
National Park and Preserve, and Kanuti National Wildlife Refug¢. Bureau of Land

Management oversees some other federal lands in Unit 24. Villages within Unit 24
include Coldfoot, Wiseman, Bettles, Evansville, Anaktuvuk Pass, Alatna, Allakaket,
Hughes and Huslia.

BLACK BEAR
STATUS: Black bears are numerous in most ofUnits 21B, 21C, 21D, and 24. No
population estimation surveys have been conducted. There is no closed season for black
bears in any of these units, and they are an important species taken for food by local
residents. Household surveys indicate local harvest is approximately 30-45 bears
annually in Units 21B, 21D, and 24. Nonlocal hunters take an unknown, but probably
small number of black bears, usually incidental to other hunting activities.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: There is no requirement for sealing
black bears. Subsistence household surveys and anecdotal information are used to
monitor population status.
ISSUES: There is no efficient and cost effective way to monitor black bear population
dynamics in this area. During years of low berry abundance, reports of black bears
frequenting village dumps and fish camps are common. Bears taken in "Defense of Life
or Property" (OLP) are usually not reported. Black bears are significant predators of
moose calves, and poor moose calf survival is the primary reason for moose population
declines in the Galena Management Area.

GRIZZLY BEAR
STATUS: The grizzly bear populations in Units 21B, 21C, 21D and 24 are believed to
have been slowly increasing during the past 10 years, based on field observations,
nuisance reports, and hunter sightings. Historically, grizzly bears were an important
source of food and hides for local residents. Despite liberal seasons, hunting pressure by
both local and nonlocal hunters is low. Annual harvests from Units.21B, 21C, and 21D
usually total less than 10 bears. Annual harvests from Unit 24 are usually less than 20
bears.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Management activities involve
monitoring harvests and administering hunts. No surveys have been conducted. Units
21D and 24 have a subsistence registration permit hunt in which grizzly bears taken do
not have to be sealed unless the hides are transported out of the units.
ISSUES: Management objectives for grizzly bears within Units 2 lB, 21 C, 21 D and 24
are to maintain these populations at levels that will sustain a minimum annual reported
harvest of 25 and 35, respectively. Present harvest levels are well below that. Unreported
harvest numbers are estimated to be approximately 10 bears per year in Units 21 B, 21 C,
and 21D and 5 bears each year in Unit 24. The combined reported and unreported 5-year
average harvest for Units 21 B, 21 C, 21 D was estimated to be 18 bears. The combined

reported and unreported five-year average harvest for Unit 24 was estimated to be 21
bears.
Local residents report concerns about substantially increased numbers of grizzly bears.
Residents of Huslia, who rely on black bears as a subsistence food source, report that
grizzly bears are occupying traditional black bear dens. Some local residents believe that
grizzly predation on black bears has substantially reduced the availability of black bears.
More importantly, those residents believe black bear hunting has become a riskier
endeavor due to the likelihood of encountering a grizzly bear at den sites. Grizzly bears
are significant predators of moose calves, and poor moose calf survival may be the
primary reason for moose population declines in this area.

CARIBOU
STATUS: Four caribou herds are resident in the Kokrines Hills (Units 21 B and 21 C),
Ray Mountains (Units 20F, 24A and 24B), and Hodzana Hills (Units 24A and 25A).
Each herd is associated with and named for a mountain peak within the range of
mountains where they calve. The Ray Mountains herd numbers approximately 1,5001,800 caribou, The Hodzana herd is approximately 800-1,200 caribou, the Wolf
Mountain herd is approximately 350-550 caribou, and the Galena Mountain herd is 80100 caribou. Total annual harvest from the 4 herds seldom exceeds 20. The Western
Arctic caribou herd is frequently found in northern Unit 24, and occasionally travels into
the western-most portions of Units 21D and 24. In the winter of2003-2004, up to
200,000 Western Arctic Herd caribou wintered innorthem:Unit 24, but have numbered
only 20,000-30,000 each winter since then in the,Z~e.Hills and.Purce11 Mountains of
24C and 24D.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Harvest monitoring is accomplished
through the statewide general harvest ticket system. Information on caribou numbers and
distribution of the 4 resident herds was obtained through cooperative studies involving
ADF&G, US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and Bureaµ of Land Management
(BLM). Between 1992 and 2009, 145 caribou were i:adiocollared; however only about 40
of those are still active. Periodic radiotracking flights proyid,e,information on seasonal
distribution. Annual composition flights using both fixed;~ng arld h~J;~opter are
conducted in July and October. Surveys of the Ray and WolfMduntairiherds have
included aerial photography from fixed-wing aircraft during p:<;>~t~cahjng.aggregations.
Typically however, surveys of the 4 herds are conductaj~9pportlµlisticajly. ADF&G staff
in Region 5 oversees management of the Western Arctic'·carib'.o4,herd/ . ·
ISSUES: Due to limited access, hunters take few caribou from,.the.4 resident herds. The
management objectives for these caribou herds are to µiainqiin;harvest-ata level that
allows the herds to grow. However, harvest islargely;,s~J.f~limitmg;a(tlui.time because of
difficult access. Also, it appears that predation is likely'reJtrictilig herd gTOwth; lichenranges are lush, and the early calving date and large bbdy.size'.of:both calves and adults
indicate good nutrition. Th~ Giµena Mo~tain Herdh~ e,xP.~~~<f.:a'.sharp decline in
esti_mated herd size over the past three years from over 30,ffanimals to -less than 100 in

recent surveys. The Department uses emergency orders to announce·season openings. in a
portion of the Unit 21 D to allow winter harvest of the Western Arctic Caribou Herd east
of the Koyukuk River, while providing adequate protection for the Galena Mountain and
Wolf Mountain herds. Apparent shifts in migratory patterns of the Western Arctic Herd
in northern Unit 24 has occasionally made it difficult for Anaktuvuk Pass residents to.
obtain caribou in early fall.

MOOSE
STATUS: Moose were reported in Units 21B and 21C historically, but are relatively
new additions to Units 21D and 24. Local residents reported first observing moose tracks
in those units during the 1930s. Colonization of moose in those areas was slow until
federal predator control efforts in the 1950s allowed rapid expansion of local populations.
Moose densities range from low to moderate over most of the area, with very high
densities in localized areas of high quality habitat. Generally, trend count area surveys
conducted in 1998-2003 showed declining calf:cow and bull:cow ratios. Aerial surveys
demonstrated declines on the order of 16-25% from 1994 to 2001 in Unit 2ID and 3050% in Unit 24 from 1993 to 2004. Populations have apparently stabilized since the early
2000s, due primarily to excellent productivity during 2003-2006. However, record snow
accumulations in the lower Koyukuk and Middle Yukon during winter 2008-2009 may
negatively impact moose numbers in those areas.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: The Galena management staff
conducts fall sex and age composition surveys, hunter contacts in the fall, and spring
twinning surveys. Population estimation surveys were conducted in portions of Unit 21D
during 1987, 1997, 2001 and 2004; in Unit 21B in 2001 and 2008; and in Unit 24 during
1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 and 2008. Hunter check stations are operated during September
near the mouth of the Nowitna River, and 15 miles upstream from the village of Koyukuk
on the Koyukuk River. The area of the lower Koyukuk River drainage in Units 21D and
24 downstream from Hughes is within the Koyukuk Controlled Use Area (KCUA), and
hunts are managed by drawing and registration permits. Surrounding the KCUA within
21D are five other drawing/registration permit areas and in Unit 21B there are four
drawing/registration permit areas. Harvest monitoring for the rest of the Galena area is by
harvest report cards and door-to-door subsistence surveys.
A 1997 browse quality assessment in the Three Day Slough area of Unit 21D conducted
in by a researcher from the University of Alaska suggests that browse quality was very
high compared to other similar willow species in the Interior. The department's spring
2006 browse removal rate index was 5.3% (95% CL: 4.3%-6.3%). Extrapolated to shrub
counts and species composition in Unit 24B yielded an index of8.8% (6.8o/o-10.8%). To
date, both these browse removal indices are the lowest values estimated in Interior Alaska
and are statistically similar to removal rates in adjacent Unit 24C (5.5% and 8.5%,
respectively).
A cooperative moose management project was initiated by ADF&G, FWS, NPS and
BLM in March 2008 with the deployment of 58 VHF and GPS radio collars. By the end

of 2009, an additional 30 radio collars were deployed to replace mortalities and increase
sample size to 68 total moose. In addition to monthly relocations to provide distribution
information, other benefits that will result from this study include twinning surveys,
survival rates, and sightability estimates. The Department has also participated in the
Koyukuk NWR and NPS in moose research project which is helping us to understand calf
weight dynamics, survival rates, and moose distribution on the lower Koyukuk and
Middle Yukon River areas.
ISSUES: The key issues for moose management in the Galena Management Area are
1) increasing hunter effort required to harvest a moose due to warm fall weather, and
increasing cost of fuel 2) harvest of cow moose, 3) low numbers of moose in 248, and
4) predator-caused mortality. The hunter check station on the lower Koyukuk River has
been operated since the early l 980's, but wasn't mandatory until 1990. Both hunter
numbers and moose harvest increased steadily in the area through 1999. Concern about
increasing harvest was raised when declining bull:cow ratios in the Three Day Slough
trend count areas were first observed during fall 1995. To address the concerns about
increasing harvest, the Board of Game established registration hunts for general and
subsistence hunters in the lower Koyukuk River and temporarily on the Nowitna River.
Further restrictions for the registration hunts were enacted in 1997. In 1997, hunter and
harvest numbers decreased temporarily in the lower Koyukuk River area, though hunter
success remained high. Moose hunter and harvest numbers then continued to increase
through 1999. A drawing permit hunt was implemented in 2000 within the KCUA to
replace the general registration hunt (RM830). This reversed the trend of increasing
hunter numbers in the lower Koyukuk River drainage. In the Three Day Slough trend
count area bull:cow ratios have begun to increase_;due·to improving r~cruitment and
restrictive harvest strategies. Calf:cow and yearling bµll:cow.ratios improved in 2003 and
2004, suggesting barely stable population levels. These indicators were mixed from 2005
through 2008. Recruitment ratios and population estimates during 1995-2001 confirmed
that the moose population decline in the lower Koyukuk River drainage was due
primarily to poor calf survival and yearling recruitment. As anticipated, with the more
restrictive regulations in the KCUA, moose hunters were qisplaced t9 other drainages in
the Galena Management Area, particularly the Be.arCreek, Kateel, H~slia, Hogatza, and
Nowitna river drainages, but regulatory measures: aqopted aLthe 2004 board meeting .
were very successful in managing those issues. F~~r detail~ regarding mo9~e hunting
concerns as they relate to the KCUA, are discussed in the Controlled Use Areas ·section
of this overview.
Bull:cow ratios in the heavily hunted Nowitna River portion:~r Unit 2ufhav~ increased
from 15-20 bulls: 100 cowi, with approximately V3 of the bll~ls bfing y~~li~gs during
2000-2003, to nearly 30 bulls: 100 cows
in 2008. DuringJhe
perj~d ofJow, bull:cow ratios
. .
. . , . . L .. ; , . . . . . . . ,· . .
an increasing number of nonlocal residents hunted this area,. and:eventiially success rates
at"ea in which
among l~~al residents declined; Tlµ~ caused local hunters,~6
they hunted or change the season in which they hunted. As ni,ore hunters shifted to
huntin~ ,the winter season,,.~Qr~ co~ moose. were harvest~;jy1¥<;h a~~e!.eyated the r~te of
the moose population decline;iWith increasing bull:cow raJiosin.recent years, local
vill~g~
harvest has steadUy_'.ii)cr¢ased~···
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Residents of communities in the area served by the Galena area office are generally
pleased with the results of the registration and drawing permit hunts and the ability this
system affords the department to manage hunter distribution. However, frustration.
continues over the realization that hunter management is having little impact on the the
moose population decline, which is attributable to the poor survival and recruitment'of
calves and yearlings, not hunting.
Private and federal land ownership and dual management presents challenges to moose
management in these units. This is particularly a concern in the upper Koyukuk River
drainage near Allakaket, Alatna, and Hughes where the moose population has declined
the most and local hunters are struggling to harvest enough moose. Local hunters in these
areas are increasingly turning to federal managers to provide for additional hunting
seasons, while private corporation lands that fall under State jurisdiction maintain the
more restrictive seasons in an effort to prevent further moose population declines.
The Department sponsored the Koyukuk River Moose Hunters Working Group that was
organized in 1999 to develop a detailed management plan to address moose hunting
concerns. The Board of Game endorsed the group's Moose Management Plan for the
Koyukuk River at the winter 2001 statewide meeting.

SHEEP
STATUS: Much of the suitable sheep habitat in Unit 24 is located within Gates of the
Arctic National Park and Preserve (GAAR) in Units 24A and 24B. Sheep numbers
declined from the mid-1980s until the early 1990s. This decline was likely the result of
severe winters'from'1989 through 1993. Population estimation surveys conducted in
summer 1996 in GAAR indicated that sheep numbers were lower than during the mid1980s, but recruitment had begun to improve by 1993. Surveys in 1996 found good
numbers oflambs and yearlings, which indicated the population was increasing. During
1998-2002, annual surveys were conducted in a portion of the 1996 surveys area by
GAAR staff. Although there were annual fluctuations, the population was considered
stable during 1996--2002. However, comparisons with surveys in the 1980s indicated that
the sheep population was historically much higher in this area. From 2002 through 2009,
ADF&G conducted sheep surveys in part of the upper Chandalar drainage east of the
Dalton Highway in portions of Unit 24A and 25A. Total sheep numbers, lamb:ewe ratios
and total legal rams have remained healthy throughout the survey years. During the 7
years of the survey the number oflegal rams has ranged from 31 to 50 and the lamb:ewe
ratio has ranged from 18% to 43%, with 32% estimated in the 2009 survey. Total sheep
numbers have ranged from 989 to 1,539 sheep with 1,517, 1,310 and 1,535 sheep counted
during 2006, 2007, and 2009, respectively. In regulatory years 2004-2008, an average of
71 hunters harvested at least 27 animals in all of Unit 24.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Sheep populations in Unit 24 are
monitored by analyses of harvest reports, occasional fixed-wing aerial surveys, and
anecdotal information. The NPS initiated a sheep study in GAAR in 1998 that included

•

assessments of harvest, population status, and movements, mostly north of the Brooks
Range. Aerial surveys have also been conducted by ADF&G from 2002 through 2009 in
a portion of Unit 24 and Unit 25A.
ISSUES: Dall sheep in GAAR are managed somewhat differently than in most areas of
Alaska. Federal law mandates subsistence use as the highest priority consumptive use
within the preserve, and the exclusive consumptive use by federally qualified users
within the park. Sheep in Unit 24 outside GAAR are managed for diversified human use.
Though subsistence hunting is generally localized, the present numbers of sheep in those
areas are still sufficient to support current subsistence harvests. Other hunters are
generally more widespread, but are restricted to areas outside GAAR. A majority of
nonsubsistence hunters access Units 24A and 24B from the Dalton Highway.

WOLVES
STATUS: Wolf harvest in Unit 21B, 21C, and 210 is well below the maximum
sustained level the population can support. The Units 21B, 21C, and 210 combined
average annual harvest for regulatory years 2003 through 2007 (RY03-RY07; RY begins
1 July and ends 30 June, e.g., RY03 = 1 July 2003 through 30 June 2004) was 64 (range
= 48-77) wolves annually, while the allowable harvest was estimated to be at least 182304 wolves annually. Wolf harvest in Unit 24 is also well below the maximum sustained
level the population can support. The Unit 24 average harvest for RY03-RY07 was 77
(range= 53-111) wolves annually, while the allowable harvest.wasJ37-230 ,wolves
annually. The Unit 24 wolf population was stable during,i~q47:~008,'. and:;p~~¥e~. little
since regulatory year 1996, with only some localized fluc~tu,ti{ipfis:jY:Qlt'-µuqiJlers were
highest (9-11 wolves/I 000 km2 ) and probably increased.iri\~9utlwrri,l:)irit:2lt(s6;u~ of
Hughes). There were moderate and stable numbers (4-6 wolvesliOOO k.th;/i'.rt,central
Unit 24 (Bettles to Hughes), and variable densities (6-8 wolves/1000 kmTY~1th some
declines in northern Unit 24 (north of Bettles). Estimated wolfpopulatfon dtmsities were
highest and stable to increasing in Unit 210 {9.8-14.2 wolves/1000 km~)~ moderate and
stable in Unit 21B (4.4-6.7 wolves/1000 km2), and moderate and, stable in,Uiµt 21C (5-7
wolves/I 000 km2).
· ·
··
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Wolfpopulationtrend~;~Ja:e · ,
monitored through harvest reports and aerial surveys. In a portion ofUriiJ.zt]j' a wolf
study was conducted in 1994 and reconnaissance surveys were conducted ih.1999 and
2001 in Units 210 and 21B, respectively. A population estimatio~J~~Y
~nducted
in northern Unit 21 D and southern Unit 24 in 2000. Use of snowm,~cei~~(ts :the·most
common method of transportation for trappers and wolfhuntf#s~ Wolf.~arvest has
declined, particularly in Unit 24 since the ban on taking wofves a,iid oth~ fµrbearers the
same day a person is airborne,. Wolf snaring clinics were condiicte<(in '.i\iliilc~et, Huslia
and Galena during January 2000 and in Hughes, Kaltag and Ruby during i)ecember
2001, in Nulato and Galena in 2002 then again in Huslia and Allakaket ih 2005, and
Nulato in 2007.
·
·
·
·
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ISSUES: Wolf population levels are likely increasing throughout the area: While wolf
predation on moose is also likely increasing, demand for moose by nonlocal and local
hunters is intensifying. Local residents of the Galena area recognize the predator-prey
relationship between moose and wolves and make a conscious effort to increase wolf'
harvest when they perceive that moose are declining. There is some local der,nand for
wolf pelts used as parka ruffs and gifts at funeral potlatches. But with depressed fur .
prices and increasing fuel prices, the incentive to trap wolves is not high enough to
encourage trapping at levels needed to cause a positive response in moose recniitment

FURBEARERS
STATUS: Furbearers have traditionally been an important resource in Units 21 B, 21 C,

210, and 24, supplying food, clothing, and items of commerce. Although furbearer
populations have always been sufficient to meet local demands, they are subject to cycles
of abundance. Furbearers of economic importance found in these units are marten,
beaver, lynx, wolves, wolverine, red fox, mink, river otters, and muskrats. Coyotes also
occur, but are rare. Weasels and red squirrels are common, but usually not targeted by
trappers. Harvest trends for some species are related to markets. Some species, especially
beaver, are important food items and taken in high number irrespective of markets. Based
on trapper reports, furbearer population levels for the past several years in Units 21 B;
21 C, 2ID, and 24 appear to be stable or increasing.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: Harvest is monitored through sealing

records, fur export reports, fur acquisition reports, and trapper surveys. The local FWS
office studied the effects of forest fires on marten. Snap trapping for small mammals has
provided indices of small mammal abundance in some areas.
ISSUES: Low fur prices for most species have directly affected trapper effort in the
area. Furbearer populations are in good condition throughout the area; The current
distribution and effort by trappers is light and compatible with the present population
levels. The harvest of furbearers is below sustainable harvests, and is not expected to
change significantly given the large area, number of trappers, remoteness, and fur prices.

SMALL GAME
STATUS: The overall status of small game populations in Units 21 B, 21 C, 21 D and 24

are largely unknown. Anecdotal information suggests hare numbers were near their peak
in 2008 and 2009 in some areas after a low populations during 2001-2005. Spruce and
ruffed (locally called willow) grouse are common but have declined since 2000.
Ptarmigan were also at their lows in the mid·2000's but may now be showing signs of
increasing once again.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: None
ISSUES: None

CONTROLLED USE AREAS
STATUS: There are currently two moose hunting controlled use areas (CUAs) in the
Galena Management Area: the Koyukuk CUA and the Kanuti CUA.
KOYUKUK CONTROLLED USE AREA: The Koyukuk CUA was established in
1979 to reduce participation of nonlocal moose hunters and hunter conflicts by
prohibiting the use of aircraft. However, by 1986 the number of hunters arriving by boat
from outside the unit equaled the number of hunters who previously accessed the area by
aircraft. The Koyukuk CUA occupies 4,791 mi 2 in northern Unit 21D and southern Unit
24 and overlaps with a large portion of the Koyukuk National Wildlife Refuge. A moose
hunter check station has been operating on the Koyukuk River since 1983. It enables
accurate determination of the number of hunters using the river to access the Koyukuk
CUA within Unit 21D and accurate collection ofbiological data from harvested animals.
It is also used to educate local residents on licensing and reporting requirements, to
inform nonlocal hunters about regulations specific to the area and the locations of private
property along the river, and as a means of monitoring compliance with regulations. The
CUA, the mandatory check station, and the registration and drawing hunts are all
elements for managing this high profile hunting area and, in combination, have succeeded
in meeting the intended objectives.
There has been little change in the boundaries or basic elements of the Koyukuk CUA
(i.e. no fly-in moose hunting) since its creation. However, there have b¢~,a variety of
changes to the type of moose hunts that the department manages in the!Guj.J\,'li$!;/ .···
discussed in the moose section of this overview. Currently, an unlimit¢~ nuµi~~ of
resident hunters can hunt in the CUA on a subsistence registration hwiCCondltions ..
include keeping all the meat on the bone, keeping the head, and sawing
half
of one antler and turning it in to ADF&G. Alternatively, there are a limited number of
permits available for a drawing hunt. Conditions include keeping the meat on the bone of
the hindquarters, forequarters, and ribs and being able to retain the entire antler. For the
drawing hunt, 258 permits were allowed in RY03, while only 50 permits were .allowed
each year during RY04-RY07. Because of improving bull:cow ratios, the,"nuinbefof
permits in RY07 and RY08 was increased to 80 permits; lmplementati.t;>rf,pftlilclrawing
permit hunt was a result of the Koyukuk River Moose H\mters Worl9.ng
recommendations and it has effectively reduced nonsubs1stenc~ huntersj_,I:fciwevq-, there
was concern that demand for the unlimited number of subsistence registration permits
will eventually increase above sustainable harvest levels. As prev'iousb; tepq~ed, th~
regulatory changes are having little effect on reversing the declining trend ofthe moose
population, which is the result of poor calf survival and low yearling recruitment. At this
time, the poor calf survival and low yearling recruitment levels being observe4 areJikely
the result of predation.
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KANUTI CONTROLLED USE AREA: The Kanuti CUA was also established'fo 1979
to reduce participation of nonlocal moose hunters and hunter conflicts py '.prohi:p,iting the
use of aircraft. The Kanuti CUA occupies 2,183 mi2 of Unit 24B; the bound~es have not
been changed since its creation. The Kanuti CUA overlaps much of the Kan~ti National

Wildlife Refuge. Federal land within the Kanuti CUA was closed to moose hunting
except for federally qualified users in 1992, so interpretation of the effectiveness of the
CUAregulation is unclear. Although a few hunters who hunted the state navigable river
corridor accessed the CUA from the Dalton Highway in the past, most use within the
Kanuti CUA is by residents of the Unit 24 communities of Alatna, Allakaket, Bettles,
Hughes, .and.Evansville. Overall, the federal closure that overlaps the Kanuti CUA ha~. a
greater impact on current hunting patterns in the Kanuti CUA, except for the lower :; . ,
Alatna River area that is mostly State land, where the closure doesn't apply.
..

MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: A check station has been operated on.
the Koyukuk River within the Koyukuk CUA since 1981 (29 consecutive years. The
Koyukuk River moose management planning effort was implemented in 1999 to deal
with issues related to the two CUAs. The Koyukuk CUA was the main focus of attention
because of the large number of hunters using the lower Koyukuk River.
ISSUES: The Galena Are.a CUAs confine distribution of hunters to the travel corridors,
which are the rivers within those areas. This has the inadvertent effect of putting nonlocal hunters in the same areas as local hunters. Concentration of hunters creates
competition for the resource among user groups, reduces harvestable moose numbers in
the corridor where most non-local hunters are relegated, and has proved to be ineffective
in reducing the number of hunters in the long-term. The drawing/registration permit
system that was implemented in the Koyukuk CUA in 2000 has proven to be a far more
effective way to regulate hunter numbers and disperse the distribution of hunters
throughout the GMU.

GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS 19, 21A AND 21E
McGRATH AREA OFFICE
Area Biologist: Roger Seavoy
Assistant Area Biologist: Joshua Peirce
Seasonal Wildlife Technician: Vacant
DESCRIPTION
The McGrath area encompasses over 55,000 mi2 of diverse habitats in western Interior Alaska,
ranging from mountainous alpine to black spruce taiga and open tundra. All drainages of the
Kuskokwim River upstream of the village of Kalskag are included, as well as a portion of the
middle Yukon drainage (including the Innoko, Iditarod, and Anvik Rivers). Land status is
diverse; parts of two National Parks administered by the National Park Service, two National
Wildlife Refuges administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) tracts, State lands, and Native Corporation lands are scattered throughout
the area.
The McGrath area office is responsible for managing a wide variety of wildlife species, primarily
big game and furbearers. Moose, caribou, grizzly bear, black bear, Dall sheep, and bison are
present, and muskox are occasionally reported. FurbJarers, particularly marten, are important for
a variety of uses. Lowland areas (Units 19A, l9D, and 21E) are used largely by local, boat-borne
hunters who generally reside within Units 18, 19A, l9D, or 21E. The upland units (19B, 19C,
and 21A) are accessible largely by aircraft, and hunters using these upland units are generally
from outside the area.
Seventeen villages in the area are represented with advisory committee seats and several village
sites not represented remain important to area residents. There are four Fish, and Game Advisory
Committees, including McGrath, Grayling-Anvik-Shageiuk-Holy Cross (GASH), the Central
Kuskokwim, and the recently created Stony-Holitna AC (SHAC) which was formed when the
old Central Kuskokwim Advisory Committee was divided. ·
·
·

MANAGEMENT AREAS
THE LIME VILLAGE MANAGEMENT AREA: The Lime Village Management Area in
Unit 19A includes an area around Lime Village where moose hunting is by Tier II permit only.
This area still functions to delineate this Tier II hunt.

The

THE UPPER HOLITNA-HOHOLITNA MANAGEMENT AREA:
Upper HolitnaHoholitna Management Area was established in 1997 and includes all ofUpit_19B within the
Aniak, Kipchuk, Salmon, Holitna, and Hoholitna river drainages. In this area, all hunters are
required to stop at department check stations, though none have been-estab~ished for several

years, and moose and caribou taken by hunters using aircraft must be transported out of the area
by aircraft. This area was established to address a perception that meat was not being completely
salvaged and the requirement that hunters who fly into the management area must fly out
probably addresses this salvage issue.

CONTROLLED USE AREAS
UPPER KUSKOKWIM CONTROLLED USE AREA: The Upper Kuskokwim Controlled Use
Area (CUA) was originally established in 1981 across a broad area in central Unit l9D. Its
purpose was to prevent the use of aircraft for moose hunting in order to reduce competition for
moose by hunters using aircraft. In 2001, the CUA was enlarged as a temporary measure to
restrict aircraft as predation control measures were contemplated. During March 2008, the board
approved a proposal to change this CUA to a corridor near the portions of the rivers in proximity
to the Upper Kuskokwim villages. Currently, this CUA includes that portion of Unit 190
extending 2 miles on either side of and including the Kuskokwim River upstream from the
mouth of the Black River to the mouth of the Swift Fork, extending 2 miles on either side of and
including the Takotna River, upstream of the mouth of the Takotna River to Takotna, and
extending 2 miles on either side of, and including the South Fork River upstream from the mouth
of the South Fork to Nikolai. Within this area, moose hunting using aircraft for access is
prohibited. This CUA still functions to reduce competition for moose.

HOLITNA-HOHOLITNA CONTROLLED USE AREA: The Holitna-Hoholitna CUA was
first implemented for the fall 1992 hunting season in Units 19A and l9B. It consists of the
Holitna River downstream of Kashegelok, the Titnuk River downstream of Fuller Mountain, and
the Hoholitna River downstream from the confluence of the South Fork of the Hoholitna River.
The Holitna-Hoholitna CUA was established to limit the number of hunters on those rivers by
limiting the horsepower of their outboard motors to an aggregate of 40 hp. The moose hunting
season was closed in this portion of Unit 19A in 2006 and the Mulchatna caribou herd is much
reduced. Prior to this, the Holitna-Hoholitna CUA had largely accomplished its intended purpose
of reducing hunting pressure. Moose hunting drives hunting pressure in this area, so whether this
CUA will continue to serve its original purpose after moose hunting reopens depends on how a
renewed moose hunt would be managed.

•

PARADISE CONTROLLED USE AREA: The Paradise CUA in Unit 21E consists of the area
from the west bank of the Yukon River upstream from Paimiut to Eagle Island (45 miles
upstream of Grayling) and from the mouth of the lditarod River downstream along the east side
of the Innoko River to Paimiut. It includes 1,954 mi2 and was established in 1977 to reduce the
competition for moose between hunters using boats and hunters using aircraft, who at the time,
harvested more moose than local boat hunters. Hunting now is largely by Yukon village
residents who use boats. A nonresident drawing permit hunt in Unit 21 E was established
beginning in fall 2006 to limit nonresident participation. This CUA has, and continues to,
accomplish its intended purpose.

SPECIAL HUNT AREAS:
NONRESIDENT CLOSED AREA IN UNITS 19AAND 198: The Unit 19A and 19B
nonresident closed area includes a 4-mile wide corridor along portions of the Kuskokwim,
Holitna, Titnuk, Hoholitna, and Aniak rivers, Aniak Slough, the Salmon, Kipchuk, Owhat,
Kolmakof, Holokuk, Chineekluk, Veahna, Oskawalik rivers, Crooked Creek, George River, and
the Buckstock and Doestock rivers. The area was established by an ad hoc group of local hunters
and guides at the March 2002 Board of Game meeting to eliminate the conflict and competition
between local residents, guided nonresidents and nonresident hunters dropped off by
transporters. Since its implementation, moose numbers have declined and all nonresident moose
hunting opportunity has been eliminated in Unit 19A and this area no longer serves its original
purpose.
THE TM680 MOOSE HUNT AREA: In Unit 19A, downstream of the George River and
Downey Creek drainages, moose hunting is limited through Tier II permits. This was first
implemented in 2006.

BISON
STATUS: The Farewell Bison Herd ranges in Unit 19C and eastern Unit l9D. Currently, the
herd consists of fewer than 225 animals, and appears to be stable fo incr,~~ing. ,
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: We conduct aerial surveys during sprihg a.pd fall to assess
minimum population size, annual calf production, and recruitment The
i~ radiotracked to
determine distribution and to assist in population surveys. We deployed a.d9itjonal radiocollars in
April 2008 to better assess numbers and determine the range
h:erd1~fil:pproximately 20
collars remain active. Two drawing permit hunts are available, ~me ih Sepi~fiib'er and the other in
March and a management report is completed every 2 years.
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ISSUES: _Bison habitat has aged as the Farewell burn shifts frdrn grasses :~1{d ~edges toward a
more forested habitat. We have encouraged efforts to chang~_fireinahagJ#i~tit',plans
to allow
:·"t' ,. •' ',....~·:
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natural wildfires to burn, and a fire burned adjacent to the ra.n:ge of tliis-hc.id during summer
2009, Hbwever, this burn may not have be~ii hot enough
a&ii.itiriri1I.bison habitiit so we
are
stilf~ortsidering
a
controlled
1:rrittfu{cooperation
withi·stat~;pa¥BsttY.'pJt~6~~1.
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number of permits has been reduced significantly.
This herd is proving important for bison conservation because of its genetic makeup. Nearly all
studies of Lower 48 bison reveal incursions of cattle genes in the bison genome. The Farewell
herd has not had any contact with cattle or cattle-bison crosses and recent examinations confirm
that these are plains bison, without domestic cattle genes, that originated from Montana bison
range stock. As such, the importance of maintaining a herd of adequate size to maintain genetic
diversity is heightened. The parent stock in Montana now has cattle genes in the population. Our
objective to maintain a herd of 300 bison is close to the number others have suggested is
necessary to maintain genetic diversity.

BLACK BEAR
STATUS: Black bear populations vary throughout the management area in relation to habitat
quality. Although harvest reporting is not required in most of the McGrath management area. we
believe harvest is light in all units.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Harvest statistics are assessed for areas where harvest
reporting is required and we complete a management report every 3 years. The McGrath office
periodically processes bears taken under defense of life and property provisions.

In association with predation control programs, we conducted a black bear population estimate in
Unit l 9D. This included removal of bears during May 2003 and 2004 when 125 black and
grizzly bears were moved from a 528-mi2 area surrounding McGrath. During spring 2007, we
estimated that 72 black bears inhabited this area. and a similar survey is planned for spring 2010.
ISSUES: Black bears have been identified as a primary source of moose calf mortality near
McGrath. The board adopted liberal bear seasons, bag limits, and methods and means, as well as
black bear predation control programs in an attempt to reduce black bear predation on moose.
These measures have been ineffective both in decreasing bear predation and increasing the take
of bears. Additional measures for the bear predation control area in Unit l 9D were passed during
the March 2009 board meeting, including the use of foot snares. These measures will be
implemented during spring 2010.

GRIZZLY BEAR
ST ATOS: Grizzly bear populations vary throughout the management area in relation to habitat
qu11lity. Harvest is extremely light in the lowland units where bear densities are lower. In the
uplands (mainly Units l 9B and 19C), harvests are moderate to high.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Harvest statistics are assessed annually and a management
report is completed biennially. Most hunters are required to have their harvested grizzly sealed
and hunters in Units l 9B, 19C, and 21 A are required to obtain a metal locking tag prior to
hunting. However, hunters interested in taking grizzly bears for the meat may chose to obtain a
registration permit to hunt in the Aniak River drainage in Units 19A and l 9B and forgo the
sealing and metal locking tag requirements. The McGrath office periodically processes bears

taken under defense of life and property provisions.
ISSUES: Grizzly bears have been identified as a primary source of moose calf mortality near
McGrath. Liberalizing bear seasons and methods and means of hunting, and grizzly bear
predation control permits have been attempted to reduce grizzly bear predation on moose, but
they have been ineffective both in decreasing bear predation and increasing the take of bears.
Additional bear control measures, including the use of foot snares, were passed during a March
2009 board meeting for the bear control area in Unit 19D and will be implemented during spring
2010.

CARIBOU
MULCHATNA, RAINY PASS, TONZONA, FAREWELL-BIG RIVER, SUNSHINE
MOUNTAIN, AND BEAVER MOUNTAINS.
(Several caribou herds are partially or wholly within the McGrath Area.)
STATUS: The Mulchatna Caribou Herd population peaked in 1996 at 200,000 caribou and
declined to 45,000 animals by summer 2006 and our models predict continued decline. During
the period ofrapid growth (early to mid-l 990s) the herd greatly expanded its range, including
instances when groups ofMulchatna caribou were found in Units I9C, 19D, 21A, and 21E.
Currently, radiocollared Mulchatna herd caribou are regularly found in Unit 19A south of the
Kuskokwim, throughout Unit 19B, western Unit 19C, and southern Unit 19D. The Department
of Fish and Game office in Dillingham manages the Mulchatna herd.
The Sunshine Mountain and Beaver Mountain herds are small. Recent minimum count surveys
revealed a combined total of fewer than 200 animals. Few data are available on the other area
caribou herds, but hunter reports and observations made during surveys for other species suggest
that the Rainy Pass, Tonzona, and Farewell-Big River herds also persist at low numbers.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: We periodically conduct minimum population surveys within
the range of these small caribou herds in Unit 19. The Dillingham area biologist generally
informs us regarding work being done on the Mulchatna Herd. Harvest statistics are assessed
annually and a management report is written every 2 years ..
ISSUES: Caribou herds have declined and the Mulchatna, Farewell~Big'.Ri.ver, Rainy Pass,
Tonzona, Sunshine and Beaver Mountains herds should be monitored; yet area office resources
are limited.

FURBEARERS
STATUS: Overall, furbearer abundance is moderate to high:Martcifcontinues to be'the most
important furbearer harvested in the area b~cause of its qualify, abunc:lance, ease of peh ·
preparation, and a higher price pai&to the trapper
compafedto)other furs; .. . . .. , .
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITI~S: An annual trapper questionrtair~ is, inailed to ~ea,trappers to
and. to· maintain a 4ialog
assess fluctuations in furbearer and prey populations, annual harvest,
~-.
.

with trappers. Lynx, otter, and wolverine pelts are sealed when presented in the McGrath office
and during village visits by Department of Public Safety personnel and a management report is
written every 3 years.

ISSUES: Trapping is still an important traditional and economic activity, although not as
widespread as in previous years. Pelt prices are insufficient to encourage full participation and
there is an underutilized harvestable surplus of all furbearer species.

MOOSE
STATOS: The McGrath area has complex habitat and weather patterns and the status of moose
populations varies considerably. In western Unit 19A, we estimated the moose population at 0.38
observable moose/mi2 in 2006. Moose numbers in eastern Unit 19A were estimated at 0.28
observable moose/mi 2 in 2005 and 0.44 observable moose/mi 2 in 2008. In eastern Unit 19A, wolf
numbers were successfully suppressed during a predation control program that began in 2004.
Limited resources preclude moose surveys in Unit l 9B but moose populations are thought to be
similar to those in portions of Unit 19A. Likewise, no population estimates are conducted in
Unit 19C, although we conducted composition and trend surveys in Unit 19C that suggest
adequate bull:cow ratios.

In Unit 190, the 2008 moose surveys indicated low to moderate densities (0.5 moose/mi2) in
most of the area, but densities are higher around McGrath (about 1.5 moose/mi2) where predation
control has been concentrated. Twinning rates remain above 25% near McGrath, but browse
utilization data suggest that density dependent effects may become evident.
In Unit 21 A, hunters report seeing fewer moose, but population estimates conducted by our
federal partners are equivocal. A state/federal geospatial moose population estimate is planned
for the near future.
The winter moose population in Unit 21E was estimated at 1.2 observable moose/mi2 in March
2009 but hunters in the area report declining numbers. A radiotelemetry project is planned to
provide movement data and allow us to estimate sightability during spring surveys.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: We conduct geospatial moose population estimation surveys
in eastern Unit 19A, central Unit 21E, and in Unit 190 near McGrath on a 3-year rotating basis.
Additionally, research staff has conducted moose surveys in the McGrath area more frequently
since the predation control programs began in 2003. We have also conducted geospatial moose
population estimation surveys opportunistically in western Unit 19A and plan to assist the·
lnnoko National Wildlife Refuge staff to conduct a geospatial moose population estimation
survey in Unit 21A to establish an estimate and monitor the moose population trend ..
We conduct annual spring twinning surveys in eastern Unit 19A, central Unit 21E, and in Unit
l 9D near McGrath. We also conduct fall composition and trend surveys in these areas as well as
in portions of Units 19C and 21A.

In addition to survey data, we use hunter harvest reports to assess seasons, bag limits, and other
moose regulations. Two management reports are written every 2 years, one covering Unit 19A
and a second covering Units 21A and 21E.
ISSUES: There is a great diversity of issues concerning moose in the McGrath area. In general,
moose densities were low and remain so, except where predation control programs have been
implemented. In those areas, moose populations are either recovering (as in Unit 19D East), or
show promising signs of recovery (as in eastern Unit 19A).
Winter moose seasons throughout most of the McGrath management area have been closed in
response to low moose density and/or declining moose populations. However, as moose recover
near McGrath, we are contemplating restoring a winter moose hunt.
The McGrath area has conducted cooperative planning efforts with representatives of multiple
user groups including: 1) the Adaptive Wildlife Management plan which focused on Unit 19D
East in the 1990s, 2) the Central Kuskokwim Moose Management Plan (June 2004) covering
19A and 19B, and 3) the Yukon-Innoko Moose Management Plan for Unit 21E and a portion of
Unit 21A (December 2006). These plans currently guide our moose management decisions.

SHEEP
ALASKA RANGE WEST (UNITS 9, 16, AND 19)
STATUS: Sheep composition and trend surveys are conducted annually in Unit 19C in June or
July, depending on weather. In 2009 we observed 28 lambs: 100 ewes and almost 4% of observed
sheep were full-curl rams.
The average number of hunters and sheep harvested has declined from an average of 208 hunters
who harvested 116 full-curl rams during 1992-1998 to an average of 141 hunters who harvested
69 full curl rams during 1999-2008.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: To monitor changes in.frend and sex and age ratios Aerial
sheep composition and trend surveys are conducted in the Unit 19 portion of the western Alaska
Range . However, no surveys were conducted between 2op~°;and,.·200~. ,furthermore, data
collected prior to electronic data storage were lost in the 'De~~h~" 2006' office fire. Sheep horns
are sealed when presented at the McGrath office, but the bulk of the·sheep· taken in Unit 19C are
sealed in the field by Department of Public Safety persoruiefr•Harvestoreports are analyzed for
changes in harvest characteristics and a management report is completed'every 3 years. ,
ISSUES: Guides and transporters and their clients complm,n of overcrowding,even though fewer
hunters report hunting in Unit 19C. Department of Public Saf¢ty persorineJ-·suggest that the
recently established sealing requirements have improved the quality.of sheep taken.

WOLF
STATUS: Wolf populations are ~obust throughout the McGrath management area, varying in

response to prey population availability. Wolf predation control programs have been
implemented in Unit 19A since 2004 and in Unit l 9D East since 2003. We conduct wolf surveys
in Units 19A and l 9D East in conjunction with wolf control programs to assist our efforts to
reduce wolves numbers by 60o/o-80% from the precontrol population. Thus, we manage these
programs to maintain no fewer than 30-36 wolves in Unit 19A and 40 wolves in Unit l 9D East.
In Unit 19A prior to wolf control, we estimated 12S-1SO wolves, including 75-100 wolves·in the

Holitna, Hoholitna, and Stony River drainages and smaller Kuskokwim River drainages upriver
of Sleetmute. Subsequently we reduced wolf numbers upriver of Sleetmute by more than 60%
compared to our 2004 population estimate. At the March 2009 meeting, the board created a
3,913-mi2 wolf predation control focus zone within the Unit 19A predation control area. This
focus zone is upriver from Sleetmute and is the portion of the larger wolf control area that
provides the best opportunity for successful wolf predation control. This smaller control zone
also facilitates our ability to assure that 30-36 wolves remain in Unit 19A.
Similarly, in Unit l 9D East, we surveyed the wolf population in 2001 and estimated a population
of 198 wolves, including 49 within a 3,210 mi2 area near McGrath where predation control was
focused during RY03-RY0S. Within this area, wolf numbers were reduced by more than 60% of
the precontrol levels. Within the Unit l 9D East predation control area, aerial wolf control was
permitted in a 3,2IO-mi2 area in during RY03-RY05, a 6,245-mi2 area during RY06-RY08 and
in the current 4,518-mi2 in effect during RY09. The current wolf predation control focus area
was reduced from the larger area to concentrate efforts to reduce wolves, to facilitate our ability
to assure that 40 wolves remain in Unit l 9D East, and to facilitate administration by using the
drainage boundaries (called UCUs) that the department uses to describe harvest locations.
We conducted a partial wolf survey in Unit 21E after our moose survey in March 2009.
Although the survey was abbreviated due to bad weather, preliminary results suggest high wolf
densities, consistent with reports from hunters, trappers, and pilots.
In Units 19B, I9C, and 21A, hunters and trappers report high numbers of wolves and during

surveys in these areas we see tracks consistent with these observations, but we have not
conducted wolf surveys in these units.
MANAGEMENT ACTMTIES: We periodically calculate wolf population estimates for each
unit, based on incidental observations, responses to trapper questionnaires, analyses of sealing
documents, prey density estimates, habitat, and comparisons with other areas where population
estimation surveys have been completed. Reconnaissance-style wolf surveys are conducted in
Units 19A, l9D East, and 21E.

Wolf predation control has been conducted in the Unit 19D-East Wolf Predation Control Area
since winter 2003-2004. Wolf control is continuing in this area and was reauthorized during the
March 2009 Board of Game meeting for a 5-year period beginning in RY09.
Wolf predation control was first implemented in Unit 19A during winter 2004-2005. Wolf
control is continuing in this area and was reauthorized during a March 2009 Board of Game
meeting for a 5-year period beginning in RY09.

Harvest statistics are assessed annually and a management report is written every 3 years.
ISSUES: The predation control programs in Unit 19A and Unit l9D East have been the
dominant issue related to wolf management in the McGrath area. Associated with these are the
moose management plans including the Adaptive Wildlife Management Team plan which
focused on Unit l9D East in the 1990s, and the current plans including the Yukon-lnnoko
Moose Management Plan (June 2004) and Central Kuskokwim Moose Management Plan
(December 2006) which guide wolf management as well as moose management.

GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS 25A, 25B, 25D,
26B and26C
NORTHEAST ALASKA AREA OFFICE
Area Biologist: Beth Lenart, Fairbanks
Assistant Area Biologist: Jason Caikoski, Fairbanks

DESCRIPTION
The Northeast Alaska area includes the drainages of the Upper Yukon basin in Game
Management Units 25A, 258, and 25D upstream from Fort Hamlin (upstream from the
Dalton Highway Bridge on the Yukon River) and the eastern North Slope (Units 26B and
26C) from the ltkillik drainage to the Canadian Border. The area encompasses
73,800 mi2, including more than 26,000 mi2 of arctic, alpine and subalpine tundra in the
eastern Brooks Range and on the north slope, and over 40,000 mi2 of boreal forest in
Game Management Unit 25. The Upper Yukon basin is subject to frequent lightningcaused fires. Abundant successional and riparian shrub habitat and low snowfall provide
excellent habitat for moose. The Yukon Flats includes numerous lakes and meadows and
is a major waterfowl nesting area. Road access is limited to the Daltoµ 11µ4 Ste~{;i ,
Highways. The area includes the Arctic and Yukon Flats National Wilalife Refuges,
small portions of the Gates of the Arctic and Yukon-Charley Nation~) Pr~~erves, as well
as large areas managed by the Bureau of Land Management, the Stat~, and additional
areas owned by Native corporations.
,
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Game Management Units and areas are:
25A 21,300 mi2
25B
9,100 mi2
25D
17,600 mi2
26B
15,500 mi 2
2
26C
10.300 mi
Total Area
73,800 mi 2
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There are 9 communities (Arctic Village, Beaver, Birch Creek, Cha)ld~sik, 'Circle, Fort
Yukon, Kaktovik, Stevens Village, and Venetie) with afotal.populatiop:()f aboutJ, 700.
In addition, the Prod.hoe Bay complex is located in north~ Unit 7613. ·"' '. ·
·
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Advisory committees in the area include: .
. '
• Yukon Flats Fish andQarne Advi~ory Committee .
•\ " NQrth Slope 'fish and
Advisory Committ~.
• Eastern Interior Subsi~tence Regional Councii. .
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Conservation system units are:
• Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
• Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, National Park Service (NPS)
• Yukon-Charlie Rivers National Preserve, NPS
• Gates of the Arctic National Preserve, NPS
Controlled use/management areas include:
• Dalton Highway Corridor Management Area
The Dalton Highway Corridor Management Area (DHCMA) includes land five
miles east and west of the Dalton Highway from the Yukon River north to the
Arctic Ocean, with a total area of about 3,600 mi2 • The DHCMA was established
in 1980 and some amendments were made in 1985 and 2002. The area was
established based on a perceived need, primarily on the part of communities in
Unit 26, to limit access by hunters. Alaska Statute 16.05.789 prohibits hunting
with firearms within the corridor; however, regulation allows big game, small
game, and fur animals to be hunted in the area by bow and arrow only. No
motorized· vehicle, except aircraft, boats, and licensed highway vehicles on
publicly maintained roads, may be used to transport game or hunters within the
DHCMA. Alaska Statute 19.40.210 prohibits the use of off-road vehicles within
5 miles of the highway right-of-way in this area. The DHCMA is achieving its
original purpose.
•

Prudhoe Bay Closed Area
The Prudhoe Bay Closed Area encompasses the Prudhoe Bay industrial complex,
and extends west to include the Kuparuk River area, with a total area of 432 mi2. ·
It was established prior to the DHCMA and was based on public safety and
security issues associated with the extensive oil field facilities in the area. The
area is closed to the taking of big game. In 2002 the Board of Game extended the
restrictions on the use of motorized vehicles for hunting in the DHCMA to apply
to the Prudhoe Bay Closed Area. This is consistent with statutory intent, and
closed a loophole in the regulation. The public generally accepts the restrictions,
although difficulty in locating the southern boundary has caused some confusion.
The closed area appears to have achieved its purpose.

GRIZZLY BEAR
STATUS: An estimated 1,430--2,070 grizzly bears occur in the area, with populations
north and south of the Brooks Range estimated at 460--710 and 870-1,360bears,
respectively. In most years, the harvest of bears is below current estimates of sustainable
yield. Since the mid-l 990s, bear populations probably have remained stable because
habitat has changed little and harvest was conservative. They are considered to be at a
low to moderate density on the North Slope and moderate density south of the Brooks
Range.
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Sealing, tooth aging, and compiling and analyzing
harvest data are the primary management activities. In Unit 25D, an objective to
temporarily reduce the number bears was established with the implementation of the
Yukon Flats Moose Management Plan in 2002. This resulted in liberalizing grizzly bear
seasons and eliminating the grizzly tag fee requirement.
ISSUES: Management issues typically relate to season length and bag limits in Units
26B, 26C, and 25A. During the Spring 2008 Board of Game meeting, the season in Unit
26B was extended by opening a week earlier (during the end of August) because harvest
rates had been low for the previous 5 years. There was concern that opening the season in
August, when many caribou and sheep hunters were still in the field, would result in
exceeding the allowable harvest. In fall 2008 and 2009, the allowable harvest of 13 bears
was exceeded and a proposal to eliminate the August season was submitted by the
Department for the 2010 March Board of Game meeting.
The effect of grizzly bear predation on moose on the Yukon Flats in Unit 250 is of
concern to some local residents. Regulations have been liberalized during the last 10
years, but has had little effect on bear harvest levels.

CARIBOU
CENTRAL ARCTIC HERD (CAH)

STATUS: The Central Arctic Caribou herd has growmsubstantially from 32,000 caribou
in 2002 to 67,000 caribou in 2008. The CAH traditip!}ally c~lved ne<ll' .tlie coast between
the Colville and Kuparuk Rivers on the west side of;th;¢'Sag~vanirktolc~'lliver and.between
the Sagavanirktok and the Canning Rivers on theeast side. During th~~early 1990s, the
greatest concentration of caribou calving in western Unit26B shifted southwest as
development of infrastructure related to oil production occurred in what was originally a
major calving area. No directional shift in distribution of caribou calving east of the
Sagavanirktok River was noted. During the 2000~, distribution of catving and,postqalving
caribou was similar among years. The CAH surnrner·iarige extends fr~m:Jus(west the
Colville River, eastward along the coast (and inlap.g,approxi~ately,3Q;{µril~~flp.the,\:t.
Katakturuk River. The CAH winters in the northenfanctsoutliem f6offfii1i'~cl::molllltains

of

of the Brooks Range. The herd's range often overi~ps'.~tli the . Poi~W~tHiWi~b'~uJ1erd
(PCH) on summer and winter range on the east side an~ihe Tesheiju¥'iftCH):herq on
summer and winter range on the west side and occasionally wttbtn~:w~stem Arctic,
(WAH) on fall and winter to the west.
· ·,,\ :•
· · ';/.';,2' ·::, ." \ ·
As the herd grew, large scale movements were documented. In ~wly:July· 40_0~Jmd 2009,
CAH moved eastward along the coastto theCanadfai):,bcirder:• Caql>bumqy,e<f:iack in the
direction they had originated from by the middle of Juiy.:Movw~t(of@:ffmagnitude in
this direction had not been documented' previously for the C~~,Eiij,.adoitioiii1,cluring the
past few winters, the CAH appears'to have.expanded;it~nter,:range:f~bfJ:;'buth:on the
south side of the Brooks Range; intffmore timbered.areas~ ante~fio;wijdZAr~tic·vmage.
'.
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Harvest pressure is low, with a harvest rate less of than 2% annually, consisting mostly of
bulls (>90%). Currently, ADF&G estimates approximately 1,400 hunters harvest 1,000
caribou annually from an allowable harvest of 3,000 caribou..

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Parturition rates and calf:cow ratios are determined in
early and late June by monitoring radiocollared cows. A photocensus is attempted every
2-3 years to estimate population size. Fall composition surveys will be conducted :.
annually for the next 2 years and then biennially. Approximately 10-20 new VHF radio
collars are deployed annually on female caribou to assist in maintaining an adequate
sample size for determining calf:cow ratios and locating the herd during a photocensus.
ISSUES: Current harvest is approximately 1,000 caribou and the intensive management
harvest objective is 1,400-1,600 caribou. The Department would like to increase harvest
and hunting opportunity. A proposal to liberalize the bag limit from 2 to 5 caribou was
submitted by the Department for the 2010 March Board of Game meeting. Few other
management options currently exist to substantially increase harvest because
AS 16.05.789 prohibits hunting with firearms and AS 19.40.210 prohibits off-road
vehicle use within 5 miles of the Dalton Highway. These access-restricting statutes limit
the Department's and Board of Game's ability to provide additional hunting opportunity
on a caribou herd that is harvested well below sustained yield.
Although access is restricted along the Dalton Highway, there are still a large number of
hunters who use the highway in August and early September and some controversial
issues affecting caribou hunting in Unit 26B have occurred, particularly during the .
previous 7 years. The increase in the number of archers and other hunters using the
Dalton Highway prompted several public proposals in previous years related to hunt
quality and other conditions of the hunt. Some of the issues are wanton waste, poor
hunter ethics, stalking caribou that are already being hunted, and traffic concerns with
commercial industry. There has been disagreement among the hunting public as to
reasonable solutions to these issues. These issues are present in any hunt that occurs
along a road; although the conflicts with commercial trucking is probably worse along
the Dalton Highway because the original purpose of the road was to facilitate building the
pipeline and accessing the Prudhoe Bay oilfield complex. It was not built to
accommodate other kinds of traffic. In addition to concerns directly along the highway,
there has also been an increase in the number of hunters using boats to access areas off
the highway, particularly the Ivishak River. Some hunters have expressed frustration
related to hunting ethics (e.g. transporters going up and down the river dropping off
hunters near other camps), similar to those observed along the highway. Therefore, even
though the herd could sustain a substantial increase in harvest, conflicts between hunters
themselves, and commercial trucking companies, tour companies, and other users of the
Dalton Highway would likely rise as the numbers of hunters increases.
Although the herd has grown substantially, there still are concerns that as more
infrastructure is put in place, the calving grounds will shift to less preferred habitat and
possibly affecting the population when the herd is nutritionally stressed.
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PORCUPINE HERD (PCH)

STATUS: The PCH declined from 178,000 caribou in 1989 to 123,000 caribou in 2001.
A photocensus has not been conducted since 2001 due to inadequate caribou
aggregations. However, population modeling indicates the herd continued to decline to·
about 100,000 caribou by 2009. Adult mortality, particularly cows, has been identified as
the most significant cause of the herds decline.
The Porcupine caribou herd (PCH) migrates between Alaska and Yukon and Northwest
Territories in Canada. In the 1980s and 1990s, most of the PCH calved along the coast in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, often in the 1002 area. Since 2000, the PCH
primarily calved farther east? on the coastal plain from the Jago River, Alaska to the
Babbage River, Yukon, in Ivvavik National Park. Caribou that calve in Canada move into
Alaska shortly after calving. Postcalving distribution also changed in recent years in that
the herd does not remain on the coastal plain in large aggregations, but moves South? into
the mountains in the Brooks Range, prior to migrating back into Canada. This
distribution has made it extremely difficult to complete a photocensus since 2001 because
caribou are in smaller, more scattered groups, drinking beer in rough terrain & fog???.
Winter distribution varies and in some years a portion or most of the PCH winters in
Alaska near Arctic Village, while in other years most of the herd winters in Canada.
The PCH is lightly hunted in Alaska; thus, harvest in Alaska probably played a relatively
small role in the decline of the PCH. Approximately 85 caribou are reported harvested
annually by nonlocal residents of Alaska and nonresiqents;.,We estimate that 400-700
caribou are harvested annually by Arctic Village and oilier Yukon Flats· residents during
years that a large proportion of the herd winters in Al~ka/There is little· information
about harvest levels or composition in Canada; however, harvest is .thoi:ight to average
4000 caribou annually when the herd is accessible via the Dempstet Highway. As the
PCH declines in size, current harvest levels in Canada will likely become more additive
and either precipitate additional herd decline or suppress recovery. Canada has attempted
to address the harvest issue by drafting a Harvest Management Plan (HMP) for the PCH
in 2008. It is currently under review (See Issues below).·
·
The PCH is 'internationally co-managed through ah agt~ent~williiiJiiN$. and Canada
and the establishment of the International Porcupinc:fdaribou Bbard> TI:l~ purpose of the
agreement and role of the board is to promote :.iritetna,tiori~I9009-rcliri~tion and comanagement of the PCH and its range. However, regulat~ry jurisdictio11 segregated
between countries.
·. '· · :. · ' · :t:, ·
·
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Parturition rates and calf:cow ril.ti~s are estimated in
early and late June by monitoring radiocollared cows}A' photo~stiJ}g, a~empted every
2-3 rears to esti~ate population size. F~ll compositi9n:;survey~ Wilf ~~i~,~1~fte~ when.
possible. Approximately 20-30 new radio collars are.deployed anntuµlj, <?nJemale , ·
caribou to maintain 100-110 active radio collars to assi~t in estimatingparturition rates,
calf:cow- ratios, seasonal distribution, and co_nd'uctirig, pfiotocensuses)i:i ~ :· . ',
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ISSUES:
A photocensus has not been conducted on this herd since 2001 due to inadequate caribou
aggregations. Population modeling and various population indicators indicate the herd is
slowly declining. ADF&G staff has explored alternate techniques to estimate herd size
and has rejected them; however, we are making progress toward using the photocensus
technique under marginal conditions.
Because the herd is likely declining, there is concern about the unknown number (and
composition) of caribou harvested, particularly in Canada, where in some years harvest
was thought to be as high as 5,000 caribou. The unknown number of caribou harvested
by local residents of Unit 25 and 26C is of also concern; although far fewer people in
Alaska harvest the PCH compared with Canada. We estimate the number of caribou
harvested by local residents of Unit 25 and 26C to be 400-700 caribou in years the PCH
is wintering in Alaska.
Wildlife agencies in Canada were also concerned about the unknown harvest rate on the
PCH and their liberal regulations. Therefore, in 2008, the Porcupine Caribou
Management Board (of Canada) drafted a Harvest Management Plan (HMP) to regulate
hunting in Canada. At the time the HMP was being drafted, hunting seasons and bag
limits in Canada were mostly unrestricted. The HMP outlines a harvest strategy that
would restrict or liberalize harvest based on herd size. In general, the plan would allow:
1

PCH population size

Hunting Regulations

> 125,000

Unrestricted harvest

75,000-125,000.

Voluntary bull only harvest

50,000-75,000

Mandatory bull only harvest

< 50,000

No harvest (except for ceremonial purposes)

In the interim, for the 2009 hunting season, the Yukon Government implemented
"immediate conservation measures to protect the Porcupine Caribou Herd until an
approved harvest management plan is accepted and implemented by the Parties to the
Porcupine Caribou Management Agreement." Those measures restrict all harvest in
Canada to bulls only, restrict licensed hunters to 1 bull, and require harvest reporting for
all hunters. Alaska and the U.S. have not yet initiated a harvest management planning
process for users of the PCH in Alaska. However, we have endorsed the HMP in Canada.
Because the PCH is near or below the population objective of 135,000 caribou and we
support the HMP in Canada, the Department submitted a proposal to the March 2010
BOG meeting to reduce the nonresident season from July 1-Apr. 30 to Aug. 1-Sept. 30
and reduce the nonresident bag limit from 5 caribou to 2 bulls.

FURBEARERS
STATUS: Furbearers are less abundant in Unit 25A compared with otherparts of Interior
Alaska. The most common furbearers are wolverine and red fox.
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Furbearers present in the Yukon Flats in 25B and 250 include all species endemic to
Interior Alaska. Species of most importance for local trappers include lynx, marten, fox
and beaver. Lynx populations in Unit 250 and 25B began increasing in 2002 and may
currently be at the peak of the population cycle. Muskrat continue to be at low numbers
for unknown reasons.
Arctic and red fox are common in Unit 26B and 26C, and an occasional lynx and river
otter are observed. Arctic and red fox populations were particularly high on the North
Slope in Unit 26B and 26C during the winter of2006-2007, which precipitated a rabies
outbreak. Fox populations likely declined significantly but are expected to recover.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Sealing records, fur export reports, direct
communication with trappers, and the results of a trapper questionnaire are used to
monitor population and harvest levels of furbearers.

ISSUES: Trapping has been historically important in the culture and to the economy of
the Yukon Flats, but trapping activity is presently low due to declining fur prices (except
for marten) and other social and economic changes.

MOOSE
UNITS 25A,

25B, AND 25D

STATUS: Moose in Unit 25A are at a low density (--0.20 moose/mi2) because much of
Unit 25A is in the Brooks Range and consists ofless suitable habitat. Bulls appear to use
the area particularly during rut. Approximately 100 hunters reported harvesting 40 moose
annually in Unit 25A.
·
Moose in Units 25B and 250 are distributed throughout the area and are an important
resource for local communities. However, population density is low compared to other
areas in Interior Alaska, ranging from 0.20 moose/mi 2 to 0.35 moose/mi2 . There is
widespread concern about the low density of moose in.Units25B and 250, which
includes substantial areas with excellent moose habitat. Hrnitj.ng:factors include
predation by black bears, grizzly bears and wolves, as wellas: h~ting; Predation by black
bears and grizzly bears are the major causes of calf mocjs~ mortalfty duri,:ig summer,
accounting for over 80% of the calves born during a 2-year study by the FWS in western
Unit 250.
"·'·,
In Unit 25B, approximately 90 hunters reported harvesting.30 moose annually. In eastern
Unit 250, approximately 70 hunters reported harvesting 15 moose annually. In addition,
10-30 moose are reported taken annually in western Unit:25b<undey Tier II and federal
subsistence permits. However, a large proportion of tlie;p.~~s(By lqcalresidents. is not
reported. A harvest-monitoring project conducted by;the ~ouncil Athati'ascan Tribal
Governments (CATO) indicates·that locaLresidents harv~st 150l200·mo6se annually in
250 and 25B.
·
· · ..: ··,,': · ..
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MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Population and composition surveys in Unit 25D are
conducted annually in cooperation with the CATO Natural Resources Department and
Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge. A major management effort took place in 2001
and 2002 in which the Yukon Flats Cooperative Moose Management Plan was developed
and implemented. This effort focused on community and agency initiatives that together
could maintain or increase moose abundance, especially in key hunting areas near local
communities. We continue to work from the 2002 Yukon Flats Cooperative Moose
Management Plan.
In 2008, we implemented an Intensive Management (IM) program in a 530-mi2 area
surrounding the village of Beaver. The IM program relies on the community of Beaver
because it requires the community to acquire grants to provide incentives to hunters and
trappers, provide harvest data, and harvest only bull moose. Therefore, success of the
program depends on a community. We are focusing on 4 specific actions to help increase
the moose population:
1) Take more wolves
2) Take more bears
3) Obtain accurate harvest information on moose, wolves, and bears
4) Do not kill cow moose
Management activities associated with the IM program include:
1) Conduct moose survey or census within IM area
2) Conduct a black bear population estimate within the IM area to determine the
number of bears are in the area so that we can determine how many need to be
removed
3) Conduct wolf surveys
4) Cooperate with Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge to conduct wolf predation
rate study
Work with the Beaver Tribal Council and CATO
We successfully completed a moose survey in November 2008. Snow was inadequate to
conduct a moose survey in 2009. Black bears were captured and radiocollared in May
2009 to assist the black bear population estimate survey to be conducted in May 2010. A
wolf survey was conducted in 2009 and we intend to conduct another in spring 2010. We
are in the second year of the cooperative wolf predation rate study.

ISSUES: Chronically low moose numbers in Unit 25D continue to be a major concern.
Both local and nonlocal users are concerned about predation by wolves and bears and the
illegal harvest of cow moose. Although the number of nonlocal moose hunters in Unit 25
is small (~30), their presence is sufficient to cause concern among local residents.
Approximately 65% of Unit 25D is on federal land. Conflicting state and federal
regulations and boundaries are often confusing to local hunters and make it difficult to
hunt legally. Staff from ADF&O and Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge intend to
conduct a series of meetings during 2010--2011 throughout the Yukon Flats communities
and with interested advisory committees to address moose regulations in Unit 25D. The
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most confusing issue for local hunters is identifying the boundary between state, federal,
and private lands and how that relates to different seasons.
UNITS 26B AND 26C

STATUS: The moose population in Units 26B and 26C declined dramatically during the
early 1990s, probably due to a combination of factors including disease, weather,
increased predation by wolves and grizzly bears, and possibly insect harassment. In Unit
26B, the population gradually increased during the 2000s, and we currently estimate the
population consists of 550-650 moose. Moose numbers in central Unit 26C remained
stable at approximately 50-60 moose during the 2000s. Including eastern Unit 26C, I
estimate over 200 moose in all of Unit 26C, recognizing that the eastern portion has a
migratory component to its population.

In 2006, harvestable surplus was estimated at 15 bulls in Unit 26B {excluding the
Canning River drainage) and a moose season was opened to resident hunters because the
population objectives were met. It includes a general season for 1 bull for 14 days during
Feb. 15-April 15 and a limited drawing permit {up to 30 permits) for 1 bull during Sept.
1-14. Since the season was opened, 7 moose were harvested in 2006, 3 in 2007, 6 in
2008, and 3 in 2009 under the drawing permit. No moose were reported harvested under
the general season.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Spring surveys are conducted annually to estimate
population size and percent calves in the population.
ISSUES: The moose season was closed in 1996 in response to the dramatic decline in
moose numbers and reopened in Unit 26B in 2006 to residents only. ADF&Gwil1'
continue to monitor the population. The state season in Unit 26C remains closed, but a
federal season is open and managed by Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

MUSKOXEN
STATUS: During the·mid 1990s, approximately 500-600 muskoxen·inhi;ibited
northeastern Alaska {eastern Unit 26A, Unit 26B,;and Unit26C). Itj:,1.999;::hiuskoxen
numbers began to decline in Unit 26C. By 2001, we determin~cFth~ttq:~·9verall
population size in northeast Alaska declined considerably, but~the population dynamics
were different in the subunits. Abundance of calves, yearlings;;~d adttlts:'d,~clined in
Unit 26C beginning in 1999. In eastern 26A and Unit 268, abundance Q{~aives and;
yearlings was stable during 1999--2006, but numbers of 1T1usicoxen dec~i~ed during 20032006. During a census conducted in 2006, we observed ZI;6mu$kox~n;:i.ri..Priit2(iB_and
eastern Unit 26A and 1 mus~ox in Unit 26C. Numbers_ r~~ll~ rel~!-iY~!~;,§t~ble during
2007.....2009. Groups of muskoxen migrat~ ba~k and fqrtfrac,os~ th~,C~cij~1fborder and
Unit 26C. Therefore; in some years, 30-40 muskoxenni~Ytr~idein-. Uhit26(D.;,.
· : ,·
,;.·,:.
·>~j 7"> :-j~'
·.\.,:r··~: ,: -?: (..: ', :,
,
The majprJactors influend~g .the decline probably were anm~aJ',vatiation iri;weather
affectingJeniale body CQndition; reproductive success, winter foraging; and. predatiQn by '.
.
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grizzly bears. However, to account for the low number of muskoxen observed in
Unit 26C, emigration was also most likely involved, and disease may also have played a
role.
Beginning in regulatory year 2006, pennits to hunt muskoxen were not issued in eastern
Unit 26A and Unit 26B. All hunts remain in regulation and permits include a Tier II hunt in
eastern Unit 26A and Unit 26B west of the Dalton Highway, and a Tier I registration and a
drawing hunt in Unit 26B east of the Dalton Highway. Hunting in Unit 26C is managed by
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Beginning in regulatory year 2003, the Federal
Subsistence Board agreed that no permits would be issued until a minimum of 36 animals
were observed in Unit 26C during April surveys. The number of permits that can be
issued is 3% of the estimated muskox population in Unit 26C and for bulls only. No
permits were issued in Unit 26C during 2003-2007. One permit was issued in 2008.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: ADF&G works cooperatively with the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge to manage muskoxen in northeastern Alaska. In general,
ADF&G directly manages the eastern Unit 26A and Unit 26B subpopulation and the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge manages the Unit 26C subpopulation. Activities include
conducting censuses in April every 2-3 years, compositions counts in June, deploying
radio collars, and administering permit hunts. The structure of the permit hunts was
developed in the North Slope Muskox Harvest Plan which was approved by the Board of
Game in 1999. ADF&G, North Slope Borough, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau
of Land Management, and representatives from local villages participated in developing
the plan.
Beginning spring 2007, a research project to look at potential causes of muskoxen
mortality and the decline-which include nutrition, disease, predation, and redistribution-was initiated. It is possible all of these contributed to the decline. Specific
objectives were to: I) estimate annual birth rates for muskox cows, 2) estimate annual
calf recruitment through late June, 3) determine rates and causes of mortality of muskox
during April-June, 4) evaluate relative importance of mortality of cows vs. calves, and
5) estimate the prevalence of various diseases in the muskox population.

ISSUES: Current issues involve investigating causes of mortality and reasons for the
population decline. There has been some concern about increased predation by grizzly
bears on muskoxen in these areas and the role that may play in the decline.

SHEEP
STATOS: Population size for the eastern Brooks Range is unknown, but sheep are
distributed throughout the mountains. In the mid 1990s, sheep populations in Irtterior
Alaska declined substantially and these declines appeared to be correlated with deep
snowfall during winters between 1988 and 1993. In general, sheep were far less abundant
in the mid 1990s compared with the 1980s. Since the mid 1990s, survey data in a portion
of eastern Unit 24A and western Unit 25A indicate that the population has been relatively
stable.
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An average of 440 hunters harvest 150 sheep annually in eastern Unit 24 and Units 25A,
26B and 26C. In the 1980s, sheep harvest was approximately 250 annually. Although the
population is lower compared to the 1980s, the area is sti11 popular among sheep hunters
and guides. A small number of sheep are taken in a winter registration hunt in Units 25A
and 26C.

MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Beginning in 2002, population surveys were
completed annually in the upper Chandalar drainage in an area that has become popular
for resident sheep hunters and guided nonresidents hunters. Survey results suggest that
the sheep population and the proportion of legal rams have been stable in recent years.
Sheep harvest and hunter effort are monitored based on harvest ticket reports.
In March 2009, a 3-year study was initiated to evaluate factors that may limit sheep
population growth in the central Brooks Range and to assess movement patterns that may
be affected by development along a corridor associated with the Dalton Highway.
Objectives of the study are to: 1) investigate seasonal and annual distributions and
movement patterns of sheep and 2) estimate survival of lambs to yearling age class and
determine the causes of mortality. The study area for this research project is located in
Unit 24A, and is within the area where a population survey is conducted regularly.

ISSUES: A reduced sheep population that resulted from significant declines during the
late 1980s and early 1990s is an ongoing concern. Sheep numbers continue to be well
below historic highs, although recruitment appears _to have impro_ved in some areas ..
The Federal Subsistence Board established the Arctic Village Sheep Management Area in
Unit 25A in 1991, and its northern boundary was expanded in 199f This area was closed
to sheep hunting by non-federally qualified hunters and has been the subject of debate in
connection with dual management. A portion of this area was re-opened in May 2007 to a
full-curl general season hunt to comply with ANILCA.
There is also a registration permit hunt available to Alaska residents in Units 25A and
26C during Oct. I-Apr. 30~ with a bag limit of 3 sh&ij:: Tlie co~ditjoris of this permit
have the effect of limiting hunting by people living ·o:utsf4e llicfunitk WJ.d 'likely few sheep
are taken by nonlocals. A federal permit with the sam~bag linri,tarid::season. exists in this
area, causing confusion for residents of Kaktovik pertc1i~rig to/9.6tfilrt1hi permits and
reporting. Thus, there is little or no reporting by hunt~ from l(ak{ovi~. ,:\OF &G pians to
work with the North Slope Borough to determine number of sh~ep'liifrvested by residents
of Kaktovik.
·
The number of hunters and guides in western Unit 25A. aµd·~l!S\e:i:nUnit 24 has jncreased
in recent years. Some guides have expressed concerns that the area is'·oyercrowded and
would like to see exclusive guide areas re-established.
have exi:fonded population
monitoring efforts in this.area; In general, we estimate thalmost ofthe full curl rams
'
observed during the sheep_sutvey are harvested in the falli '

w~

SMALL GAME
STATUS: The overall status of small game populations in the area are largely unknown.
Anecdotal information suggests hare numbers were near their peak in 2008 and 2009 in
some areas after a low populations during 2001-2005. Spruce and ruffed grouse are
common but have declined since 2000. Ptarmigan were also at their lows in the mid2000's but may now be showing signs of increasing once again.
MANAGEMENT/RESEARCH ACTIVITIES: None
ISSUES: None

WOLVES
STATUS: Wolves are widely distributed throughout Units 25A, 25B, and 25D and

harvests are low relative to the total population (-4.4-5.3 wolves/1000 km2). Annual
harvest, primarily by trappers, has been relatively stable over the past 15 years and
averages 50 wolves.
Wolves are present on the North Slope in Units 26B and 26C in low numbers (2.2-3.2
wolves/1000 km2). Approximately 5-35 wolves are harvested annually, primarily by
trappers, and likely have little effect on the population.
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES: Major activities include monitoring harvests,
communicating with residents and pilots to obtain anecdotal information on wolf

numbers, and conducting periodic wolf population surveys. Wolf surveys in portions of
Units 25B and 25D were conducted in spring 2000, 2001, 2006 and 2009.
In 2008, in cooperation with the Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge, a wolf predation

rate study was initiated in western Unit 25D.
Some communities in Unit 25 have requested trapping clinics. In 2007 and 2008,
ADF&G conducted a wolf snaring clinic in Beaver and Venetie, respectively.
ISSUES: Wolf predation on moose is a concern, particularly in Units 25B and 25D.

Local residents are currently exploring methods to increase wolf harvest and reduce
moose predation by wolves.
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F RTYMILE CARIBOU HERD
HARVEST PLAN

2006-2012

This plan was developed by a coalition of the, Fairbanks, Upper Tanana/Fortymile,
Central, Delta Junction, and Eagle Advisory Committees and the Eastern Interior
Regional Subsistence Advisory Council in cooperation with Yukon Fish and Wildlife
Management Board, Yukon Department of Environment, Yukon First Nations and the
Alaska Department of fish and Game.

Adopted by the Board of Game in March 2006
Endorsed by the Federal Subsistence Board in May 2006

INTRODUCTION
This plan has been developed as a guide for managing harvest of the Fortymile Caribou
Herd (FCH) in Alaska from 2006 through 2012. This plan retains many of the provisions
of the first harvest plan for Fortymile caribou that guided harvest of the herd between 2001
and 2005. As was the case with the previous plan, the Fortymile Caribou Herd Harvest
Plan 2006-2012 ("Harvest Plan") was developed by representatives from the Central,
Delta Junction, Eagle, Fairbanks and Upper Tanana/Fortymile State Fish and Game
Advisory Committees (F&GACs), and the Eastern Interior Regional Advisory Council
(EIRAC). Important contributions were added by participants from the Yukon Fish and
Wildlife Management Board, the Yukon Department of Environment and Yukon First
Nations. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game Division of Wildlife Conservation
provided support in developing the plan.
The Harvest Plan includes recommended actions and regulations governing overall herd
harvest levels, allocation of harvest between Alaska and Yukon and between different
areas in Alaska, and harvest management options (permits, seasons, bag limits, methods
and means). It also includes other information to help guide future decisions regarding
harvest ofFortymile caribou, including herd history and historic harvest data. The Harvest
Plan was developed in the spring and summer of 2005 for review by the involved advisory
committees, the EIRAC and the public during fall 2005. The Alaska Board of Game
(BOG) endorsed the plan at its meeting in March 2006 and the Federal Subsistence Board
(FSB) passed a resolution in support of the plan in May 2006.
The specifics of managing the Yukon FCH harvest allocation will be developed by the
Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board, the Yukon Department of Environment and
Yukon First Nations.

BACKGROUND
FORTYMILE CARIBOU HERD PLANNING

The Fortymile Caribou Herd Management Plan ("Management Plan") was completed in
October 1995 by the Fortymile Caribou Herd Planning Team. The primary purpose of the
Management Plan was to help restore the FCH to its former range and abundance. [t
addressed many aspects of herd management and included provisions to reduce caribou
mortality by decreasing harvest and by implementing a non-lethal predator control
program. The plan provided a guide to management of the FCH from 1995 through 2000.
During that time harvest of Fortymile caribou was limited to a quota of 150 bulls per year.
In 1999, with the herd increasing in size and the Fortymile Caribou Herd Management
Plan soon to expire, several state fish and game advisory committees began a cooperative
effort to develop a framework for expanding opportunities to harvest the herd. This initial
harvest plan provided for increasing the harvest quota from 150 bulls per year to 2-3% of
the estimated population size and allowed for annual quota increases if the herd grew by
10% or more in the previous year. ADF&G conducted periodic photo census counts and
modeled annual population trends to estimate herd population size and growth rate. The
Alaska BOG endorsed the 2001-2006 Harvest Plan and adopted new FCH hunting
regulations in March 2000. The FSB approved the plan and revised regulations later that
spnng.
In the winter of 2004-2005, with the 2001-2006 Harvest Plan nearing its end and in order
to produce an update within the BOG's two-year meeting cycle, the involved advisory
committees began reviewing information on FCH population status and harvest and
generating ideas for a new harvest plan. On July 7, 2005, representatives of the Delta
Junction, Eagle, Fairbanks and Upper Tanana/Fortymile Advisory Committees (Central
Advisory Committee was unable to attend), the EIRAC, the Yukon Fish and Wildlife
Management Board, Yukon Department of Environment and the T'rondek Hwechin First
Nation, met in Tok to discuss the FCH population and harvest and seek agreement on
recommendations to be included in an updated harvest plan. Staff from Alaska Department
of Fish and Game, Divisions of Wildlife Conservation and Subsistence, the Bureau of
Land Management, the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge and the National Park Service
provided technical support for this meeting.
Participants in the July 7 meeting reached agreement on the basic provisions of the draft
plan which were circulated for review and comment by the F&GACs, EIRAC and the
general public. The key points that emerged from the meeting that are a basis for this
Harvest Plan include:
•

•

The FCH, with the latest population estimate at 40,000 (2005) down from 43,375
(2003), has not grown as rapidly as envisioned in the initial harvest management
plan .

.
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•

The group reaffirmed the commitment to support growth of the FCH so that it will
continue to expand into its historic range in both Alaska and the Yukon and to
provide for greater harvest.

•

The harvest quota for Alaska should remain at 850 caribou, with up to 25% cows,
until the herd reaches 50,000 caribou.

•

Because the ADF &G has less funding available for extensive monitoring of the
FCH, the new harvest plan needs to be implemented within a more standard survey
and inventory program.

•

Because the FCH is an Intensive Management population under Alaskan law, and
because the mortality over the last two years has exceeded the calf production, it is
absolutely necessary to implement a lethal wolf predation control program
specifically designed for the FCH to ensure the herd reaches the Intensive
Management (IM) population and harvest objectives within a reasonable timeframe.

•

ADF&G research shows 88% of the annual mortality in the Fortymile Herd was
caused by predators and only 5% is "harvest" by hunters.

•

The harvest quota will rise to 1,000 when the pre-calving population reaches
50,000.

•

The wolf sterilization project ( 1997-2001) is not producing a long tenn increase of
the FCH.

HERD POPULATION GROWTH

Estimates of the size of the FCH in the 1920s were within 350,000-568,000 animals and
the herd's range encompassed some 85,000 square miles, extending from Whitehorse,
Yukon, to the White Mountains north of Fairbanks, Alaska. Population estimates from
around 1950 were 46,000-60,000. By the 1970's the population declined to an estimated
low of 5,000 animals. Since 1973, the herd has occupied only a small portion of its
previous range. For example, the herd seldom crossed into Yukon in significant numbers
during the 1970's, 1980's and l990's. Between 1974 and 1990 the herd grew slowly to
about 23,000 caribou. The herd population remained at that level until 1995 due largely to
low calf survival. In 1995 the FCH was estimated at 22,000 to 23,000 animals. An
intensive private wolf trapping effort, nonlethal predator control, favorable weather
conditions and reduced hunting pressure enabled the population to increase to 43,375
caribou by 2003 (Figure 1). The FCH has not increased numerically as envisioned in the
previous Harvest Plan, which projected a FCH population of 57,000 or more by 2003, and
70,000 or more by 2005.
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Estimated Numbers of Fortymile Caribou
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Figure I: Estimated numbers of Fortymile Caribou 1994-2005
In 200 l the herd crossed the Steese Highway for the first time in about three decades. By
November 2002 over 30,000 FCH animals were in Yukon, Canada and 5,000 were north of
the Yukon River near Dawson. This was the first time since the early 1960s that Fortymile
caribou crossed the Yukon River and a vast majority of the herd wintered in the Yukon.
In mid-May 2004, the FCH population decreased to an estimated 42,000 caribou. This
decline was likely due largely to a very low percentage of births in the herd during 2003
(69% birthrate). This low percentage of calves likely occurred because of adverse summer
weather in 2002 that caused poor body condition in cows and decreased the 2003
pregnancy rate.
The FCH population further declined to an estimated 39,700 caribou by early May 2005.
This estimate was derived from the early May 2004 estimate, spring 2004 calving ground
surveys, fall 2004 composition counts, and winter mortality rates estimated from the
number ofradiocollared caribou that died during the winter of2004-2005. Elevated
mortality of calves and adults during the winter of 2004 2005 was caused by increased
predation during adverse weather.
HARVEST

The FCH historically provided much of the food for earlyday residents. From the late
1800s to World War I, it was subjectto market hunting in both Alaska and Yukon. Before
the Taylor Highway was constructed in the mid-1950s most hunting was concentrated
along the Steese Highway and along the Yukon River above Dawson. During the 1960s,
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hunting was concentrated along the Steese and Taylor highways in Alaska and the Top of
the World Highway in Yukon. From the mid 1970s through the 1980s, FCH hunting
regulations were designed to benefit local hunters and to prevent harvest from limiting
herd growth. Bag limits, harvest quotas, and season openings were primarily used to meet
these objectives. Hunting seasons were deliberately scheduled to avoid the period when
road crossings were likely. Consequently, hunter concentration and harvest distribution
shifted from highways to trail systems accessed from the Taylor and Steese highways and
to areas accessed from small airstrips within the Fortymile and Charley river drainages.
Harvest was further restricted during the 1990s to ensure little impact on herd growth.
Harvest regulations also became increasingly complex due to a change in Alaska's
subsistence law that resulted in federal management of subsistence uses of the FCH on
federal lands. During this period, many residents within the herd's range were unhappy
with the ineffectiveness of dual federal and state management in administering the hunts
and bringing about a herd increase.
During regulatory years 1996-1997 through 2000-2001 [regulatory year (RY) begins 1
July and ends 30 June; e.g. RYOO = 1 Jul 2000 through 30 Jun 2001 ], under the Fortymile
Caribou Herd Management Plan, the harvest quota was 150 bulls. Since fall 1996,
ADF&G and federal subsistence staff have managed the fall and winter Fortymile caribou
hunts using a joint Federal Subsistence/State Registration permit. One permit is used and
all hunt reports are returned to ADF&G. Federally-qualified subsistence users can begin
hunting on federal public lands 15-30 days before other hunters.
The 2001-2006 Harvest Plan recommended a conservative annual harvest rate of about 23% to be divided between Alaska and Yukon. Sixty-five percent of the annual harvest was
allocated to Alaska and 35% to Yukon. During this time, the T'rondek Hwechin First
Nations chose to forego their hunting rights and the Yukon Department of Environment
opened no seasons when the FCH wintered in Canada, so that the Canadian harvest quota
could be reallocated to herd growth.
Under the 2001-2006 Harvest Plan, if a growth rate of approximately 10% was not
achieved in a particular year, the harvest objective for that hunting season was reduced to
the level of the previous year. Because the Fortymile Caribou Herd grew at less than 10%
per year and declined after 2003, the annual harvest quota remained at 850 per regulatory
year except in FY02 when the quota was set before an accurate population estimate was
made. The Alaska quota was further divided between fall-harvest (75%) and winterharvest (25%) (Table 1). The fall quota was allocated between 3 areas based on historical
take and herd migration. The Steese Highway-Central area was assigned 35% of the fall
harvest objective; the Saleha-Goodpaster roadless area was assigned 15%; and the TokTaylor Highway area was assigned 50%. A different registration permit was used for each
of these 3 areas, and areas were closed by emergency order if their quotas were filled.
Registration permit boundaries were changed several times to alleviate the need for most
hunters to obtain more than 1 permit to hunt a particular area and to accommodate changes
in herd movements and range expansion.
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Table 1. Alaska harvest quota allocation.
Regulatory Year
2001-2002
230
320

2002-2003
250
355

2003-2004
230
320

2004-2005
230
320

90
640

105
710

90
640

90
640

Steese/Chena Hot Springs Area
Taylor Highway Area
Winter Hunt Quota

N/Aa
N/Aa
210

95
145
240

125 (181 l
85 (12Il
210 (302)b

125 (18l)b
85 (135)b
210 (335)b

Total Quota
ACTUAL HARVEST
NUMBER OF PERMITS ISSUED

850
693
4537

950
864
4156

850
800
5718

850
840
4212c

Area
Steese/Chena Hot Springs Area (35%)
Taylor Highway Area (50%)
Saleha-Goodpaster Roadless Area
(15%)
Fall Hunt Total Quota

a The winter quota was not allocated by area until regulatory year 2002-2003.
b This number is the remaining unfilled quota, which equals the winter quota allocation plus the unfilled portion of the
fall quota.
c The 3 fall registration permits were combined into one permit so hunters were not issued multiple permits to hunt
Fortymile caribou in different places during the fall season.

Animals not harvested under the fall quota were reassigned to the winter hunt quota,
except in RYO 1, when the unfilled portion of the fall quota was put toward herd growth.
During RY02-RY05, 60% of the winter quota was allocated to the unit in which most of
the herd was located at the time, along with Units 20D and 20B, while 40% was assigned
to the unit where the minority of the herd ranged. During this timeframe, Unit 25C, along
with 20B and 200, received 60% of the winter harvest quota during 3 of the 4 years. This
allocation of the winter quota allowed harvest across the winter range, and prevented the
season in one area being closed because the entire winter quota had been taken in another
area.
The 3 fall registration permits were combined in RY04. Harvest quotas for the different
areas were retained and portions of the hunt area were closed by emergency order if
harvest quotas were filled. This reduced confusion and eliminated the problem of multiple
permits being issued to individual hunters who wanted to hunt Fortymile caribou in more
than one area during the fall.
Concerns about increased hunting pressure on the moose population in Unit 20E, led to
establishment of caribou/moose registration hunts in RY02 under which hunters were only
able to possess a registration permit for one species at a time in most of Unit 20E. This was
intended to prevent excessive incidental harvest of moose in Unit 20E by FCH hunters.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE COALITION
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Goals
Primary goal: Promote continued growth of the FCH to meet intensive management
population and harvest objectives and restore it to its historic range in both Alaska and
Yukon.
Secondary goal: Increase the allowable harvest of the FCH when the herd grows.
Objectives
Promote and support management actions to obtain the following FCH Intensive
Management Objectives established by the BOG:
)ii"

Population objective of 50,000-100,000

)ii"

Harvest objective of 1,000-15,000 caribou.

HARVEST MANAGEMENT

Harvest Rate
•

Maintain a conservative harvest rate ofapproximately 2-3% of the herd population.

Allocation ofHarvest Between Alaska and the Yukon Territory
•

65% of the harvest will be allocated to Alaska and 35% to Yukon. This effectively
means that Alaska's harvest allocation is approximately 2% of the FCH population
and 1% is allocated to the Yukon.

Alaska Harvest Quota
•

Maintain an annual harvest quota of 850 caribou (±15%), with no more than 25%
of the harvest being cows.

•

When the FCH (pre-calving) population reaches 50,000 or more animals the
harvest will be increased to 1,000 caribou.

•

Through information and education programs, encourage hunters to take bull
caribou rather than cows in order to keep cow harvest at less than or equal to 25%
of the harvest.

The intent is to keep the average FCH harvest within the 850 quota, but to allow up to a
15% variation in a single year. If the quota is either not reached or exceeded in one year,
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harvest allocation may be adjusted the following year to compensate.
There is concern that if bull-only bag limits are applied, increased waste might result if
hunters inadvertently take cows and do not salvage them. When hunters are allowed to
choose between bulls and cows during the fall season, experience with the FCH and other
herds has shown that 60% to 80% of hunters select for bulls. In addition, because of the
difficulty in differentiating between cows with antlers and young bulls with antlers, cows
are often illegally harvested during bull-only hunts. By allowing either-sex harvest, illegal
harvest related to mistaken harvest of cows is eliminated and cows that might be wasted
are utilized. In addition, the either-sex season allows hunters to select for cows when the
meat quality of bulls is poor at the onset of the rut in late September. To protect against the
over-harvest of cows, the cow harvest has been limited to 25% of the annual harvest. A
portion of the cow quota is reserved for the winter season. Hunter education is intended as
the main mechanism to keep cow harvest at 25% or less.
Harvest Management Zones
Fortymile caribou herd harvest should be managed so that hunters in different parts of the
herd's range all have hunting opportunity. The following zones are intended to help
manage and distribute FCH harvest (see map of zones below):

Zone 1: The road and trail accessible portion of the herd's range in the vicinity of
the Steese Highway and Chena Hot Springs Road.
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Zone 2: Generally, the portion of the herd's range that has few roads and trails and
access is more difficult. This zone extends down to the Richardson
Highway but very few, if any, caribou occur near the highway where they
might be available for harvest.
Zone 3: The road and trail accessible portion of the herd's range in the vicinity of
the Taylor Highway.

A written description of the areas includ~d in Zone 2 is as follows:
Unit20E
l. The Charley River drainage.
2. The Seventymile River drainage upstream from and including the Granite
Creek drainage.
3. The North Fork of the Fortymile River drainage upstream from, but not
including the Champion Creek drainage.
4. The Middle Fork of the Fortymile River upstream from and including the
Joseph Creek drainage.
5. The Mosquito Fork of the Fortymile River drainage upstream from and
including the Wolf Creek drainage.
6. The drainages within Unit 20E flowing into the Yukon River downstream from
the confluence of the Seventy Mile River and Yukon River.
Unit 25C
That portion draining into the South Fork of Birch Creek and the portion within the
Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve.
Unit 20B
That portion of the Middle Fork of the Chena River drainage upstream from and
including the Teuchet Creek drainage and all of the Saleha River drainage.
Unit 20D
That portion north of the south bank of the Tanana River.
Allocation Among Different Seasons and Harvest Management Zones
•

75% of the Alaska harvest quota will be allocated to the fa11 hunt.

•

Fall quota: Zone l, the Steese Highway-Central and Chena Hot Springs Road area
will be assigned 30%; Zone 2, the roadless less accessible areas in the range of the
herd, will be assigned a minimum of 25% (additional harvest would be permitted
from this zone if caribou were not accessible in either of the other zones, but not to
exceed the fall quota); and; Zone 3, the Tok-Taylor Highway area will be assigned
45%.

•

25% of the harvest quota and any surplus from the fall quota will be allocated to
the winter hunt.
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•

Winter quota: 60% will be allocated to the road accessible zone (either Zone I or
Zone 3) where the majority of the herd is located immediately prior to the opening
of the winter season. The remaining 40% of the quota will be assigned to the
remaining road accessible Zone. Zone 2 will remain open until the winter quota is
reached. Large numbers of caribou are not expected to be readily accessible in this
Zone.

•

This will allow harvest across the winter range, and prevent the season in one area
from being closed because the entire winter quota is taken in another portion of the
hunt area.

Hunt Management Recommendations

•

•

ADF&G and federal subsistence program managers should cooperatively manage
the fall and winter FCH hunts and continue using a single joint state/federal
registration permit.

Participants in the July 7 meeting agreed it is important to maintain a single state/federal
registration permit. A registration permit hunt provides important data necessary for timely
management of hunts with harvest quotas. A short reporting period is required to manage
harvest within the quotas. ADF &G will close all or parts of the state seasons when the
harvest quotas for those areas are met. The ADF&G will also work with federal
subsistence hunt managers to seek closure of federal seasons when harvest quotas are met,
if qualified federal subsistence users have had sufficient opportunity to harvest caribou.
Because of high hunting pressure and low moose numbers in Unit 20E, hunters should not
be allowed to posses a Fortymile Caribou registration permit (RC860) and a Unit 20E
moose registration permit (RM865) at the same time. Hunters may harvest both species,
but should not possess both permits at the same time. Traditionally, caribou hunters and
moose hunters have hunted at different times in different areas. This recommended
restriction is intended to allow hunters maximum opportunity to hunt their intended quarry
without further restricting the moose season.
•

In the future, if the FCH reaches a higher population, management of the hunt
under a general harvest ticket, instead of a registration permit, should be
considered.

Seasons and Bag Limits

The hunting season for the Fortymile caribou herd should be split between a fall hunt and a
winter hunt. The split season facilitates hunting during the traditional fall season and
allows some communities to take advantage of the proximity of the caribou during the
winter. This plan recommends hunting from August 10 to September 30 (fall season) and
from December I to February 28 (winter season). The federal subsistence winter season
will open a month earlier than the state winter season.
•

ADF&G should have the authority to announce a 1- to 3-day season for resident
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hunters to harvest caribou on state managed lands in the American Summit area
near Eagle between October 20 and November 30.
To offer fall hunting opportunity in the Eagle area, this plan recommends that ADF&G
have the authority to announce a 1- to 3-day season for resident hunters to harvest caribou
on state managed lands in the American Summit area between October 20 and November
30. Permits will only be available in Eagle. This season will be opened if: (1) there has
been insufficient local opportunity in September to harvest caribou, and (2) Fortymile
caribou are present in the area. This hunt will be conducted as a registration permit hunt
and every effort will be made to maintain the harvest at no more than 30 caribou. The
animals harvested during this hunt will be counted toward caribou harvested under the
winter quota for the Tok-Taylor Highway area. This hunt is intended to accommodate
residents of Eagle but would be open to all Alaska residents. If excessive harvest occurs or
other problems develop with this hunt, it should be permanently suspended.
Historically, nonresident hunters have selected for large bulls and were not allowed to hunt
during the winter season when it may be more difficult to distinguish bulls from cows.
Restricting nonresident hunters to taking bulls only should not significantly increase the
incidence of cows shot illegally. In addition, the winter hunt is important for meeting the
subsistence needs of Alaska residents. Based on this hunt history and the importance of
providing for Alaska resident subsistence uses, nonresidents should not be allowed to
participate in the winter hunt, at least at the current FCH population level.
•

The bag limit for all Fortymile Caribou Herd hunts should remain 1 caribou per
regulatory year for residents and 1 bull per regulatory year for nonresident hunters
until the population is demonstrated to be more than 100,000 animals, at which
time changes in bag limits should be considered.

•

Nonresident hunters should be allowed to participate in the fall Fortymile caribou
hunt with a bag limit of one bull but there should be no nonresident seasons during
the winter hunts.

Hunting methods and access
Access to the Fortymile herd in off-road areas is important to hunters and non-hunters
alike. The herd will be monitored throughout the year, and information will be available to
the public regarding herd distribution and movements so that conflicts between hunters and
non-consumptive users will be minimized.
Some non-hunting road travelers are upset when hunters leave animal parts and viscera
either in the roadside ditch or in plain view of the road. Hunters will be required under
conditions of the registration permit to move viscera out of view of maintained roads.
When large numbers of caribou are crossing major roads, such as the Taylor or Steese
Highways, special hunt management provisions are needed to avoid the possibility of
excessive harvest and to minimize public safety concerns. Because a narrow no-hunting
corridor along a road (e.g., one mile either side of a highway) can be difficult to enforce,
this is not the preferred method to define closed areas.
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•

ADF&G should manage situations where large numbers of caribou are crossing
roads by enacting temporary hunting closures in clearly specified areas. Preferred
methods are to temporarily close a specific drainage or other easily-delineated
broader area, make such an area walk-in only, or delay a hunt opening. Hunters
who are disabled and qualify for special licensing will be exempt from such
closures along the Taylor and Steese highways.

Information and Education
ADF&G should conduct public information and education programs regarding this Harvest
Plan. Hunter information specific to FCH harvest will be included on or with the
registration permit. This information might include descriptions of cow and bull caribou,
examples of removing viscera from view, harvest reporting requirements, signs or markers
used to delineate the hunting area or closures, access routes and access restrictions.
Additional educational material should also be provided to help hunters select for bulls
when meat quality of bulls is good. Harvest reports will suffice to accurately monitor
harvest quota allocation by area and season.

Harvest Management in the Yukon Territory

•
'

The specifics of Yukon harvest will be developed by the Yukon Fish and Wildlife
Management Board, the Yukon Department of Environment and Yukon First Nations. It is
unlikely that Yukon will begin to harvest a significant number of Fortymile caribou until
the herd grows much larger and begins to regularly cross into Canada. Yukon residents
believe that the herd numbered about 60,000 when Fortymile caribou last entered Yukon in
numbers high enough for hunting. Any caribou not harvested by Yukon hunters will not be
re-allocated to the Alaska harvest. If the number of caribou harvested does not reach the
objective in a given year, the surplus will be used to promote herd growth.

Wolf Predator Control Project
A lethal wolf control program specifically designed to achieve the Intensive Management
population and harvest objectives for the FCH was recommended as part of this plan and a
wolf predation control program was authorized by the BOG at their March 2006 meeting.
The program is being conducted by private citizens, similar to the other on-going wolf
control programs in Alaska. The Wolf Predation Control Program previously in place for
increasing moose numbers in Units 12 and 20E was expanded to include portions of the
FCH range with little increase in the resources needed by ADF&G for program
administration.

Grizzly Bear Management Project
Grizzly bear predation on caribou calves is a significant factor in reducing calf survival
and herd growth. The Unit 20E Brown Bear Predation Control Area adopted by the BOG
in May 2006 as part of the Upper Yukon/Tanana Predation Control Implementation Plan is
primarily designed to benefit moose but should also benefit the FCH. In the Upper
Yukon/Tanana Predation Control Area the BOG authorized the sale of black bear hides. It
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is also legal to sell the hides of brown bears taken in the Unit 20E Brown Bear Predation
Control Area. Additional actions which would encourage bear harvest should be
considered by the BOG. Additional bear harvest will provide for additional herd growth
and achievement of intensive management harvest and population objectives.
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Unit 19D-East Predation Control Implementation Plan and Activities
Division of Wildlife Conservation Report to the Alaska Board of Game
March 2010

Background

The Unit l 9D-East wolf predation control implementation plan was first adopted by the
Board of Game in fall 1995. In January 2000, the Board made a finding of emergency
regarding the Unit 19D-East situation and extended the Commissioner's authority to
reduce wolves during 2000-2005. In March 2001, the Department established the
Experimental Micro Management Area (EMMA) to focus predation control and
associated management efforts in a relatively small area and to conduct research on the
efficacy of the program. In March 2003 the Board re-evaluated the Unit l 9D-East wolf
predation control program and issued comprehensive new board findings. The Board
endorsed the EMMA concept and allowed the department discretion to change the size of
the control area to provide for adaptive management.
The wolf predation control program began in regulatory year (RY) 2003 (regulatory year
begins on July 1 and ends June 30, e.g., RY03 =July 1, 2003-June 30, 2004). In January
2006, the Board adopted a revised implementation plan in the form of an emergency
regulation. The emergency regulation clarified and updated key components of the
implementation plan that included: wildlife population and human use information,
predator and prey population levels and objectives, plan justifications, methods and
means, time frame for updates and evaluations, and miscellaneous specifications.
In May 2006, the Board further modified the emergency regulation, added black and
brown bear predation control within the EMMA, deleted the link between the hunting
closure in the EMMA and intensive removal of predators, and adopted a final predator
control implementation plan. The plan was approved for 5 years, beginning on July 1,
2004. The following prey and predator population levels and population objectives for
Unit l 9D-East were specified.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

2004 moose population: 3,444--5,281 (0.5 mo6se/mi2)
Moose population objective: 6,000-8,000
Moose harvest objective: 400--600
Fall 2000 pre-control'wolf population estimate: 198
Wolf population control objective:
o As low as possible in EMMA
o No less than 40 in 19D-East
Pre-control black bear population estimate:
o 1,700 in l 9D-East
o 130 in EMMA
Black bear population control objective:
o As low as possible in EMMA
o Maintain as a viable part ~f natural ecosystem in 19D-East
Pre-control brown bear population estimate:

•

o
o
Brown
o
o

128 in l 9D-East
9inEMMA
bear population control objective:
As low as possible in EMMA
Maintain as a viable part of natural ecosystem in l 9D-East

In March 2009, the Board of Grune reauthorized the predation control implementation
plan for a period of 5 years, from July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2014. This plan redefined
the EMMA as the bear control area (BCA) and established the wolf control focus area.
The focus area includes approximately 4,600 mi 2 surrounding the villages of McGrath,
Takotna, Medfra and Nikolai to concentrate wolf control around villages. The
Department has the authority to adjust the size and shape of this area (in RY09, the
estimated size of the wolf control focus area was 4,484 mi\ The Board also established
the Upper Kuskokwim Villages Moose Management Area (MMA), which includes 1,118
mi2 surrounding the villag~ of McGrath and adjacent to Takotna and Medfra. It was
created to designate an area where moose numbers are closely monitored and objectives
for moose and moose harvest can be applied. The Department has the authority to change
the size and shape of the wolf control focus area, the MMA, and the BCA.
In March 2009, the Board of Grune also expanded bear control efforts to include bear·
snaring within the BCA because bear numbers had largely recovered following
Department nonlethal bear removal in 2003 and 2004 and because public efforts to
reduce bear nwnbers were not successful. Snaring of any bear will be implemented under
bear control permit conditions during spring 2010.
Plan Implementation Activitfes
WOLF CONTROL

The Board authorized the commissioner to issue public aerial shooting or land and shoot
permits as the method of lethal wolf removal pursuant to AS 16.05.783. We exercised
discretion to adjust the size of the area where wolf predation control activities would
occur within the Unit l 9D-East Wolf Predation Control Area; The wolf control zone
established when control efforts began in RY03 initially encompassed 1728 mi2,
surrounding and including the EMMA. Within 2 weeks, it was expanded to 3,210 mi2 to
allow permittees to take wolves that used the EMMA but were frequently located outside
its boarders. In R Y06, we expanded the wolf control zone to 6,245 mi2 to provide local
residents with more moose available for harvest by hunters displaced from the EMMA,
which was closed to moose hunting. The expanded area included all of Unit l 9D-East,
west of a north-south line near Telida (153° 20' o.oo" west longitude). In RY09, the wolf
control area was restricted to a 4,484 mi 2 area downriver of 4th of July Creek, Soda
Creek, and the Tonzona Rivers.
In RY08, we received 37 applications and issued 7 pilot and 7 gunner permits. These
permittees took 19 wolves from Unit 19D East (Table 1). We estimated that 35-59
wolves needed to be taken to reach the control objective.
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In RY09, as of January 12, 2009, we received 51 applications and issued 7 pilot and 8
gunner permits. To date, these permittees have taken no wolves from Unit 19D East. We
estimate that 55-65 wolves need to be taken to reach the control objective.
Table 1. Wolf control dates, control permits issued and wolves killed.

Year
RY03
RY04
RY05
RY06
RY07
RY08

Permits issued
Pilot Gunner
28 8
6
11
3
3
5
3
9
15
7
7

Authorized dates
Dec. 2003-Apr. 30, 2004
Nov. 17, 2004-Apr.30, 2005
Dec. 3, 2005-Apr.30, 2006c
Nov. 1, 2006-Apr.30, 2007
Nov. 1, 2007-Apr.30, 2008
Nov. 1, 2008-Apr. 30, 2009

Wolves killed
F
M Total
7
IO
176
7
7
14
3
I
4
2
0
2
13 16
29
8
11
19

"Record of number of pilots vs. gunners was lost, some permittees had multiple permits.
bThree additional wolves were taken illegally outside the control zone.
cThe wolf control program was closed January 18-27, 2006 due to a court injunction.
BLACK BEAR AND BROWN BEAR CONTROL

The board approved black bear and brown bear control within the EMMA beginning in
RY06. We began issuing control permits on September l, 2006 and continued until June
30 of each regulatory year. Requirements and restrictions for the take of black and brown
bears included in the Alaska Hunting Regulations apply to the permittees, except that
permittees do not have an individual kill limit and they may set out 10 additional bait
stations for black bears, may bait brown bears,• and may take brown bears same-dayairbome at bait stations if the bait stations are registered with the McGrath office. In
addition, hunting regulations allow permittees to bait black bears, take black bears sameday-airbome at bait stations and sell the raw hide and skull of both black and brown bears
if they obtain a department sale tag and permit.
In RY08, we issued 10 black bear control permits and 11 black bear control baiting
permits. Also, we issued 11 grizzly bear control permits and 10 grizzly bear control
baiting permits. Generally, the same individuals holding black bear permits held grizzly
bear permits and monitored the same bait stations. Three grizzly bears and no black bears
were taken during R Y08 using bear control permits.
In RY09, as of January 12, 2010, we have issued 10 black bear control permits and 5
black bear control baiting permits. Also, we have issued 10 grizzly bear control permits
and 5 grizzly bear control baiting permits. No bears have yet be.en taken using bear
control permits.
Status of Prey and Predator Populations
MOOSE POPULATION
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Population Size. In fall 2001, we estimated 3,959 moose in Unit 19D-East (0.46
moose/mi 2), based on extrapolation of a survey conducted in a 5,204 me portion of the
unit. Usinf similar techniques in 2004, we estimated 4,374 moose in Unit 19D-East·(0.5
moose/mi).

In fall 2008, we estimated 5,481 moose in Unit 19D-East (0.61 moose/mi\ b~e.d on
extrapolation of a survey conducted in a 4,195 mi 2 portion of the unit. This estimate is
below our intensive management objective of 6,000--8,000.
·
In fall 2009, we conducted a moose population estimation survey within the 1,118 mi2 ·
MMA. A preliminary estimate of 1,806 moose was obtained. That estimate will be
extrapolated to all of Unit 19D-East when it is finalized.
Harvest. Beginning in RY08, an area in the immediate vicinity of McGrath that had been
closed to moose hunting using discretionary permit authority was reopened with a Sept
1-Sept 15 season. Upstream of the village of Takotna on the Tokotna River, the season
was Sept I-Sept 20. Elsewhere within Unit 19D-East, the season was Sept I-Sept 25.
The RY01-RY09 average reported harvest of moose in Unit. 19D-East under the
registration permit system is 80 per year (range 60--103; Table 2). This harvest is well
below our objective of 400-600 moose annually.
Table 2. Unit l 9D-East moose registration permit hunt (RM650) results,
Regulatory
Did not
year
Successful
Unsuccessful
hunt
73
137
83
2001-2002
2002'--2003
98
127
50
2003-2004
75
115
66
2004-2005
60
109
73
2005-2006
71
115
51
112
74
2006-2007
62
2007-2008
86
99
68
2008-2009
103
114
74
2009-2010
92
130
72

2001-2009.
Total permits
issued
293
275
256
242
23 7
248
253
291
294

WOLF POPULATION

Population Size. The wolf population density was moderate, with an fall 2000 pre-control
population estimate of 198 wolves (23.3 wolves/1000 mi\ We estimated the 2004 fall
wolf population was 103 wolves based on the spring 2005 wolf survey, RY04 wolf
harvest, and estimated number of pups. No surveys were completed during winter 2006,..!·
2007 because of unsuitable survey conditions. However, we estimated .the . fall 2006
population at 85-110 wolves using our PredPrey model. We estimated
fall 2007 wolf
population was 86-114 wolves based on previous population estimates, previous harvest,
productivity, survival and immigration. A partial wolf survey was conducted in Unit

the
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19D-East during March 2009, including the entire 6,245 mi 2 wolf control area and 44--46
wolves were found. The fall 2008 wolf population estimate of 75-99 wolves was based
on this survey and previous harvest. The fall 2009 wolf population was an estimated 95105 wolves, based on previous population estimates, previous harvest, productivity,
survival and immigration. A wolf population survey is planned during RY09, but has not
been completed as of January 12, 2010.

Harvest. Wolf harvest was 15-44 during RY97-RY09 (Table 3). The desires of local
trappers to help reduce predation on moose and a private wolf harvest incentive program
have helped to maintain a relatively high level of trapping effort.
Table 3. Reported wolf harvest in 19D, 19D-East, and EMMA; RY97-RY08. Includes
wolves taken in wolf control program beginning in R Y03.
Regulatory
Wolf harvest
% 19D-East harvest
19D8
19D-East
EMMA
in EMMA
rear
1997-1998
30
29
22
76%
3
21%
21
14
1998-1999
12
35%
40
34
1999-2000
17
47%
2000-2001
37
36
24
7
29%
2001-2002
30
44
22
56%
2002-2003
39
35(17)
27
7
26%
2003-2004
29
15
32(14)
2004-2005
52%
15
47%
15(4)
7
2005-2006
24(2)
19
5
21%
200fr.2007
38
38(29)
5
13%
2007-2008
28
4
14%
2008-2009
29 {19}
• Number in parenthesis is the number of wolves taken in the wolf control program.
BLACK AND BROWN POPULATIONS

Population Size. In 2005, we estimated the pre-control black bear population at 1,700 in
Unit 19D-East by using data from the bear removal program as well as extrapolating bear
estimate data from areas with similar habitat. We estimated the brown. bear pre-control
population at 128 in Unit 19D-East by extrapolating brown bear'data from bear removal
in the EMMA, as well as extrapolating bear estimate data from areas with similar habitat.
During May 2007, we conducted an aerial black bear survey and estimated 72
independent black bears (60 - 91 95% CI) in the EMMA.
·

Harvest. During RY01-RY08, 53 black bears were reported taken in Unit 19D East. As
of RY03, all black bears taken in Unit 19D East were. r~quired to be sealed (average =
7/year; Table 4). In RY03-RY05, registration hunt permits.Were .available for hunters to
take 2 additional black bears per year- in 19D-East. ,However, no pennits were issued. In
RY06, the· black bear bag limit was changed from J~ tel: ~, under· general hunting
regtilations. The maximum nwilber any hunter harvested sin5e RYOl was 2 black bears
per year,,
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During RY01-RY08, 24 brown bears were killed in 190-East (average= 3/year). Harvest
averaged 2/year prior to implementation of the. brown bear resident tag fee exemption in
1998. Toe bag limit for brown bears in Unit 190 was raised to 2/year in RY06 but no
hunter has reported harvesting 2 brown bears during any regulatory year.
Table 4. Reported black and brown bear harvest in Unit 190 East RY01-RY08~.

Regulatory year
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004---05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09

Black bear ·
Hunting
Control
harvest
take
2
6

8
3
8
1
16
7

0
0
0

r

Brown bear
Hunting
Control
harvest
take
4
0
1
4
2
4
0
0
3
2
3

Recommendations to Achieve Plan Objectives
We recommend continuing the predator control program.

6
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Upper Yukonffanana Predation Control Implementation Plan and Activities
Division of Wildlife Conservation Report to the Alaska Board of Game
March 2010
Background
Residents of the upper Yukon/Tanana drainages have expressed concern, since the early
1980s, about the chronically low density of the Fortymile Caribou Herd (FCH) and of
moose in Units 12 and 20E. They felt the low density of caribou was primarily due to
wolf predation and the low density of moose was due to a combination of wolf and brown
bear predation. During Board of Game meetings in March 2004 and 2006, the Upper
Tanana/Fortymile Fish and Game Advisory Committee and the public provided
testimony explaining the problem and requested corrective action.
The Board first adopted the Upper Yukon/Tanana Predation Control Implementation Plan
in November 2004 to increase the moose population. The plan authorized control of
wolves in Units 12 and 20E and control of brown bears in southcentral Unit 20E. The
plan was authorized for 5 years, and began on January 1, 2005. In January 2006, the
Board adopted a revised implementation plan in the form of an emergency regulation.
The emergency regulation limited wolf control activities to northern Unit 12 and southern
Unit 20E and clarified and updated key components of the plan that included: boundaries
of the bear control area, wildlife population and human use information, predator and
prey population levels and objectives, plan justifications, methods and,~e~~? time Jrame
for updates ~d evaluations, and miscell~eous specific~tio~~J~;J11,
~,p,g.~;',:~~/ij~ard
further modified the emergency regulation and adopted;..·11t>a~:·. a::,finJili/regy,lation.
Modifications included: adding a goal to increase the FCff~'. e~~!mcjffi{t,11¢;:,\~?lfJ~ntrol
area to encompass the FCH range (all of Unit 20E and portiqn~\of'.Uhits:)2~ .20B/20D
and 25C), and expanding the brown bear control area to includ¢ more
sputhcentral
Unit 20E. In March 2009, the Board reauthorized the iniplementatlon plan with
modifications. Modifications included: suspending the bear co11trpl portion of tlie plan on
July 1, 2009, because it was determined to be ineffective ~t·· rerriovingJ,ears from the
control area due to a. combination of ineffective methods, and a lack 'of incentive to
program part~cipants. The pl_an_is in eff~ct for 5 y~_ars, ~d+bi;~faU:i?~~·l/70~~~ The
Board authonzed the comm1ss1oner to issue pubhc aenal slioptJ;R:g P,~~1.~s or p~~hc land
and shoot permits as methods of wolf removal pursuant to AS:J 6;05·; 783: Objectives of
the plan, as listed in 5 AAC 92.125, are to:
·
,·
·
· ·

tvf~Y:

of'

•

•

Increase the Fortymile Caribou Herd to aid· in_ achi~ving the.-iQt~nsive
management population objective of 50,00~100;000 an<:l'· harvest
objective of l ,00~ 15,000.
.·
Increase the moose population in Unit.· 12 -north. of the· AJ~k~ Hi~way
and fo Unit 20E to . aid in achieving,,the
.geographically,.
proportional
.,.,,,_,.
"' '' .
,:·'
.
. ~' :i,
·'
intensive management moose population objective of 8;74+-11', 116 · and
·
harvest objective of 547~1,q84.
,ii·." '

'>

,.,{;'.

"

'
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Plan Implementation Activities

2008-2009 CONTROL PROGRAM
We conducted control activities during regulatory year (RY) 2008 under authority of the;,
wolf and brown bear control program adopted by the Board in November 2004 and
modified in January 2006 (regulatory year begins on July I and ends June 30,e.g,, RY08.
= July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009).
Wolf Control. We conducted wolf control activities in: that portion of Unit 12 north of the
Alaska Highway; that portion of Unit 20D within the Goodpaster River drainage
upstream from and including the South Fork Goodpaster River drainage, and within the
Healy River, and the Billy and Sand creek drainages; that ·portion of Unit 20B within the
Saleha River drainage upstream from and including the Goose Creek drainage, and
within the Middle Fork of the Chena River drainage; all of Unit 20E; and that portion of
Uhit 25C within the Birch Creek drainage upstream from the Steese Highway bridge, and
within the area draining into the south and west bank of the Yukon River upstream from·
the community ofCir~le. We received 73 applications for public wolf control permits and
issued 53 permits (25· pilots, 28 gunners} The control program was in effect during
October 6, 2008-April 30, 2009. Permittees were allowed to take wolves using aerial
shooting or land and s~oot.methods. They took 49 wolves, and an additional 87 and 84
wolves were taken by hunters and trappers and Department of Fish and Game personnel
in helicopters, respectively (Table 1). We were unable to reduce the population to 88-103
wolves, as specified inthe predator control implementation plan adopted by the Board in
May 2006 and reauthorized in March of 2009.

Table 1. Wolf harvest and wolf control take in the Upper Yukon/Tanana Predator Control
Area, RY01-RY08.
Regulatory
Hunting and
F&G Helicopter Total
Wolf
Year
Trapping Harvest
Kill
Control Take
Take
2001-2002
50
50
2002-2003
65
65
2003-2004
56
56
2004-2005
75
58
133
,.
2005-2006
69
86
17
8
2006-2007
103
80
23
2007-20088
97
70
27
8
2008-2009
49
220
87
84
a Control area expanded to include all of the FCH range in Alaska.
Brown Bear Control. We conducted brown bear control activities in that portion of Unit
20E within the South Fork Fortymile River drainage upstream from and including the
Butte Creek drainage, the Middle Fork Fortymile River drainage upstream from but not
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including the Joseph Creek drainage, and the Sixtymile and North Ladue river drainages.
We issued 44 control permits to the public, and registered 20 brown bear bait sites. The
control program was in effect during August l, 2008-June 30, 2009. Requirements and
restrictions for the take of brown bears included in the Alaska Hunting Regulations
applied to the permittees, except that permittees did not have an individual kill limit, they
had the option to bait brown bears and take brown bears same-day-airborne at bait
stations if the bait stations were registered with our Tok office. Permittees took 2 brown
bears, and an additional 8 bears were taken by hunters (Table 2). Two bears were taken at
bait sites. We were unable to reduce the population to 68 bears, as specified in the
predator control implementation plan adopted by the Board in May 2006.

•

Table 2. Brown bear harvest and brown bear control take in the Upper Yukon/Tanana
Predator Control Area, RY01-RY08.
Total
Regulatory
Brown Bear
Hunting
Control
Take
Kill
Year
2001-2002
6
6
9
2002-2003
9
11
11
2003-2004
8
2
10
2004-2005
7
10
3
2005-2006
2006-2007a
2
1
3
2007-2008a
11
6
5
2008-2009a
8
2
10
a Control area expanded to include a larger portion of southcentral Unit 20E.
2009-2010 CONTROL PROGRAM
We are conducting control activities during RY09 under authority of the wolf control
program reauthorized by the Board in March 2009.

•
'

'

Wolf Control. We are conducting wolf control activities in: that portion of Unit 12 north
of the Alaska Highway; that portion of Unit 200 within the Goodpaster River drainage
upstream from and including the South Fork Goqdpaster ·River. drainage, and within the
Healy River, and the Billy and ·Sand creek drain~ges;.,iliat:pcntion
.<>f lJnit 20B
witlµn
the
.. . '
" .,
..
~-, ..u ' ::<:· ,' .
~'
. •
Saleha River drainage upstream from and incl11:ding/,tlie:, Go9s¢; Cr¢ek drainag~, · and
within the Middle Fork of the Chena River drainage; alrdf' UnitjbEf:.and th.at portion of
Unit 25C within the Birch Creek drainage upstream frqrn the Ste¢~~:Hi'ghway pridge.~ and
within the area draining into the south and west bankofthe Yukort~:ver upstre~.from
the community of Circle. We received 82 applications for public.wolf control ~~ts and
issued 57 permits (25 pilots, 32 gunners). The contrql program::Wi,Jt.~e in effe~t;,during
October 27, 2009-April 30, 2010. or until the wolf population is,re·~~c~d to,.th~'.cpntrol
objective of 88-103 specified in the predator contrqfimplementatifo{ plan reautJ;ii:>rjzed
by the Board in March 2009. We estimate that 15~,t96 wolves.will need to be taken to
reach 'the. upper end of the control objective. To ci~te;. 8 wolves have been .taken by
coritr(?l permittees.
.'
'
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Brown Bear Control. The bear control portion of the plan was suspended on July· 1, 2009.
No permits will be issued for bear control in RY09.

Status of Prey and Predator Populations
CARJBQU POPULATION
Population Composition. Fall surveys indicated there were an estimated 37, 33· and- 34,.
calves per 100 cows in 2007, 2008 and 2009 respectively. Calves per 100 cows averaged· '
27 during the prior 5 years (fall, 2002-2006);
Population Size. Based on results from a photo census, the July 2009 minimum herd.size
was estimated at 46,509 caribou. The last successful photo census. was completed on the
herd in July of 2007, with 38,364 caribou counted. The next photo census is planned.for
June 2010. The May 2010 herd size is expectedto show an increase over 2009, assuming
normal to below normal late-winter mortality. Herd size remains below the intensive
··
management objective of 50,000-100,000.
Harvest. Harvest is guided by the FCH Harvest Plan (2006-2012), which was developed
by a coalition of fish and game advisory committees and the Eastern Interior. Regional
Subsistence Advisory Council in cooperation with Yukon First Nations, the Yukon,
government, US Bureau of Land Management and the Aiaska Department of Fish and
Grune. The plan calls for continuing the present registration permit system with a
conservative harvest rate of 2% or 850 animals to facilitate herd growth ..

Average annual harvest during RY02-RY06 was 820. Harvest during RY07, RY08 and
RY09 was 1,011, 893 and 1,080 respectively. Based on our current population estimate
and using guidelines in the- FCH Harvest Plan, the. harvest quota for RYlO will be
approximately 850 caribou. The harvest quota is below the intensive management
objective of 1,000-15,000 caribou.
MOOSE POPULATION

Population Composition. Since the beginning of the control program in January of 2005,
we conducted surveys in a 4,630mi2 area of southern Unit 20E during each fall (2005
2008). In this area, the estimated calves per 100 cows were 23, 31, 26, and 30 and
yearling bulls per 100 cows 11, 6, 11, and 16 during each of these years. respectively.
During fall 2000-2004, calves and yearling bulls per 100 cows averaged 1~ and 9,
respectively. Additional surveys are planned during fall 2010. Current d~ta suggests the.
proportion of young moose may be increasing in a portion of southern.Unit 20E where.
the wolf population was reduced by 2:70% of the precontrol fall population le\'.el during,
2005-2009.
Population Size. We estimated the moose population size in Unit 12 north of the Alaska
Highway and Unit 20E at 2,600-4,300 in 2004, 3,400-5,100 in 2005, 4,00°'75,900 .in
2006, 4,000-6,100 in 2007, 3,900-5,500 in 2008 and 4,700-6,600 in 2009. These
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estimates were based on extrapolations from fall surveys conducted in a 4,630 mi 2 area of
southern Unit 20E during 2004--2009 and surveys conducted within a 1,200 mi 2 area of
the Yukon Charley Rivers Preserve in northern Unit 20E in 2003 and 2006. Additional
surveys are planned for fall 2010. The current population is well below the intensive
management objective of 8,744--11,116 and is likely stable in the overall area. However,
current data suggests the population may be increasing within a portion of southern Unit
20E where the wolf population has been reduced by 2:70% of the precontrol fall
population level during 2005-2009.
Harvest. Average harvest of moose in Unit 12 north of the Alaska Highway and in Unit
20E during RY02-RY06 was 142. Harvest during RY07, RY08 and RY09 was 151, 189
and 180 respectively. Based on current 2009 estimates of recruitment and a 4% harvest
rate of bulls only, the harvestable surplus was 188-264, well below the intensive
management harvest objective of 54 7-1,084.
WOLF POPULA TlON

Population Size. We estimated the pre-control population in the current wolf control area
during fall 2004 was 350-410 in 50-70 packs or approximately 18-2 wolves/1000 mi 2.
This estimate was based on department wolf surveys, wolf research in interior Alaska and
Yukon, anecdotal observations, trapper and hunter interviews, and sealing records.

During R Y04, wolves were reduced due to predation control activities and hunter and
trapper harvest. We estimated the fall 2005 population in the current wolf control area
was 300-375 wolves in 50-70 packs (approxiinately" 16::-19 wolves/1,000 mi 2). This
estimate was based on information from wolf research in Interior Alaska and Yukon,
wolf control permittee reports, our observations, and sealing records.
During RY05, RY06 and RY07, additional wolves were taken by wolf control permittees,
hunters and trappers. Using our PredPrey model, we estimated the fall 2006, 2007, 2008
and 2009 wolf population in the current wolf control area at 300-425, 366-398, 393-431
and 262-299 wolves respectively. The model uses th~ . relatioJ!ship between spring wolf,
moose and caribou population size to predict a li~¢ly ~~wtji rat~ for the wolf population
to fall. Mathematical equations which define model Junctions were· taken from published
predator-prey studies conducted across North Ametj,ca•. ·..
·~

'

..

Harvest. Hunting and trapping harvest of wolves in the current control area during RY
01-RY08 averaged 69 annually (Table 1). An additioiial 58, 17, 23, 27 and 49 wolves
were taken in the wolf control program during RY04--RY08, respectiv~ly. In. March
2009, helicopters were used by Department staff to tajc~.84 more wolves to bring.the, total
number of wolves taken from the control area to 220 in.R Y08.
BROWN BEAR POPULATION

Population Size. In June 2004 we estimated the pre-control brown bear population within
the current brown bear control area was 170 bears. The estimate was based on
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extrapolation of a density estimate obtained in central Unit 20E during· 1986 and on
intensive research studies conducted in similar habitats with similar bear food resources
during 1981-1998 in Unit 20A, I 00 miles to the west.
During May 20-July 18, 2006, we conducted a DNA-based mark-recapture estim~te, of .
brown bear numbers in a 2005 mi2 portion of the current bear control area; Th~ suivey
area core population estimate was 48 ·bears (20.8/1000 km2). The core populatfor{i'~: tµe
average number of brown bears within the survey area. Extrapolation of 1 the~e data\
resulted in an estimate of 1SO bears (111-189) in the entire control area in summers of ·
2006-2009~ This is higher than the 114-143 bears reported to the board in March 2007and is the result of a more thorough understanding of the differences in bear distribution
within the survey area.

Harvest. Hunting harvest of brown bears in the current control area during RY0I-RY08
averaged 7 annually (Table 2). An additional 2, 3, 1, 6 and2 bears were taken in the bear
control program during RY04-RY08, respectively.

Recommendations to Achieve Plan Objectives
We recommend continuing wolf control activities as approved by the Board; Wolf
reduction objectives have not been achieved for a variety of reasons, including lack of
snow cover for tracking wolves and landing air~raft, dense tree cover in parts of the
control area, and the high price of aircraft fuel. However, progress is being made, and the
program should be continued to allow operations during more favorable snow conditions.
In addition, department" conducted control is. recommended to help achieve wolf
reduction objectives in areas where permitt~ efforts alorie are unlikely to result in
objectives being met
Brown bear reduction objectives have also not been achieved. The bear control portion of
the UYTPCP was suspended on July 1, 2009, because authorized control methods were
not effective and more extreme methods such as snaring, same-day-airborne; or sale of
tanned hides were not supported by the Department. However, results of the recent brown
bear population survey indicate bear density within burned portions of the control area is
likely lower than initially thought which may benefit moose calf survival in those areas.
Benefits to moose calf survival associated with the fires of 2004 and wolf control efforts
appear to be adequate to make progress toward prey population objectives.
While bear control was not effective under the conditions in this control area, we do not
feel brown bear baiting, same-day-airborne at bait-stations and sale of raw hides would
necessarily be ineffective in other areas. Following 5·years of implementation, it is clear
that the likelihood of success of future bear control programs should be •i;t..ssessed on a
case-by-case basis. A specific method, or combination of methods, may prove ineffective
in one area, but may be successful in another.

Unit 19A Wolf Predation Control Implementation Plan and Activities
Division of Wildlife Conservation Report to the Alaska Board of Game
March 2010

Background
Prior to 2004, the Central Kuskokwim Fish and Gmne Advisory Committee had
expressed concern to the Board about declining moose numbers in both Units 19A and
198. The committee submitted several regulation proposals and recommended wolf
predation control to halt the decline of the moose population and boost moose numbers in
the area. In response to the concerns of the advisory committee and other users, the
Alaska Department of Fish and Gmne initiated a comprehensive planning process for the
area with a citizen based planning committee composed of a broad cross-section of
stakeholders in Units 19A and l 9B wildlife management. Upon reviewing information on
the moose populations the majority of the Central Kuskokwim Moose Management
Planning Committee agreed:

•

"There is a major concern that the moose populations in Units 19A and
19B will not meet the needs of local subsistence users and other
consumptive users. Local observations and available scientific data
indicate that the moose population has substantially declined and in
some areas is very low and will continue to jeopardize subsistence and
other uses. "
' · ..
·
.;":~.:~, .\;~ ·,:::'.~,.;::~(~,,):~ ::i;,f~

The Central Kuskokwim Moose Management Plan '.wasrHJV~i$~~ai:J:g1
. ''l~ing
committee and is a comprehensive plan for the area thaf ih{l~~~~!f~t~tiJim~t,p,Jf~j(for a
wolf predation control progrmn for Units 19A and l9H: 'IJf~·}~Riilfolfp~~lf~~~~ one
component of a multifaceted plan to rebuild the moose. popufatfons{infthe:eentral
Kuskokwim region. The planning committee recommended th~i'tJi~)ifst R'.rioHtiPiq,t wolf
predation control efforts should be the areas most impprtanf for: pto:viqing ;Il}Qose for
subsistence uses. Unit 19A is where the majority of subsisten~~ '.niqtise'·~untiijgft,y:focal
residents and residents of Unit 18 occurs.
· · · ': · · ' • '.·,,;, ,?; · ' :.,-:- ...'.:"\':' ·

.. \} \ :(;'{&:\;, ·:':),?i'.~i{,i''~.
A wolf control implementation plan was first adopted by theciBoard'.of·Gmne'ijn,:N{arch
2004 for the Central Kuskokwim and consisted of Units 1~:f\/~citij:2~~;!.;:\ttW.~'t;~P.roved
for 5 years and began on July I, 2004. The Board authoriz~q)1:ie/¢<;>mffii:Ssiqiie1~fo:issue
public aerial shooting permits or public land and shoof
as
methods of wolf removal pursuant to AS 16.05.783. In.January.;2009,~.th:~l,:30~4·i!4.9Pted
a revised implementation plan in the form of an emergency.; iegµla,ioil'.t,JiiJ:.~m~rg~ncy
regulation limited control activities to Unit 19A to make it corisi_stel}(~!biJli.~'{~g~d's
previous findings that implemented wolf control in Unit l 9A;;gi4y._ 4\{~QJ)Mi,~l~tn:ffi,~ncy
regulation clarified and updated key components of the_ .pJ~·fuat, ~~lµdaji;,\Wildlife
,.:r,' C Y::1 ti,~,;;l''; ..
4~_.:•!f'V.·-:i·?-..t:
population and human use information, predator and· pre:x.i:P§i?!Jl!l\?R·,:le:y¢!~{-and
objectives, plan justifications,
methods and means, time?:'.:Ji.i1n¢1:'
fqr:J.-tipdatesi,:and
. , .- },-"·' • ~-:-':.-;1;_-.
··r ., .. '
evaluations, and miscellaneous specifications. In l\1ay 2006;. tJi~:.Boij<:t,further mosJiijed
the emergency regulation and adopted it as a final regulation? Auiliq!J~fion to . issue

pe~~,Sr1t::~fu~if;f:~~i£~Y

,

.°

_ ·'•·

_•-.;ti\·;····~.-~•:_,. ;_ .,,

1 .}. -"'-·:~
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public aerial shooting permits or public land and shoot permits was reaffinned, and the
following prey and predator population estimates and : population oojectives· were
specified.
• 2006 moose population: 2, 700-4,250
• Moose population objective: 7,600-9,300.
• Fall 2004 precontrol wolf population: 125-150
• Wolf population control objective: 30-36
·, ·
In March 2009, the Board of Game reauthorized the wolf control implerqentation plan for
a period of 5 years, from July l, 2009 through June 30~· 201,t Thht r~authorization
established a Central Kuskokwim Villages Moose Management Area (M?\i,1A) within the
drainages of the Holitn~. Hoholitna, and Stony Rivers to focus intensive: management
activities, including . wolf control and habitat management, frr a r~fatively small,
accessible area. The deJ)artment has the discretion to adjust its size and shape up to 40%
(approximately 4,000 mi 2) of Unit 19A.
'

Plan Implementation Activities
2008-2009 CONTROL PROGRAM
We conducted control activities during regulatory year (RY) 2008-2009 in Unit 19A
under authority of the. wolf control implementation plan adopted by the Board in May
2006 (regulatory year b,egins on July 1 and ends on June30, e.g. RY 08=July 1, 2008June 30, 2009). We received 71 applications for public wolf control permits and issued
41 permits, 16 to pilots, and 25 to gunners. The control program was in effect during
November 1, 2008-:-April 30, 2009. The control objective of30-36 was specified in the in
the May 2006 plan; To achieve the upper end of this objective we needed to remove 4854 wolves. Thirty-one wolves were reported taken. (Table 1).

Table 1. Wolf harvest and wolf control take in Unit 19A, RY01-RY08.
Wolf
Regulatory
Hunting and
Total
Trapping
Harvest
Control
Take
Kill
Year
2001-2002
49
49
2002-2003
25
25
2003:-2004
30
30
43
2004-2005
72
29
47
2005-2006
80
33
7
2006-2007
10
3
15
2007-2008
24
9
20
31
2008-2009
11
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2009-2010 CONTROL PROGRAM
We are conducting control activities during RY09 in Unit 19A under authority of the
wolf control implementation plan adopted by the Board in March 2009. As of January 11,
2010, we had received 62 applications for public wolf control permits and issued 18
permits, 12 to pilots and 6 to gunners. The control program will be in effect during
November 1, 2009-April 30, 2010 or until the control objective of no fewer than 30-36
wolves is achieved, as identified in the March 2009 plan. To achieve the upper end of this
objective we need to remove 36-60 wolves, and as of January 11, 2010, no wolves had
been reported taken.

Status of Prey and Predator Populations

MOOSE POPULATION

Population Composition. In November 2005, we conducted composition surveys in
central Units 19A and B in the Holitna-Hoholitna drainage and in western Unit 19A in
the Aniak drainage including the Kuskokwim River from Lower Kalskag to Napaimiut.
In central Units 19A and B, a total of 307 moose were observed and the bull:cow ratio
was 8:100 with most bulls classified as yearlings (12 of 19). The calf:cow ratio was
24: 100. In western Unit 19A, a total of 410 moose were counted~ with a bull:cow ratio of
20:100 and a calf:cow ratio of 23:100. No compositio·n sµryeys··"were completed during
November 2006 because survey conditions were unsuitable._.·
.
(,,

In May 2007, we conducted twinning surveys in Unit 19A in ~e. Aniak and Holitna River
drainages. In the Aniak drainage, too few moose were located to provide for a meaningful
analysis. In the Holitna River drainage, we located 71 moose, with 7 of 11 litters
·, ·
produced twins (64% twinning rate).
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In November 2007, we conducted composition surveys.ih.thtf~pia!?fqtainage·including
the Kus~okwi~ River from Ani~ to ~ower Kalska'.ij1~ti~,~~fl~H~tdr~~a~~ within
the Hohtna, Titnuk, and Hohohtna Rivers. In the ~aki S~fr~t.'Y~-\found 122 moose,
including 68 cows, 35 calves (including 6 sets of/twins. antff9iiefset of' triplets; 51
calves:100 cows), and 28 bulls:100 cows. In the Holitria sw-ve~{~we found 200. moose,
including 111 cows, 50 calves (including 9 sets of twins; ,45 ~ID~~~:t'OO cows{ and 35
bulls:100 cows.
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In November 2008, we conducted composition surveys in the/Aaj~)frainage' including
the Kuskokwim River frorµ.,Aniak to. Lower Kalska~ ~-4 in:tli'e:-fl'gtj(#~Jirajn~ge/Jvithin
the Holitna, Titnuk, and l:foh()litna Rivers, In the .Aniak. SUJ"V~Yifwe'(,'.foimd, ~ l .moose,
including 31 cows, 7 calves.
(including·
l. sets. of ~hs;.
,23 '¢iily?~iJoq~?·.:·.d)\vs),
42
· ,
.
.,. ., .
-..:..t:L.~, \"' , ,-.,.,.,. ,1_ ., ._....
_ .·, ... , ,
.
bulls: 100 cows. This sample size, is less .than ideal. Jn the Holitnaisiliivey,,
we
found
117
i ·:.~ ;::;,::~,:~
,·~;,·.
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moose, including 77 cows, 21 calves (including 3 sets of twins; 27 calves: 100 cows), and
34 bulls: 100 cows.
In November 2009, we conducted composition survey~ in the Holitna drainage with,in the
Ho.Htna; Jitnuk, and Hoholitna Rivers. We found 129 moose, includirig ..69 cows,.2$
calves (inch~ding 6 sets of twins; 36 calves: 1oo cows), and 5 t bulls: 100 c9 ~;;:·
Population Size, In March 2006, we estimated 2,700--4,250 moose (0.27--0.42
moose/mi2) were present in Unit 19A. This estimate was corrected for moose sightability·
and was based upon extrapolation of population estimation surveys conducted in the
entire area south of the Kuskokwim River in February 2005 (0.27 moose/mi2 ±16%,
90% CI) and south of the Kuskokwim between Kalskag and Crooked Creek in March
2006 (0.39 moose/mi2 ±15%, 90%CI; 3440 mi\ The estimated population is well below
the objective of 7,600--9,300 moose.

In March 2008 we estimated 3200--5275 moose (0.32--0.53 moose/mi2) were present in
Unit 19A. This estimate was based upon extrapolation of a population survey conducted
in 3,874 mi 2 of the Holitria, Hoholitna, and Stony River drainages (0.55 moose/mi2 ±
28% at 90% CI) that was corrected for moose sightability.
·
It appears that moose munbers within the Holitna, Hoholitna, and· Stony River drainages
increased between 2006 and. 2008. Analysis of survey data from the 3874 mi2 survey area
indicated a density of 0.28 moose/mi2 (± 17% at 90% CI) in 2006 and .44 moose/mi2 (::!:
28% at 90% CI) in 2008. Neither' estimate was corrected for sightability. This apparent
growth is coincident with reduction or wolves to a very low level' in these drainages.

Harvest. Based upon current estimates of recruitment, population density and bull:cow
rat_ios, there is no harvestable surplus of moose in eastern Unit 19A (upstream from and
excluding the George River). Toe hunting season was closed fo eastern Unit 19A
beginning in RY06, with the exception of the Lime Village Management Area (LVMA).
Hunting is currently allowed in the LVMA under a state Tier II permit during August 10-September 25 and November 20--March 31 with a bag limit of 2 bulls and under a federal
community harvest system during July I-June 30 with a quota of 28 bulls. One bull was
reported taken during RY08 under the state and federal hunts.
In western Unit 1.9A (downstream from.and including the George River), the harvestable.
surplus is estimated to be 60 bulls. Beginning in RY06, hunting in this area,was restricted
to a state Tier II permit hunt with 200 permits issued and a federal permit hunt with .100
permits issued during September 1-20; The bag limit was I bull. Reported·hiµvest during
RY06 included 26 bulls taken by Tier II pennittees and 6 bulls taken- urtdef the federal
permit. During RY07, 230 Tier II and 100 federal permits were issued. Reported hanrest
included 54 bulls taken by Tier II pennittees and 16 bulls taken under thif federal permit.
During RY08, 230 Tier II and 97 federal permits were issued. Reported harvest included
56 bulls taken by Tier II permittees and 11 bulls taken under the federal permit. During

5

RY09, 231 Tier II and 92 federal permits were issued. Preliminary reported harvest
included 51 bulls taken by Tier II permittees and 13 bulls taken under the federal permit.
In addition, moose are allowed to be taken outside normal seasons and bag limits
consistent with 5 AAC 92.019 for Alaska Native funerary or mortuary religious
ceremonies. During RY06, 4 parties took 2 moose, including 1 bull and 1 cow. During
RY07, 9 parties took 4 moose, including 4 bulls and O cows. During R Y08 21 parties
took 19 moose, including 15 bulls and 4 cows with 2 parties reporting unsuccessful hunts
and no parties failing to report. During RY09 to date, 5 parties took 4 moose including 3
bulls and 1 cow, and one reported being unsuccessful, while 5 parties have contacted us
but had not reported as of January 11, 2010.

WOLF POPULATION

Population Size. We conducted a complete wolf survey in Unit 19A in January and
March of 2006, and estimated 107-115 wolves in 26-27 packs or approximately 1.1-1.2
wolves/100 mi 2. Sixty-seven wolves were reported killed after the survey was completed,
leaving an estimated 40-48 wolves in the population when. all take of wolves by control
program permittees and hunters and trappers was suspended by emergency order on April
4, 2006.

We conducted a complete wolf survey in Unit 19A in February 2008, and estimated 74
Prior t9 this s~ey~,1f1:;~olves
wolves in 17 packs or approximately 0.74 wolves/100
were reported killed during August 2007.
·
'

mi::

~. .-.

·'

• l

Harvest. Hunting and trapping harvest during RYOl-RY0.8 averaged 24 wol;es annually
(Table 1). Periodically, higher harvests occurred and are probably related to effects of
snow on travel in the Aniak and Holitna drainages. An additional 43, 47; 7, 15, and 20
wolves were taken in the wolf control program during the last 5 regulatory years,
respectively.
Recommendations to Achieve Plan Objectives

We recommend continuation of wolf control activities.
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Minto Flatss
Potential for
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least 400 animals,
but region could
likely support more
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Wood Bison and the
Endangered Species Act:
How ADF&G ls Addressing Concerns About
Possible Restrictions on Resource Development
February 10, 2009

I

Wood bison are currently included on the list of endangered species under the U.S.
Endangered Species Act (ESA). If not properly addressed, provisions of the ESA
that are designed to protect endangered species could slow or stop other natural
resource development and limit future wood bison management options. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) is now evaluating a proposal to change the status
of wood bison to "threatened," a category that allows more flexibility in how a
listed species can be managed and protected.
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) recognizes the need to make
sure that wood bison restoration does not cause significant restrictjQllSJQJ>th~r:
1·>
,-. '
natural resource development projects. ADF&Q has,.b~
}¥Qrl&ng';wJtli;th~;:;Jt
.
J·:
~.f..t; :,:;\, ".'.
hU1~~~(-J:' F· ·iii',,.tiilff.
Dep~ent of Law to ev.alua~e. different optio~~a~~)JlfJ$.!~gm:~~~;~1t~~J!~i,~ijsure
the proJect does not restrict ?ti and gas or other.AAt~h~~~~£$Sg~~J~Rl\1~1;1f!fid
that harvest can be allowed m the future. The state, m coop~ta.~pn, w1tij(fWS;, has
determined that the best way to address conc~·al)outJhtf~$A..,i~Jq,~~~lish a
speci~I federal rule t~ designate w~ bison. ~,~l~Ial,,~ 8:,i:'f~ones~9paj .,·
expenmental population~" The special rule will remov,~ m~y·ofthe regulatoryrequirements that normally apply to endangered ~ci~s.. i:);·. ·· ,,, ,<-'.,
·., ·. , .,· : · · .· .· ·, : \i,,;,,~/;,.,,.:,'i,:1;,{J:~i;,,;,.J:;,;ittf.l:1:r:,.'. ,. . ·
1
Designating wood bison, .in Alaska as a nonessential:'ek'''"",'.·'''•''
''VfiW;
·t''''iilltion:under
,. , . . ..,,,.,,,-, ..., ~ , / < · , .,... J'.c,.R,,,.,
. ,.,....... .,.
section 1O(j) of the ESA allows them to. be treatoof~i~.'.tliiei'teitedi~\:'fi{tfiet,'Than··'
"endangered." The special rule can allow state uum~g~Jii~f/~f~~\bl~P~.and
after the number of wood bison bas increased en~µgmlc:~~~19~-haryf~taccotding
to cooperative management plans. It earl· also red11ce•:c;ii{~HiJiitiate regµlatoiy:
requirements that normally apply to an endangered-:'"'·.'~1~s
as follows: · ·
- ., . .
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• The requirement to consult with the FWS o!.~f~re~~~ d~velopµient .
activities that might affect1~ood::bjSQnwillJ~ppJfg:n1~;9n; ~tion~Lpark and
national wildlife refuge.·lands. No consultati6n:~Qufn:'~~requir~d,:.onBLM,
, ., state and private lands~, ,
' C\ii<<•·)s', .• '.:'•
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• Designation of critical habitat, a classification that can restrict land use
activities that might adversely affect an endangered species, is prohibited
',Vith:,a: special rule developed under section 1O(j);
·:::, :;~; : {~1J\~,

• Tue special rule will protect industry from state or federal legal acHoh' 1tr:· ·
wood bison are harmed or killed during oil or gas exploration or other' ·.· .
specified activities. At the same time, the special rule cannot eliminate
enforcement for "intentional" harm to wood bison. Until the wood bison
population grows and regulations are adopted to allow harvest, penalties for
intentionally killing ah endangered species can be severe.
• Wood bison ili Aiaska would still be considered a "nonessential
experimental population'' 'even if their populatic>ns later declined or
disappeareif:'due to unforeseen events. This means tlie wood bison could not
be treated as an endangered species with more strict regulatory requirement:s
if they do not grow and prosper, as we·believe they will.
·
ADF &G is presently working with the FWS to create a special rule under the ESA
for wood bison in Alaska. The special rule must be developed through the federal
rulemaking process. This will include publishing a proposed rule for public review
and comment. In additio~ ail .Environmental Assessment is required and. will'
include opportunities for
public comment.
'·
,·

ADF&G will !Y!lrelease wood bison into the wild until theflnal special rule is in
place, and provides sufficient protection for other existing and future land uses.

A more complete description of how ADF&G is addressing concerns about wood
bison and the ESA is available on request or on our web site at:
http://www.wildlife.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=game.restoration

Drawing courtesy of Wes Olson

By working together we can ensure that wood bison and oil and gas and other
resource development activities can prosper side by side.

A Review of Concerns Identified by Doyon, Ltd. and
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game's Efforts
to Address Issues Involving the Status of Wood
Bison Uoder the U.S. Endangered Species Act
February 4, 2009

Executive Summary
Wood bison occurred naturally in Alaska for most of the last S-10,000 years but were extirpated
sometime in the last few hundred years. The most likely reason they disappeared was the
combined effects of hunting by humans and changes in habitat distribution. In an effort to reestablish wood bison in Alaska, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&O) has been
evaluating the possibility of reintroducing them to suitable habitat in Interior Alaska since the
early 1990s.
Since the inception of the project ADF&O has provided extensive opportunities for public
review and comment and received broad public support from diverse interests. The ADF&O has
made a concerted effort to address all the issues raised in the most forthright and transparent
manner possible.
Wood bison in Canada are presently considered a threatened species under~tsi~~ies at
Risk Act. They are listed as "endangered" under the U.S. Endangered Speci~:,A~tl\(~,S~)iJThe
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has initiated a federalrulemaking .proc~;~'.~~~g., the
status of wood bison under the ESA to ·~tened...
, ·
· ·· '·\i;:' ·'?}~.

\"',

?~~~

Recently, major concerns have been raised about the potential for wood bison ~tp~tiorf,to
' impede oil and gas and other natural resource development projects due to provisjons~~f the
ESA. As with other concerns involving the wood bison restoration project, ADf~O·has been
working to address issues involving the ESA in an open dialog·.with all in~~;.p~ij;~, ·

.• ··

.

·, ::\:,~s>.:,.:1A1~r·if:

Doyon, Ltd.. distributed the report '~A Major and Unneces~ Risk:::WOQd ~iso11,on.:Ca;n4':, ·
Planned for Development'' (Doyon Report #1)) to the GoV'.~r-.of ~'.~:~~~;:~.f the
Alaska Legislature during the week of January 19-23, 2Q095~tsecondt~~titl~t_*t~~".~ison
Risks!' (Doyon Report #2) was distributed on January 28; ioo9;::,Tb:e'Doyt1n:J~,CP.O~gU:tI,#.i'e the
company's views on the risks involved with wood bison ~tpl'.8~0D.:m+Ala·;~,a~.~f:,ofthe
ESA. In this paper, ADF&O addresses the concerns raised ~;tJie ~ypn R~~;i-ndiP.JY~des an
explanation of the process the state has underway to addre~ the· stab.is of wood bison uiid~ the
ESA and ensure that provisions are in place to protect resouice,development projli/9~ arufother
land uses before any wood bison are i:eleased in the wild. , :;;, .>. ·v :~ · ,. ;. \:; c:f{ )/:,:"· .
.
.
,·.
:. , +\::'·, . ,:r;.y.. ·\:t/'~;/ ..... ·• . ;
The status of wood bison under the ESA. and how the list.mg s~~ ,might,~e¢tjfpportuniti'r9 ·ror
developing Alaska's natural resources has been extensively revie\ved. by the Alaska Department
of Law· (OOL; please note tbauhe narraµve of OOL m,ew. rn.~filfd~~enfis\(<fr;~ormational
purposes only and does imply a,formal opinion about any matter.,discussed~),Th~,jOOL'and,,c, <
,.,, ', _ ·.,, "',_, - '
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ADF&O are actively working with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS),to proqiulg11ie::a.~r ..
special ntle under section 1O(j) of the ESA to designate wood bison in Alaska as a "nonessenfiaiioi:
experimental population." This action will provide a sttong and legally defensible ~~~t~f)vg~t,· ;
bison under the ESA and will include exemptions from many of the regulatory ~~ts:ibat\ ·
normally apply to '111 ESAlisted speciest··
..
_.
·: .. ::}~~\\,:~t>··
~

;.,~;}:~: ···d~.'

~

For purpo~s of the ESA, establishing a special rule to designate wood bison in AJa'ski~~~ ,
nonessential experimental population allows them to be treated as "threatened" rattier tfufu,. · · · ·
"endangered.,, This will provide FWS greater discretion under ESA section 4(d) to adopt special: ,
management programs and regulations. The special rule promulgated under sections I O(j) and
4(d) of the ESA will accomplish the following:
0

•
•
•
•
•
•

For section 7 consultation purposes, wood bison would be treated as "proposed for
listing~' on all lands Qther than National Parle and NationalWildlife Refuge Jan~,.whm .·
they woul<l be treated as ''tJl.reatened;"
'
'
..
Requirements for consultation with FWS regarding specified actions that might affect
wood bison would be essentially eliminated on BLM, state, and private lands;.
Designation of critical habitat would be prohibited; : .- .
_
.
The rule would specify that unintentional "incidental take" due to.other specified;
activities will not result in FWS or ADF&Q ·enforcement actions· (e.g., if a wood bison·
were accidentally harmed or killed during an oil and gas development project); ....
Provide for state management and future Iu,tvests of wood bison under state management
plans; and,. .
The ntlewouldremain in effect even if the wood bison population was diminished or·
completely eliininated due to unforeseen circumstances.

ADF&G will not release wood bison Into 'the wUd until 'lheftulspeclal rulil containing tll.
nonessential experimental /IOP~latlon deal1natlon.11nd special eondltlons and aempllons are·
in plaee and detennlned tD ~nsure sujJklent prou,ctlon tD existing adfut,,re land uns.
ADF&G appreciates the extensive economic invesunents that Doyon and other organizations . ,
have made to assess the oil and.gas potential of Minto Flats, Yukon Flats and other
The
State applauds the efforts of Doyon and others to explore and plan .for oil and gas development in
Interior Alaska and the State intends to continue working to see those projects come to' fruition.
In cooperation with the DOL and the FWS we have developed a co\U'Se of action that we believe
will not result in any significant impediment to Doyon's or other organizations, plans for oil and
gas or other development, either current or proposed, in the areas being considered for wood
bison restoration:',

areas.

ADF&G will work with all parties affected by the wood bison and.BSA issue to objectively..
evaluate the legal protections that can be accomplished through a special rule under section 1O(j)
of the ESA for the establishment of nonessentiaJ experimental population status and
reintroduction of wood bison in Alaska.
By continuing tD work together we can Implement an approacll that will msure that wood
bison anti oU anti gas and o'lher resource dl!Velopmfflt actlwtla can prosper silk by silk. ·
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Background
In 2004 the Commissioner of the ADF&G wrote to the Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) requesting clarification of bow wood bison, if restored in Alaska, would be
treated under the ESA. At that time the FWS indicated that wood bison were listed as
"endangered in Canada" and the Service would not take action to list them as an endangered
species if they were re-introduced in Alaska. Under this legal interpretation the provisions of the
ESA would not apply to wood bison in Alaska.
This interpretation of the status of wood bison under the ESA was cited in the April 2007
ADF&G report "Wood Bison Restoration in Alaska: a Review of Environmental and Regulatory
Issues and Proposed Decisions for Project Implementation." Several organizations subsequently
submitted comments that expressed concern that the legal basis for this interpretation was
unclear and could result in efforts to force listing wood bison as endangered in Alaska after they
were released. Comments from Doyon expressed concern that there would be a high likelihood a
third party would file a petition to list wood bison as endangered and that litigation could follow
with the potential to force a subsequent "endangered" listing.

Based on these concerns and the need to fully address ESA issues. ADF&O sought review of the
matter from the OOL. The OOL concluded there indeed was risk of legal challenge involved
with the FWS interpretation that wood bison would not be considered as endangered if they were
re-introduced in Alaska. Both ADF&G and OOL sought further review of the matter and worked
with the FWS to explore other options for achieving a greater degree pf leB!l :c~ty that wood
bison restoration would not result in restricting other resoW"C~ develoRri1.~(~tiviij~ff.~i~h
,.

. .'"/; ·1/

~t;~f:>

<~:C:fji;~tni.

In December 2007, the Department of Interior Solicitor.:.s.q~.ce ~~~ll;l'!8,,.. . f,'~~;.~tter and
d~~ that a m~re correct and legally de~ensible int~tion of ~'.1,$.Jjt~tj~OQCI
bison, if mtroduced m Alaska, would be considered an "en~gered~ ~1~1~ ttie.ESA. In a
letter received by Commissioner Lloyd in November 2008, the FWS' stated.tliat'.:~1'he·:wood bison
. is listed as endangered wherever found and. as such, would
its endangei;t:~~ius if "
introduced into the United States!' However, the FWS letter also ou~m~ ai,,~gaj!t9!'): ai,proach
that would allow wood bison to be reintroduced to Alaska in·a manner thit,:.w,pul~;~tly reduce
the regulatory compli~ations normally associated with ~.~~,,~i'!i ~ j r.... '·"' ·· ~~:.#tY,!?!ves
adopting a special rule under section 1O(j) of the ESA to desigµil,te,wood: · · ·n
· ka as,a
nonessential experimental population and include provi,iQ~:~P~~~~,.,. ffl'if~~f1(~),~-·
provide for state manag':°1~t. The.special rule c~ contau;i~~i~ ~~~~~~~~~."~~tiom
to address the ESA restnctions that would otherwise apply. to,!: Ji!!~:~•~;;', ;ht.Y,· " .. ,:.

retain
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·

.,.'i.1''.">';;,,1 ,
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,11-,.,,1..~">!'C'···'' ,..·
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While tl,e clumge in legt,I Interpretation brings wood blso~Jjj;,1~kil.lJ'.'de':.1Ji!e.q'l!,~!I of
tl,e ESA, It lllso provl4es legal clarity anJI 1111 oppol'lllnltJ,:11!• t!i,itrlop 'i, ·qedaJ,'!"le tll grelllly
reace tl,e replatory b11rt/en, nonnally assocui#d wid, •J~ spec~· , ·. ," . " ·. ,. '. .
'

'

,,

'

'

.

'

ADF&G staff met with the Alaska Regional Director of FWS ~~ 0 ~ E.WS:s~fton J~uary
16, 2009 and agreed to cooperate in d~veloping a special fllie·foryvtl<>.~t~!~~i,~'"~a.~~u.pder the
ESA. completing requirements of~t,,National Enyironmental ,Ro~cy;,A,cHt~l!rA). ~;prepared
an initial timeline to complete the rulemaking P,IOCCSS.
·
,, ·,. ,.,
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How Concerns About Wood Bison and ·the ESA are Being,

Addressed'

·

StatuJ of wood bison under the. ESA· ·· ·
Thcqmniary' concern identified µi Doyon R~rt #t is the possibility of a third p_~-~fi. .g;a .~- ._.
r· '

"·,

petition and/or taking legal action to force the listing of wood bison inAlaska as ~'endangered".under the ESA. 'TIie FWS "-""lnado11 tJ111t wood blao11 are llsud a an e11tlangered specw.
wherever they occur eUmlMtff the basis for II third p11rty petltlo11 to force II listing _of wood..bl.!011 ln Alai& The examples cited in the Doyon Reports of forced endangered species listings
that occurred after "friendly'' reintroductions involving lynx in Colorado and bighorn sheep in.
California are not relevant to wood bison. Those ~troductions involved species that w~ not
listed at the time and therefore were not preceded by a spc:cial rule designating them as
nonessen~ experimental populations, such as we are ~posing for,wood bison under ESJ\.
section lO(j); While SllCh a designation is potentially challengeabI(,, ~e are unaware of any .
successful challenges-of nonessential experimental population. desiptions. As such, we feel
confident that that these rules are defensible..

.

Develop a special nile (Qr wood bison In Alaska under Sections .100)
and 4(d) of the ESA;;
Beyond questions of wood bison being listed as endangered under the ESA. which are addressed
above, developing a special rule for wood bison in A1aslca under Sections JO(j) and 4(d) of the
ESA will address virtuaHy all of the concenisoutlined'iri the Doyon Reports: Requirements for
interagency federal consultations are significantly reduced under a nonessential experimental
population designation and tusociated special rules. There is a prohibition'ag• desipation of
critical habitat, and restrictic,ns on>"take;• or bami to wood bison can· be reduced; Also;
have
the opportunity to specify the geographic ·coverage for these rules.- We·intend to cover ari ~
that not only includes the release site(s), but also any
the bison· may move onto iri the· ·
future. This will assure that any protectionsofthe rule apply throughout the possible future
range of wood bison in Alaska,·
·
·,

we

areas

Some issues raised in the Doyon Reports involve speculation about possible change in fedeial
policy due to the recent change in administration. ADF&Ois not aware of any indicatidn.that
policy changes are likely to occur. However~ it is extremely unlikely that the FWS would 'want to
change the agreed upon special nile once it was published and adopted given the precedent that
such an action would set. Changing such rules would make it difficult for the FWS to enter into
agreements for recovery of a species using the nonessential experimental rule process. since it
would cast doubt on the strength of such agreements; Providing certainty to the interest~· ·-parties 1S the very reason why reintroductions are made under section lO(j). Thus(~fis extremely
unlikely that a policy change would threaten the rule once it was adopted and administratively in
·
·
·
place.

In the following discussion relevant excerpts from special rules previously published in the
Federal Register are shown with indents and italics and are intended to provide additional·
background on the purpose and effects of ESA section 1O(j). Emphasis bas been added in bold
type in several places.
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"Congress made significant changes to the Endangered Species Act (A.ct) in 1982 with
addition ofsection JO(j), which provides for the designation ofspecific reintroduced
populations oflisted species as "experimental populations." Previously, we had authority
to reintroduce populations into unoccupied portions ofa listed species' historical range
when doing so would foster the conservation and recovery ofthe species. However, local
citizens often opposed these reintroductions because they were concerned about
subsequent enactment ofrestrictions and prohibitions on Federal, State, and private
activities. Under section 1O(j), the Secretary can designate reintroduced populations
established outside the species' current range, but within its historical range, as
"experimental. "Based on the best available information, we must determine whether an
experimental population is "essential" or "nonessential" to the continued existence ofthe
species. Regulotory reatrlcdou are consltkrably reduced under a Nonessentlol

Experimentol Populatlan (NEP) tleslg,,adon."
Wood bison in Alaska should qualify for designation as a nonessential experimental population
because it can easily be determined that they are not essential to the survival of the species in the
wild, and the source of wood bison stock is a captive breeding herd in Canada. There are 6
disease--free wood bison populations in Canada, totaling nearly 5,000 animals, so it is hard to
envision a way that "non-essential" status in Alaska could be at risk in the foreseeable future
because of declines in Canada.

Concern about clvll or crlmlnal llablllty for harm to wood bison
Under the Act, species listed as endangered or , th~qteil~d,"-~~;,.:
~ff.orded
*-:·,
~.:> . ·' ,. •" ' .• ,
protection primarily through the prohibitions of sec~'?rJ;:~ ·'!~f!i.!1t;1~!9,~tr;e,,_i~mts
of section 7. Section 9 of the Act prohibiu;· the ta~_;f"l::.l!!ii!an,g~e.d,:iNildlife
.
lif, ..1''~""1..:"-'· • '
',·
"Take" is defined by the Act as harass, harm~ pursue, hunti.shoof;: wo~ncl, 'trap,
capture, or collect, or attempt to engag~ in, any,: .~uch ·. .fiOnduct;,·_ Service
regulations (50 CFR 17.31) generally extend t1'e.. prohibition; ol take to
threatened wildlife. However, permits to allow the take_.of liste,fapeciea·can be
o~,their~abitat.,
.. \
issued when populations reach a level that cre"tes pressur!
., . .
.
. .. "
.
.

'

,

•' '

• ,,

'4

'

•"'-

)j,; •. '~- ,,'.

'"'t"" .:{ '.•"

,tJ '.

·.-, ,. \. ~ ·

-

"

,

''\.·

'

~

' • ·'. :·:'J~,:~~/.:· ::·; ~·:·_r,.-;:,.: ; _·:. -:h:·:' ./_•:j:
... For purposes of section 9 of the A.ct, a powfatiq~gi#,ignilied
ti, ~r.j,:ne,_,tal
.·ttt ·_,., "'.r-r.:r,P: .~ ...
·:-v "-ti/"t"'-;;;..~,.- , i.;
1:'

:i.~i!~·..__ ..••

--~ ;,·,.'-it-'

,

,.~"1

is treated as threate~ed regardless of th.e speffe.y{,l,!~!f.?f#i.ff~':e.ljg,'1fJJ.'l}'-' i~
range. Through section 4(d)ofthe Act, threatened,,de~i~ff'!..Pl:,l!l~~.-'us:'g!eate,r
,~-.,'"l-,.·,,.·1i':.'; _....._,_., ;:._~..
._..__-1•.,-~··'t.-'
discretion in devfsing management programa ant.{J~l§;f},!!Jfft!gul~~enf!~f~c~i (l
population. Sectio~ 4(d) of the Act allow~ us to ~OJ?/!;'#J/jfJ~!t;/Jgy/'t,~f'J 're
necessary to provide for the conservation of a t~te~tne,.i:I: s~~i#!t;,/ni. t~ese
situations, the general regulations that extend
10
threatened species do not apply to that specie~; q~ ,tl.,~,;speci<i/.:;~(i/) "'le
contains the prohibitions and exemptiona necessary~- ;. 'Wbpriate'to}pt;i~erve
that species. Reguladons i.uue4 · untkr set:dJ"'
,J fo,i_~~"'s'iei.titll
•

··•·;;, _-7t,:b....

~~11,

niff.i1tie?lJM'9ti>rJ?.~i#ii!<J"! ·

--~'1,,i,_a,i~~

populat/o,u (NEh) •e usually more compatibk'~ .
ln die relntroductlon area.

't-::!lf:,ff.',:: .- .,
.

'\":: ~

cili1

.

1

A special rule developed under ESA sections lO(j) and 4(d).
iqdress unintenti~nal or
incidental "'take." As in previous rules that have been promulgi~ for NEPs~ w.lmterid to
f;._{.\:{~~~}~L
',.

Pa~~S

<·,:'.

include provisions in the proposed rule that will distinguish "incidental take" that results. ftom
authorized activities (e.g.; oil and gas development) ftom "knowing or intentional tut,?~' from··
unauthorized activities (e.g., poaching) and will specify that neltlNr tlN FWS nor ADF&G will
tau legal tldliJit lf unlntendonalllnddentlil tau occurs. Based on precedents and' ~epti.
discussions witl;rFWS, the proposed rule can also provide for management pri.maril):,'6y llii.state
and for futme· harvests ·of wood bison as descn'bed in state management' plans .for each h~:and
stipulate that even die decline or disappearance o/tlte relntrodl,ced population(,), ~i,ilinot,cllange tltelr Btatus as a nonessential experimental population or the pro'Vislon, Ur tlle ajreclal
rul&

•,

Concema about requirements for federal conaultatlon on endangered·
apeclea
·
For the purposes ofsection 7 ofthe Act, we treat NEPs ~ threatened species when the NEP
la located within a National Wildlife Refuge or National Parli; .and section 7(a)(J) and the
consultation requirewienta ofse~ti.on 7(a)(2) ofthe 4,ci apply. Secticm 7(a)(l) requires all.., .
Federal agencies to use}heir authorities to conserve listedsJH!cl~; Section 7(a}t)} requires
that Federal agencie~ consu,lt with the_ Service before auihorliing; funding, or c<lrrJ1!ng out.·
any activity t~t would lilcelj,jeopardtze the continued existence ofa listed species.qr
adversely modify its critical habitats.. When NEPs are l~aied ou~ide a National Wildlife
Refuge or National Park. we treat the population as proposed for'liating and only two· ,.
provisions ofsection 7 would apply--section i(a)(l) and. section 1(a)(4). In thesiinstances,
NEPs provide additional flexibility because·Federa{agencies '11"(! not required to consult
with us under section i(a)(2); Section· 1(a)(4) requires Federal agencies to confer with the
Service on actions ihat are likely to jeopardize_ the conitnu·ed existence ofa proposed species.
T1ut results ofa con/erelice 'are atMaory ..,,. nilture;'and di> Mt restrkl ••ndafro•
carrying out, /unt!lng~ or autltorlr.Jng ·aet1vlda/"
'''
' '
,,,: . ..
.

;

'

~ ·:

~

As stated previously, requirel;ii.ents for'interagericy federaJ-consultatio~ are significantly reduced
under a nonessentiai, experimental population designation. F~r the purposes of section· t'
consultation, each member ofthe experimental population is treated·a:s "proposed to be listed,,
except where they occur within a National Wildlife Refuge or National Plll'li Thia wru ·· ·
significantly reduce the federal consultation requirements,,particularly on state and private lands
in the Minto Flats-area, where ESA constiltation would be 'not be required for specified activities.
There would still be some federal consultation requirements for some activities on tlieYukon
Flats National Wildlife Refuge or other National Wildlife Refuge system lands; however~ we do
not believe those consultation requirements will result in additional impediments to oil ,md gas
development, which is already closely regulated on refuge lands.

Concem about d,algnatlon of crltlcal habitat
Section 10(j)(2)(C)(ii) provides that "critical habitat shall not be designated under this Act for
any experimental population~ under Subparagraph (B) to not be essential to the.
continued.existence of the species (emphasis added)." O,,ce a section 100) r,,le LY adoptetf
crltkal "abltat cannot be deslp,,ted.
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Concern that a 100) rule will be lltlgated and overturned by the courts
We have conducted a preliminary review with the FWS and are not aware of any instances
where a 1O(j) rule has been blocked or overturned by litigation. Footnote no. 1 of Doyon Report
#2 cites several cases involving 1O(j) reintroduction programs. Not to minimize concerns about
litigation, the rules establishing the nonessential experimental populations and related
regulations in those case decisions were actually upheld.

Differences between a 100) rule for wood bison and the 4(d) rule developed
for the polar bear
The paper refers to the polar bear 4(d) rule as the "same type of rule,. the ADF&O proposes for
wood bison. The situations are not similar. When a species is listed as "threatened" through the
typical listing process, by regulation the FWS applies the same prohibitions that would otherwise
apply to a species listed as endangered unless it also issues a "4(d) rule,. containing any
exceptions or special terms. The primary similarity is that ESA section 4(d) is the authority that
gives the FWS greater discretion to adopt whatever regulations are necessmy for the
conservation of a threatened species, whether in the form of a separate 4( d) rule at the time a
species is listed as threatened or in support of special terms contained in a final rule under
section l O(j). The special provisions and exceptions applicable to wood bison are intended to
provide for state management and are not nearly as controvenial or likely to generate litigation
as the 4(d) rule for polar bears. As noted, the special final rule will result in wood bison being
treated as threatened under BSA section lO(j) and will contain special provisions tailored to the
wood bison reintroduction, including certain exceptions from the ''take" prohibitions as
permitted by ESA section 4(d). We intend to include all these provisions in the special final
"l O(j) rule" that designates wood bison in Alaska as a nonessential expetjµi~tal population. It
is not anticipated that there will be a separate "4(d) rule;~· Howev~! sh~~~ ·th~,:rute making
process in support of the reintroduction of wood bison take the fonirof separate 1O(j) and 4(d)
rules, ADF&G will not release wood bison until all rules'.meet ouiobjectiv"8:i <·
... r ,..

Concern about challenges from animals rlghta groups due to provisions
for future hunting of wood bison
·
A provision to provide for state management of wood bison and to allow potential harvest of
wood bison at an appropriate time in the future will ~ ~chided n,i the fm:al .rule. These
provisions will be subject to public review and commen( which wµI pr.Q'rjd~ :msigh,t into
whether any interest groups may challenge this provisioiirTo ~~ th~:~;~ nb indication of
opposition among environmental or animal protection org~tions to'.tlie)dea: that wood bison
may eventually be hunted.
·· · , · ·

·< ,-,: \ ,

'

Wood bison health certification .

.

.

.

~

.

Doyon Report # 1 references public comments expressiri1i'.serious concerns that the two year
quarantine for wood bison at the Alaska Wildlife Co~atiob Center u(Porlage inay not work
(the only comments received on this point were from Dqy9Ii): The:·second'Doyon.report·
years because;,<?fbtucellosis and
indicates the importation of bison was prohibited for
raises concerns about wood bison in Alaska being infected by brucellosis and declining in the
future.

sev,eral
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The U.S. border was not closed to the import ofbisoil (and cattle) because of bnlcellosis; The, ·.
import of bovines, except for immediate slaughter, was banned for several yeani because Qf .. <;,· •
concerns about mad-cow disease (BSE) in cattle. The ban was lifted.in 2007; .
,, ,,
. ,;,~
ADF&O has taken every precaution possible to ensure that.any wood bison that·~ ~I~ ·ii)·f;t:'.:; ..
the wild will not pose a threat to other wildlife or livestock. ADF&O ~ developec:Jiarr. :: ·; .. ,., , .1 .
cooperaµve agreement with the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC)~.
Office of the State Veterinarian that specifies very stringent disease testing protocols: In\· ,., ,:.. · .. r .
addition, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has completed an extensive;analysis · ·
showing tMt the risk of disease (including brucellosis) fro111 stock imported from the source herd·
in Canada is negligible (less than .01 percent). The bison imported froDL Canada in 2008
tested twice for brucellosis before an import permit was issued by tho :PSDA. The wood'bison
will all be tested for brucellosis, bovine tuberculosis and other diseases of concern a minimum of
two times before they are c~fi~ ~or
to the wild. The health certification requµemenm
for wood bison likely excee;cl 8D)' health certification program for a wildlife reintroduction that.
has occurred RllywQ.en: in North America, and exceed the fe<luirements.foro.tJie impo~tion of .
livestoct. AnYwood bjson ~i do not meet th• stringent ~etiith certification requirements wm
not be released, and if any m,ajor issues involving critical ~ of COl!Cem arise, the,.: ·
agreement with ADEC ~l'*'s a provision to destroy the entire h~ if ~essary. ·
·

were.'

rel~

Petition for downllstlnst
Canada•s Wood Bison Recovery Team has submitted a petition to the f'WS to downlist wood
bison under the BSA to ~'threatened." On February 3, 2009, the FWS.issued a 90 day finding on
the petition concluding, that.it "presents substantial scientific. and commercial.information,,
indicating - the petitioned· action of reclassifying the wood.bison from ~ered to; ,
threatened status under the Act.may be warra.ntedt.74 Federal Register 5908i: This 11otfoe also
announced that the FWS is initiating a status review of-wood bison.to.review the reclassification·
and solicited scientific and commercial information regardingwood·bison for the purpose of the
review. Following the status review,~ will issue.a 12-month finding on.the petition. :There is.
a strong biological justification for downlisting wood bison to ''threatened." and,ADF&G
anticipates this will occur once FWS completes the necessary.biological review amt regulatory
process.

Effects of global wanning·
Should warming conditions occur in Interior Alaska it may increase the habitat avsilable for
wood bison. Faculty at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks, including Professor Teny Chapin. a
member of the National Academy of Sciences, have suggested that global warming may cause
parts of the Interior's boreal forest to convert to grasslands. Having wood·bison present on the
landscape provides extra assurance that abundant wildlife populations will remain in Alaska;
should climate change reduce the quality of habitat available for moose or other species:' .Wood
bison populations in Alaska are not likely to be put at risk by ,Pobal wanning, and µistea<f would
·· ·
be likely to benefit
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Conclusions
ADF&G has taken Doyon's concerns about wood bison and the ESA seriously and has identified
an approach to address those concerns to the greatest degree possible. By using the federal
rulemaking process outlined above we can significantly reduce the risk to oil and gas or other
natural resource development in the Minto Flats area or elsewhere. We look forward to
continued dialog with all stakeholders to ensure that we do the best job possible in addressing
concerns about the ESA and other matters as we move forward. Once a proposed special rule for
nonessential, experimental population status for wood bison in Alaska is published for public
review, ADF&O welcomes an objective analysis of the protections afforded to oil and gas and
other resource development projects.

Once a flnal rule Is tulDpti!tl, If tM concl1'slon reached by dte state in cons1'ltatiDn with other
lntl!rested parties Is tJu,t adeq1'atl! sa/eg1'anb are not preunt and wood bblln restoratlon C01'ld
severely impact other development opportunltles, ADF&G wUI not proceed with releasing
wood bison In areas propoud for development, or possibly anywhere In A/ask
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Noaeaeathd Experimental Popala1ions- No Litiptift·.
1. Silvery .Mhmow in the Rio Grande 12/0810&;
.

·.

•.

..

'

.

. '

'

. :,

<./·;

...

. .• '

..

... . • .

; . '

2•. lS Freshwater Mussell,,l Freshwater- Snail. S FishesJn Taur.,09JU/07; 72FltS2434

·3. 2 Fi~BoulderDarter, Spottin Cbub'in Tena,.,Alahama'04/Q8/0S; 10Flti79I6 .
4. Bladt·Footed.Pmets in South~ South DakotaOS/16/03; 6l FR26498· .
S. 4 Fishes (Duskytai} Dartet. Smoky Madtom.. Yellowftn Madtom, and .Spotlin Chl,lb)

u, the TelllociRtvW: Ol/tl1Q2;67·FJl·S24l0
6~ Whoopma c•~ mthe EilstetnU11ifc4 statea 04/26/0ts; 66'$ 3,wi
1. Muaseis and i ~quidcr~t·in r~essee River 06/l4/0t ~ 66 mso:
8. Black;.Pootm Fenets m.Nortfi.;Ccntral.South Dakota l0/13/00; 65:FR. 60879

1,

Fil

9.. m-k•FooWFcmetJJ in NW Colorado and $Utah 10/0ll98r63Flt 52824
1(). Wbooping Cranes of the R.c,Qky M(q)tains f!J/2l'f'n; 6Z Pll 3.8932

11. California Condors in NottiierttMJzona I0/14196; 61 FR 54044
12. Bladl~Foote4FettetsinAubtey Vllley ~iom~;6t Fil U.320
ll. Blt&ek-Pooted Fetrets in Southwestern.. :south;OOofa
08/18194;
59· FR. 42682
··,
:.·
.
,-.

,-··

,-

14. Black-Footed Ferrets m.North;.Central Montan808i18/94;: 59 FR 42696

·rs. Whooping er.iesm Ft1lrida 0112219a·;s& ~,. S647
16. a1ac1t..footed:Fetreti •$olltheas«:rn: Wy()Ulin&.08/21/9,l; 56 FR. 41473
17. Guam Rail5; Rota in the Comm. ofN. Marina lslllilds 10130/89; 54 FR 43966

11. Yellowtin Madtom in Virginia and Tennessee Oll04/U; S3 FR 2933S
Ht Southern Sea Otters 08111/87; S2 FR 29754
20. CO Squawfish, Woundfm in the Gila Rive, Dniliulge in AZ. 07/24/IS; SO FR. 30188
21. Delmarva.Fox Squmel into Sussex County Delaware 09/13/84; 49 FR.359Sl.

Nonessential Eiperi.lDental Popalatleu - Associated witll Litipdoa
1. Grizzly Bears in Bitterroot Area of ldeho and Montarua; 11/17/00, 65 FR 69624
Case only involved a FOIA request for names and acklnisset of people who
submitted comments on proposed rulemaking.
2. Red Wolves in North Carolina and Tennessee; series of final rules 11/19/86, Sl
FR 41790; 11/04/91, S6 Flt S632S; 04/l3/9S, 60 FR 18940

Related replatiQn was upheld..
3. Mexican Gray Wolf in Arizona and New MQico;. Ol/12/91, 63 FR.1752
The lO(i) rule was upheld.
4. Gray Wolves are covered by a series ofFinal Rules r:elating to several NEPs:
11/22194, 59 FR 60266.- Final role establishing NEP of gray wolves in
Central Idaho & Southwestern Montana.
'

l lll2/94~ S9 FR 602S2 - Final nUe establishina NEP of gra.y wolves in
Yellowstone Nat1 Pede in Wyoinm&,ldaho attcf ¥ ~
4/1/03, 6lFJt 1S804-Fmal rule·toreclassify~and. remo\'egray we>lfftom
endangam·liat.in portions of u.s~. and to establish 2 specit~fregulations for
threatened. gray wolves..
· · ·· ·

~8/07, 72 FR 6052 -- Final rule designating West.em Oreatl.abl.:
Population as a· DPS'.and removing that DP$ tom enc:wig~ s~ies u...
1/28/08; 73FR 4720-Final R.ulo·tmahig:2005 ~i-1 ~ for,
Yellowstone and.cemnJ.Jdaho·gtay·wohesan4modi$tsdie•difinition of
''unacceptable impact"-·to wild unplate populatioiu~ It al~~~\200$·. .
rule to allow take of wolves in the act of attacking dogs c;,rijo~lt~~:'

.

.. .••. <'·:\·:·\:'··:/\;;'t:::,,:

2/27/08, 73 FR 10514- FinaUtule designating NQl'them.R~ N i ~ .
Population of Gray Wolfas DPS and Removing that:D~'Jrondfudangtret.t
species list.
,··
11111/08, 73 FR 7S3S6- Final Rule in compliance witlu:c.,urt orders. reinstating regulatory protections under ESA in western O~J.akes ,;egion
and northern Rocky Mountains..
; X •, .

': 1

04/02/09, 74 FR IS 123 - Final Rule to identify the Nc;,rtban 1b,cJty, M~~ PopulaUon ofOray Wolf 1$ a Di$tinct Population Sep:aent ,mc1· to,
~ list of Endangered a n d ~ wnru, Removing the PY. :·. · ·
wolves within this DPS. e,¢ept, WyomiiJ& from list.
· ·, ·· · · · · ·,
\

'

..

Litigation involving Nonessential Experimmta1 Populatiotis of O,.,, Wolv•'.
included claima challenging poaraphic separateness,of the experimentaJ,.i non
experimental populations ofihe·-species.delistiq~ amdspecial,take: ··
·
proviskms to p,>tect livestock ana·. wild unplatea. The base eomponents ofttie: "
lO(j) mta and N8P ~iauti~ have "'11 u])hel4.. ·1azou, the dells1io&oft.
~-rof;ky JnOUIIWn 4istiiset:poputlf,tion waa ~ However, anew·
4elistinl- rule.waa ~ an4PJb.Ushoct ~-1'#tcteli,¢irig ofthe uorthem
Rocky Mo\UltllUl wolves, CJCC#~osein Wy~ The .Btlal ruts was put,lish"6
on-At,nl 2, 2009.
·
4. Northern Aplomado·Falconsin N.wMemoi Amona 07.J26/06l 7'1 FR 422fti
Thecballengesto'the lO(i) wa'C'deniett and the caseia·riQ.wonappeal inthe' tt11-Circuit The NEPA predetetminatio· elm was also demect.
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pena Bla9n Management Plan
Minion Statement
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Delta Jun~lon Bison Range
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322 bison In Panoramic Flelci oats
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Bison Range Youth Moose Hunt
• Establlshed In 2002 to
reduce disturbance to
bison and help keep them
on the DJBR

Delta Junction Bison Range
Ruffed Grouse Habitat
Management Area

- Consists of Panoramic &
Gerstle Fields of DJBR

• Provides unique moose
hunting opportunity for
youth by drawing permits
- Use of motorized vehicles
for hunting Is prohibited

Summer 2009: lncre-d Forage
Production on the DJBR
• ADF&G allocated additional
funding for habitat

> " " •• , , . ,. . . . . . .

Improvement on the DJBR In

2009
- Planted an additional 200 acre• ·
ofoata

'

' ·,

- lncriued the fertlllzatlon rate on
700 acru of perannlal bluegrua
- Planted 30 MrH with forqe
tumlpa to ... 11 It would help
kNP blaon on the DJBR longer
- Thaee efforts did not .· ,.
algnlflcantly alter blaon crop

...

~

,
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Div. of Ag. Crop Damage Estimate
Grain down (174 tons x $185)
Extra grain drying costs
Grass, hay and straw
Potato damage
Seedling grass field damage
Fence damage
Missed opportunities . .

$32,190
30,700
37,250

35,000
4,000
3,000
0

Total :....·

$142~140
~..
'.
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·Rang.a:·
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• Bottom UM: la DJBR meetlngJeglalltlve,
~

'
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Yu, ·

-1'1NtOJ8Rira.....,~mo~
diminished C,. . . . . . .t'-,,

.
• la DJBR e11..,.1nat1n1
all d,amagtt?:
'•"
..
& ...
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Management Plan Update

•-\.

objective by •an.tng ....
movamenta (of bison)-~ .. to dlffll~lah the
damage caused by the..,. t,:· ·•
agrtculturally developed llin~'." ·
-Anawer:

-Anawer: No

Delta. Bison

"'·

'

'

.

·. ,,.,

'

.

Fall 2008 Controversy Increased

• Current '-'9n tllled DBMP •2000aoor. • .....,n hlla remained,
·~

.

'

• Encoin

the ·Game
~"n"forthe
DJBR!,i,

• Delia Blaon Wortdn Grou

,-r1L1cauf

(DBWGlmeeta
to
re'Vlew ftie plan • only minor

revlilona nHClecl·1

· ·

• ADF&G proposed a mlnlmal.
--'!~Ing ~ to complete a
l'9l81Mly almple plan update
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Plannlng Process Expanded
• BecauN of algnlflcllnt lnternt
•
upl'HNd by the Delta agricultural

w• , .... ·.

community• scoping meeting
held In Delta In March 2008.
• Seven DBWO meetlnp were held In

~

Delta In 200I.
• A.Iuka Dlvlalon of AgrlcultuN hN
act1ve1y participated In the plannlng

procen.
• Two prenntatlona and dlacualona
occurred at the Falrbllnb Advlaory
Committee.

Delta Bison and Ag. Fleld Trip

Aua•t '4, . 2009 ..
• Participants
Included:

Leglalatlve Involvement
• Staff from Rep. John Harris attended

some DBWG mNtlnp
• HB 220 waa Introduced 4"/09
• Would .,.nd the requirements for•

DJBR game manaa-ment plan to Include:
"designing, developing, and building
diversionary fencing, holding pens, and other
apparatus to control movement of bison Into
unharveSted agrlcultural crops."

Delta Bison News, Sept. 2009
•·Mariagani,int'pJan) ,,-. .
update (n1clerNay, . : .·

-ADF&G'
- Div. of Ag.
- DBWG members

. ~!~~;;~~:'If!~(:"~;

- Delta Soll and
Water
Conservation
District

• RecommendatlonSf;l', },!
being· considered' . ",··.: i

-U.S.Army
-farmers

• Opportuhity
public comme~t " .

-Advisory

for/ '" ,

Committee

members.
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.Publlc Input.
• Moat COIIIIM... during D~WG IIINtlnga In
1>e11a
trom farmenl'uprualng.
concerna about crop damage. .
·
- Some Della rnldenta spoke In support of the .
bison herd and nol9cl the beneflll to the ·

came

community;
• All the written commanlll received lft:, ·
ruponn to the MW&letir came from

huntei'a who did not want to ........of
hunting opportunity.Jo;, · '·
• Falrbana AC aubmltted detallecl comments.

Points Raised by _HuntlngJntereats
• The blaon herd waa lhar9 before agrlculture wn
dewlopedln Della.and flnne'8: knew the .rlak of
blaondamage•.
• There ahould be no reduction In the . . of the
DBH until all other altematlva haw been
·

uhauatecl.
• Huntera are atrongly oppoud to fencing the
blaon
the bJBR.
.,.herd Into
..
• Several conuileilta noted the Importance of the
crop damqe.innainent program.
crttlclnd:the planning pn,ceaa for the,
focua In the Della area • Need broad atatewlde
lnvolvament. .
'

• Some

Points Raised by Agrlc,u·ltuqf Interests

• Some flrmera feel th;.tthe i»J~;;j;~;.::
management actlone ·~w.not ~equately.·
reduced blaon crop cllm119!,? ·.. , ·:.-\, . .

• Some haw quntlonedthevalldlty of the,~:
lealalatlw Intent to maintain a frN.ranglng herd
ofblaon and aaaert the atate l~ble.'°-r crop .

damage..

.

.... ... '
. .:

a,

. . '· ·.·. '., ...
.
.:
~ ':':'

• There la a atron. 1 dean_ to 1:ment a more·
complete ancl.lonlt'l9nn aol
~;:-· :·
.
• There la not~. . . . . among agricultural
lnteruta about the beat aolutlona•. · · ·· · ·

Fencing ~matlvta Considered
1. Support• coakharlng program to ...iat.
farmera In fencing blllon out of their property.
2. Conatruct a -ctrlft fence" to prewnt blaoft, ·
from mov1na north acroa:the Alaaka;
··
Hlg~ untll crops are harveated, · ·
3. Fence the blaon herd Into the DJB~ ·
4. Fence the blaon Into the Panoramic Flelda on
a teniporary bala In .the 111111mer and th•n.
relNNthein afterciop8
~

~ve

har-Mted (SWCD propoaal)~i,
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Considerations of Fencing Bison
m4 of Agricultural Areaa

Considerations of Fencing Bison
J.m2 the Bison Range
• Advantagn

• Advantages

- Would requlN len total fencing

- Does not affect free-ranging status of the herd
- Not all land would be fenced (e.g., CRP)
- Private landowners would maintain the fences
and could better control access to their land

- Blaon aurvey and management could be ...,.,
- Would NtfflCM bison from Nmy lancla
- Would reduca chance of dlaeua tranamlnlon a
genetic contamination

• Dlaaclvantagn

• Disadvantages

- Would no lonpr be• free.ranting herd (letlalatM

- Would remove forage from bison
- Could shift Impacts to other areas
- Could disrupt movements of other wildlife

action requlrad)

- Would dl8Npt other wlldllfe fflOV91Mnta and tlNt bison
range youth fflOOM hunt
- Would rntrlct acoen for other public UNI (leglalatM

action requlrad)

Working Group Consensus
Recommendations
• lncreae funding for bison habitat
lmprowment

• Allow UH of herblclcln on the

DJBR·''' '.·: .
'
,
• Sup~ B O G ~ · to enaure
~~aNachlewd
the application fee for ~

• lncrene

ne11a:b1acm penn1ta fionl s10 to
$20 .-1ncreae:golng to DBH
management,

• btabllati an on-going crop.
damage ......ment program

M~~~.;;

'

.

..,.

..

''

'

11

a...r1cu1tural

lnternta.are,'.. ··.

S:1cing IM"'8dlat,)~~~~/ ·

. ....,.tatiw
·action anc11or ••-ai!C;
poalbtl. . '
.,
' ,,, ''£ j:' :',

• ADF&O Ind ADNft haw Hmhdo,tiona for .

whltmm be.-lmmedlalely'wlti~uf; '.
leglalatlft action and/or 1ddllloMl,fundlng;.
• Untll an 1n11111· briefing le held ADF&O do8a not
know whit .... ot 1nternt u1a1a 1n ffie,. ·

.
11

leglalnnto..._. De~blso~: ....un~ ·
.

,:.,.

'
":.,1~

Status of Plan Update·
• Intended to submit plan update to the Board
at this meeting
·
·
• On-hold pending E3oard Input and posslble
leglslatlve consideration
• Wlll'conslder addltlonal working group
meetings or other publlc process If needed
• WIii work to finish at least an Interim plan
update pending more Ion -term solutions.

ADF&~ Proposed Actions
• Continue to mulinln fonge production on the
DJBR within avallable funding;
• Continue to ...... crop dlmap lever..
cooperation with ~R, l)lv. of Aa, '.
• Implement ragulatoiy propoula (74, 7~) to
allow flexlblllty to hlNNt ~ anl~la and
wure lhe hlrvut oitjectMt la .-leved.:. ·,
• Maintain w1111naneu to WOlllwllh ~,1 ~ and
to explofe fenclna·and·other
options for more complete ll)CI IDng,,lerm "··· · ··
aolutlona to blaon Ind qrlculblral conftlc:ta:

the,..,........
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Consider Reducing the Herd Size to
300 Bison, Pre-calving for Five Yeara
• This level of reduction In herd •
size Is not out of llne with herd
size objective In place In the
1980's and early 1990's.
• This Is one action ADF&G can
take whhln existing authority that
may help reduce bison crop
damage.
• Success In reducing crop damage
can be evaluated after a 5-year
period and the herd size objective
changed, If warranted.

ConeIusIona
• ADF&G and ADNR cannot completelf
ellmlnate bison and agrtcultural contllctll
with exlatlng authOl'IIIN and fund"'9.
• What ADF&G can do at the praaent II
conaldered by some • a •bancf.ald" fix.

• Men permanent loftt,4erm aolutlona win
require leglalaltve action and ahauld bit
developed with opportunities for broad
publle perllelpatlon whleh ....... the
atatewlde lntereat In the OBH.

•

Etfecta of Herd Size Reduction
on Hunting Opportunity
lnltlaU, men hunung pennb would be

luuecl to ........ herd .....
• N. a herd .... of - approxllnately 70 • 80
pennlta could be llaued HCta year,
clepencllng on eucceu ratN (compared to
100-1 IO at prnant)
• HarYNI management can bit Improved by
reducing the Med to 1uu.1.,.... numbere of
pennb which ruull In high compatltlon
•mona huntere and crowding at ttmn.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Maintain a healthy, free-ranging bison herd in the Delta
Junction area that provides the greatest reasonable
opportunity to hunt and view bison while also keeping
conflicts between bison and private property owners to the
minimum level possible using all management techniques
available to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

INTRODUCTION
The Delta Bison Herd (DBH) is a valuable and special wildlife resource for
residents and visitors of the state of Alaska. Introduced in 1928, this
plains bison herd provides unique opportunities for viewing and hunting
bison within the road-accessible portion of the state. The herd is also
unique nationally, because it is one of the few wild, free-ranging, hunted
bison herds in the United States.
Management of the DBH is complex because management decisions can
directly affect many activities in the Delta Junction area, particularly
agricultural land use and hunting. Balancing the statewide hunting
interests with local agricultural land use is the key issue involved in this
plan. An equitable balance of these interests must be maintained to
provide for a free ranging bison herd in close proximity to agricultural
activities, and to preserve public access to nonpublic lands for hunting
and viewing bison as well as a variety of other species including waterfowl,
grouse, coyote, fox, and moose. In addition, forage from private
agricultural lands currently provides an important component of the
DBH's diet.
This document presents the Alaska Department of -Fish and Game's
(Department) plans for managing the DBH from January 1, 2000 to
January 1, 2005. This plan also serves as the game management plan for
the Delta Junction Bison Range {DJBR) required under
Alaska Statute
.
16.20.310 (Appendix A). Most of the information pe~enJ t9 management
of the DJBR is located under the Bis~n. -~011flict:.)J..~agemeJJ.J'· Qoal
(page 17). Information. on DJBR land use permittjn.g apc:J; forestry activities
is provided in Appendix B.
. ·. ·. . . .
. . .
,.
,'.

,,,,
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The mission statement, goals, objectives and. tasks identified in this plan
were developed through a collaborative process involving Dep~ent staff
and a citizens' advisory panel, the Delta Bison Working Group. .(DBWG).
. ..
Throughout the process members of the public have had opportunities to
contribute ideas and have been encouraged to attend meetings.
.

The DBWG was formed in 1992 by the Department to bring citizens into
the planning process. The DBWG assists the Department by helping to
establish the appropriate balance between the competing interests of the
bison herd and agricultural development. Specifically, the Department
asked the DBWG to consider different ways of managing the DBH, to
develop management options, and to make recommendations to the
Department on how to manage the herd. The DBWG participated in
development of the 1993-1998 Delta Bison Management Plan and
continued to meet periodically to review the Department's progress
towards accomplishing the goals and objectives in that plan.
At the beginning of the effort to develop the 2000-2005 plan, two seats
were vacant in the DBWG. The Department solicited nominations for a
Delta Junction business representative from the Delta Junction Chamber
of Commerce and wrote to numerous fish and game advisory committees
and private hunting organizations to seek nominations for a statewide
hunting interest representative.
The current DBWG includes six individuals who represented the following
interests for the 2000-2005 planning effort: 1) statewide hunting, 2) local
agriculture, 3) Delta Junction hunting and agriculture, 4) the Delta
Junction community, 5) Delta Junction business, and 6) Fort Greely. For
further information refer to Appendix C-The Role and Membership of the
Delta Bison Working Group.
The DBWG began monthly meetings in July 1998 to work on the 20002005 plan. In November 1998, a public meeting was held in Del~
Junction to provide residents an opportunity to identify issues of. concern
involving management of the bison herd. The 1993-1998 plan served as
the basis for drafting the revised plan. In July 1999 the draft plan was
mailed to members of the Delta and Fairbanks Fish and Gaine Advisory
Committees, to the chairpersons of other advisory committees where
interest in the Delta bison hunt is high and to all persons who expressed
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interest during the planning process. The draft plan was also available on
the Division of Wildlife Conservation web site. In October 1999 the Delta
Junction Fish and Game Advisory Committee hosted a public meeting on
draft plan in Delta Junction. Staff also presented the draft plan to the
Fairbanks Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Few public comments
were received, however, one Delta farmer and the Saleha-Big Delta Soil
and Water Conservation District suggested that the herd size objective be
lowered. Reducing the herd size was not strongly advocated earlier in the
planning process and revising one of the most central objectives to the
plan might have required revisiting the entire plan. The herd size objective
was not changed in the final plan; however, this issue will likely be
brought forward in future planning efforts. Although no regulatory
proposals were needed to implement the new plan, in March 2000 the
Alaska Board of Game voted unanimously to endorse the plan. The DBWG
will continue to meet annually, or as needed, to oversee implementation of
the plan and the effectiveness of the management program.
The following section of this plan provides the reader with a detailed
background on the DBH, developments in area land use patterns, and
information on bison movements and hunting. ·Following· the background
information there is a section that identifies the prinia,ry constraints facing
the Department in managing the DBH. Together, these sections provide
the reader with the information necessary to understand the basis for the
goals, objectives and tasks that comprise the overall management program
for the DBH. Appendix A includes legal information. that pertains to
management of the DBH, Appendix B ··describes . land use permitting
requirements for the DJBR and Appendix C provides further detail on the
DBWG. Appendix D describes the DBWG's· consitl~t~tion. of awarding a
Delta bison hunting permit to agricultural landholder~'. and the possibility
of providing hunters additional chances of drawing· a permit· based on· the
number of years an individual has applied. Appendix . ;D includes a
recommendation of the DBWG regarding possible revisions to the Delta
bison hunting permit system.
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BACKGROUND
HISTORY OF THE DELTA BISON HERD AND THE LAND IT OCCUPIES

Bison colonized North America after migrating from Asia to Alaska over
the Bering land bridge several hundred thousand years ago. They were
one of the most abundant large mammals in Alaska for most of the last
100,000 years. Large-horned forms such as steppe bison (Bison priscus)
once roamed Alaska in the company of now extinct mammoths,
mastodons, horses, lions, sabre-toothed tigers and dire wolves, as well as
moose, caribou, Dall sheep and muskox. Large-horned bison evolved into
modern small-horned bison (Bison bison) between 5,000 and 10,000 years
ago. Wood bison (Bison bison athabascae) were the last type of bison to
occur in Alaska. They were extirpated during the last few hundred years,
most likely because of hunting and changes in the distribution of habitat;
however, they are still present in Canada. Wood Bison once inhabited a
large region in Alaska including the Delta River near where the community
of Delta Junction is now located.
In 1928, 23 plains bison (Bison bison bison) were transplanted from the
National Bison Range in Montana to Delta Junction, Alaska. They were
released on the Delta River near the mouth of Jarvis Creek because the
area supported abundant native forage. Herd size steadily increased until
1950 when a hunting season was established to stabilize herd size.
Allen Army Airfield was established in 1942 near Delta Junction. The base
evolved in purposes over the years and was designated as Fort Greely in
1955. Currently, the Fort Greely cantonment area is slated for closure
under the Base Realignment and Closure program. However, the military
land in the area, including that used by the DBH, will remain military
land and continue to be used for a variety of military training and cold
weather testing programs.
Development of agriculture in the vicinity of Delta Junction began in the
1950s within the area traditionally used by the DBH. Simultaneously,
native bison forage began decreasing in the Delta Junction area as
wildfires were suppressed and forests became more abundant. As farms
were developed, bison began to include hay and cereal crops in their fall
and winter diets. Crop depredation increased following development of the
Delta Agricultural Project (DAP) in 1979 (Figure 1 Primary Land
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Ownership Patterns and Bison Migration Routes, page 26). Most crop
damage occurs when bison move onto farms prior to fall harvest.
In 1979 the Alaska Legislature established the approximately 90,000 acre
DJBR on the south side of the Alaska Highway, across from the OAP
(Figure 1). The purposes of the range identified in the legislation are to:
~

Perpetuate free-ranging bison on the land described in the act by
management of habitat to provide adequate winter range for bison,
and;

~

Alter seasonal movements of bison herds on the land in order to
diminish the damage caused by the herds to agriculturally developed
land.

The law establishing the DJBR had a 3-year sunset clause. In 1980 the
Alaska Legislature extended the sunset clause from the original 3 years to
10 years.
In 1984 the Alaska Legislature appropriated $1.54 million in Capital
Improvement Project (CIP) funds for DJB~? divJippment and they also
increased the application fee for a Delta biso,n~µnt pepnit fro~ $5 to $10.
Funds derived from the application fee in~):'.ease were intended for
management of the DJBR. CIP funds paid for development of 2,700 acres
of bison forage on the DJBR, the purchase of equipment for forage
management, and to hire personnel to accomplish. these tasks. Permit
application fees have been used for annual fo,rage management. In 1988
the Alaska Legislature eliminated the 10-year sun~et clause for the DJBR.
/,' -I~

'\;

•.

••

The Delta Land Management Planning Study and
the .Delta-Saleha Area
.
Plan, completed by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) in
1982, both considered the development ofthe ·.bAP?*ilcilife habitat and
the public interest in maintaining a free-ranging- bisdri'herd in the Delta
Junction area. These plans resulted in the recomtiiend'~tion' that the area
south of the Alaska Highway, including the DJBR?sliould'be·managed as
wildlife habitat and that land north of the Alaska'Hi@way ,be managed· for
agriculture.
~

The Delta-Saleha Area Plan has now been incorporit~d irito DNR's ·Tanana
Basin Area Plan (TBAP): as Subregion 7, Delta-SAfdha;iLands withirt the

.· . f • .
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DAP are now identified in the TBAP as "private." As such, the acronym
DAP used in this plan should not be interpreted to mean the area is
currently a public project or is publicly owned. The DJBR is identified in
TBAP as Management Unit 7K. The primary surface use of the uhit is
wildlife habitat and the secondary use is forestry. The plan states that
"Reference to the Delta Bison Management Plan should be made on all
management decisions concerning this unit" and that "Small timber sales
may occur where consistent with the primary management intent, and will
require the approval of the Department of Fish and Game." With regard to
recreation and access, the plan indicates "The existing trail network shall
remain available for recreational access. Establishing new access trails for
recreational use or to reach other state land and resources must be
compatible with maintaining the overall habitat value of this unit, and will
be coordinated with the Department of Fish and Game." See Appendix B
for further detail on land use permitting procedures within the DJBR.
Since 1978 the state of Alaska has sold nearly 100,000 acres in over 200
farm tracts in the Delta Junction area. Additional farms located in the
Delta-Clearwater area began as early as the mid-1950s. Most of the
farmland in the Delta Junction area has been cleared and is in
production, is in the federal Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) or is
available for production. In 1997 (the latest year for which statistics are
available) approximately 19,000 acres were planted in the Tanana Valley,
principally in the Delta Junction area. Approximately 25,000 acres were in
CRP. Major cropping activities include the production of barley, oats, hay,
and potatoes. Livestock enterprises include dairy, beef, swine, and game
farms (Ed Arobio, Alaska Division of Agriculture, personal communication,
1999).
MOVEMENT PATTERNS OF THE DELTA BISON HERD

The DBH has ranged over an area that extends from the hills north of the
Tanana River south to the mountains of the Alaska Range. At times, Delta
bison. have ranged as far east as Healy Lake and as far west as the Little
Delta River, and as far south as Rainbow Mountain in Game Management
Unit 13.
The DBH normally travels toward the floodplain of the Delta River from
mid February to March. The majority of cows calve from late April to early
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June on the floodplain (Figure 1). The herd spends the remainder of the
summer along the Delta River floodplain and adjacent uplands between
Black Rapids Glacier and the mouth of the Delta River.
In July, August, or September, the bison herd migrates from the Delta
River to the DJBR. Typically they move onto private agricultural lands
north of the Alaska Highway in August, September, or October. The herd
then winters on both private agricultural lands and the DJBR. Two areas
burned by wildfire are also used by bison at times.
DELTA BISON HERD FEEDING PATTERNS AND CHANGES IN FORAGE AVAILABILITY

Bison are primarily grazers, foraging mostly on grasses and sedges.
However, they include other plants in their diet as well, including willows.
Prior to development of agriculture in the Delta Junction area, the DBH
subsisted on native arctic grasses that had low forage quality in the fall.
Arctic grasses are adapted to transfer nutrient reserves into the root
system in midsummer to fall as they prepare for dormancy and the onset
of winter. During this period of senescence, forage quality of the grass is
greatly reduced.
With the introduction of agricultural crops to their range, the DBH was
able to choose between higher quality domestic crops versus lower quality
native grasses for their fall and winter forage. Due to agricultural
development in the range of the DBH, conflicts developed between bison
and agriculture.
As agricultural grain crops mature in the .fall prior, to harvest, forage
quality decreases as the plant transfers nutrients from :the leaves and
stems into the seed grain. Although grain crops lo~e f~r~~~ quality in the
fall, similar to native arctic plants, they remain highe~ ·qu~ty than native
grasses.
Large scale DJBR forage development began in the. mid.-l 9~0s based on
the working hypothesis that DJBR forage ,would. he managed for higher
J .: •
'
quality than forage available in the OAP du~g· the. faj) harv~st or thap
native grasses. Therefore,. bison would utiliz~,
~i~~~( tjuajity f~·rage
available and thus rem~ on the DJBR until io~er frir~g~" quality crops
were harvested in the OAP.
,. , ···
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The DJBR working hypothesis appeared valid in the mid to late 1980s.
The greatest determining factor for success was the ability to produce an
adequate amount of high quality forage on the DJBR to meet the forage·
requirements of the DBH. High quality forage was also combined. with
mineral blocks, water, and low disturbance levels to entice the DBH to
remain on the DJBR.
During the mid to late 1980s, most crops in the DAP were grains, and
grass hay crops were small. The trend in recent years however, is for
increasing acreage on private agricultural lands to be in grass production,
primarily as oat and bro me hay.
Hay farming practices in the Delta Junction area produce fall regrowth
with high forage quality but that is not of adequate quantity to be
harvested commercially and is left in the field. The regrowth is as high
quality as grass produced on the DJBR. Consequently, instead of having
high quality forage available primarily on the DJBR during the fall, there
are increasingly large quantities available on private farmlands. Because
of the close proximity of the private farmlands to the DJBR, and because
bison are wandering animals, it has been much easier in recent years for
bison to move from the DJBR to private farmlands without sacrificing
forage quality.
HERD SIZE AND HUNTING MANAGEMEHT

In June 1998 the Department estimated there were 4 71 bison in the DBH
before the hunting season. Herd composition in September 1998 was 48
bulls:100 cows and 53 calves:100 cows. The Department's 1993-1998
Delta Bison Management Plan has a precalving herd size objective of 360
bison (430-440 bison prehunting). Previous to that, the herd size objective
was 325 animals, precalving.
The DBH hunting permits are one of the most sought after hunting
permits in the state, with over 15,000 people applying in recent years for
approximately 100-130 permits (Appendix D--DBWG's recommendation
on establishing a permit preference system). Revenues from bison hunting
permit applications are the only source of funding for bison forage
management on the DJBR.
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The Department uses hunting as the main tool for managing the size and
composition of the DBH. Predation is not a major mortality factor. An
unknown number of bison die each year from other causes such as
drowning, wounding loss, and other accidents.
The Board of Game authorized the Department to issue up to 200 bison
hunting permits per year. The number of permits issued has ranged from
100-130 during the 1993-1998 plan. The current hunting season is from
July 20 to March 31; however, the Department will not issue permits until
October 1, except to use hunting as a tool to reduce bison crop
depredation.
Most hunting occurs on private agricultural land and state land in the
DJBR; however, a small amount occurs on federal land. The ability of
hunters to have access to the DBH on private land is dependent on the
willingness of private landowners to allow access (see Appendix A for
information on landowner authority to regulate hunting access). Hunting
on private land has become more difficult for hunters in recent years
because: 1) some landowners are now charging access fees; 2) other
landowners have stopped allowing hunte!s on their property; and 3) the
number of individual landowners is increasing because farm tracts are
being subdivided into smaller but more numerous parcels which makes
determining ownership and obtaining access more difficult.
Those landowners that charge access fees feel the cost is justified because
there is a cost to landowners of providing access to hunters. For example,
dealing with hunters takes time, there may be some damage to fields and
fences, and bison carcass remains left in the field can damage farm
equipment.
Landowners that have stopped allowing hunting ·'on their property
generally cite the following 2 reasons: 1) landowners have problems with
motorized vehicles as discussed below and 2) landowners have a sense
that the Department and hunters are not concerned about the difficulty
farmers have with bison.
Motorized vehicles are not restricted. for hunting, qisµn. Unfortunately,
some. hunters use 4-wheelers and snowmachu).~s. in ~:. µlegal .manner to
pursue, and herd bison while hunting: Commonly.this action results in
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bison being chased through fences. As more private farm acreage becomes
fenced, there is an increasing incidence of hunters chasing bison through
fences. This activity has resulted in one landowner attempting to unite· all
property owners to prohibit the use of motorized vehicles for hunting
bison on all private agricultural lands.

STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS
The Delta Bison Herd {DBH) is a public resource that uses both public
and private land during the year. A number of issues constrain the
Department's options for management of the bison herd and the DJBR.
Some of these constraints reduce the Department's ability to influence the
movements of the DBH. These issues are discussed below.
l'REE-RAl'IGING HERD

The DBH has always been a free-ranging herd. The Alaska Legislature
reaffirmed this management approach when the DJBR was established by
specifically stating that one of the purposes of the range is to "perpetuate
free-ranging bison." The Department is able to influence the timing and
direction of DBH movements to some extent by indirect actions, including
habitat management on the DJBR. However, management practices that
would confine the herd, such as fencing, are not possible.
DELTA JUl'ICTION BISON RANGE MANAGEMENT CoRSTRAIIITS

Although DJBR management practices have reduced bison depredation,
conflicts have not been eliminated. The success of the DJBR to date has
been influenced to some extent by limitations placed on the Department
by various factors including the following:
1

Pesticides. Department policy currently prohibits the use of
herbicides to reduce the invasion of undesirable plant species in
domestic grasses managed for bison forage on the DJBR. Policy also
prohibits the use of some insecticides to control grasshopper
outbreaks, which weaken and reduce range productivity, condition,
and composition. This policy was developed due to public opposition
to the Department's use of the herbicide Roundup to control native
grasses. The result of this policy was that the Department's ability
to manage high quality forage on the DJBR was reduced. The
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Department has compensated by managing undesirable native
grasses by mechanical methods that are less effective and more
expensive.
2

Fences. The Department has not used fences to control bison

grazing pressure on domestic forage species, especially during the
establishment year. Bison grazing pressure on DJBR forage is most
intense in the late summer and autumn when grasses are preparing
for winter. This results in weaker plants that are more susceptible
to winterkill. Legislative intent to maintain a free-ranging herd, and
the cost of constructing bison-proof fencing for rotational grazing,
precludes the use of fences to control grazing pressure on desirable
grasses. Thus DJBR managers are not able to practice rotational
grazing or reduce grazing pressure on selected areas of forage as
needed.
3

Soils. Soil conditions are poor on the DJBR and make producing

high quality forage expensive and difficult. DJBR soils are acidic,
shallow, silty, rocky, and have low organic matter contents that
results in very low capacity to hold moisture. Secause of the poor
soil condition, DJBR forage production is dependent on adequate
precipitation and large quantities of expensive. fertilizer. Quantity
and timing of precipitation is critical for incorporating fertilizer into
the soil and for providing moisture for plants. Draughty conditions,
common in recent years, significantly reduce bison forage quality
and quantity on the DJBR.
4

DJBR Funding. Funding the DJBR operation- inciuding maintaining
farm equipment, purchasing agricultural supplie~ such as fertilizer'
and paying staff salary, is limited to fun.ds available from Delta
bison permit hunt application fees. Thei·~for~;/ any factor that
potentially reduces the number of bison hunter applications also
reduces DJBR management funds, and thus the Department's
ability to manage the DJBR.

5

DJBR Staffing.. W9rk time for DJBR tI1anag~µ,ient persoJJ.nel is
limited by state labor contracts-and fundjng;,Th~ I;)~partment is not
able to provide labor. cqmparable to simil~ Jtgrjcult'1r~- oper,ations
in the-Delta Junction area~ For,example, ,Depar1:lp:ent staff is li:qiited
,. ·,

.

.
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to a 37.5-hour workweek while private agricultural workers do not
have this restriction.
INJl'LUUCBS OJI' THB DELTA AGRICULTURAL PROJECT

Crops grown on private agricultural areas have a significant influence on
bison movement to. and within those lands. The Department is unable to
control bison movements in response to crops grown on private land. A
trend for increasing production of high quality grass hay on private
agricultural lands is making it increasingly difficult for the Department to
attract the DBH to the DJBR and hold them there for long periods.
FBDBRAL MILITARY LAND U8B LIMITATIONS

Military testing and training activities may influence DBH movements,
particularly on the Fort Greely portion of the DBH's critical calving and
summer range along the Delta River. The Department coordinates with the
Fort Greely Range Control regarding areas used by bison but generally
few, if any, areas are closed to firing (Fort Greely Draft Integrated Natural
Resources Management Plan for 1998-2002, pages 20-22). Military
training facilities may also be constructed in or adjacent to bison habitat
areas. Thus military testing and training activities may influence DBH
movements but the Department has very limited ability to influence
military land use and training practices.
BUNTIJ!IG

Hunting is the Department's primary tool to manage DBH size and
composition. However, the Department has no authority to regulate
hunter access on private or federal land. Access fees and restrictions for
hunting on private land have been increasing in recent years and hunters
are having more difficulty finding a place to hunt bison.
DISEASE MANAOBMBffT

The Department has no regulatory authority to monitor livestock diseases
in domestic herds, to regulate importation of livestock into the state, to
take regulatory action for livestock diseases that could have a detrimental
effect on the DBH, or to regulate confinement of most domestic livestock.
Therefore, the Department has little control over domestic livestock health
and the consequences of contact between free-ranging bison and livestock.
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND TASKS FOR MANAGING THE DBH
The following are goals, objectives, and tasks (management actions) for
management of the DBH from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2005.
Each section begins with a goal statement, then provides information
pertinent to that goal. Finally, the management objectives and tasks
needed to work towards accomplishment of the goal are outlined.
HERD HEALTH MANAGEMENT GoAL

).,,

Ensure that the Delta Bison Herd remains healthy and free of any
diseases that might threaten the herd or other wildlife species.

Herd Health Pertinent Information
1

The DBH is free-ranging and relatively free of disease. During its
movements, the herd comes into close contact with domestic
livestock in the Delta Junction area.

2

Several diseases are known to occur in domestic livestock in the
Delta Junction area, including infectious bovine rhinotracheitis,
bovine viral diarrhea, bovine respiratory syncytial virus, infectious
bovine kerato conjunctivitis, parainfiuenza III (PI3) and
Mycobacterium paratuberculosis .. The only infectious disease for
which we have reliable evidence of exposure in the DBH at this time
is PI3. This evidence is based on the results of blood tests. Pl3 was
first detected in Delta bison in 1977, but the serologic evidence of
exposure to the virus was found in 100% of the animals sampled by
1984. The Department believes dmnestic livestock was the source of
PI3 infection in bison, but this not known· for certain. PI3 is not
currently a major health concern for the DBH.

Herd Health Management Objectives
Objective 1 - Monitor the DBH to determine if any diseases are present
which might threaten the health of the herd or other wildlife species.
Task 1: Collect bison blood to test for evidence of disease
through serologic surveys conducted· on art annual
basis or as need and funding allow.
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Task 2: Communicate
with
local,
state
and
federal
veterinarians whenever there are concerns about .the
transmission of diseases to bison.
Objective 2 the DBH.

Prevent the transmission of diseases between livestock and

Task 1: If serious livestock diseases are discovered in area
livestock, consider measures to prevent contact
between livestock and wild bison.
Objective 3 - If diseases are transmitted from livestock to the DBH,
prevent the spread of diseases from bison to other wildlife species or to
other livestock.
Task 1: Diseases with relatively mild symptoms and that do not
present a significant risk to bison, livestock or other
wildlife species will be monitored by the serologic
survey.
Task 2: Diseases that produce moderately severe symptoms in
bison and/or diseases of unknown pathology for other
wildlife will be monitored with a serologic survey. In
addition, the Department may limit contact between
bison, livestock and other wildlife species by managing
the DBH for fewer bison.
Task 3: Diseases that produce extremely severe symptoms that
may be devastating for bison, livestock and/ or other
wildlife species may require reducing the risk for
transmission from bison to livestock or other wildlife by
one or more of the following actions:

a

Place a portion or all of the DBH in captivity and
test them for the disease. Slaughter infected
animals. Use disease-free captive bison to
reestablish the herd.
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b Slaughter the existing DBH. The herd will be
reestablished with disease-free bison.

Herd Health Management Actions
The Department will monitor the health of the DBH by conducting an
annual serologic survey. We will collect bison blood and test it for evidence
of disease. We will communicate with local, state and federal veterinarians
whenever we have concerns about the transmission of diseases to bison.
HERD SIZE AND COMPOSITION GoAL
~

Manage the Delta Bison Herd to accomplish a reasonable balance
between providing the greatest opportunity to hunt and view bison
while keeping negative impacts to private property at a minimum.

Herd Size and Composition Pertinent Information
For decades there have been strong conflicting opinions about what the
appropriate size of the DBH should be. These opinions remain today.
1

Some people think the herd size should not be managed below the
limit set by natural environmental factors in order to reduce
conflicts. The DBH is not currently limited by winter forage because
it has access to large quantities of forage produced on private farms
and the DJBR. Also, since the herd is free-ranging it can seek new
range. However, the herd will be most productive if it is managed
slightly below its maximum biological limit.

2

Several studies of forage availability on the traditional summer
range indicate that current herd size'. ~ay . be . exceeding the
availability of summer forage, and mEi:y be affecti:rig btson use of this
area. The DBH is altering the areas of th~t! .use ,0n the summer
range, and the timing of migration from th~ s~mmer range.

3

The option for a larger herd size has been discussed·. One potential
negative impact could result in all agriculfuraj land~ being fenced as
a result of increased depredation. If th~,D~li:~ei~ ,toJose ac;:c~ss to
the OAP, it is possible that conflicts wi.tttbf;o;, w6U:1d be tran~f~rred
from the OAP to farm fields· in other a.teasH>fDelta.Junction, and to
nonagricultural areas.
1
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4

There is a lot of interest in hunting the DBH and permits to hunt
the DBH are among the most sought after drawing permits in the
state. Currently more than 15,000 applications are received each
year to hunt Delta bison.

5

Most Delta bison hunters and permit applicants are satisfied with
the quality and difficulty of the hunt. Any actions that decrease
hunter satisfaction (i.e., less access to farm fields for hunting) may
not be in the best interest of hunters.

6

For a population to remain viable (a healthy, reproducing and selfsustaining population), it should not go below a certain size, or
minimum viable population size (MVP). Small populations are more
likely to go extinct or approach extinction than large populations.
Small populations are more vulnerable to disease, extremes in
weather, predation or loss of genetic diversity than large
populations. Although this concept is often applied to a species, it
can be applied to isolated populations of a species as well. The DBH
can be viewed as an isolated population in the sense of the MVP
concept. Although we do not know what the MVP is for the DBH, the
range in size of the herd over the past several decades suggests that
the current and past sizes of the herd did not go below the MVP.

Herd Size and Composition Objectives

Manage the Delta Bison Herd to maintain a herd size of
approximately 360 bison at the pre-calving count.
Objective 1 -

Task 1: Monitor herd size and composition by conducting a

herd census and a composition count annually.
Task 2: Issue hunting permits for bull bison, cow bison, or

either sex bison to achieve desired sex and age
composition.
Manage the Delta Bison Herd to maintain a sex ratio of no
less than 50 bulls (> 1 year old): 100 cows.
Objective 2 -

Task 1: Monitor herd size and composition by conducting a

herd census and a composition count annually.
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Task 2: Issue hunting permits for bull bison, cow bison, or
either sex bison to achieve desired sex and age
composition.

Herd Size and Composition Management Actions
The Delta bison permit hunt will be managed to provide the greatest
reasonable hunting opportunity. This objective will provide the greatest
number of bison for hunting and viewing but will not maximize the
number of large mature bulls in the herd. A census and a herd
composition count will be conducted annually to monitor herd size and
composition.
The Department will try to compensate for increased difficulty hunting on
private land by providing more winter bison forage on the DJBR. This
should result in the DBH spending more time on the DJBR and give
hunters a greater opportunity to pursue bison there.
To prevent conflicts between hunters and farmers during the harvest
period, hunters will not begin hunting until October 1. However, hunting
may be used as a tool to reduce bison/ agricultural conflicts prior to
October 1 by issuing permits to hunt specific areas on a case-by-case
basis beginning July 20, if affected landowners reach consensus that this
is a desirable action. Hunters will be provided long hunting seasons from
October 1 to March 31 to provide maximum hunting opportunity (see
Bison Conflict Management Goal for further detail).
BISON CONFLICT MANAGEMENT GoAL

»

Minimize conflicts between bison and the public, including but not
limited to agriculture interests, in the Delta Junction area.

Bison Conflict Management Pertinent Information
1

Bison caused conflicts with residents of Delta Junction before the
development of agriculture. Since agriculture began- in the Delta
Junction area in the 1950s conflicts with bison· have occurred
primarily on farms.

2

Bison conflict goals in.the 1993.,....1998 Delta Bison Management Plan
have not been, met with past levels· of: funding and. ,staffing~ or
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manipulation of herd size. Specifically, the Department has been
unable to keep the DBH west of the Richardson Highway or out of
the DAP by the dates specified in the Goals and Objectives of the
1993-1998 plan. This is due in part to changing agricultural
practices in the DAP as discussed earlier.
3

There is legislative intent for the Department to reduce
bison/ agricultural conflicts. Actions taken by the Alaska Legislature
to reduce conflicts include establishing the DJBR, appropriating
funds for DJBR development and by raising Delta bison permit
application fees with the intent that the money be spent on DJBR
management.

4

Bison will find and use forage with the highest nutritional quality,
including agricultural crops. If bison have access to high quality
agricultural crops, it will be difficult or impossible to completely
eliminate bison/ agricultural conflicts. Unless farmers fence their
crops some level of bison/ agricultural conflicts will likely occur.

5

The DBWG farmer's representative believes most farmers can
tolerate a reduced level of bison damage, but believe the current
amount of annual damage is unacceptable. If the current level of
annual damage continues or increases, farmers would like some
type of compensation for damages.

6

Fencing farms has been proposed as a long-term solution to
bison/ agricultural conflicts. Several factors pertaining to fencing
that should be considered are:
a

A significant portion of fall and winter forage used by the DBH
is produced on private farm lands. Fencing farms to exclude
bison would eliminate a significant source of fall and winter
forage. The size of the DBH is not currently limited by winter
forage. We do not know how the DBH would react if they were
prevented from accessing this agriculturally produced forage.

b

Some people think farmers should fence their fields to keep
bison out. Some farmers do not think they should be required
to pay for fencing their property from bison.
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c

There are certain disadvantages to the public if farmers fence
or restrict access to their farms. Fencing will reduce access to
most users. Farms provide significant opportunity for hunting
(bison, moose, geese, ducks, sandhill cranes, and grouse),
trapping, predator calling, and wildlife viewing.
If
bison/ agricultural conflicts increase and farmers are forced to
fence their land to protect their crops, some farmers may
restrict public access to their farms for hunting of all species
and wildlife viewing.

d

Fencing farms with bison-proof fences is expensive, and there
is no government program to provide farmers with financial
assistance to help with the capital outlay of fencing. Estimates
for fencing range from $5,000 to $14,000 per mile.

e

When bison move onto a farm before crops are harvested,
farmers must either chase the bison off their property or ask
the Department for assistance. The farmers may not kill bison
in defense of life and property unless they have taken all
practical measures to protect their property by fencing. If
farmers fence their fields, they may be entitled to destroy
bison that get inside their fences. It has not been determined
in the courts if "all practical measures" mandates a bisonproof fence.

f

If winter forage is not available to bison due to fences in the
OAP, the bison may move into other agricultural areas in
Delta Junction along the Clearwater ~d Tanana Loop roads.
These areas do not experience bison conflicts at this time.

g

If all agricultural areas in Delta Junction are eventually
fenced, the availability of nonagricultural/Winter forage may
become a limiting factor for the DBH unles.s the herd seeks
and finds winter forage in other area~; The behavior and
movements of the herd under such con~itiqhs are unknown.
~

h

.. ·..>.'>

Farmers may be willing to accept a certain level of bison
damage rather than fencing their fields.
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7

Farmers would like to be compensated by the state for damage
caused by bison. The Attorney General and Alaska Court System
have determined that the State is not liable for damage caused by
wildlife, including bison (Appendix A). However, the legislature could
establish a program to compensate farmers for damage, as has been
done in other states.

8

Farmers who purchased farms in the Delta I portion of the Delta
Agricultural Project were not officially informed of potential bison
problems. Sale contracts for agricultural parcels in the Delta II
portion of the Delta Agricultural Project state that the DBH uses the
area for a portion of their range and that the State is not responsible
for damage caused by bison to farms. At the time of Delta II sales,
the DBH management goal was 250-300 bison pre-calving.

9

There is evidence to indicate that bison forage on the traditional
Delta bison summer range is deteriorating and bison may be
changing their use of the summer range.
a

Bison are currently altering their summer range to include
areas of greater military activity on Fort Greely Military
Reservation.

b

Bison are migrating from the Delta River to the DJBR earlier
in the summer, which makes it more difficult to keep the
bison out of farm crops.

10

It is the Department's desire to keep bison completely out of private
farmlands until October 1 annually, or until all crops are harvested
each fall.

11

It is possible that ATV use on the DJBR in August-September
contributes to the DBH moving towards private farmlands earlier in
the year. Closing the DJBR to motorized recreation would require
working with DNR in a rule-making process that would require
public hearings (See Appendix B).
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Bison Conflict Management Objectives

Administer the Delta bison hunt to minimize
landowner/hunter conflicts in order to help maintain bison and hunter
access to private agricultural land to the greatest extent possible.
Objective

1

Task 1: Issue permits that require hunting to begin after

October 1 to help prevent conflicts between hunters
and farmers during the harvest period.
Task 2: When needed as a tool to reduce bison/ agricultural

conflicts, issue permits as early as July 20 to hunt
specific areas on a case-by-case basis, when the
affected agricultural community reaches consensus to
implement an early hunt.
Task 3: Provide long hunting seasons from October

1 to
March 31 to provide hunters with maximum hunting
opportunity. This should also help to avoid
concentrating hunter interference with private
landowner's activities into a shorter period of time, and
to provide a safer hunt for local residents and hunters.

Task 4: Assist

landowners in minimizing problems with
motorized vehicles
on private lands through
emphasizing this concern during the hunter
orientation. Disseminate individual landowner's policy
regarding motorized vehicle use to hunters at the
orientation.

Enhance bison summer range west of the Richardson
Highway to increase its attractiveness to the DBH to attempt to delay the
herd's migration towards the DJBR and private agricultural lands.
Objective 2 -

Task 1: The Department will place salt blocks west of the

Richardson Highway to encourage bison· to remain west
of the Richardson Highway as late in the summer/ fall
as possible.
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Task 2: Depending on funding, the Department may consider

the following possibilities for habitat management west
of ~e Richardson Highway:
a Cooperate with the US Army to improve existing
military bison food plots and natural forage .on
Fort Greely.
b Use prescribed fires to improve summer range
habitat.
c Fertilize native forage along the Delta River.
Manage the DJBR to encourage the DBH to remain south of
the Alaska Highway, and out of private agricultural land as late in the fall
as possible, and to attract more bison to the DJBR in the winter and
provide greater accessibility to the herd for bison hunters.
Objective 3 -

Task 1: Promote growth of annual and perennial grasses for

bison fall and winter forage through use of a
combination of seeding, fertilizing, mowing, burning,
and weed control.
Task 2: Use prescribed fires to remove plant debris and recycle

nutrients.
Task 3: Control undesirable plants with a combination of

replanting problem areas, mowing, and burning. There
are no immediate plans to use herbicides.
Task 4: Provide mineral blocks and water for bison on the

DJBR.
Task 5: Experiment with voluntary restrictions on motorized

recreational use in the DJBR when motorized use is
suspected to drive the bison herd towards private
agricultural lands prior to October 1. Voluntary
motorized use closures should be the least restrictive
possible needed to limit adverse effects to bison
migrations and will not be suggested for application to
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the mam access trails crossing the DJBR (such as
1397, 1402, or 1408 Roads). See Appendices A and B
for information on recreational use and land use
permitting on the DJBR.

Objective 4 -

The Department will provide assistance to the public
experiencing bison conflicts.
Task 1: Where bison/ agriculture conflicts occur inside a fenced

farm, assist the farmers by attempting to move bison
out of fenced areas until crops are hruvested or until
October 1, whichever is earlier.
Task 2: Where bison/ agriculture conflicts occur in unfenced

areas, assist the farmers by directing hunters to
problem areas during the bison hunting season if
requested by landowners.
Task 3: Assist other members of the public who experience

bison problems on a case-by-case basis.

Bison Conflict Management Actions
The Department will reduce bison/agriculture conflicts primarily by
managing DJBR forage and administering the bison hunt to reduce
conflicts.
Because hunter access to private land has been declining, the Department
will manage forage on the DJBR to attract more btson to the DJBR in the
winter and provide greater accessibility to the lietd on public land for
bison hunters. However, the ability to attract larger numbers of bison to
public lands during winter will depend on funds being available to
accomplish this task.
The Department will use Delta bison permit application fees to manage
the DJBR. The perennial grasses, nugget bluegras.~ and _arctared fescue,
and the annual grasses oats and barley, will be i,:tj.a11~ged_ on the DJBR
with a combination of seeding, fertilizing; mowir:ig~- bu:rning, and. weed .
control. Bluegrass and oats or barley will be managed primarily as a high
quality fall· forage. Fescue will be managed ·primariJ.y as a lower quality
winter forage.
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Approximately $25,000-$30,000 will be spent to fertilize 400-600 acres of
forage annually, and approximately 200-400 acres will be planted with
annual grass. Fertilizer application rates, forage quality, and forage
quantity will be monitored and adjusted to achieve the most economical
application rate. The acreage fertilized will depend on the availability of
funds and bison forage requirements.
Prescribed fires will be used to remove plant debris and recycle nutrients.
Undesirable plants will be controlled with a combination of replanting
problem areas, mowing, and burning. There are no immediate plans to
use herbicides. Mineral blocks and water will also be provided for bison.
Native grasses are actively competing with bison forage on the DJBR. At
current funding levels, domestic forage is slowly deteriorating and may be
replaced by invading native vegetation. The Department will continue
working with mechanical instead of chemical methods to eliminate
undesirable vegetation that competes with bison forage.
The Department will manage the bison hunt to minimize conflicts between
bison hunters and farmers while crops await harvesting. Permits _will not
be issued until after the harvest is completed, except in special
circumstances when hunting is used to move bison off unharvested crops.
The Department may issue permits as early as July 20 to use hunting as a
tool to reduce bison/ agricultural conflicts if affected landowners reach
consensus that this is a desirable action. However, it is the Department's
intent to prohibit regular hunting until October 1.
BISON VIEWING MANAGEMENT GoAL

»

Provide opportunities for non-consumptive enjoyment of the Delta
Bison Herd, such as bison viewing, interpretation, and education.

Bison Viewing Pertinent Information
1

The Department is cooperating with the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public Facilities to construct a new bison
viewing interpretive sign in the vicinity of the Black Rapids Glacier
on the Richardson Highway.

2

During most of the summer tourist season the bison herd is
normally located along the Delta River and on Fort Greely in the
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Meadows Road area. Permits are required for public access to much
of this area and there may be restrictions to prevent danger to the
public from military training activities.
3

The Fort Greely draft Integrated Natural Resources Management
Plan 1998-2002 provides for construction of bison viewing platforms
by the military after use of bison food plots is determined. This must
be done in coordination with Range Control to minimize conflicts
with military training and is not expected to occur until 2001.

4

The DBWG has not supported using the limited funds from bison
hunting permit application fees for bison viewing enhancement.

Bison Viewing Management Objectives

Investigate methods and funding sources other than bison
permit fees to improve bison viewing opportunities for the public.
Objective 1 -

Task 1: Work with the Alaska Department of Transportation

and Public Facilities and other agencies to improve
bison viewing facilities as opportunities arise within
agency's routine planning programs.
Task 2: Work with the US Army to provide public bison viewing

platforms or designated viewing areas
summer range on Fort Greely.

on

bison
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Figure 1 Primary landownership patterns and bison migration routes
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APPENDIX A Excerpts of Legal Document Relating to Management of the
Delta Bison Herd

I Constitution of the State of Alaska
Article VIII of the Constitution of the State of Alaska provides the
overarching policy for management of natural resources in the state.
Section 3, often referred to as the "Common Use Clause" is particularly
pertinent to discussions of the DBWG during the development of this plan.
This clause likely precludes the possibility of designating one or more
Delta bison hunting permits to a specific group, such as the Delta
agricultural landowners who experience impacts from the bison herd and
bison hunting.
Article VIII, Natural Resources states:
Section 1. It is the policy of the state to encourage the settlement of its
land and the development of its resources by making them available for
maximum use consistent with the public interest.
Section 2. The legislature shall provide for the utilization, development,
and conservation of all natural resources belonging to the state, including
land and waters, for the maximum benefit of its people.
Section 3. Wherever occurring in the natural state, fish, wildlife, and
waters are reserved to the people for common use.
Section 4. Fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands, and all other replenishable
resources belonging to the state shall be utilized, developed, and
maintained on the sustained yield principle;· subject to. preferences among
beneficial uses.
Section ?· The legislature may provide for facilities, improvements, and
services to assure greater utilization, development, reclamation, and
settlement of lands, and to assure fuller utilization and development of the
fisheries, wildlife, and waters.
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D Title 16 of the Alaska Statutes
Several sections of Title 16, Fish and Game, apply to management of D~lta
bison and the DJBR. There are general provisions, such as the authority
of the commissioner and there are specific measures that apply to the
DJBR and the auctioning and/ or raffling of bison hunting permits.
Sec. 16.05.020. Functions of commissioner. The commissioner [of the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game] shall
(2) manage, protect, maintain, improve, and extend the fish, game
and aquatic plant resources of the state in the interest of the economy and
general well-being of the state.
In 1979 House Bill 31 established the DJBR. The purposes of the act
identified in Section 1 of the legislation are:
"to perpetuate free-ranging bison on the land described in this Act
by management of habitat to provide an adequate winter range for
bison," and
"to alter seasonal movements of bison herds on the land in order to
diminish the damage caused by the herds to agriculturally
developed land."
This legislation was codified into Sections 16.20.300-320 of the Alaska
Statutes. Section 16.20.300 identifies the lands included in the DJBR. The
text of the other portions of the statute follows.
Sec. 16.20.310. Game management plan for bison. (a) The commissioner
shall develop and may amend a game management plan for bison in the
area described in AS 16.20.300. After holding public hearings in
accordance with 44.62.310 and 44.62.312, the commissioner shall
implement the game management plan.
(b) The game management plan must include, but is not limited to
(1) planting grains for bison and planting other wildlife forage;
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(2) altering existing plant cover to create additional range and year-round
habitat for bison and other animal species in the area;
(3) tilling to produce forage.
(c) The commissioner shall develop and amend the game management
plan to coordinate, as closely as possible, the game management plan with
the activities of the Agricultural Development Authority, Department of
Natural Resources, relating to the Big Delta agricultural development
project.
Sec. 16.20.315. Bison range timber sales. The Department of Natural
Resources, division of forestry, shall provide for the sale of timber in the
Delta Junction bison range area in a manner that does not delay
implementation of the game management plan required under
AS 16.20.310.
Sec. 16.20.320. Activities on bison range area. Nothing in AS 16.20.30016.20.320 shall be construed as prohibiting activities on land described in
AS 16.20.300 that are otherwise permitted in accordance with the laws
and regulations of this state, including; but not limited to, hunting,
trapping, engaging in recreational activities, using the land for access to
adjacent areas, and a 300-foot Alaska Railroad right-of-way.
AS 16.05.343 provides for auctions or raffles of big game harvest permits.
These provisions are relevant to the DBWG's consideration of providing a
bison harvest permit to Delta agricultural interests who are impacted by
bison depredation (Appendix C). The key provision of both paragraphs (a)
and (c) is that "The donation may be macie only to a nonprofit 'corporation
established to promote fish and game law enforce~erit.'.. " Thus,, donation
of a bison harvest permit to an agricultural organization would require
legislative action to make an organizatio~, . other · th~ a nonprofit
established to promote fish and game law enforc~hlent eligible for a permit
donation. Even if legislation were proposed, it ,.may violate the Equal
Access Clause of the Constitution (see above)·.
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Sec. 16.05.343. Auctions or raffles for big game harvest permits.
a) The department may donate one bison harvest permit each year for a
bison from the Delta Bison Herd for a competitive auction or raffle. The
donation may be made only to a nonprofit corporation established to
promote fish and game law enforcement, subject to the terms of a
memorandum of understanding developed by the department.
b) (Not applicable to Delta Bison)
c) The department, subject to regulations adopted by the commissioner,
may issue, through a competitive auction or raffle, up to two harvest
permits each year for each of the following big game species: Dall sheep,
bison, musk ox, brown or grizzly bear, moose, caribou, and wolf.
Notwithstanding AS 36.30, the department may authorize a qualified
organization to conduct the auction or raffle on behalf of the department.
If the department does authorize a qualified organization to conduct an
auction or raffle for a big game species, the department shall make
available to a qualified organization based in the state at least one harvest
permit for that species. If the auction or raffle is conducted by a qualified
organization, the organization may retain an amount from the gross
proceeds of the auction or raffle equal to the administrative cost of the
auction or raffle plus an amount not to exceed 10 percent of the net
proceeds. The proceeds from the auction or raffle of a big game harvest
permit may not be used to make a contribution to any candidate for
political office or to any organization supporting or opposing ballot
propositions or to pay expenses associated with lobbying the legislature or
administration. All proceeds from the auction or raffle of the big game
harvest permit, less the amount that is retained by a qualified
organization under this subsection, shall be deposited in the fish and
game fund under AS 16.05.100. A person who is issued a big game
harvest permit under this subsection shall receive upon the person's
request a complimentary hunting license and a big game tag for the big
game species for which the big game harvest permit is issued. A hunting
license issued under this subsection must bear the inscription "Governor's
license" or a similar designation. A person who receives a big game harvest
permit, hunting license, or big game tag under this subsection may
exercise the privileges conveyed by the permit, license, or tag only in
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accordance with applicable law. In this subsection "qualified organization"
means a nonprofit corporation established to promote fish and game law
enforcement or an organization that is established to promote
management of hunted game species and use of game populations for
hunting and that complies with applicable laws governing activities under
this subsection.
III
Legislative History, Attorney General's Opinions and Legal
Decisions
During preparation of the Delta Bison Management Plan for 1993-1998
Department staff collected legal background information on several points
relevant to management of the Delta Bison Herd and DJBR. A summary of
some key points from this research follows.
A

MANAGEMENT OF THE DELTA BISON HERD AND DELTA JUNCTION BISON

RANGE

In 1980 the Alaska Legislature passed House Bill 568 which extended the
life of the DJBR from 3 years to 10 years {in 1988 the legislature repealed
the termination date for the DJBR). Although the bill consisted of only a
few lines of text, the Chairman of both· the House Special Agricultural
Committee and the House Resources Committee sent the Speaker of the
House, Terry Gardiner, a letter of intent stating:
"It is the intent of the Legislature that the Delta Junction bison herd
be managed for maximum reproduction and productivity. The present
base population is not to be reduced and the past average number of
animals harvested by hunting permit shall be 'continued. Any animals
which seasonally exceed the base population after,. historic hunting
allocation shall be disposed for maximum return to the state."

B State LlabWty for Bison Depredation of Crops
In 1980 a Delta Farmer, Howard Smith, was sued by the Alaska Farmer's
Cooperative for nonpayment for seed and fertiliz~r he pu~chased from the
cooperative. In his defense, the farmer filed a c~oss-complaint against the
state alleging the state was liable for any sums owed because the state
failed to protect his crop from bison depredations. . The state ,filed
a motion
.
for summary judgement against Smith and the motion
was
granted in the
.
.'
:,
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state's favor in a June 1982 court decision. The state's case was based on
"the common law rule that states are not liable to individuals for damages
to real or personal property inflicted by wild animals protected by game
laws which are administered by governmental agencies."
In a memo to Representative Pappy Moss dated February 27, 1981 the
Alaska State Legislature House of Representatives Research Agency
described the state's potential liability for wildlife depredation of crop land.
This memo was written in response to questions relating to proposed
legislation dealing with compensation by the state to producers of certain
agricultural products for income loss attributable to bison depredation.
The memo refers to two Assistant Attorney General Opinions and was
inconclusive with regard to the State's liability. Eighteen months later the
courts issued the Howard Smith decision that determined that the state is
not liable for bison depredation of crops.

C Access Fees for Hunting on Agricultural Lands
An Assistant Attorney General's memo to the Commissioner of the
Department of Fish and Game, dated May 7, 1992, addresses the topic of
access fees for hunting on agricultural lands. The memo specifically
examines holders of state agricultural rights in the Delta Junction area.
The memo concludes:

"The owner of the agricultural interests to land acquired from the state
may limit access to those lands for hunting and other purposes. The
owner may allow public access, and charge a fee therefore, if the
hunting use of the land is not inconsistent with or contrary to the
agricultural use of the land."
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APPENDIX B
Permitting

Delta Junction Bison Range Management and Land Use

The statutory designation of the Delta Junction Bison Range (DJBR) in AS
16.20.300-320 provides for a game management plan for bison and other
wildlife species, timber sales on the range and continued public use of the
lands (Appendix A). The law requires that the game management plan for
the DJBR be coordinated with the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR). This appendix stems from review and coordination with the DNR
and is intended to help clarify how agency and public land use permitting
on the DJBR is to be handled.
I.

Public Recreational Use and Other Activities

Activities permitted in accordance with the laws and regulations of the
state, including, but not limited to, hunting, trapping and recreational
activities on the DJBR are specifically authorized in AS 16.20.320.
Generally, casual public use of DJBR lands is authorized without a
permit, similar to other state owned and managed lands. This plan does
not include any proposals to adopt regulations to restrict public ~s~:, of the
DJBR. If in the future the Department of Fish a.pd Game (ADF&GJ SQUght
to close the DJBR to certain public uses in order to better' manag~ for
bison or wildlife habitat, the Department would be required to work with
the DNR to restrict land uses through a public rulemaking process
according to state land use regulations.
Organized events or other public uses that might
result
in.
llllpct<;:tf:l.
to the
. •
'
•
. : ',> ' ,(
land may require a state Land Use Permit (LUP),
The
DN~i.
QiYision of
: '
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II. Department of Fish and Game Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat,

Management Activities
Management activities for wildlife and wildlife habitat undertaken by the
ADF&G are covered within the statutory purposes of the DJBR and
generally do not require a LUP from the DMLW. This includes typical
activities such as tilling to produce forage, altering existing plant cover to
create habitat for bison and other animal species and planting grains for
bison and planting other wildlife forage.
Prescribed burning on the DJBR will be done in consultation with the
DNR. The prescribed bum approval is sufficient authorization from DNR
for a prescribed burn on the DJBR; however, if the bum is to extend
outside of the DJBR lands, a Land Use Permit is also required.
Timber in the DJBR is included in the DNR, Division of Forestry (DOF)
timber base. Because of vegetative cover type and seasonal hydrology,
some lands within the DJBR may be considered wetlands by the US Army
Corps of Engineers (COE). Normal silivicultural practices intended to
regenerate forest cover types after timber harvesting, including surface
preparations that scarify soil, are exempt from COE Section 404 permits
(33 CFR 323.4 (a)). However, if DWC wildlife management activities are
intended to convert [italics added] areas of forest cover into grasslands, a
COE 404 wetland permit may be required. Before undertaking actions to
convert forest lands to grasslands or other nonforest land uses, the DWC
should consult the COE and, if necessary, request a wetlands
determination for the specific lands involved. If required by the COE,
wetland permits must be obtained prior to initiating the project. If such a
forest land use conversion project is envisioned by the DWC, the DOF
should be notified so that the lands can be removed from the timber base.
The term "conversion" does not include a temporary change in forest cover
type such as removing black spruce to allow growth of aspen or other
species (See AS 41.17 .110 and 11 AAC 95.200, that governs conversion of
forest land to other uses). In addition, if DJBR lands are cleared for nontimber purposes the DWC, in consultation with DOF, will determine if the
timber has significant salvage value (See AS 41.17.083). If the timber has
significant salvage value, the timber will be salvaged as part of the clearing
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process, unless there are overriding reasons why the salvage would be
detrimental to the purposes of enhancing bison or other wildlife habitat.

III.

Timber Sales and Other Forestry Practices

Timber sales, access roads, and other forestry practices proposed for the
DJBR by the DOF are designated as secondary uses by DNR's Tanana
Basin Area Plan, and will be coordinated with the ADF&G Habitat and
Restoration Division and the Delta Area Biologist. Any proposed forestry
practices must be consistent with or not interfere with the primary
purpose of the bison range, which is enhancement of bison and other
wildlife habitat. Concurrence of the DWC must be obtained prior to
initiation of forestry activities on the DJBR.

IV.

Fire Management

The ADF&G is the land manager for decisions on fire suppression during
wildland fire events, particularly as related to wildlife populations and/ or
habitat. The Delta Area Biologist or his/her designee will cooperate with
the DOF in preparation of the Wildland Fire Situation Analysis as provided
for in the Alaska Interagency Wildland Fire Management Plan. The fire
Incident Commander retains ultimate authority for decisions involving a
threat to public safety and for overall fire manageability. Fire
rehabilitation on the DJBR will be accomplished through the normal fire
rehabilitation process and funding mechanisms in the DOF, with
rehabilitation decisions being made cooperatively with the Delta Area
Biologist to maximize benefit to bison and other wildlife habitat.
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APPENDIX C
Group

The Role and Membership of the Delta Bison Working.

The Delta Bison Working Group (DBWG) was established to advise the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game (Department) on Delta Bison Herd
management and to promote communication among the public, bison
interests and the Department. The six-member working group serves in an
advisory capacity to the Department but their recommendations carry
significant weight in determining management direction. The DBWG is
charged with assisting the Department with establishing the management
direction for the bison herd through preparation and renewal of the Delta
Bison Management Plan. Moreover, the real product of the working
group's efforts will be biologically and legally sound bison management
policies which help to minimize conflict and enhance both consumptive
and non-consumptive enjoyment of bison by the public. During the term
of adopted plans, the working group will meet as necessary to monitor
implementation of the plan and address any new issues that may arise.
The following individuals serve on the DBWG and represent the primary
different interests relative to Delta Junction bison management:
1

Statewide hunting - Darrell Darland, Delta Junction. Darrell was
nominated by the Delta Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Darrell
is a long-term resident of Delta Junction, and an active hunter that
has hunted bison several times. He is also a member of the Delta
Fish and Game Advisory Committee and participated in the 19931998 Delta bison planning process.

2

Local agriculture - Mike Schultz, Delta Junction. Mike was
originally nominated by the Alaska Farmers and Stockgrowers
Association to represent agriculture on the DBWG during the 19931998 Delta bison planning effort. Mike is a farmer in Delta
Junction, and has hunted Delta bison.

3

Delta Junction hunting and agriculture - Don Quarberg, Delta
Junction. Don was originally asked by the Department to serve as
an ad hoc member on the DBWG during the 1993-1998 Delta bison
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planning effort. Don is a retired extension agent with the University
of Alaska Cooperative Extension Service in Delta Junction. Don has
expertise in forage crop management in Interior Alaska, he is a
member of the Delta Junction Fish and Game Advisory Committee,
and he is a hunter.
4

Delta Junction community - Glen Wright, Delta Junction. Glen was
nominated by the previous mayor of Delta Junction to represent the
Delta Junction community on the DBWG during the 1993-1998
Delta bison planning effort. At the time, Glen was the mayor
pro tern; however, he remains active in Delta Junction affairs and
maintains a local business.

5

Delta Junction business - Dan Splain, Delta Junction. Dan was
nominated by the Delta Junction Chamber of Commerce to serve on
the DBWG. Dan is a long time resident of Delta Junction and
operates a lodging facility that caters to hunters and especially
bison hunters. Dan is an active hunter.

6

Fort Greely - Ken Spiers, Fairbanks. Ken was nominated by Colonel
Kenneth Jarman, Garrison Commander, Fort Greely, to represent
Fort Greely on the DBWG during the 1993-1998 Delta bison
planning effort. Ken served as the wildlife biologist for Fort Greely
Military Reservation from 1981-1991, and worked closely with the
Department to manage bison habitat on Fort Greely. Ken is
currently serving as the Fort Greely Base Realignment and Closure
environmental coordinator, while stationed at Fort Wainwright.
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APPENDIX D
Delta Bison
Recommendation

Hunting

Permit

Considerations

and

The DBWG has carefully considered two matters involving the Delta bison
permit drawings. The first matter is exploring the concept of providing
additional chances at drawing a permit, based on the number of years a
hunter has applied. This has generally not been possible in the
Department's current hunt permit processing system. However, the
Division of Wildlife Conservation has a Permit Task Force in place that is
examining ways of revising the permit drawing system and changes may
be possible within the duration of this plan. Therefore, the DBWG makes
the following recommendation:
"The DBWG recommends that the Department continue evaluating
a means of providing additional chances at drawing a Delta bison
hunting permit, based on the number of consecutive years a hunter
has applied. If such a system is found, and would not result in
significantly reducing the number of bison hunter permit
applications {which are the primary source of revenue for
maintenance of the DJBR), the system should be implemented for
the Delta bison hunting permit drawing,"
The second matter involves a desire by the DBWG to award one or more
bison permits to Delta farmers who are impacted by the bison herd. The
DBWG discussed this concept as a means of providing a gesture of
support to the Delta agricultural community and to try to help maintain
hunter access to agricultural lands. Even though on the surface the
concept seems simple enough, designation of one or more permits to one
special group of Alaskan residents may violate the Equal Access Clause of
the State Constitution and there are many questions as to how such a
program could be fairly administered. For example, how would eligibility
for the permit award or benefits from the permit be determined? This type
of permit designation does not fall within the existing authority of the
Department for Auctions or Raffles of Big Game Harvest Permits provided
under AS 16.05.343 and would require legislative action {Appendix A).
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Delta Bison Management Plan
Update Underway

The Delta Bison Herd (DBH) is managed by The Alaska Depart- .
ment of Fish and Game (ADF&G) according to the Delta Bison A,fanagement Plan. The plan is updated every few years through a cooperative process involving the Delta Bison Working Group (Working
Group). The Working Group is an advisory group that includes hunters,
farmers and other people interested in the bison herd. The process also
involves state fish and game advisory committees and other interested
members of the public.
A major focus of the plan is to identify management actions that
can minimize the damage caused by bison to agricultural operations in
the Delta area. Herd size is an important component of the plan. The
size of the herd influences the level of harvest that can be sustained and
the number of bison hunting permits that can be issued. Herd size can
also affect the level of bison-caused damage to agricultural operations.
Last winter the Working Group held a series of meetings in
Delta to discuss bison management and address possible changes to the
plan. Representatives of the Delta agricultural community expressed a
higher level of concern about bison-caused crop damage than had been
expressed to ADF&G for earlier versions of the plan. In response,
ADF&G expanded the planning process to ensure adequate opportunities for input from the agricu]tural
community and others. The Division
of Agriculture has become actively
involved in the planning process as
well. The Working Group is seeking
to make every effort to evaluate all
information and ideas and bring forth
strategies to minimize conflicts between the bison and agriculture and to
address other management issues.
Meetings will continue this fall
and there will be opportunity for public review and comment on a draft
plan. The draft plan and any hunting
regulation proposals that may be developed will also be reviewed through
(Continued on page

Delta Bison and Alas:ka Range

Division of Wildlife Conservation
1300 College Road
Fairbanks, AK 99701-1599

Contacts:
Steve DuBois, Delta Area Biologist
steve.dubois@alaska.gov 895-4484

I

Randy Rogers, Lead Planner
randy.rogers@alaska.gov 459-7335
Rita St. Louis, Assistant Planner
rita.stlouis@alaska.gov 459-7345
or
Fax 459-7332
This information is on the web at
http://www.wildlife.alaska.gov/index.cfm?
adfg=planning.main

Public Comment Invited on Delta Bison Management

Delta Bison

2009 Delta Bison Crop Damage Assessment Report
Steve DuBois, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, P.O. Box 605, Delta Junction, AK
Abstract: Delta bison crop damage assessment aerial surveys were conducted on
August 20, September 1, and September 14, 2009 for grain crops in the Delta I and
Delta II agricultural areas north of the Alaska Highway. Delta bison began moving out
of the Delta Junction Bison Range and into agricultural lands north of the Alaska
Highway on August 11. Damaged crops were identified and photographed. Digital
photographs of bison damage where given to Division of Agriculture staff for
assessment.

Introduction
During the 2009 Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) Delta bison
management planning process the Delta Bison Working Group and other participants
determined that having an assessment of bison damage to agricultural crops would be
an important set of data to acquire. Therefore, ADF&G and Alaska Department of
Natural Resources, Division of Agriculture (ADNR) agreed to cooperate on a Delta
bison crop damage assessment program during fall 2009.
ADF&G and ADNR agreed that the damage assessment would be based on an
estimate of crop yield and acreage damaged calculated by ADNR staff. Four damage
assessment aerial surveys were to be flown with one near the beginning of harvest, one
near the end of harvest, and two in the interim.
Two assessment techniques were to be tested if possible. One technique was to take
aerial photographs of damaged grain crops to allow a visual examination of the
photographs for an estimation of acreage damaged. I was going to test the
photographic technique. The second technique was to use a computer t.ablet with maps
or photographs of the area to record damaged acreage, as currently conducted by
Alaska Division of Forestry for timber surveys. Division of Agriculture staff was going to
test the computer tablet. technique.
Methods
I conducted the photographic surveys from a Piper PA-18 Supercub aircraft and
observed all agricultural areas with grain crops north of the Alaska Highway in the
Delta I and Delta II agricultural areas. I took photographs of grain crops that I identified
as having bison damage. I identified bison damage by the evidence, of trails through
grain that appeared to be made by numerous animals and that showed other evidence
of bison such as wallows, beds, or the presence of bison. I took the.,photographs from
an altitude of 1,000 feet above ground level (AGL) to give adequate coverage and
perspective of the damage. I took photographs at ,a focal length of approximately 50mm
through an open window in the aircraft. I used large jpg files on a Canon 1DMark3
digital single lens reflex camera with resolution of 3888 x 2592 pixels and 3,5 MB file
size. I took the. photographs to overlap if necessary to show the entir~ damaged area.
In a few cases, I took photographs from ail altitude higher than 1,000 feet AGL. fo give

an overview of the area. I recorded latitude and longitude of each damaged area in
WGS 84 degrees decimal minutes. I also made a visual estimate of the total proportion
of crops damaged in a farm tract.
Results
Bison were first observed by ADF&G north of the Alaska Highway on August 11 when
40 bison were seen on Tract 3 (Fig. 1), nine days prior to the first damage assessment
survey. During the August 20 survey, 192 bison were seen on Tract 3 and 230 were
observed on the Delta Junction Bison Range (DJBR) Gerstle Fields (Fig. 1). During the
September 1 and 14 surveys all of the bison I observed were north of the Alaska
Highway.
August 20 Survey
I flew the damage assessment flight with Golden Eagle Outfitters of Delta Junction from
approximately 1745 hours until 1900 hours on August 20, 2009 for a cost of
approximately $250.
I identified 20 agricultural tracts that had grain crops (Table 1) and determined that 16
had no visible bison damage. Three tracts (F, 3, U) had damage that I estimated to
total <1 % of grain on each tract respectively (Fig. 2). One tract (5) had more damage
that I estimated to be approximately 20% of grain on the tract. I observed numerous
tracts with moose trails and beds and grain that was down due to environmental factors
such as wind or rain.
I submitted sample photographs to ADNR Natural Resources Manager Charles Knight
for initial evaluation as a damage assessment tool.
September 1 Survey
Prior to the September 1 survey, ADNR staff determined that using the computer tablet
was not an acceptable method to document bison damage and we decided that I would
continue to fly photographic surveys.
I flew the September 1 survey damage assessment flight from 1730 hours until 2050
hours for a cost of about $425. This flight time included conducting an aerial bison
census, which required about one-half of the flight time.
I surveyed the 20 agricultural tracts identified as having grain crops during the August
20 survey (Table 2). Harvest was underway ranging from 100% of grain crops
harvested on some tracts and none harvested on others. Bison trails and damage to
crops were more extensive than during the August 20 survey. Tract U owned by the
Schultz's appeared to have the heaviest bison damage I observed. I saw no signs of
bison damage on nine tracts. I took aerial photographs of those tracts that had bison
damage for assessment by ADNR staff.
I observed the most bison on Peterson's Tract 1B where I counted a group of 227 bison
in apparent CRP acreage. There were also approximately 100 bison in the Delta
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Clearwater River bog. No bison were present on the DJBR.
September 14 Survey
I flew the September 14 survey from 0755 hours until 0910 hours for a cost of about
$240. I also conducted a bison census during this time.
I surveyed 19 of the same 20 agricultural tracts identified as having grain crops during
the August 20 survey (Table 3). I did not survey Hendry's Tract BE because it was
difficult to determine if grain was present. However, I did survey Tract A3 on the south
side of the Alaska Highway that had grain but I had not surveyed before.
Most grain crops were harvested at the time of this survey and much of the grain straw
had also been baled (Table 3). Ron Nelson had just started harvesting potatoes on
Tract V and there were extensive bison trails through the bare dirt on his tract and
undoubtedly bison had been walking through his potatoes.
Bison were observed on several farm tracts. Peterson's Tract 4 had 14 bison in grain,
Schultz's Tract U had 117 bison in CRP brome, Nelson's Tract V had 41 bison in brush,
and Geier's Tract BC (Figure 4) had 170 bison with most in brush but some in grain.
After the September 14 survey I determined that there was not enough unharvested
grain remaining to justify flying another damage assessment survey. I gave digital
copies of all photographs I had taken to Division of Agriculture staff. At the request of
Mr. Ron Nelson I also gave him copies of photographs taken of his acreage.
Discussion
Based on the August 20 Delta bison assessment survey I felt that overall damage to
agricultural crops was light at that time, although Tract 5 owned by Mike and Scott
Schultz had received most of the damage that had occurred. It appeared to me that
Tract 5 was receiving the majority of current damage because bison were attracted to
this area because there was an abundance of CRP brome grass nearby which provided
a large quantity of quality bison forage, the nearby Gerstle River and a gravel pit pond
on Tract 5 provided bison with a water source, and the adjacent Gerstle River greenbelt
provided easy escape cover for the bison.
At the time of the September 1 survey, bison had been present north of the Alaska
Highway for an additional 12 days and there were more extensive bison tracks and
damage within the agricultural tracts. Although harvest was underway, rainy and cool
weather had delayed harvest during the previous 12 days. The Schultz acreage
appeared to be receiving the most damage, with Tract U being most impacted at the
time.
During the September 14 survey, most grain had been harvested which made
determining additional damage difficult on those tracts where the grain was harvested.
Harvest of straw was underway. All bison located were north of the Alaska Highway.
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I think the photographic assessment technique was a practical and affordable method to
determine the extent of bison crop damage. If damage becomes more extensive
requiring substantially more photographs to be taken and organized then the technique
would likely be more difficult and costly.
The quality of light appeared to influence the ability to observe and photograph bison
crop damage from the air. Damage was easier to observe and photograph when the.
sky was clear and sunlight was bright and casting shadows versus when the sky was
overcast and there were few shadows.
Based on my frequent observations of grain that was damaged due to environmental
factors, damage assessment observers should be careful not to attribute damaged grain
to wildlife if it had some other cause.
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_Table 1. August 20, 2009 Delta bison crop damage assessment data sheet.

Time On Delta: Completed damage assessment at 7:00 pm; on Deilta_at_B_:3_0__._pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Weather: Prtly cldy; 65F; wind 030 at 4 mph

Farm Tract:Owner

Latitude/
WavPt

B:Rule
................. ······-····
Robinson:Hanson
Rd
_C-1 :Wrigley
C-3:Robinson
- G:Olson
E-1 :Purviance
E-8:Green
F:Green
63°55.50
63°55.73

Photo file
Lonaitude

numbers
...

----------------

~68
5.75

2492

,......

5:Schultz
U:Schultz
· 90:Robinson
8C:Geier
V:Nelson
Q:Green
S:Filla

No vislble bison damage (NVBD)

• NVBD-moose trails
NVBD-cow/calf moose; blow down
NVBD-blow
down
··-···
2459-2460
NVBD-moose trails
-blow down
2461-2465
NVBD-blow down
trail 1 = 2466-2482 2 bison trails with no maior wallows or
feeding; trails & beds on eastern tree linE
trail 2 = 2483-2486
NW damage=
& NW corner likely moose; total Tr F
2487bison
2490
damaae-<1%
E. t,
2491···-········-

NVBD-moose trails; blow down

• H:Eagles Ridge
4A:Peterson
4B:Peterson
2:Heide
3:Schultz

Descriation of Observed Damaae

NVBD
NVBD
NVBD
64°01.11
64°01.36
64°00.94
64°00.82
63°59.81
63°59.01

145°06.40
145°05.82
145°03.98
145°04.35
145°03.39
145°03.48

2493-2494

Oamaoe in 2 areas; total -<1 %

2496-2507

Sianificant damaae -20% of Tr F
Minor bison damage -<1% in NW; blow
down
NVBD-blow down

2510-2516

NVBD
NVBD
NVBD
NVBD
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Table 2. September 1, 2009 Delta bison crop damage assessment data sheet.
Date: September 1, 2009
Time Off Delta: 5:30 pm
Time On Delta: 8:50 pm (completed simultaneous bison census)
Weather: Overcast, 60F, 090° @9mph
Pilot: Jim Cummings
Observer: Steve DuBois
Aircraft: PA-18
Camera: Canon 1DMark3 at large jpg

NVBD =NOVISI
. 'bl e b'1son d amaqe
Tract:Owner
8: Rule
Hanson
Rd:Robinson
C-1 :Wricilev
C-3:Robinson
G:Olson
E-1: Purviance
H:Eagle Ridge
H continued
E-8:Greens
F:Greens
F continued
F continued
4:Peterson
2:Hiede
2 continued
3:Schultz
3 continued
3 continued
5:Schultz
U:Schultz
U continued
V:Nelson
1OA:Robinson
8E:Hendry
8C:Geier
Q:Green
S:Filla

Latitude! Way
Pt

Lonaitude

Photo file
numbers

Descriotion of Observed Damaae
NVBD; -5% harvested

63°57.52

145°15.02

3027-3029

NVBD; 0% harvested
NVBD; moose trails; harvest startini:i
NVBD; 100% harvested
NVBD; -50-70% harvested
NVBD; 0% harvested
Hvy bison trail on North fld; <1% damage;
0% harvested

63°56.50

145°16.78

3030-3036

63°55.22

145°15.84

3037-3039

63°00.03
64°01.53
64°01.76
64°01.57
64°01.195
64°01.09

145°09.19
145°10.06
145°11.16
145°08.97
145°07.62
145°06.67

3040-3045
3046-3049
3050-3053
3054-3061
3062
3063-3066

63°58.64
63°59.07

145°02.81
145°02.92

3067-3075
3076-3086
3087-3094

64°00.22
64°00.73

144°54.98
144°58.78

3094-3100
3101-3103

•

NVBD; 0% harvested
Hvy bison trails & wallows in NW oa
Trails of 4 griz bears obsrved by
Cummini:is
<1% damai:ie TrF; 0% harvested
Hvy bison trails; <1 % damage Tr4; 0%
harv
Hvv bison trails; 5% damaqe; 0% harv
Hvv bison trails; 5% damaqe;
48 bison in CRP; 33% harvested
Hvy bison trails in straw; 75% harvested
Hvy bison trails; 5% damage; 50% harv
Hvv trails in dirt, hard to see in potatoes
100% harvested
Trails from bison or cows; 0% harvested
Bison trails; <1 % damaqe; 0% harvested
NVBD; 0% harvested
NVBD; 0% harvested
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_Jable 3. September 14, 2009 Delta bison crop damage assessment data sheet

Delta Bison Damage Data Sheet

NVBD = N0 VISI
. 'bl e b'1son damage
Latitude/ Way Pt

Longitude

2:;-~·-·~~ ..
3:Schultz
5:Schultz
U:Schultz

64°01.83

145°10.38

4707-4710

V:Nelson
V continued
8C:Geier
1OA:Robinson
Q:Green
S:Filla

63°58.04

145°01.20

4715-4728

Tract:Owner
B:Rule
• Hanson:Robinson
C1:Wriqlev
C3:Robinson
G:Olson
E1 :PurvivanceE8:Green
F:Green
F continued
H:Eagle Ridge
4:Peterson
4 continued

A3

Photo file nu

4730-4737

Description of Observed DamagEl
100% harvested· straw remaining
100% harvested; straw 50%
100% harvested; straw 50%
100% harvested· straw 100%
100% harvested; straw 100%
100% harvested; straw 50%
100% harvested; straw 100%
50% harvested; 25% straw;
no new visible bison damage
100% harvested; 0% straw
75% harvested; 25% straw;
no new visible bison damage
50% harvested; 20% damage
100% harvested; straw 100%
100% harvested; straw 40%
100% harvested; straw 100%
s bison tracks
in dirt
20% harvested; 20% biscm damage
100% harvested· straw 100%
100% harvested; straw 0%
50% harvested· straw O!o; NVBD
100% harvested
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Figure 1. Map of agricultural tracts north of the Alaska Highway that were surveyed
during 2009 Delta bison crop damage assessment survey, and the Panoramic and
Gerstle Fields of the Delta Junction Bison Range south of the Alaska Highway.
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Figure 2. Overview photograph of a bison trail across agricultural Tract F taken on
August 20, 2009 during a Delta bison crop damage assessment survey.
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Figure 3. A portion of the bison damage observed on Tract U during the September 1,
2009 damage assessment survey.
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Figure 4. Bison observed on Tract SC during the September 14, 2009 damage
assessment survey.
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Estimated Bison Damage to Delta Agricultural Fields - 1009
Charles Knight

In the fall of 2009. I used aerial photos taken by Steve DuBois to indicate where bison
damage was occurring in fanners• fields. I then visited the fields on three occasions and
assessed damage by measuring yields in undamaged areas and estimating percent loss in
damaged areas. I also interviewed several farmers and used an on-line survey to gather
additional information on bison damage. In general, fanners agreed that bison damage in
2009 was less than normal. I have summarized bison damage by type and amount.
Types of damage:

= barley or oat fields that had been trampled, wallowed, or eaten. Values
were determined by field areas and percent losses estimated within each field.

Grain down

Extra grain Drying Costs= In the Delta area, farmers normally start combining grain
when the grain moisture level reaches about 18% and expect to harvest their grain
between 18 and 13% moisture. At the Alaska Fanners Co-op, drying grain at 18%
moisture costs $ I0.83 per ton. In an attempt to minimize bison damage to their crops,
Delta fanners often harvest their grain early in the moisture range of 20 to 25%. Grain at
25% moisture costs $20.41 per ton for drying at the Co-op. I determined that
approximately 3070 tons of grain (approximately half of.th._~ ,2009 Dett, are, Rf99~9ti,~p)
had been harvested above 20% moisture to avoid bisor;t,Q~!ge ~t ~;fd,giJ~~m,1::4mbg,:
cost of approximately S l Oper ton.
· ·t,,\}· ·· ,, ·'· · .,, ~:.,:; '... ·· · -,~:,
' -1•\ '!

. ,·~{;:

,~-M"

. '' ' ..•.. ·, ::: :.:;!'",~1·~~i;

= According to the Black and Pet~on farqili~s;aappl'Oximat~ly,
30 bison stay in the Gerstle River area year around and eaf,.co~iderc!ble &J1\QUiltiotI:.,

Grass, Hay and Straw

grass forage from hay fields. In August, additional bison come in froll\.the i9l1~~~~roll
around the big round hay bales and eat holes in them reducing·the quality and storage:
Bison also scatter hay that is drying in windrows and spread fres~'.m~ure up and' 4own
the rows reducing the quality and value of the hay or stra~~ 'rhey aJ,sh· g~t ·ipt~(s~a~ics.;of
baled hay or straw and break open bales that are being'st9teq{:Fatnim:9ccasiQnatJx~t~
don ·t get their straw all baled in the fall and wait until ·s'pnng'f-~tj}balf~t;'\~i~9p(e~iti'~g.1:;;, ·
bedding down, and spreading manure on the straw during the\~'inttj:,Jedu~esiqµanHW
quality. All of these losses have been lumped together in th1s:category.-~ • · .· .•. : 7·,F:,

and

'

' ; >< -.

\t,,,

'";

'

'.?{}: - . ~ ' . .·.

: .~' ._. .:' _:·:. \ :.
Potato Damage= bison ruMing through potato fields steporfan&crack' some tuBers:and
_-1,

kick dirt off others making them more susceptible to diseases.and·d,anfag~ from·t~e::,:'
elements. When stored, a few damaged p<>tatoes can affect, th~ wh9,{~:p()ta,to pil{){:,
Damaged potatoes must be dehydrated or they will·cause the wholeJ?ilc: ~q rot'., T9.Jif:
dehydrate a small perce11tagfpf damaged.:poiatoes, the.entire storag§twjir must be.;~~f
wanner and dry air circulated; through: the p{I~· t.o get rid ofexcess_niQ'is~re. , This; r~~:u.!Js
in weight loss in all. tubers,:119t just damag~. ones.
··.
, {~:'{f',
. ·;'·• .. ' .•• - -

.

..::1·7.,, -}

: .
<·; ~·- ~ ,.·.
~·-•.:r~{ ·. "'~
:· '
::,· ;.'" .
Seedling,Grass Field Da~age:.= when ~s,;i$ planted either for forage or grass;seecf.)

production; the soi Lis w.ork~·upfine
.
'

wufs1iioc;jthed
out very smooth~ Bison find th~se,;.
.
.:;~

.

~.:: }
¥:··•,···

\"(;,

.

'

fields ideal places to roll and dustthemselves. This destroys the grass stand iri large
irregular areas in the fields. In forage fields, .these areas can sometimes be worked up and
reseeded the following year, but fields for seed production are inspectedbas~ 'on· a·:.. .
. limited number, ofyears of production and cannot have new seedlings in an establisfie<k .
. , . , stand'., These damaged'aieas become weedpatches and must be kept mowed dr'spfaytid,L.
·· · ·· or the· whole field replanted;
·· : ,.<:f'i'o' ,,! · : : ·
Fence Damage = bison usually respect fences unless they are being pursued or ate, really ,·
attracted to a crop behind the fence. I had four reports of bison going througli fences ·in
2009, causing more labor than actual materials damage.
Missed Opportunities= many farmers would like to plant higher cash-value crops than
hay or barley, such as·oats, canola, field peas, wheat, or later maturing, higher yielding
varieties of barley; However, these crops are highly attractive to bison-and the farmers~
feel that they would be foolish to plant such crops as" they would al~ost certainly be.
damaged by bison. Several farmers·mentionedthat·these missedopportunities were the
source of their greatest losses~ however, it is impossible to place a value on something:
never ventured.
·
·

2009 Estimated Cost of Bison Damage:
Crain Down ( 174 tons x S185)
Extra Crain Drying Costs (3070 tons x $ IO)
Crass, Hay and Sta:-aw:Potato Damage
Seedling Grass Field Damage
Fence Damage (labor and materials)
l\Ussed Opportunities

Total.

$32,190'.
$30;700
'.
$37
250'.
. '
$35,000
$ .4,0001
$ 3,000
$ . 0
$142,140

Legislative Purpose of the Delta Junction Bison Range as Written in
the 1979 Session Laws
Note: The establishment of the Delta Junction Bison Range is codified in AS 16.20.310. The
codified version does not include the purpose language included in the session law reproduced
below. Nonetheless, the legislative intent for purposes of the Delta Junction Bison Range,
including the intent to "perpetuate free-ranging bison," remains legally valid.

A.....

LAWS OF ALASKA

•

1979

Chapter No.
Source

)!I

CS 2d SSIIB 31 am S
ANACI
Delta Junction B1eon Menge Ar•••
cre11t i ns the

11 ll ENACTED

av IHE llOISLATUR& OF 1UE S1A1E OF AWKAt
TIii AC'f FOLLOWS ON PAGB 1, LlHB 8

Statutory Requirements for the Game Management Plan for theDelta Junction Bison Range
Note; The Delta Bison Management Plan 2000-2005 also serves as the Game Management Plan
for the Delta Junction Bison Range.
Sec... 16.20.31044. Game management plan for bison.
(a) The commissioner shall develop and may amend a game management plan for bison in
the area described in AS 16.20.300 . After holding public hearings in accordance with AS
44.62.310 and 44.62.312, the commissioner shall implement the game management plan ..

(b) The game management plan must include, but is not limited to
(1) planting grains for bison and planting other wildlife forage;
(2) altering existing plant cover to create additional range and year-round habitat for bison
and other animal species in the area;
(3) tilling to produce forage.
( c) The commissioner shall develop and amend the game management plan to coordinate, as
closely as possible, the game management plan with the activities of the Department of Natural
Resources relating to the Big Delta agricultural development project.
Sec. 16.20.315. Bison range timber sales.
The Department of Natural Resources, division of forestry, shall provide for the sale of timber in
the Delta Junction bison range area in a manner that does not delay implementation of the game
management plan required under AS .,.16.20.310 ~.
Sec. 16.20.320. Activities on bison range area.
Nothing in AS 16.20.300 - 16.20.320 shall be construed as prohibiting activities on land
described in AS 16.20.300 that are otherwise permitted in accordance with the laws and
regulations of this state, including, but not limited to, hunting, trapping, engaging in recreational
activities~ using the land for access to adjacent areas, and a 300-foot Alaska Railroad nght-ofway.

26-LS0836\A

HOUSE BILL NO. 220

IN THE LEOISLATURE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA
TWENTY-SIXTH LEGISLATURE - FIRST SESSION
BY REPRESENTATIVE HARRIS

Introduced: 4/7/09
Referred: Resources, Finance

ABILL
FOR AN ACT ENTITLED

1

"An Act relating to game management of bison."

2

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATORE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA:

3

* Section 1. AS 16.20.31 O(b) is amended to read:
(b) The game management plan must include, but is not limited to

4

S

( 1) planting grains for bison and planting other wildlife forage;

6

(2) altering existing plant cover to create additional range and year-

7

round habitat for bison and other animal species in the area;·

8

(3) tilling to produce forage.i

9

(4)

designing, developing, and building diversionary fencing,

lO

holding pens, and other apparatus to control the ~ovement of bison into

11

unharvested agricultural crops.
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SEAN PARNELL, GOVERNOR
•

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
0
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE

0

CENTRAL OFFICE
1800 GLENN HIGHWAY, SUITE 12
PALMER, ALASKA 99645-6736
PHONE:
FAX:

(9on 745-7200
(907) 74S.7112

NORTHERN REGION OFFICE
1648 S. CUSHMAN ST., # 201
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701-6208
PHONE: (907) 328-1950
FAX:
(907) 328-1951
PLANT MATERIALS CENTER
5310 S. BOOENBURG SPUR
PALMER, ALASKA 99645-9706
PHONI:: (907) 745-4469
FAX:
(907) 748-1588

February 23, 2010

To:

Board of Fish & Ga.me

Re:

Delta Bison Worlcing Group Recommendation

The Division of agriculture has appreciated the Delta Bison Working Group's
commitment to resolving the conflict between the Delta bison herd and the
agriculture community.
We fully support the recommendation put forward by this group that states "the
only long term solution is fencing".
Sincerely,

J~·w~
Franci Havemeister
Director

"Develop, Conserve, and Enhance Natural Resources for Present and Future Alaskans. "
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Symbols and Abbreviations
The following symbols and abbreviations, and others approved for the Systeme International d'Unites (SI), are used
without definition in the reports by the Division of Subsistence. All others, including deviations from definitions
listed below, are noted in the text at first mention, as well as in the titles or footnotes of tables, and in figure or figure
captions.
Weights and measures (metric)
centimeter
deciliter
gram
hectare
kilogram
kilometer
liter
meter
milliliter
millimeter

m
mL
mm

Weights and measures (English)
cubic feet per second
foot
gallon
inch
mile
nautical mile
ounce
pound
quart
yard

ft3/s
ft
gal
in
mi
nmi
oz
lb
qt
yd

Time and temperature
day
degrees Celsius
degrees Fahrenheit
degrees kelvin
hour
minute
second

cm
dL
g
ha
kg
km

L

d

oc
Of

K
h
min

Physics and chemistry
all atomic symbols
alternating current
AC
ampere
A
calorie
cal
direct current
DC
hertz
Hz
horsepower
hp
hydrogen ion activity (negative log of) pH
parts per million
ppm
parts per thousand
ppt, %o
volts
V
watts
w

General
all commonly-accepted abbreviations
e.g., Mr... Mrs., AM, PM. etc.
all commonly-accepted professional
titles e.g., Dr., Ph.D., R.N., etc.
Alaska Administrative Code
AAC
at
@
compass directions:
east
E
north
N
south
s
west
W
©
copyright
corporate suffixes:
Co.
Company
Corporation
Corp.
Incorporated
Inc.
Limited
Ltd.
District of Columbia
D.C.
et alii (and others)
et al.
et cetera (and so forth)
etc.
exempli gratia (for example)
e.g.
Federal Information Code
FIC
id est (that is)
i.e.
latitude or longitude
lat. or long.
monetary symbols (U.S.)
$, ¢
months (tables and figures):
first three
letters (Jan, ... ,Dec)
®
registered trademark
trademark
TM
United States (adjective)
U.S.
United States of America (noun)
USA
U.S.C.
United States Code
U.S. state
use two-letter abbreviations
(e.g., AK, WA)

Measures (fisheries)
fork length
mideye-to-fork
mid eye-to-tail-folk
standard length
total length

FL

MEF
METF
SL
TL

Mathematics, statistics
all standard mathematical signs, symbols
and abbreviations
alternate hypothesis
HA
base of natural logarithm
e
catch per unit effort
CPUE
coefficient ofvariation
CV

common test statistics
(F, t, r.2, etc.)
confidence interval
Cl
correlation coefficient (multiple)
R
correlation coefficient (simple)
covariance
cov
0
degree (angular)
degrees of freedom
df
expected value
E
greater than
>
greater than or equal to
?!
harvest per unit effort
HPUE
less than
<
less than or equal to
:5
logarithm (natural)
ln
logarithm (base 10)
log
logarithm ( specify base)
log,, etc.
minute (angular)
not significant
NS
null hypothesis
Ho
percent
%
probability
P
probability ofa type I error (rejection of the
a.
null hypothesis when true)
probability of a type Il error ( acceptance of
the null hypothesis when false)
13
second (angular)
standard deviation
SD
standard error
SE
variance
population
Var
var
sample
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INTRODUCTION
Proposal 18 for the March 20 IO Alaska Board of Game (BOG) meeting in Fairbanks requests the
establishment of a joint federal-state drawing permit hunt for the Chisana caribou Rangifer tarandus herd
in Game Management Unit (GMU) 12 (Figure I), starting in fall 2011. However, prior to opening this
hunt and pursuant to Alaska Statute 16.05.258 (subsistence law), the BOG will need to consider the 8
criteria in 5 AAC 99.010 to determine whether the herd is associated with customary and traditional uses
(e.g., 5 AAC 99.025), and if so, establish regulations that provide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence
uses of Chisana caribou. This worksheet has been developed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G) to assist the BOG in making a customary and traditional use determination prior to considering
Proposal 18.

THE EIGHT CRITERIA
CRITERION 1: LENGTH AND CONSISTENCY OF USE

A long-term consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reliance on the fish stock
or game population that bas been established over a reasonable period of time of not less
than one generation, excluding interruption by circumstances beyond the user's control,
such as unavailability of the fish or game caused by migratory patterns.
Caribou hunting in the north Wrangell Mountains is a well documented component of the annual harvest
cycle of the Ahtna and Upper Tanana Athabascan people of the 191h and early 20th centuries.
The economic life of the Upper Tanana centers around the caribou. Not only does the
animal constitute the source of food for the natives and their dogs, but also it supplies the
material for their clothing, shelters, and boats as well as netting for their snowshoes and
babiche and sinew for their snares, cords, and lashings. (McKennan 1959:47)
The Nutzotin Mountains were the historical caribou (Udzih) hunting territory of the Chisana and Upper
Nabesna bands of Athabascan Indians (who were called Ddhal Tot iin or "Among the Mountain People"
in their local Native language). Inter-regional cooperation between Upper Tanana and Upper Ahtna bands
of Athabascans was an important safeguard against food shortages (Haynes and Simeone 2007:25; see
also Strong 1972, 1976). For example, "The people from Tanacross/Mansfield Lake, Tetlin,
Northway/Nabesna and Chisana would come to the Upper Copper to fish for salmon in times when food
resources in their area were poor" (Strong 1976:74). The Upper Chisana/Upper Nabesna band hunted and
trapped in the basins of the White, Nabesna, and Chisana rivers" (Figure 2). "Members of the band and
their descendants now live in Northway, Mentasta, and Chistochina" (Haynes and Simeone 2007: 10).
The caribou was the most important food animal in the Upper Tanana before the coming
of the non-natives and resultant disintegration of the original nomadic patterns. Twice a
year, tremendous herds of caribou passed between the heads of the White and Chisana
Rivers. (Vitt 1971: 14 7-148).
Beginning in 1898, gold prospecting brought new settlements and change to the local economy. Native
residents began supplementing their seasonal hunting and fishing with mining-related activities such as
freighting and supplying gold camps with fish and game. Thus, a mixed subsistence-cash economy was
in place by the early 20th century. The Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development
estimates that 9 people still live in Chisana (ADOL 2008) 1•
Residents in Upper Tanana and Copper River basin communities continue to be active in caribou hunting.
Northway caribou hunters have been documented to travel south to the Mentasta and Nutzotin mountains

1

Uncertified estimate from 2008.
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(Case 1986; see also Goldschmidt 1946:51). ADF&G research conducted in 1980s (Figure 3) documented
caribou hunting areas by Northway residents during the period ,1974-1984 (Case 1986). Northway
residents hunted caribou from the Chisana herd and the Fortymile herd during this time period. Northway
residents also hunt Fortymile caribou north of the Alaska Highway and along the Taylor Highway
(Marcotte 1991). In 1987, an estimated 49% of Northway households attempted to harvest caribou and an
estimated 64% used caribou; Northway residents harvested an estimated 32 caribou (Marcotte 1991 ).
During an ADF&G study conducted in 2004-2005, researchers observed that caribou continue to
constitute an important subsistence resource for the community of Northway as well as for other residents
of the region. Respondents reported that the resource was predominately harvested from the Fortymile
herd during this time period, primarily due to the unavailability or reduced availability of caribou from
other herds, such as the Chisana, Macomb, Nelchina, and Mentasta herds. Caribou harvests by Northway
residents represented an estimated total of 4,133 edible pounds of meat, or 16 pounds per person, from an
estimated 41 harvested caribou (Figure 4). An estimated 32% of Northway households attempted to
harvest caribou and an estimated 32% reported using caribou. This use of caribou accounted for
approximately 10% of the big game consumed by Northway residents in 2004-2005. 2
There have been no reported harvests of Chisana caribou since 1993, and the hunt has been closed since
1994 (Table I). From 1981 through 1993 Alaska residents' harvests have ranged between 6 and 17 with
GMU 12 resident harvests ranging from O to 3 as a subset of that resident total, depending on the year.
However, data on hunter residency and harvests are unavailable from 1984 through 1989.
CRITERION 2: SEASONALITY

A pattern of taking or use recurring in specific seasons of each year.
Historically, the Chisana and Upper Nabesna bands of Athabascan Indians hunted caribou primarily from
October to December and from April to June (Table 2; e.g., Guedon 1974; Marcotte 1991; McKennan
1959). People traveled from Batzulnetas on the Upper Copper River to Jacksina Creek, a tributary of the
Nabesna River, to hunt cooperatively with relatives from Upper Tanana villages in Cooper Creek and
Chisana (e.g., Strong 1976:74). Also, Vitt (1971) writes that
Caribou killed during the mid-May migration were dried to ensure proper preservation.
Those killed prior to winter, or during the winter, were cut to manageable chunks and
frozen to be stored in high caches. (Vitt 1971: 148)
In some cases, a hunting party would follow the caribou to the calving grounds and
secure a number of calves for use in light-weight summery clothing. (Vitt 1971: 150)
ADF&G research conducted in 1980s documented caribou hunting areas by Northway residents during
the period 1974-1984 (Figure l) (Case 1986). Northway residents also hunted caribou from the Chisana
herd and the Fortymile herd during this time period. Contemporary use has been governed by regulation
during the month of September. Currently, however, there is no open season for the Chisana herd.
ADF&G research conducted in 2004-2005 provides contemporary information on Northway caribou
hunting locations (Figure 2).
CRITERION 3: MEANS AND METHODS OF HARVEST

A pattern of taking or use consisting of methods and means of ban-est that are
characterized by efficiency and economy of effort and cost.

2

Koskey, M. in prep. Subsistence resource use among ten Tanana river valley communities, 2004-2005. Alaska Department of
Fish and Game Division of Subsistence draft technical paper, Fairbanks (hereinafter cited as Kos.key In prep; see also the
ADF&G Division of Subsistence Community Subsistence Information System (hereinafter cited as CSIS), on-line at
http://www.subsistence.adfg.state.alc.us/CSIS
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Historically, caribou were taken by groups of Upper Tanana residents along caribou fences and in corrals
and primarily with the use of snares during the two great annual migrations in spring and fall. One fence
was located near Chisana, and others were placed in the Nabesna River drainage. "A well-made fence
with yearly repairs had a life expectancy of many generations" (Vitt 1971: 149). Guedon ( 1974:48) noted
that the small caribou fence at Chisana also was used for moose Alces americanus.
Caribou were also pursued individually on snowshoes during winter by hunters using bow and arrow
(Mc Kennan 19 59; Vitt 1971: 146). "Next to the caribou fence, the bow and arrow was the most important
implement in the taking of big game animals" (Vitt 1971 :72).
Firearms were in regular use in the area by the 1920s. In 1988, hunters from the Upper Tanana and
Copper River basins reported using aircraft, off road vehicles, or boats to access hunting areas.
Historically, access to Chisana caribou was often by foot (Marcotte 1991 ).
CRITERION 4: GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

The area in which the noncommercial, long-term, and consistent pattern of taking, use, and
reliance upon the fish stock and game population has been established.
Historically, the Chisana and Upper Nabesna bands of Athabascan Indians occupied most of the north
side of the Wrangell-St. Elias Mountains (Figure 2). Caribou hunting took place in the Mentasta and
Nutzotin mountains. Guedon (1974:52) noted that fluctuations in wildlife sometimes affected the entire
population of the Upper Tanana region, such that one band of people might move south, from their
traditional hunting grounds in the Fortymile caribou herd range to the area around Mentasta, Nabesna,
and Chisana (see also Strong 1972, 1976).
ADF&G research conducted in 1980s documented caribou hunting areas by Northway residents during
1974-1984 (Case 1986). Northway residents hunted caribou from the Chisana herd and the Fortymile
herd during this time period (Figure 3).
Contemporary caribou hunting was reported by Northway residents in the Mentasta Mountains, which
were accessed by river as well as along the Nabesna Road. Between 1973 and 1977, most of the local
hunting by Northway residents occurred near Beaver Creek, or near Nabesna River drainages, or in the
Mentasta Mountains. Use of the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve within GMU 12 was
documented for Upper Tanana and Copper River basin communities in 1988 (Marcotte 1991 ). A majority
of households in several area communities have reported using these GMU 12 areas, which are within the
Nabesna and Chisana drainages. Specific results of the 1988 study documented that 3.5% of Upper
Tanana households with a history of use of the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve hunted for
caribou in the Chisana area, which included 3.9% of Tok households with a history of park use (Marcotte
1991 :149,153).
Contemporary use has been governed by regulation during the month of September. Currently, however,
there is no open season for the Chisana herd. ADF&G research conducted in 2004-2005, however,
provides contemporary information on Northway caribou hunting locations and demonstrates that caribou
hunting still occurs near the Chisana caribou herd range (Figure 4 ).
CRITERION 5: MEANS OF HANDLING, PREPARING, PRESERVING, AND STORING

A means of handling, preparing, preserving, and storing fish or game that has been
traditionally used by past generations, but not excluding recent technological advances
where appropriate.
Historically, caribou were used primarily for food, although their skins were also used for clothing and
tents in small settlement areas (Marcotte 1991; McKennan 1959; Vitt 1971 :70,98).
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Caribou killed during the mid-May migration were dried to ensure proper preservation.
Those killed prior to winter, or during the winter, were cut to manageable chunks and
frozen to be stored in high caches. (Vitt 1971 :148)
After the arrival of non-Natives in the region, clothing styles changed. "Gloves, patterned after those sold
by the trading posts, were made of caribou skin and used not only in the cold weather months but also
during the summer as a protection from mosquitoes" (Vitt 197 l: 71 ). Caribou and moose hides were also
used as boat covers, to carry heavy loads, or to cross rivers, but would last only for a year (or less)
because the hides were prone to rot in damp conditions (Vitt 1971: 105).
Today, most caribou meat is typically used fresh, or is frozen for later use. ADF&G research conducted in
2004-2005 documented that much of the animal is often used: the nonedible parts as well as the meat.
Among Northway caribou hunting households, for example, an estimated 95% made use of the meat, 79%
made use of the antlers, 63% made use of the hides, 47% used the heart, 42% of households used the
liver, 53% used caribou fat, and 37% used the bones. As many as one-fifth of reporting households made
use of the kidneys, stomach, sinews, hooves, and the head. Some individuals and households reported that
their preference for certain parts of the caribou (as well as other animals), for food or other uses, provided
impetus for them to acquire these parts at a greater rate through sharing. In Northway, 95% of households
using caribou froze their meat, although 63% of households also processed caribou into sausage, and 32%
of households continue to dry caribou meat for storage (Koskey In prep.)
CRITERION 6: INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS,
V ALOES, AND LORE

A pattern of taking or use that includes the handing down of knowledge of fishing or
hunting skills, values, and lore from generation to generation.
Historically, mobile camps comprised of families were considered the basic subsistence economic unit of
production. The camps were typically associated with the geographic areas identified in Figure 2.
Knowledge of hunting resources was shared within this family context through direct participation,
through observation of hunting and processing practices, and through storytelling, which was often
limited to winter in the Upper Tanana area (e.g., Guedon 1974:200).
Robert McKennan, who conducted anthropological research among the Upper Tanana Athabascan
Indians in 1929, stated:
... At an early age the boy is given tiny toboggans and bows and arrows as playthings.
When but five or six years old he is taken on hunting trips by his father. Often such trips
mean that the father must carry the child in his arms. It is on such excursions that a boy
learns the habits of the animals and the taboos associated with them. During the long
winter evenings he listens to the stories told by his father and the older men, and thus
imbibes the lore, the taboos, and the beliefs of his people. (McKennan 1959:117; see also
Vitt 1971:114-115)
Some of the lore and values of the Upper Tanana involving caribou hunting stories from the Chisana area
are provided in Appendix A.
Ramon Vitt, who conducted anthropological research among the Upper Tanana Athabascan Indians in
1970, documented through working with Native elders that:
Groups of youths would hold target practice and when they became good in the use of the
bow and arrow the elders would set aside a day to evaluate their proficiency. A series of
birch bark plates were placed together at a given distance, usually about 100 feet. They
youths that showed a great degree of accuracy and were able to penetrate a certain
number of the bark plates were thought to be ready for actual participation in big game
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hunting. Those that needed more practice were instructed to continue until all were able
to pass the test. (Vitt 1971: 115-116)
Vitt (1971 :124) also documented that in historical times, the heads of moose, caribou, and sheep were not
to be fed to dogs because this would bring bad luck to hunters. Heads were to be buried, or cached high in
the fork of a tree. Heads could also be eaten, by men, as long as the bones were cached away from the
dogs.
CRITERION 7: DISTRIBUTION AND EXCHANGE

A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where the harvest effort or products of that harvest
are distributed or shared, including customary trade, barter, and gift-giving.
Historically, caribou meat was widely traded among Upper Tanana bands.
Sharing of big game within the group was and is customary among the Upper Tanana. It
was commonplace for an entire camp to move to a kill site where a moose or caribou was
killed and stay until it was consumed. A hunter, after making the kill, would send up
smoke signals for those in the hunting party and/or camp to come to his assistance.
Everyone received meat for his efforts. (Vitt 1971: l 11)
One family of four to six people required a minimum of ten to twelve caribou each year
to insure against starvation and to have sufficient materials for clothing and other
necessary household items. However, since the meat of animals killed was divided
among the members of the camp, a successful provider might end up with less than the
required safe amount. (Vitt 1971: 148)
The caribou that were killed by using the fence-corral method were divided according to
set rules. The fence owner was usually a chief or headman in his own right, and received
ownership rights to a certain number of caribou. The remaining kills were distributed to
everyone who participated in the hunt as well as those members who, through age or
disability, were not actively participating. (Vitt 1971: 148-149)
After 1898, when gold camps were established in the area, local Natives engaged in supplying fresh meat
to miners. "A gold strike in the Chisana area in 1913 led to the establishment of a community of about
300 people within a year" (Reckard 1983a; see also Reckord 1983b). In Chisana, where a small number
of current residents participate in a guiding and outfitting operation, extra meat from nonlocal hunters is
widely available.
Area residents continue to share caribou among community households. In 1987-1988, for example, 64%
of households reported using caribou, 49% reported attempting to harvest caribou, and only 20% of
households actually reported harvesting them (CSIS). The fact that a significantly greater proportion of
households used caribou than attempted or successfully harvested them is testimony to the importance of
sharing in area caribou harvest and use patterns. In short, more than one-third of Northway households
obtained caribou through sharing (Marcotte 1991: 122).
In the Upper Tanana area, as in the Ahtna area, traditional foods, which include caribou, are highly valued
at potlatches and other ceremonial events.
CRITERION 8: DIVERSITY OF RESOURCES IN AN AREA; ECONOMIC, CULTURAL,
SOCIAL, AND NUTRITIONAL ELE~ENTS

A pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance for subsistence purposes upon a wide
variety of fis!J. and game resources and that provides substantial economic, cultural, social,
and nutrition.al elements of the subsistence way of life.

5

A wide variety of wild resources is used by households, as indicated in Table 2 in the Upper NabesnaChisana area (Guedon 1974:49). In a 1988 survey of Upper Tanana community households, for example,
over 84% of households in each Upper Tanana community were estimated to have harvested wild
resources. In addition, there was an average estimated harvest of 7 different resources per household and
an average harvest of 569 usable pounds of wild resources per household. Average per capita harvests in
5 Upper Tanana communities ranged from 114 to 278 pounds per person, with an average of 183 usable
pounds per person (Marcotte 1991 ).
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1.-Chisana caribou harvests 1981-1994.
Year
1981
1982
1983
1984

Alaska resident Alaska resident Local hunters
hunters
harvests
(GMU 12)
23
14
3
21
10
6
22
17
5

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Local harvests
2
2
3

Nonresident
harvests
9
11
9

Total harvests
23
21
26
31

17
17

12
8
6
11

7
0
2
4

3
0
2
2

21
13
10
8

65
41
49
34
30
33
21
16
19

0

0

0

0

0

0

27
17

Note Dashes (-) indicate that hunter residency data are unavailable.
Source ADF&G Division of Wildlife Conservation WinfoNet.

Table 2.-Upper Nabsena-Chisana annual cycle.
Resource
Caribou
Moose
Sheep
Rabbit
Beaver and muskrat
Ptann igan and grouse
Whitefishes
Berries
Fur trapping
Source Guedon 1974.
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Northway Subsistence Harvest Areas, 1974-1984
Legend

NOTE: Because resource use areas change through time. the above should not be conside~efe~her staiid of.final.
Land outside these areas should not be assumed less important to community residents.
"All of the Northway subsistence related resources are combined into one overall region, These resources include:
moose. caribou, sheep. furbear. waterfowt.'plan~. and fish.
·
· "
·· '

Figure 3.-Northway resident caribou hunting areas in the Chisana and Fortymile caribou herd ranges,
1974-1984.
Source Case 1986.
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DISCLAl!r/lER: This map depicts areas used for resource harvesting from approximately 2004-2005 by residents of Northway. Note
resource use areas change t-hrough time and are notfb(ed entitles. Land outside these areas should not be assumed to be less
l'YflOrlant to community residents.

Figure 4.-Northway resident caribou hunting areas in the Chisana and Fortymile caribou herd ranges,
2004-2005.
Source Koskey In prep.
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APPENDIX A: UPPER TANANA LORE AND VALUES
REGARDING CARIBOU
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UPPER TANANA LORE AND VALUES REGARDING CARIBOU
Literature examining traditional Alaska Native cultures often reports that hunters frequently consulted
medicine men or shamans in order to learn whether they would have luck and return with meat, especially
caribou, for their families. One such example explained how a medicine man helped an entire camp keep
from starving to death, which they would do without the caribou (Vitt 1971) .
. . . The medicine man called together all the people in the camp and he made medicine for
them. He sat down and instructed the people to cover him with a blanket of skins whereas
he went into a trance-like state for 30 minutes or more. At the end of his visit with the
spirit world, he came out of his blanket singing a magic song. He also brought back from
the spirit world a fresh caribou pouch, and with it he sang and danced. When he stopped
singing and dancing, he told the people "Tomorrow everyone must go out and try to find
caribou tracks. If you find caribou tracks, you must not follow it but you must come
home and tell everyone where it is and the direction it went." The following morning
everyone in the camp did like the medicine man said. They went out in all directions to
look for a caribou track. One man found an old caribou track maybe a week or 10 days
old, and he hurried home to tell everyone about it and what direction it went. No one else
found any caribou tracks. The one the man found was the only one in the whole area. The
medicine man listened and then said to the people, "Tomorrow you must go out to where
the one man found the track and you must all follow it. You will soon find a little
caribou. It will be all white in color-do not kill this white one for it is a spirit sign. You
must follow the little white one where it takes you and you will find many caribou there.
These you can kill-kill them all but do not harm the little white caribou for he is a magic
spirit and must not be harmed ... " They all did like the medicine man said and followed
the tracks. Soon they saw the little white caribou ... and they followed it when it walked
down the trail. ... Over the hill they saw the spirit caribou in the middle of a herd of
caribou-all fat. They killed all the caribou like the medicine man said to do but they did
not harm the spirit one. Now the people had food to eat and did not starve anymore.
Without the medicine man, many would have died. (Athabascan elder Oscar Isaac as
cited in Vitt 1971 :121-122)
McKennan(1959) documented a story from Chisana Joe about Tson-shan, the "Man Who Went to the
Moon." This story demonstrates how storytelling transmits traditional hunting values, especially those
focusing around caribou, from one generation to the next.
A group of Indians had a camp. One day while the men were away the women heard a
baby cry. A young woman went out to look for it, but she could not find it. Soon it cried
again. Another girl went out to look for it, but she could not find it. It cried again. This
time a very old woman set out to locate the cry. In the middle of a hollow tree she found
a tiny baby. She took it back to her camp, which was a moss house. She called.it Tsonshan (He comes out).
The baby grew into a young man though he was always small. He was a great fun maker
and was always playing tricks. The old lady decided to move on to another Clµllp where
she had many brothers and cousins. Before they moved Tson-shan dressed up in old
clothes. He took a piece of skin and made a round mask, cutting out holes for'eyes, nose,
and mouth. At the new camp Tson-shan was always joking. People thought he was ~ little
foolish.
One day a man came in and reported seeing a band of about fifty caribou. Tson-shan said,
"I will~o out and kill them."
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Everybody laughed at him. The next morning he got up early and started out. He was
wearing his old clothes and was using a worn-out pair of snowshoes. Nobody thought he
would even get near the caribou. He went on. Pretty soon he saw the caribou, but he
could not get near them on his old snowshoes. He stopped in the snow. He took off his
old snowshoes; he took off his mask; he took off his old clothes. He laid them all out in
the snow as if they were a man. Suddenly he was dressed in new clothes and was wearing
new snowshoes. He went on and killed the caribou. Then he went back to camp and told
the men, "I have killed all the caribou."
They did not believe him but they went out to see. Sure enough, there were the dead
caribou, fifty of them. All the men started skinning and cleaning them. Tson-shan built a
fire. He took some caribou fat and put it on the end of his snowshoe. He put the snowshoe
in the fire, half burning it up, and cooked the fat. Then he ran about, laughing and joking,
saying, "Here is some caribou fat. Eat it." Everyone thought he was silly.
Tson-shan told the men, "Save all the web fat and bring it to me. I want it."
But when they got back to camp no one brought him any of the fat. All he got was just
one little piece. Tson-shan was much hurt. He cried and wailed all night. The old woman
tried to comfort him but it did no good. About midnight he suddenly jumped to his feet.
He held the little piece of bloody caribou fat high in his hand. He started to fly upwards.
The old woman ran to stop him and caught him by the heel of his moccasin, which was
attached to the leg of his trousers. Still he went up, leaving his trousers in the hands of the
old lady. He flew on and on until he reached the moon.
Before he left he had killed everyone in camp. Only the old woman was spared. (Chisana
Joe, as cited by McKennan 1959:195-196)
McKennan (1959) also documented a story from Nabesna John, "The Contest for Chieftaincy Among
Moose, Sheep, and Caribou," which provides a general illustration of the place of moose, sheep, and
caribou in the Athabascan world view in the Chisana-Nabesna area.
Moose, Sheep, and Caribou all had a camp together.
Moose said, "I am the big chief, I am boss."
But Sheep said, "No, I am boss."
And Caribou said, "I am boss."
Moose said, "I am the biggest, I should be the chief. Caribou is next largest he will be
little chief. Sheep will be last."
But Sheep said, "I am the smartest. I understand everything. I am the boss."
All were together in the timber. They wrangled and talked. Finally they decided to settle
it on the basis of numbers. Moose said, "My number is as many as the hairs on my back."
But Caribou and Sheep said the same, so they decided to settle it on the basis of counting
the hairs. In this, Sheep won, Moose was next, and then Caribou.
But Moose was not satisfied. He said, "I have the biggest bones."
But Sheep answered, "No, your bones are too soft. They break easily."
Moose said, "My legs are long. In the deep snow I can outdistance everyone."
But Sheep said, "No, in the winter I am wise. I do not go down into the deep snow. I stay
up on top of the hills. Your bones are soft. Feel them, they break easily."
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Moose felt them, and they were soft. So were those of the Caribou. Sheep's bones were
hard, just like iron. Sheep still insisted on being chief.
Then Sheep said, "Tonight we will all go up on top of the hill. He who gets cold first and
has to go down into the timber cannot be chief."
They all went up on a high, bald peak. A cold wind came up. Caribou had to go down to
the timber. Soon Moose followed him. Sheep stayed there all night. The next morning he
came down and joined the others.
He said, "Let there be no chief. It only makes trouble. Let us all be like brothers. l will be
the oldest brother; Moose can be next; and Caribou can be the youngest."
Moose and Caribou agreed. So they all lived like brothers.
Sheep said, "My legs are short. I will stay high lest the wolves catch me. You and
Caribou stay down in the timber."
Moose and Caribou said, "All right."
After that there was no more talk, and they got along fine together. (Nabesna John cited
in Mc Kennan 1959:210)
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Record Copy 3 Tab 7
Record Copy 3 Tab 7 contains two Customary and Traditional Use Worksheets previously
provided to the board:
(1) Special Publication No. BOG 2008-07 Customary and Traditional Use
Worksheet, Black Bears, Game Management Units 12, 19, 20, 21, and 24 (Interior
Alaska) (November 2008 Board of Game RC 2, Tab E) and

(2) Special Publication No. BOG 2008-08 Customary and Traditional Use
Worksheet, Black Bears, Game Management Unit 25 (November 2008 Board of
Game RC 2, Tab D).
These C&T Worksheets were adopted by the board in November 2008 when positive customary
and traditional use findings were made for black bear hunting in Game Management Units 19,
21, and 24 and the previous C&T finding for black bears in G MU 25 was revised and
reconfirmed to provide more specific detail regarding denning and snaring based upon a board
request in March 2008 (5 AAC 99.025).

•

•
"

No C&T findings were adopted for Game Management Units 12 and 20 because there were no
regulatory change proposals specifically addressing black bears in those units at the November
2008 board meeting. The board should make C&T findings for black bears in Units 12 and 20
before adopting any regulatory changes to black bear hunting opportunities.
No C&T findings for trapping of black bears have been adopted by the board. If black bear
trapping opportunities are pursued, the board should consider the information contained in these
two C&T worksheets and make customary and traditional use determinations for black bears in
Interior Alaska Game Management Units under furbearers and fur animals findings in 5 AAC
99.025(13) .
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lN'rRODUCTION
IIACKGH.OUND
Pursuant to Alaska Statute 16.05 .258 (Subsistence use and allocation of fish and game) and
5 AAC 99.010 ( Ilourds of fisheries and game subsistence procedures), the Alaska Board of
Game made a positive customary and traditional use finding for black bears Ursus americ,mus in
Game Management units (GMUs) 12, 19, 20, 21, and 24 at its March 2008 regulatory meeting
(ADF&G 2008a; ADF&G 2008b; ADF&G 2008c), At that time the board established an amount
reasonably necessary for subsistence (ANS) of 30 to 50 black bears for Game Management Unit
19, and concluded that lhe lack of information on harvest levels precluded making ANS findings
for the customary and traditional harvest and llSe of black bears in units 12, 20, 21, and 24. 1
At its March 2008 Interior Region regulatory meeting, the Alaska Board of Game requested that
the ADF&G Division of Subsistence provide more detail on the customary and traditional uses
of black bears in Interior Alaska, specifically with reference to methods and means of black bear
harvests in units 12, 19. 20 1 21, and 24 (Criterion 3, 5 AAC 99.010(b)(3)}. The additional
information was requested so as to better evaluate a number of deferred proposals to recognize in
regulation customary and traditional harvest practices of black bears.
The revised customary and traditional use summary for black bears in units 12, 19, 20, 21, and
24 found below provides an expanded description of customary and traditional harvest and use
practices for black bears from the ethnographic and ethnohistorical literature of this region of
Interior Alaska. Appendix A is included at the end of this report to provide pertinent quotations
related to customary and traditional uses of black bears from the .literature.

THE EIGHT CRITERIA
CRITERION

1: LENGTH AND CONSISTENCY OF USE

A long-term, consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reHaoce on the fish
stock or game population that has been established over a reasonable period or time of not
le58 than one generation, excluding interruption by circumstances b~ond ·the user's
control, such as unavailability or the fish or game caused by migratory patterns.
Historically, black bears have been harvested by residents of the lntedpr of Alaska as an
important source of meat, fat, and fur. Today, black bears re.main an important subsistence
resource (e.g., Andersen et al. 1998; Andersen et al. 200l;·cascfand.}Jalpiri 1990; McKennan
1959; Mishler and Simeone 2004; Nelson 1973; Nelson et, al. 1982; Osgood· 1959; Osgood 1971;
Vanstone 1979). In several communities, over 1/3 of the households successfully harvested
black bears (Table I), according to recent Division of Subsistence surveys.
In communities within or near spruce woodlands, such as Lime Village, Stony R,iver, S!t:etmule,
Chuathbaluk, Hughes, Huslia, Galena, Minto, and Tanacross to name a few, hl1ntiiig and use of
black bears is a wel 1-establ ished pattern. In other communities, black ·bears a'fe fuost often' taken
' In 2001, 1hc l\)aska Board or Game eslAblishfd an amount re11sonably n«essary ror s11b!lislentc uses _of blork bears in Unit 19 hued upon
Division of Wildlife harvest licl.el 1epons and Division of S11bs15lf!!lCC household 111,vey,. According 10 !IM I\Df&O harv.:st dalllllllsc. an
annwil av~raae of 29 bluck bears w111 rtportcd harve11ed in Unit 19 iince 1986. Division or Subsistence liousehold.survey1 dacumcnkd a11
nv.:rngt of32 black bears annually by Unit 19A resickl11s alone fro111200J 10 2006 (ADF&O 20011h!.

opportunistically when L'lrgcting other animals, such as moose Alce., alee., or small game;
however, their use is common. Most residents familiar with the use uf black bears report that
they have harvested blmt bears in regularly-hunted areas as long as ciders in their communities
can recall, and can recount stories of uses by previous generations (e.g., Charnley 1984; Kari
1983, Kari 1985). Historical sources from the 191h century mention use of bears by residents of
this region.
CRITERION 2: SEASONALITY
A pattern of taking or 1Se recurring in specific seasons of each year.

Black bears are hunted primarily in the spring, fall, and throughout the winter (e.g., Andersen ct
al. 1998:25; Andersen eta!. 2001:5; Case and Halpin 1990:83; McKennan 1959:49; Mishler and
Simeone 2004: I00; Nela,n 1973: 115-121 ). In areas within or near black bear habitat, black bear
hunting continues after &ears begin venturing from their dens in April and extends through May;
or when the salmon fishing season starts. Black bears are a notable resource in these areas, often
being the only large aaimal reasonably available during late winter when food stores are
depleted.
0

ln the fall, from late Aagust through October, black bears are hunted in conjunction with or
incidental to moose and caribou Rangifer tarandus. Snaring of black bears was a particularly
useful and efficient melhod of harvest during the fall (Nelson et al. 1982:44). The quality of
black bear flesh is often mentioned as a factor in the timing of targeted hunting. Black bears
"retire to their dens by late September, but remain fat and tasty through the winter" (Nelson
1973: 116). Den hunting ("denning") of black bears is still practiced throughout the winter (e.g.,
Andersen et al. 1998; Andersen et al. 2001; Nelson 1973: 115-116; Nelson et al. 1982:48). The
flesh of black bears is considered best. fat and palatable, in the fall and early winter, when the
bears have been feeding primarily on berries. However, food stores are often diminished in the
spring, and any fresh meat is welcome. Also, immediately after coming out of hibernation in the
spring, black bears have some fat for a short period of time.

CRITERION 3: MEANS AND METHODS OF HARVEST
A pattern of taking or use consi.stin1 of methods and means of harvest that arc
characterized by efficieacy and economy of effort and cost.

Traditional and historical methods of taking black bears include the use of spears, lances, bow
and arrows, clubs, deadfalls, snares along trails, snares in trees, rifles, and the use of nooses to
take swimming bears iom boats (McKennan 1959:49; Nelson 1973:116-117,120-121,122;
Nelson et al. 1982:44; Osgood 1958; Osgood 197 I; Van Stone 1974). Dogs were sometimes used
to track bears or locate dens (McKcnnan [ 959:49). Today, black bears are commonly taken with
large caliber ritles or sometimes with snares (Nelson 1973: 116-117, I I 8; Nelson et al. I982).
Olack bears are either specifically sought after or harvested incidental to other activities, such as
fishing, berry-picking, or hunting for moose or waterfowl. Hunters typically access hunting areas
by boat in the summer and fall and by snowmachine in the winter. Near some communities,
walking to harvest areas is common, such as in the Kuskokwim area where residents hike to the
mountains for bear hunting. AU-terrain vehicles (A TVs) are also used occasionafly. Formerly,
snowshoes and dog tea1ns were a common means of access. Black bears are often attracted to
fish camps during the summer months, when fish are processed and stored. [n the upper
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Kuskukwim (GMU t9D) area, fish scraps are somctiml!s placed on distant saml bars in an dfort
to divert bcurs from ite tish processing area. Occasionally, these bears are intentionally taken,
although such bears ,re considered less desirable for human consumption because of the tlavor
uf their meat during 6at time of year.

Taking black bears trnm their dens, or "denning," is still commonly practiced today (Andersen ct
al. 1998:25; Anderse1 et al. 200!:S; Case and Halpin 1990:21, 88; Nelson 1973:l l.5-l 16, l 18)2,
Known "denning" si~s are checked for signs of occupancy in the late fall and early winter.
Once they have discovered a den they check it each fall. The Koyukon usually consider
each den a sort of property, 'owned' by the man who discovered it or learned of it from
his father. (Nelson et al. 1982: 118)
Hunters take note of,grass piles and other likely denning sites in the fall. In the winter, the dens
are located by examining the areas for scratch marks and bits of fur on trees (e.g., Nelson
1973: 118-12 I; Nels01 et al. 1982:45-47). Many hunters know from the size of the den and signs
around it if a single .animal or a female with cubs occupies it, but "to find a den obligates the
hunter to harvest its occupants" (Nelson et al. 1982:48).
From time to time, one may discover a den occupied by a sow bear and one or two
yearling cubs. These cubs are often two·thirds the size of a full adult. lt is the obligation
of the hunter to lake aU occupants of a den. If the bears did not wish to be taken they
would not have revealed themselves, and to not take them would be an act of disrespect.
(Nelson et al. 1912:47)
Once an occupied dea is located, the bear is either shot through a hole in the top of the den or
through the entrance. Sometimes the bear is disturbed and shot upon its exit from the den.
Often bears can ·~ hunted in their dens by a much simpler method. The hunter simply
disturbs the anhul until it comes up into the den tunnel or pokes its head out the
entrance, and thm he shoots it. Or in many cases a hunter looks into the den tunnel,
using a flashlight or torch to locate the animal inside. If he can see it clearly, he is able
to aim and shoot effectively from the den entrance. (Nelson et al. 1982:47)
Occasionally the .entrance is blocked to slow exiting bears (e.g., .McKennan 1959:49). Bears
taken in dens are typically butchered away from the den site to maintain· the productivity of the
den and to ensure its use by bears the following year (Nelson 19.73; Sumida I988: 141- I42,
Sumida 1989).
Black bears are also iarvested by using snares. which is typically done during the fall "when
they are fat and seem to wander along well-defined trails" (Nelson 1973: I 16-117). rn
Chuathbaluk, Sleetmute, Lime Village, and Stony River, wire snares have been set in or near
smokehouses in recent years to capture troublesome bears. Specific hear snaring techniques are
discussed at length in Nelson (1973:116-117) and Nelson et al. (1982:44). For example. one
technique involved pla-:ing rhe snare in a tall straight spruce tree near a well-traveled black bear
trai I. The tree is stripped of branches on one side up t9. a height of approximately 12 feet. A
basket of fish is hung on a branch just above the trimmed·'area an~ the rawhide line of the snare
forms a noose approximately 18 inches in diameter and approximately 9 feet above the ground.
' Urown b.:urs U. arr:tru 1ve~ also.larvesled from dens in times pa,1 (Case and Halpin 1990:84,87; Hadleigh-Wcsc 1961: 140-141,341; McKenr11in
l'itd: 144-1.JS).
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A bear smelling the fish aITa.ing the basket hung in the lree would climb up the
trimmed area, pushing. his imllhrough the willow loop and its ~upported rawhide
noose. As it descended, the 1111r, tied with a special non-slip knot, would tighten and
kill it. Bear snares were set,i.il* latter part of August and were checked each day by
the owner. (Nelson et al. 198'!1)
People in the Anvik area (GMU:!fset snares along a tree that was foiled at an incline. Fish
entrails and eggs. used as bait toat the bears, were placed in a birch bark basket tied to the
lipper end of the tree. The name ofiJ snaring method, deoako 'n, literally means "fish guts up in
the air." Kuskokwim (GMU 190.)imters report dragging bear carcasses away from dens before
butchering in an effort to maintaia productivity of the dens. Stevens Village residents (GMU
25) report that they thoroughly chdens to help ensure their use the following year.
The harvest of bears found swi~ in the water is described in the Kuskokwim area (GMU
19) and other parts of Interior Alal.(e.g., Nelson et al. I 982:48). A noose is looped around its
neck and the animal pulled to shRThis method was reportedly used in the Lime Village area
as late as the 1950s. It is also rt$00 that bears in the water are taken by spear in the Upper
Tanana area (GMU 12).
Bears are also hunted from btt during the open-water season. A number are usually
taken during the fall moose hilwhen the Jndians see them along the river. Some bears
are wary enough to run whenly see a boat coming. but others are unafraid. Bears are
also shot by hunters travelinpthe river in spring, often by duck hunters in their little
canoes. (Nelson 1973: 123)
Hunters in Tok use bait stations talact and harvest black bears.

CRITERION 4: GEOGRAPICAREAS
The area in wbJcb the noocommial, long-term, and consJstent pattern of taking, use, and
reliance upon the fish stock orga population bas been established.

Each community typically hunts .ic bears in areas known to be productive. Jn many cases,
areas used to hunt black bears mitilar lo those used to hunt moose and both activities often
occur together. lnfonnation spii to black bear hunting areas does not exist for most
communities; depiction of black shunting areas is often combined with brown bear or moose
hunting areas. However, Figurd· through 12 provide maps representing some of the
documented areas used for black ·bmunting in Interior Alaska.
Lime Village residents hunt mooJ(!aribou, and black bears in river flats throughout their land
use area. They hunt moose .intensit along the Stony River and its side streams, including the
Stink River and Hungry Creek. -ntalso use Caribou Snare Cre~k and other streams that drain
into Tundra Lake. Can Creek is anportunt hunting ground for both moose and black bears
(Kari 1983).
Stony River residents hunt black a along the Kuskokwim River about 70 miles upstream and
20 miles downstream of the vfls as well as along the Swift and Stony rivers and their
tributaries; and along the Tatlmk. Holitna, and Big rivers (Kari 1985). Chuathbaluk
residents have hunted black beaMlllg the Kuskokwim River from just downstream of their
community, to upstream of McGr'IAreas along the Aniak, Holokuk, and Oskawalik rivers, as
well as the lower tributaries of thelilna River have also been hunted (Charnley 1984).

•

Skctmulc hunters primari~l:'JSC the Holitna Jrainage, along with the lower n:a1.:hcs of the George

River,

to

hunt black bears"fharnlcy 1984).

Kwethluk hunters (from Q\tU 18) have used the Holokuk River drainage, especially since the
1940s, to hunt black bes. Areas of use include the Kuskokwim River as far upstream as
M1..:Grath, and the Hol itnalver upstream to its headwaters (Coffing 1991 ).
Tuluksak residents (from,BvJU 18) have hunted bears along the Kuskokwim River from the
village upriver to the m<J!ii of the Holitna River, as well 11s in a few areas near the Johnson
River, between the Yukon111d Kuskokwim rivers. Tributaries of the Kuskokwim River between
the village and the l-lolit111River have also been hunted for bears. These include the Tuluksak
River drainage upstream lllthe Risher Dome area; Bogus and Ophir creeks and the area around
Whitefish Lake; the Anii River approximately JO miles upstream of the Kolmukof and
l-lolokuk rivers; the HolitisRiver upstream as far as Kashegelok; and the first l O river miles of
the Hoholitna River (Andl'&l's and Peterson 1983).
Nunapitchuk residents (fnu GMU 18) hunt black bears at the same time as moose. They hunt
north and east of their vilge, upstream to the headwaters of the Pikmiktalik, Kvichavak, and
Johnson rivers, including-1dj11cent lakes and tributaries. They sometimes portage from the
Johnson River to the Yum River and hunt along the Yukon River as far upstrewn as Paimiut
Slough. They also hunt alag the Kuskokwim River as far upriver as the Stony River, 320 miles
distant (Andrews 1989).
Black bear hunting areas
by Russian Mission residents (from GMU 18) include the Yukon
River corridor from Ohogi,imiut upstream to the outlet of the Bpnasi!a River; the lower reaches of
the Bonasila River; ana··t Innoko River upstream to its conflu~nce with the Shageluk River.
Northern and eastem:hitl$'J'ong the north bank of the Yukon River were hunted as well. Areas
along the lower Atchuen;it River are recent additions to regular black bear hunting areas, with
hunting in that area occu1' while residents are at their tish camps.
1
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CRITERION 5:
STORING

ME~ OF HANDLING, PREPARING, PRESERVING, AND

A means. of handling, p1paring, preserving, and storing tisb or: game whicb has been
tradltio"ally used by·;pt generations, but nQt exclu~f".K p;ce11t,technological advances
"vhere appropriate
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Black bears provide ·an'.;:,ortant source of meat. fot~\' a~:dtf~('.g~pe:riging,oll the' particular
custom, bear meat is t;at~~ the household in the context'~<?f:,c9mfu_~pity\\c~fe~11tti9ns,~:r during
feasts for special· oc~a~,~ such ~s the "bear .party'.\ p.r#5ti.~egi:}l~1)~':}h§ Koyliki;lk:_ River.
Valuable parts, such as th~s and hind quarters, are saved'Air' potl~tc:he~/: ' · ' . · · ·. ·
Butchering practices foHjuJturally-establishcd beliefs ~nJt{ri'ftis;;:'11,1)i{~n:/c~mmy~ilies, the
skull . is.. left in the tieldfei*
buried~ as is. the practice alongJtie'.;K1,1s~9.l{\WmJliv.er;·,
hung ,upon a•
:.·.:t--~i;.
'-_..,,,_'f:,f.f,'!,~,.
small tree hear the kilfr,o·r~ned in:· a clean fire; as;:is the P,r~,c,Ji~:Ci.a!QPg)J'ie.)S:tjy~kJilfRivel'.Jn ,
any case, it is not brmiglir.:~ to th~ village so to show
~niro~l:T_he
hunter cuts the eyes oftlickar so tllatdts spirit can'not see::a'pqsslbte':vihlatfon'.of butchering
1 1
taboos~;;
. . ,: .
' (,i '. ~ .:::: :,
Black bears are butche~~)the field an~ proces.s~~ like,bf~~tlaig~.\g~,IJl~;:'Fh~ meat.is sh~-r~d; •
with relatives, cspecitd,\~,! fresh meat,: h'a~
scarce~.,: S9m(''..~oiitc~s-:< r~port patterns_ o_f
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butchering and sharing that are dependent 11pOJSliile hunting party, the hunter who
made the kill, and the age of the hunters. T ~ in many ways: frozen, dried,
smoked, canned for later use, or cooked by J,91'1(iting, barbecuing, or roasting. In
some communities, the fat is rendered for use.,Wfor making "Native ice cream."
The choicest parts, such as the hindquarters ot~neys, and intestines), are often
given to elders. lf the meat has to be transpo~ or if return to the village is not
imminent, the meat may be dried in the field in.its weight and prevent spoilage.
Bear skins are used in the Tanana area (GMUlidduks, and cabin bedding. Their
use to insulate doors is described in the YA(GMU 25). In Koyukuk River
communities, precautions are taken to ensure tlanot come in contact with young
women.
CRITERION 6: INTERGENERATIONAHIIDN OF KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, VALUES, AND LORE

A pattern of taking or use that includes ,JNIJ,n of knowledge of fishing or
hunting skills, values, and lore from generafiiili

Athabascan tradition attributes great spiritual rpilir. Bears feature prominently in
Interior Athabascan oral traditions and mytholo,l!ll959: 146). There is an elaborate
set of beliefs and values surrounding their h ~ bear meat is often taboo for
women. For example, residents in Koyukuk ·RWJiU 24) follow proscriptions on
who may eat bears, what portions may be . eatJllF· prepared, uses of the inedible
parts, such as claws and skulls. and the ways to.llE
Bear hunting among the Koyukuk Athabliiiiiity that far transcends the
meeting of simple biological needs. To thWfack] bear is invested with
particularly powerful spiritual powers aridliiiut by culturally prescribed
methods, the killing, treatment, and consuJii;is literally a religious act.
(Nelson et al. 1982:45)
An example is the "bear party" practiced along;lliier (GMU 24). It is held in the
forest, away from the village, and may be a~efilim as a way of showing proper
respect to the animal after its death. In All~clude cooking meat from the
head, neck, feet, and backbone; dancing; and sinjjisongs.
The knowledge of the medicinal uses of bear :Iller bear parts has been handed
down. but is generally not in use today.
As with many subsistence activities, teachiryg y•track, hunt, and butcher black
bears, and young women how to process and pt'l!iiland other products, is through
participant observation. Children are included '!P'S, and are expected to show
interest and eventually participate in the activiti• their age and acquired skills.
Most hunting is done in family-based groups, siliig and proficiency of younger
participants is monitored.
CRITERION

7:

DISTRIBUTION AND

Exm

A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where t•or products of that harvest
are distributed or shared, including customaryllad gift-giving.

6

131J~k bear 1111.:Jt is widely sharooidwt:cn wrnmunitics, p:uticularly when it is the
only l'n.:sh meat available duri~h as late winter. Certain parts, su1.:h as the
hindquarters, heart, and kidm:ys, l!llitrn to elders.

Bear meat is ollen considered ati,lnd served at funeral and memorial potlah.:hcs
(e.g., Minto, where the ha1.:.khone,8are served). The fat and meat from full hunts is
served at community-wide mea_. Christmas Day and New Year's Eve (e.g.,
Minto).
The common pattern in the Natimlilbcar meat is that only the men and the cider
women should cat it. This pattempibservcd in the Kuskokwim area. In Minto, the
limbs of harvested black bears atilif>ecial attention as they are reportedly cut into
three pieces and each piece givenJiliusehold.

CRITERION 8: DIVERSITvill:ES IN A1~ AREA; ECONOMIC,
CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND lllL ELEMENTS
A pattern that includes takinalince for subsistence purposes upon a wide
variety of the fish and game niliiiat provides substantial economic, cultural,
social, and nutritional elementsailEe way of life.

Black bears are one of several laaj:s used for food by residents of these GMUs.
AIthough the numbers harvested)ifiier than those of moose or caribou, black bears
are an important food source, p~ring and early summer.
Tn some parts of these GMUs, nol9quipment are often very costly, and the means
of generating cash are not widellilisidents of these communities harvest a large
variety and considerable amounts.resources, including:
I. the 5 species of Pacific salmo.found in Alaska

2. whitefishes Prosopium or Co,.
3. northern pike Esox luciu.r
4. burbot Lota Iota

5. Alaska blackfish Dal/ia pecto1'
6. smelt Thaleichthys pacificus

7. trout 0. mykiss and Salvelinus
8. Arctic lampreys Lampetrajaps
9.

moose

I 0. l:aribou
I I. black bears

12. brown bears
I 3. hares Lepus
14. ptarmigan lagop11s
15. porcupines Ere1hizon dorsa/11111

l 6. grouse Bonam, Dendragap11.~. Tympanucl111s
17. numerous species of waterfowl
18. fur bearers, indu<ling:

a. heavers Castor canadensis
b. mink lvf11stela vison

c. river otters Lutra canadensis
d. muskrats Ondatra zibethicus

e. wolverines Gu/o gu/o
f.

wolves Canus lupus

g. red foxes Vu/pes vu/pes
h. lynx lynx canadensis
i.

martens Martes americana

Residents aJso harvest many varieties of plants and berries.
Much of the wild resources harvested are salmon and freshwater fish.:s. However, communities
further inland depend more heavily on land mammals, such as black hears. Kari (1983) reported
that Lime Village residents prefer fresh animal meat as a staple over fish and birds. Caribou,
moose, and beavers provided the most meat for Lime Village residents; in some years, black
bears may have equaled beavers in pounds consumed.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table l .- Black bear harvests, Interior Region, l 982-19117.
Estimated

Crnnmunity
Allakaket
,\mlerson
Beaver
Bettles
• Dot Lake
Fort Yukon
Galena

Year
--

1982
1987

Percentage of
households
harvesting
31

total

Lbs per

number
harve!lted

capita
harvest

23

9
4

7

10

IO

10

25

3

5

31
18
2

ISO
36
7

7
5

53

17

11

198)

37

41

32

McGrath
McKinley Park
• Minto
Nikolai
• Northway

1984
1987
1984

n/a

IS

2
0.8

16
6

16

10

2

Stevens Village
'Tanacross

1984
1987

17
3

19

1987

38

Healy

Hughes
Huslia

1985
! 1)82

1987
1987
1985

1987
1982

1984
1987

®

"

2

®
n/a
9

3

I
28
2

, Tanana
40
1987
.Tok
So11rce ADF&G Division of Subsistence survey data.
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Figure I.-Areas used for black bear hunting during the lifetimes of Smny River residents as reported
in 1983-1984.
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Figure 2.-Areas used by Sleetmute residents for hunting bears prior tD the use of snowmachines.
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Figure 3.-Area3 used by Sleetmute residents for hunting bears since the use of snowmachines, through
1983.
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Figure 4.-Areas used by Chuathbaluk residents for hunting bem since moving to Chuathbaluk,
through 1983.
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Figure 5.-Areas used by Nikolai, Telida, Takotna, and McGrath black and brown bear hunters,
't967- I 983.
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APPENDIX A.-LITERATURE EXCERPTS PERTAINING TO
CUSTOMARY AND TRADITIONAL BLACK BEAR HUNTING
AND USE PATTERNS IN INTERIOR ALASKA
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Following are quntalions from sclccte<l literature pertaining to customary and traditional black
hear hunting and use patterns in lnteri\H Alaska.
Andersen, D. B., C. J. Utcrmohle, and L. Brown. 1998. The 1997-98 harvest of moose,
caribou, and hear in middle Yukon and Koyukuk river communities, Alaska. Alaska
Department of Fish and Game Division of Subsistence Technical Paper No. 245,
Juneau. http://www.suhsistencc.atJfg.state.ak.us/Teeb Pap/tp245.pdf

There is significant annual and individual variability in denning dates for bears.
However, in interior Alaska. most black bears enter their winter dens by mid-October
and emerge from dens by mid April (J. Bechtel, ADF&G, Pers. Comm). This being the
case, it is likely that some of the bears harvested in October, and most of the bears taken
in November, December, and March, represent bears taken in dens, a practice still
common among Koyukon Athabaskan'' 1hunters. (Andersen et al. l998:25}
Andersen, D. 8., C. J. Utermohle, and G. Jennings. 2001. The 1999-2000 harvest of moose,
caribou, and bear in ten middle Yukon and Koyukuk river communities. Alaska
Department of Fish and Game Division of Subsistence Technical Paper No. 262,
Juneau. http://www.subsistence.adfg.state.ak.us/TechPap/tp262.pdC

•

An estimated total of 68 black bears were taken by hunters in the IO survey
communities (Table 9). Of these, Huslia hunters took 27 bears or 40".A, of the overall
harvest. Black bear harvests consisted of 45 males (67%), J8 females (26%), and 5
black bears of unreported sex (Table 10). While black bear harvests we,re reported in all
months except December, January. and March, the 4-month period August through
November accounts for 88% of the black bear harvest (Fig. 4). Bears taken in
November and February, and perhaps some of the October harvest, can be attributed to
the regional practice of hunting bears in their dens. (Andersen et al. 200 I15)
Case, M., and L. Halpin. 1990. Contemporary wild resource use patterns ia Tanana,
Alaska, 1987. Alaska Department of Fish and Game Division of Subsistence Technical
Paper No. 178, Juneau.

Black and brown bear were occasionally hunted in their dens in the late fall, when the
animaJs were sti 11 fat. (Case and Halpin 1990:21)
·
At camps or in town, black bear were harvested if they became nuisances, bu( generally
there was little hunting of black bear at this time of year [April and early May]. (Case
and Halpin 1990:33)
Black and brown (or grizzly) bear occur in the Tanana area. Residents noted that black
bt:ar were more numerous and visible along the river corridors and bottomlands,
proving themselves nuisances at fish camps, while brown bear occurred more often in
the uplands. and were considered to be more unpredictable und ~angerous .than blac.k
bear. Athabaskan (sic.) tradition attributes to the bear much spiritual power, and local
men challenged themselves in former years by coaxing brown bear out of dens in the
spring to hunt them with spears. Certain behaviors that would involve llear, .such as
' Ddega1cs r,prescnting 1hc member tribc:1 or the Tanana Chicrs Conren:nce passed a re,olu1ion rtgurding the variety ar spellinp or the term
,hose" Ath:ibaitan" .u the pref,•rred sp,:llinu. Various spellin11,1 will bi: round in lhi, ,~po11 due 10 tlu: historil'JI nature of the li1c:r:11ur~.
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women in their child-bearing years looking at llr consuming hear meat, are traditionally
hootlaanee (taboo). Both black and brown bear were hunted locally by those with a taste
for the meat and grease, and use for the fur. The latter was used as ruffs and as bedding
in trapping cabins. {Case and Halpin 1990:84,87)
Both black and brown bear were hunted primarily in fall, after light snowfall had
covered the ground and tracking was feasible, but prior to denning. Fall black bear were
preferred for their high fat content, and hunting usually occurred in late October,
although some bear hunting coincided with moose hunting somewhat earlier. Some
hunting was done in winter by coaxing bears out of their dens, and in spring, especially
if meat for dogs was needed. The fur was considered prime in spring by some. Bears
were occasionally harvested during summer if they were bothering fishing operations.
(Case and Halpin 1990:88)

Hosley, E. H. 1981. Environment and culture in the Alaska Plateau. Page.1 533-545 in
Sturtevant, W. C., editor, Handbook of the North American Indians, volume 6:
Subarctic. Smithsonian (nstitutlon, Washington, D.C.

[With respect to the Athabascan Indians of the Alaska Plateau region] Snares were used
to take a variety of other game [other than caribou), from hares to grizzly bears and Dall
sheep. In its several variations - spring pole, tossing pole, and tether snares - the snare
was one of the most sophisticated and widely appJied hunting devices of the Alaskan
Athapaskans. Dead falls and the bow ... were also used to take a variety of animals. and
the lance or spear... was widely used to kill denned bears and to stab moose and caribou
from a canoe ... as they crossed fakes or streams" {Hosley 1981 :535).
McKenoan, R. A. 1959. The Upper Tanana Indians. Yale University Department
Anthropology, New Haven.

Bears were formerly hunted much more than they are today. The combat was largely a
hand-to·hand one, and the killing of a bear brought great honor to the hunter. ln the
summer the animals were brought to bay, often with the aid of dogs, and dispatched by
spears; and the Indians maintain that the bravest hunters sometimes killed them with
heavy clubs of caribou horn (cf. Weapons). Such hand-to-hand encounters were
accepted methods of acquiring prestige among a number of the western tribes, including
the Han (Schmitter, 1910:8). Peel River Kutchin (Osgood 1936b:27), Ten'a [Koyukonspeaking people] (Jette 1909:482); Ingalik [Deg Hi'tan. or Deg Xinag-speaking people
of Unit 21 EJ {Osgood 1940:200,207). Tanaina (Osgood 1937:32-33). Eyak (BirketSmith and de Laguna 1938:100), and Tahtan (Emmons I911:72). (McKennan 19S9:49}
A bear is sometimes lured to his death by the hunter's imitating the call of the raven.
The bear responds thinking that some carrion is near and is promptly shot. In the winter,
bears are poked from their dens and shot as they emerge. tn the old days another
interesting method was used when a bear was roused from his winter den. As he broke
out through the snow two strong men would pinch him between two poles, and while
they held him the other hunters would dispatch him with clubs or spears. This unusual
device was also used by the Chipewyan (Birket-Smith 1930:24). (McKennan t9S9:49)
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or

Mishlcrt C., am.J W. I(. Simconet editor.,. 2006. Tanana and Chandalar: The Alaska field
journals of Robert A. McKcnnan. University of Alaska Press, Fairbanks.
Old Joseph ... reports killing a monstrous silver tip 'as big-as a moose.' He poked it out
uf its winter den and then shot it. The bear pretty neurly got Joseph and was only about
ten feet from him when it finally went down. I [Robert A. McKennanJ saw the skin and
it was a monster. (Mishler and Simeone 2006: 100)

Nelson, R. K. 1973. Hunters of the northern forest: Designs for survival among the
Alaskan Kutchin. Univenity of Chicago Press, Chicago.
Bears are of course seasonal animals. hibernating for several months during the winter.
Even during the seasons when they are active and therefore readily hunted there are
only certain periods when the Kutchin consider them fit for eating. Black bt:ars are
hunted especially during the fall, when they build up their thickest fat. They retire to
their dens by late September, but remain fat and tasty through the winter. After they
emerge from their dens between mid-April and early May, food is scarce and they
become lean. I3y June they are thin, and the Indians do not hunt them. (Nelson
1973:115-116)

•

[With respect to bear snaring] It takes little more than the thought of facing a bear at
close range with a bow and arrow or spear to make one understand why snares were an
important method for killing these animals in aboriginal times. Snares were highly
effective and required almost no risk to the hunter. Today's adult Kutchin are all
familiar with bear snaring techniques, but if they still catch bears this way they do not
consider it a matter of public information. The best time for snaring bears is during the
fall. when they are fat and seem to wander along well-defined trails. They could be
snared during the spring as well, but no one every mentioned doing this. (Nelson
1973: 116-117)
The aboriginal Kutchin made their snares from braided strands ofbabiche, but in recent
times 1/8-inch or !4-inch aviation cable was found to be more effective. A homemade
cable snare works well unless the bear does not pull it tight and is able to slip it off with
its claws. Commercial snares are provided with one-way choking locks and cannot be
removed. The human scent is eliminated from a cable snare by boiling it with willow
bark or by rubbing it with the tips of spruce boughs. (Nelson 1973: 116-117)
The bear snare is usually set in a trail, either a man-made trail intended for winter travel
or a natural game trail. It is generally placed where a constriction is created by bushes
or trees. so that the snare tills lhe whole trail. so that the bear is forced to go underneath.
A snare set under a log is vt:ry effective, and is easily tethered to the log itself. Instead
of using a fixed toggle or anchorage, a bear snare is attached to a nexible young tree, to
a sizable log. or to a log placed between the crotches of two trees on opposite sides of
the trail. In the last case the anchor is a crosspiece which cannot be dragged off, but the
bear may simply chew the log in half and escape. The loose log ,toggle'is dragged away
into the brush until the bear finally chokes itself. Many a· snare has been broken,
however, leaving the bear with a snare collar as a memento of this escape. (Nelson
1973:116·117)
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A typical snare set for black or grizzly bear would he made along the lines descrihcd
earlier for moose snares. Aller finding a suitable place on a trail and selecting a fixed or
loose toggle, the Indian tt:thers his snare so that it hangs in the middle of the pathway. It
is opcneci to a loop varying from 20 to 24 inches in diameter, with its bottom edge 24 to
JO inches above the ground. The cable snare is held open by tying it in several places to
slender sticks pushed in the ground beside it. Short pieces of grass or thread are used to
make the ties. (Nelson 1973: 117)
The trail is usually wider than the snare's loop, and so a few sticks 4 or 5 feet long are
set up on either side of it to block the way around. One or more sticks are also pushed
into the ground right under the snare, reaching almost to its lower edge, to keep the
animal from going under it. (Nelson 1973: 117)
[With respect to den hunting] Black bears spend approximately seven months of the
year hibernating, and grizzlies occupy their dens for four to five months. It is not
surprising that over the centuries northern Athapaskans have amassed great knowledge
of the be81's' denning habits and have developed effective methods _of hunting them in
their winter quarters. Northern Athapaskans are masters of den hunting, just as they are
expert hunters of moose. The Koyukon fndians point out that these are the two skills in
which they surpass their neighbors, the Kobuk Eskimos.
Den hunting must have been very important in the aboriginal past, when it afforded an
easy means of killing bears with only a spear or bow and arrow. Rifles have replaced
traditional methods, but den hunting is still important. This is especially true among the
Koyukon, who live in a country rich in bears. They are highly skilled in den-hunting
techniques and enjoy bear meat so much that they put considerable effort into the early
winter hunts. Den-killed bears are the fattest and best tasting of a.II; so it is little wonder
that the people want them.
As was noted earlier, black bears go into their dens by late September. The date is
variable, depending on the weather. They start working on the dens sometime in
September, and occupy them intermittently until really cold weather signals the time for
uninterrupted hibernation. Grizzly bears enter their dens much later, in November or
December, and may become active during midwinter warm spells. They seem to take
hibernation much less seriously than do black bears.
The Koyukon and Kutchin Athapaskans often find bear dens by accident, stumbling
onto them when they are traveling through the brush at any time of the year. Once they
have discovered a den they check it each fall. The Koyukon usually consider each den a
sort of property, •owned' by the man who discovered it or learned of it from his father.
Thus people speak of 'Sam's den,' 'Henry's den,' and so on (G. R. Bane, personal
wmmunication). The Chalkyitsik Kutchin do not formalize ownership in this way. Each
hunter knows the location of many dens, and they are hunted on a first-come, first·
served basis. The only kind of 'ownership' here is established by men who find dens
and keep their locations secret, thus ensuring themselves a private potential resource.
(Nelson 1973: I I 8)
Each fall or early winter a hunter is likely to go out and check the dens he 'owns' or
knows about to see if any are occupied. There are several ways to find previously
LJndiscovered dens or to pinpoint known dens once their general location has been
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ascertained. In the early foll, when bears have sl:lcctcd a hibernating site but arc still
ai.:tive, they will remain in tht.: immcJiate area digging up the moss and dirt searching
for roots. When an Indian comes across this kind of sign in September, he knows that a
ht::ar is probably going to hibernate in that area. This is the best indicator that a denning
site is nearby, but of course much searching may be rcquin:d to find the site itself.
Black bears like to mah~ their dens in places where they get some hdp from nature.
Most dens are umfor partly overturnt:d trees, whose roots have lifted the earth and moss
to create a bear-sized cavern underneath. They also like to dig dens in banks, such as
along a steep-sided creek bed. Another good place for denning is a sandy knoll or ridge,
where caverns are easily dug out. In general, holes beneath upturned spruce trees seem
the most likely den sites, and these are perhaps the easiest kind to locate. One such den
that I saw was about 5 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 Y2 feet high.

•

A black bear prepares its den by gathering moss and grass from the surrounding areas
and lining the interior with it. The entrance will be plugged with the same material later
on. Thus, if a hunter comes across a place where the moss and grass are freshly dug up
and scraped away it is a sure sign that a bear den is nearby. If such a place is discovered
before snow falls the bear is likely to be away foraging, and so the hunter remembers its
location and returns later. When snow covers the ground, dens are much harder to find.
A small hole usually remains open in the snow above a den, however, and heavy frost
covers the surface and any vegetation around its opening. The frost is fanned by
condensation from the bear's moist breath. (Nelson I 973: 119)
Sometimes very special knowledge and alertness leads to th<f discovery of,{! bear den.
For example, Simon Edwards of Huslia once came upon a set,of tracks fro111 a nmning
fox. He followed them a short distance and found a place wh.ere the fox had: sat down
for a while, looking back over its trail. Simon wondered what had frightened it; and .why
it sat watching back the way it had come, so he followed the. trail the opposite way. He
found shortly that the fox had encountered a bear den and was frightened away by its
occupant. Simon got the bear. (Nelson 1973: 119- J 20)
Another time this same man was walking along on snowshoes and came to a place
where a marten track crossed the trail. Thinking he might find th~. m.arten in) burrow,
he sidetracked and followed it. At one point he noticed that the ~11i111aJ had d~g]n,Jcdhe
snow before moving on, and next to the hole he found.a,~lngle blade bf.grass)h'~ marten
had pulled up onto the snow. The grass was a kind that bears U~:Jor ~ddioi)Q their
dens, and so he poked around further and discovered that Jhe marten' had dug' rigti(into
an occupied bear den. The reward for his effort was fat black bear. (Nelson 1973:) 20)
The Koyukon and Kutchin use different techniques for bear Jen hunting. The foll~wing
account of the Koyukon method is based largely on information supplied ~y G. R.
Bane, who has lived among these people for several ye.ars.
Having located a denning site, the Koyukon hunter lirst needs to lea~n it if is occupied
or empty. He finds a long stick which he can shove into the den's opening. rt should be
curved because bear holes have a tendency to go down, then tum off to one side. He
pokes around inside until the stick touches ,the be,r, dist~_rbirig it ,enough so its
movement can be felt. If the hunter is not sure, he holds the stick against what he thinks
is the bear and its breathing will move the stick back and forth. Listening closely, the
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hunter may also hear the animal's breathing. Once he has ascertained that a bear is
inside, the Indian puts his stick to another use. He takes note of the exact direction the
passageway runs, and just how far in the stick goes before it touches the bear. Then he
pul Is it out and lays it on the ground or snow. lts end should mark a point right above
the animal.
After he knows the bear's location, the hunter tinds several large poles or logs and plugs
the entrance with them. These may be tied securely in place to be sure that the animal
cannot escape. This done, he uses his ax to chop into the roof of the den so he will have
an opening through which to shoot. This can be quite a job, since he wants an opening
about 6 inches in diameter and may have to chop through 2 feet of frozen ground. If it is
too dark in the den, he can toss a handful of snow on the bear so that a white dusting
makes it clearly visible. Once he sees it wel I, the Indian shoots it in the head. In former
times he would kill it with a spear. After a bear is killed in its den, a rope is used to pull
it up through the entrance. (Nelson J973: 120-12 l)
The Black River Kutchin use a simpler but more dangerous method of killing bears in
their winter dens. Once they are certain a bear is inside, they start poking and jabbing at
it with a Jong stick. Eventually the animal becomes unsettled enough to come out after
whatever is tormenting it. When it starts moving up the entryway the hunters stand
ready with their rifles. Black bears come out slowly and are either shot in the head when
they first emerge or shot in the heart after they get about ha(fway out.
This method is much simpler than the Koyukon technique. It requires less physical
labor, since there are no holes to chop and the dead bear does not have to be dragged
out of the hole. And the method can be used when a den is dug into a bank, where there
is no way to chop down into it. It does involve a somewhat greater risk, but so long as
the animal is a black bear the Kutchin feel that there is no danger. Herbert John said he
once knelt on top of a den and killed the emerging bear with his knife. (Nelson
1973: 121)
Grizzly bears can be killed by driving them from their winter quarters, but the Indians
treat them in a different way. Whereas a black bear comes out slowly, not looking for a
fight, the grizzly angrily charges out, trying to get anyone it can. The Kutchin say that
grizzlies do not really hibernate; 'Maybe he don't even go to sleep in there.' Thus if a
grizzly den is found, the hunter must expect trouble unless he decides to be prudent and
leave it alone. One of the first things a Kutchin will do upon locating a den, therefore, is
decide whether it belongs to a black bear or a grizzly bear.
Black bear dens have fairly small openings, about 2 feet high and 3 feet wide, whereas
grizzly dens are higher and wider by about a foot. There is also a tendency for the hlack
bear to plug the opening of its quarters, or at least narrow its size considerably, whereas
grizzly bears leave the opening wide enough to move in and out. A grizzly is also likely
to growl when anyone walks near its hole, which black bears apparently never do.
(Nelson 1973: 121)
The Chalkyitsik Kutchin say that it is often unnecessary to coax a grizzly from its den,
because the animal may charge out before a hunter has a chance to do anything.
Otherwise, a grizzly would be hunted in much the same way as a black bear. Actually,
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the Kutchin tear the grizzly anJ rarely cut :ts t\:sh, and so they seldom take the risk
hunting this animal lrom its den. lNdson 1973: 121. 122)

,ir

lWith respect to spring and summer hunting] Most bears are killed when encountered
by hunters traveling overland during the early spring ur going along the river in boats
during the summer and fall, or when the animals tippear close to an occupied camp or
village. Spring is the best season for bears because they still retain some fat from the
winter and thcy are almost completely unafraid of people. In the fall they run if they
sense a man nearby.
The black bear usually leaves his hibernating place after the snow disappears in late
April. If he is not well fattened when he enters his den, hunger drives him out earlier.
During May and June an Indian never goes anywhere without a rifle or shotgun because
he knows a bear could turn up unexpectedly. A number of black bears were sighted
within 200 yards of Chalkyitsik in the spring of 1970. When the people lived in
muskrat-hunting camps during the spring, they could count on frequent visits from
bears attracted by the smell of meat. The Indians also know of many areas that are
especially good for bears during the spring, and they sometimes go to these places to
hunt for them.

•
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Some bears run when they see a snowmachine or dog team, but others will merely stand
and watch. The snowmobile hunter can stop and take a shot if he gets within range, but
with a dog team things are not so simple. If there is no snow on the lakes, a hunter
cruising the ice looking for bears cannot hope to stop his team once the dogs spot an
animal. All he can do is Jet them chase the bear, then jump off the sled and try to shoot
before his dogs reach it. When an Indian finds very fresh bear sign but there is not
enough snow to track the animal, he may try to attract the animal by using an old
technique. He conceals himself and imitates the call of a raven. If the bear is nearby it
may think a raven has discovered carrion and come straight to the sound, expecting to
find a free meal. (Nelson 1973:122)
Dogs are sometimes used to run down a bear that escapes into the brush and cannot be
caught in any other way. They might be released from the team after a bear is spotted,
or a hunter might go out from the village on foot, taking his dog~,along to help him. [n
the old days a man would take several dogs when he hunted, and they. would course
through the woods searching for a scent. When dogs catch up to a black bear. it will
climb a tree to escape them. Grizzlies stay on the ground and always stop to defend
themselves against the biting dogs. If a hunter hears a)I of his dogs barking at one place,
he knows they have found a bear, moose. or porcupine; arid he goes quickly to get
whatever game they have brought to bay. (Nelson 1973: 122-123)
Bears are also hunted from boats during the open-water season. A number are usually
taken during the fall moose hunt, when the Indians see them along the river. Some bears
are wary enough to run when they see a boat coming, but others are unafraid. Bears are
also shot by hunters traveling on the river in spring, often by duck hunters in their little
canoes. (Nelson 1973:123)
The Chalkyitsik Kutchin prefer to shoot bears in the heart, perhaps because this was
always the best shot with a bow and arrow. Heart shots can be v~ry dangerous,
however, because when an animal is hit in the heart it often runs a fair distance before
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dying. This could mean a charge at the hunter. The Eskimos and the Koyukon
t\thapaskans warn against shooting bears in the heart, preferring shoulder or neck shots,
which instantly incapacitate tile animal. They advise heart shots only if a light rifle such
as a .22 is being used, when there is no chance of shattering the animal's shoulder or
neck bones.
The Kutchin are aware that neck and head shots are deadly. but correctly point out that
these are very small targets. lf they are close to a bear, they may shoot for the neck
vertebrae or the occipital condyle (where the head and neck join). But only an expert
takes these shots, because if they miss the bone the animal is wounded and enraged. Jf a
bear charges or comes straight toward a hunter, he shoots it in the chest between the
forelegs, or in the head. The Kutchin prefer heavy rifles, such as .30-06 caliber, for
shooting bears. Black bears can be killed with a .22 rifle, but this requires a perfect hit
in the occipital condyle or heart. Shotguns afford good protection from bears if they are
used a close range and are aimed for the animal's eyes, but they are not good for
ordinary hunting. (Nelson l 973: l 23)
·
The Koyukon suggest that the best shot for a big bear angles from the shoulder to the
hip. This gives maximum crippling potentiaJ and is likely to do considerable internal
damage. Like the Eskimos, they prefer shoulder, backbone, or neck shots. They advise
shooting a black bear in the ear if a .22 rifle is used. Eskimos prefer ear or heart shots
with a .22, and have killed both grizzly bears and polar bears in this way.
It is difficult to understand why the Kutchin prefer heart shots over hits which are more
deadly and crippling, particularly in view of the dangers involved. They never mention
shoulder shots as the correct way to shoot any animal, and apparently consider them
poor because they damage some of the meat. Needless to say, Kutchin hunters must
always be alert for a charge, especially if they shoot a grizzly. The Indians say that if a
bear charges it is best to stand still and aim at the bear, waiting untiJ it is close enough
for a certain shot. Both the Kutchin and Koyukon warn that a wounded black bear or
grizzly bear may wait in concealment for a hunter to follow, then attack when he comes
along. (Nelson 1973:124)
NcJson, R. K., K. H. Mautner, and G. R. Bane. 1982. Tracks in tile wildland: A portrayal
of Koyukon and Nunamlut subsistence. University of Alaska Cooperative Park
Studies Unit AnthropoJogy and Historic Preservation, Fairbanks.

Before the introduction of firearms, bears were hunted and killed with spears (pana in
Eskimo). It required a particularly brave man, armed only with a spear, to rush an adult
bear and then to taunt the bear into attacking. As the bear rose up to lunge on his
tormentor, the hunter planted the butt of the spear in the ground and aimed its point so
that it would enter near the collar bone of the bear. As Lhe bear fell onto the spear the
hunter rolled away, hoping the bear would be unable to continue the attack.
Occasionally a party of men would attack a bear, thereby increasing the chance of
success. The last known killing of bear with a primitive spear in the Koyukuk Valley
area occurred during the late l 800s, according to an elderly Native informant.
The Koyukuk Athabaskans of the past employed a special snaring technique for the
harvesting of black bears. This technique was used primarily by men too old to
participate in the more active means of taking bears. The bear snare (gaabeelh)
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-:unsistcd nf a rawhide line maJc from hcardcd seal skin ohtained from Kobuk l·:skimos,
a willow loop, and a spel:ial birch bark basket with si!ams overlapping in a clol:kwise
pattern.
The snare was placed in a lall straight spruce tree near a well-traveled bear trail. All
branches of the spruce tree were cut off of one side llush with the trunk lo a height of
,1pproximately 12 feet. The birch bark basket full of fish was hung on a branch just
above lhe trimmed an;a. The rawhide line was secured at one end around the tree trunk
under the basket wilh the other end extending down to an elongated willow loop which
hdd it out horizontally from the trunk. The rawhide line formed a noose of
approximately l 8 inches in diameter, which was supported by the willow loop. This
snare was set approximately 9 teet above the ground.
A bear smelling the fish and seeing the basket hung in the tree would climb up the
trimmed area, pushing his head through the willow loop and its supported rawhide
noose. As it descended, the noose, tied with a special non-slip knot, would tighten and
kill it. Bear snares were set in the latter part of August and were checked each day by
the owner. (Nelson et al. 1982:44)

•

13ear hunting among the Koyukuk Athabaskans is an activity that far transcends the
meeting of simple biological needs. To these people the bear is invested with
particularly powerful spiritual powers and, when carried out by culturally prescribed
methods, the killing, treatment, and consumption of a bear is literaJly a religious act.
Thus it is impossible to accurately describe Koyukuk bear hunting without including
supernatural beliefs and prescribed behavior.
According to Native custom, a man planning to hunt a bear must not verbalize his plans.
He must also never speak in a boasting manner about his successes in such hunts or in
any way demean the bears he has killed. To do so would insult the bears and the hunter
would soon lose all of his luck, possibly going for years without finding another bear.
According to Koyukon belief, a bear must favor a hunter before it allows him the
opportunity to kill it.
In all elements of subsistence, but particularly in bear hunting, luck plays a very large
part in the eyes of the Koyukuk Athabaskans (see chapter 12). Without luck, or the
proper relationship with the environment, ski IJ is worthless in bear hunting. The bear
will reveal himself only to those it favors. One man may walk right by a bear and never
see it whHe another will easily spot it as though drawn to the spot. According to the
Koyukuk Athabaskans the difference is summed up in the work 'luck'. (Nelson et al.
1982:45)

The fall bear hunt immediately aner freeze-up is the liigh point of the male seasonal
activities. Parties of several men leave the village on foot carrying packs containing
their necessary camp gear. Very little food will be taken. as the hiinters expect to live
oIT the land. Light tarps are carried in place of bulky tents. The bear htmting party
roams the flats and foothills, camping in particularly. promising areas and spending two
or three days carefully searching the local terrain for bear dens or signs or recent bear
activity. (Nelson et al. I982:4S-46)
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Bear dens may occur in a variety of places, but Native hunters have learned that bears
tend to den on dry well-drained land. The exposed roots of large spruce. thick patch~s
of diamond willow, and sandy banks are particularly favored by bears. As the hunters
search, they watch for patches of moss that have been pulled from the earth or tall grass
that has been torn away. 'Otey also look for cn1de nests which bears often make near a
den they are excavating. All of these signs indicate that there is an occupied den in the
nearby vicinity.
Over the years a great many bear dens have been discovered by Koyukuk hunters.
When a man discovers a new bear hole and takes a bear from it, it becomes known as
his den: that is, 'Joe's bear hole.' Other hunters usually allow the 'owner' of a known
bear den the opportunity to be first to check it each fall. The locations of particularly
productive bear holes are passed from father to son. As men search for bears in the fall
they characteristically check all known bear dens in the vicinity. Usually, a great many
old dens must be checked before one is found that is occupied.
As two or more hunters progress separately through an area, they maintain contact by
occasionally striking a tree with a stick. It is forbidden to yell back and forth as this will
frighten off any bears in the vicinity. The only time one should cry out is when
discovering an occupied den.
Once a den is discovered, and its entrance appears to be purposely plugged up, the
hunter will sometimes cut a long curving rod to poke back into its tunnel. Most den
tunnels curve before the nest area is reached. When the stick strikes something soft the
hunter will hold it against the obstruction and try to detect any breathing movement. If
the bear is not completely asleep it may rush out of the den, in which case the hunter
must be ready to quickly respond and shoot it. If the bear does not leave the den, the
hunter wilt carefully withdraw the rod and lay it on the roof of the end at the same angle
it was injected into the hole. The end of the rod should be resting directly over the
sleeping bear. (Nelson et al. 1982:46)
With the hibernating bear located, the hunter and his companions will sometimes cut
heavy poles and brush and securely plug up the entrance of the den to prevent their prey
from escaping. At the spot above the den nest, they will chop and dig a hole perhaps 6
inches in diameter. If enough lighl can filter through the hole, it may be possible to see
the bear and to allow the hunter to shoot it in the head. Otherwise, a rod will be lowered
to 'feer for the bear. Once the bear is located, one hunter may hold the rod steady while
another aims and fires his rifle along its length. (Nelson et al. 1982:47)
Often bears can be hunted in their dens by a much simpler method. The hunter simply
disturbs the animal until it comes up into the den tunnel or pokes its head out the
entrance, and then he shools it. Or in many cases a hunter looks into the den tunnel,
using a flashlight or torch to locate the animal inside. If he can see it clearly, he is able
to aim and shoot effectively from the den entrance.
From time to time, one may discover a den occupied by a sow bear and one or two
yearling cubs. These cubs are often two-thirds the size of a full adult. It is the obligation
of the hunter to take all occt1pants of a den. If the bears did not wish to be taken they
would not have revealed themselves, and to not take them wou Id be an act of disrespect.
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The slain hear or hears will be removed from the Jen :.1nd skinned on the spot. The sm:.ill
bone just und~r the tongue wi 11 be discurJed. The intestines, heart, lungs, and any bone
or other parts not to be taken should be burned to prevent other animals from defiling
them. The hide may be kept, although it usually is not. A bear hide continues to have
'life' for three years, and so it cannot be used for clothing or anything else until this
time has passed. Only women who have experienced menopause may scrape and tan a
bear hide.
lfa man or hunting party is some distance from the village and takes several bears, they
will cache the meat and pack back only a small percentage of their kill. Later they wm
use dog teams-and, lately, snowmachines - to retrieve the meat. (Nelson et al. 1982:47)
According to custom, the man who actually kills a bear retains very little of the meat for
himself, perhaps only a forearm or hindquarter. The ribs, fat, and other choice cuts are
L1sually frozen and preserved for village potlatches. It is particularly important to have
large quantities of bear meat for memorial potlatches. Other parts of the bear such as the
neck, forearms, head, and paws are used to host a bear party in honor of the bear that
has been killed. Bear parties, by tradition, are attended by males only and are usually
held outside the village limits soon after the bear meat has been returned to the
community. (Nelson et al. 1982:47-48)
Although bear hunting significantly declines after mid-winter, it does not cease entirely.
When traveling overland via snowshoes, dog team, or snowmachine, a Native hunter is
always alert to signs of possible bear dens. An air hole often forms in the snow covering
a bear den. The snow around the hole is usually·stained yellow. If a man sees such a
sign, he will dig out the den and harvest its occupant. As a man travels along a trail with
his dog team he notes the dogs' behavior. The writer [Ray Bane J drove his team of dogs
along a well-packed trail dajly for over a week and noticed the team sniffing the air and
glancing off into a patch of birch trees each time a certain point was passed. This
observation was discussed with a local Native hunter who then spent several days
searchjng around the area until he found and killed a bear in a snow-concealed den.
Small predators, such as marten, weasels, and foxes, are often drawn to a bear hole by
its odor and may walk up to it and circle it out of curiosity. A hunter, seeing where such
creatures have deviated from their general path of travel and circled such a spot, will
suspect a bear den. As mentioned earlier, to find a bear den obligates the hunter to
harvest its occupants. (Nelson et al. 1982:48)2
Summer bear harvest usually consists of simple chance encounters with bears while
carrying out other activities such as checking fish nets, cutting wood, or traveling by
boat. There seems to be less emphasis on the taking of bears at this time. (Nelson t!l al.
1982:48)

[TJhe brown bear is the one animal that is killed both for use as food and for self
protection, being considered too dangerous to have in areas where people regularly

' "II has betn noted 1hut lht Koyukuk people are panicularly conservution-conscious in lhe harvest of most fiirbearers, particularly !hose sp,:ci.:s
which are non-migratory, Btuver are considered to be ..:5pecially vulntrablt lo over-harve,r, and most trappers will pull their sets from a
beaver house ~ner two adults have been taken. Wolf, wolverine, and fo:ii are considered lo he less affecteJ by tr:ippmg, and little dTon is made
lo limit the rnke of rhcse predators. rhe custom of m:01111ized lrnpline, cncour~gcs men to practice conservntion so as 10 maintain a s1151uin.:d
yidd from their territories·· (N\:lson et al. 1982:60).
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;;amp or travel. It is also disliked for its habit of killing black b1:ars in their dens.
(Nelson ct al. 1982:227)
[fa bear is taken from its den, the men eat certain parts together and save others for a
later 'bear party' outside the village. Some highly preferred portions are set aside f<n
village potlatch feasts. The successful hunter keeps only a small amount for use in his
own household. Sometimes the successful hunter in a group keeps nothing at all for
himself. (cf. Loyens 1966:41; cited in Nelson et al. 1982:235)
The Koyukon have greatly elaborated their knowledge of bears, which in some past
times were the only big game animal available to them. Their fund of information on
bear denning is especially remarkable. This knowledge is used to locate dens by
recognizing subtle clues. to learn if dens are occupied and by what sort of animal, and to
succeed in taking these animals when they are found.
Expert hunters are able to find dens by detecting bear tracks in the frozen moss beneath
as much as 2 feet of undisturbed snow, and by spotting miniscule disturbances, such as
incongruous bits of grass or cracked twigs. If a den is located (and this may require days
of searching), there are equally sophisticated means of investigating its occupant and
eventually making a kill. Careful studies are made of the den and its surroundings, but
sometime the hunter must enter an inhabited den to accomplish his task. By putting his
head just inside a den's entrance and listening carefully, he may hear the bear licking its
chops or breathing, or he may detect its heartbeat growing steadily louder and faster. In
the latter case, h~ knows that he has found a young animal, its pounding heart
registering fear. OJder bears do not react this way because they are unafraid. Knowing
that young animals are more likely to flee a den after disturbance, hunters keep a close
watch on the entrance until the hunt is over. (Nelson et al. 1982:246)
Some other rules for proper behavior toward animaJs can be exemplified by listing a
few of the regulations for the treatment of bears. There are rules for proper butchering; a
bear's eyes are aJways removed and the eyeballs slit so that it will not see if the hunter

errs in following any taboos; rules for the proper care of the meat: dogs must never eat
bear meat because it is disrespectful and because it would make the dogs mean; and the
rules governing who eats the animal or parts of it: bear brains are never eaten, because it
would cause a person to anger easily. Women cannot eat from the front quarters of
black bear, and are completely forbidden to eat brown bear meat.
There are also rules for the disposing of unusable portions: edible parts of the animals
must be used, to begin with, because waste is profoundly disrespectful. Bear bones
should be burned or hung in a tree out in the woods. There are rules for using hides:
hear skins should never be stepped on or over by women and are often disposed of in
the woods to prevent all female contact. Another set of rules pettain to a 'bear party'
which is simi!ar to a funeral and must be held by men. outside the village, whenever
these animals are taken. Bear meat should be safely cached for several days or weeks so
that it is fully and completely dead before being brought to a settlement (living things
die slowly, not at the moment when normal life processes stop). Killed bears should
never be dragged over the ground, or pulled from dens with snowmachines. (Nelson ct
al. 1982:260)
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Spirit vcngeam:e can be scvl!rc. rur rclativdy minor offenses, bears become aloof or
somehow invisible to the huntcr. Om: man did not kill a single hear for 12 years
following an infraction, another hunted unsuccessfully for 20 years. Still another man
who kicked a bear neck across the tloor and spoke badly of the unimul was mauled to
deuth soon attcrwar<l. (Nelson et al. 1982:260-261)
Taboos are ot\cn tested inJividually to see if they must be followed, although this is
usually limited to the less spiritually powerful animals. Six men who were bear hunting
together decided to test the taboo on eating a certain part of the bear's stomach. Elders
warned that if young men ate this organ their moccasins would be slippery as they
trekked through the woods in search of dens. Three young men ate the tabooed part, and
three abstained. Next day the three violators had a terrible time, slipping and falling
repeatedly, while the others had no trouble at all. Seeing that the taboo was right, they
carefully followed it thereafter. (Nelson et al. 1982:263)
Implements such as sleds, fishnets, rifles, or snowshoes are also infused with luck. A
man lamented to me the troubles he had with one of his rifles, saying that it would shoot
a bear coming out of a den, at point blank range, but it only made a wound despite his
high caliber rating. Another gun had to be used to make the kill. None of these problems
were caused by malfunctioning. he explained, the gun was simply 'out of luck.' He said
he suspected a young woman had stepped over it, rendering it useless. (Nelson et al.
1982:265)
Koyukuk people also know the landscape through a profusion of names. Some of these
names are used primarily for location, as we use street signs. Others have special
meanings derived from personal or traditional history. Hundreds of bear dens, for
example, are known throughout Koyukon country, and many of these have special
names. All of the dens that have been known for some time have personal associations,
and when hunters stop to check them each fall, they often recall past experiences there.
Some of these stories go back e:ven to previous generations, and so the dens have
become much more than just hunting places. (Nelson et al. I982:299)
The first 3 or 4 feet of the intestines [of black bears or brown bears] are discarded, and
the rest is turned inside-out so the fat is inside, then it is placed on a fire to roast. The
result is a sausage-like delicacy. Only hibernating bears are used this way, because their
intestines are empty. (Nelson et al. 1982:350)
Osgood, C. 1959. lngadik mentaJ culture. Yale University Department of Anthropology,

New Haven.
The Man Who Slept in a Bear Hole: Once a man went out in the fall just before the first
snow to hunt for a hear. The weather was cold. He found a bear hole at fast, killing the
bear and skinning it. Then because it was too cold he crawled into the bear hole which
seemed like a nice place to stay overnight. He piled grass over the opening to keep out
the air and went to sleep. When he woke up from time to time, he turned over. At last he
woke up, but he felt strange. The flesh of his face was drawn tightly over his
cheekbones. He listened a moment and could hear flies at the door. rt was spring. 'Did I
sleep all winter?' he asked himself. Then he went out. He found the remnants of his
bear meat with flies all over it. He felt very weak and it took him a long lime to walk
home. The people were surprised to see him. They had hunted for him all winter.
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St>mcone asked, 'Didn't your father tel I you not to sleep in a bear hole?' That is why
people do not go into bear holes. (Osgood 1959: 146)

Osgood, C. 197 l. The Hao Indians: A compilation of ethnographic and historical data on
the Alallka-Yukoa boundary area. Yale University Department of Anthropology, New
Haven.
Schmitter ( t 910: I 0) writes of the Han: 'One of their most useful weapons, the spear.
was made by binding a hunting knife of caribou horn to the end of a pole about 6 feet
long.• This is an almost identical description of the lance described by Jones
(1872:323). Jonathan Wood at Moosehide spoke of a very similar weapon which he
called a 1 'at, and said that it consisted of a birch pole five to six feet long, and of a
convenient diameter to hold. At one end was a point made of caribou horn which he
guessed to be about eight inches long, but he was not sure. This implement served to
attack a bear that had been aroused from its den. Walter also knew of such a lance.
4

Then he [Wilson in Schwatka 1900] says of the Han of Eagle: 'In Winter these Indians
leave the river and scatter out in different directions in quest of game, principally moose
and caribou, which, in reality, provide them with their only food. Besides these,
however, great numbers of bears are found, particularly the black variety; also deer,
mountain sheep, and rabbits. (Osgood 1971: 103)
Black bears, their brown variation, and grizzlies are reported to have been killed and
eaten in the Han area. Schmitter (1910:8) provides a clear account of the classic
Athapaskan technique of killing bears with a lance. 'A pike or spear is nearly always
used in hunting bears. The hunter attracts the bear by making a raven-like noise, causing
the bear, as the Indians say, to think the raven has discovered a dead moose. They also
further explain that the big bears only would come, as the little bears would not know
what the croaking meant. As the bear approaches the Indian holds the spear in position,
facing the bear as it draws near to him, and as the bear springs the Indian sticks the
spear into its throat at the top of the breast-bone, at the same time shoving the handle of
the pole into the ground. thus causing the bear to spear himself with his own weight.
Sometimes three men hunt in this manner. two of them attacking the bear on either side
as it rushed forward. The meat of the young bear killed in the faU, when they feed on
hucldeberries, is considered a great luxury'. (Osgood 1971: 110 citing Schmitter 1910:8)
Vanstone, J. W. l979. lngalik contact ecology: an ethnobistory of the lower-middle
Yukon, 1790-1935. Field Museum of Natural HJstory, Fieldiana, Anthropology,
Chicago.

[ With respect to the Anvik-Shageluk area of Unit 21] Black nears were taken in snares
or with dtadfalls during the summer. (Vanstone 1979:28)
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND

The Alaska Board of Game made a positive customary and traditional use finding for black bears
Ursus americanu.r in Game Management Unit (GMU) 25 on March 17, 2002, and established an
amount reasonably necessary for subsistence of 150 to 250 black hears pursuant to Alaska
Statute 16.05.258 (Subsistence use and allocation of fish and game) and Alaska regulation
5 AAC 99.0 IO (Boards of fisheries and game subsistence proccdures)(Alaska Board of Game
2002). 1
At its March 2008 Interior Region regulatory meeting, the Alaska Board of Game requested that
lhe ADF&G Division of Subsistence provide more detail on the customary and traditional uses
of black bears in Unit 25, specifically with reference to methods and means of black bear
harvests in Unit 25 (Criterion 3, 5 AAC 99.0IO(b)(3)). TI1e additional information was requested
so as to better evaluate a deferred proposal submitted by the Yukon Flats Fish and Game
Advisory Committee and the Council of Athabascan Tribal Governments to recognize in
regulation customary and traditional harvest practices of black bear.
This revised customary and traditional use summary for black bears in Unit 25 provides an
expanded description of customary and traditional harvest and use practices for black bears from
the ethnographic and ethnohistorical literature of this region of Interior Alaska. Appendix A is
included at the end of this report to provide pertinent quotations related to customary and
traditional uses of black bears from the literature.

THE EIGHT CRITERIA
CRITERION

1: LENGTH AND CONSISTENCY OF USE

A long-term consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reliance on the fish stock
or game population that has been established over a reasonable period of time of not less
than one generation, excluding interruption by circumstances beyond the user's control,
such as unavailability of the fish or game caused by migratory patterns.

Black bears have been a valued source of food and fur in Interior Alaska from the prehistoric
period to the present (Hosley 1981; Osgood 1970). Among Gwich'in 2 Athabascans residing in
the Upper Yukon-Porcupine river area of Alaska (GMU 25), various longstanding cultural
traditions and beliefs surrounding the proper use and treatment of harvested hears speak to the
length and consistency of black hear ust: (Caulfield 1983; Cruikshank 1986; Nelson 1973; Peter
198 J; Slobodin 1981 }. Historical ,ources from the early contact µerind in the 19th century
111i:ntion the use of b1.::1rs by r•.:sidcnts ,if the region (Schwatku 1900). Today, blai;k bears
continue to be an important commonly harvested subsistence resource in all Yukon Flats
communities, except in !\retie Village, where they are rarely found (e.g., 1ladlcigh-Wcst

' In 2002, 1he Alaska Bc:ud of Game established nn amount reJsonably necessary for subsistence 11ses hy laking the averngc number of black
hears harvested per capita from Division of Subsistence studies i11 Ueaver, Fort Yukon, and Stevens Vi/Inge (O. I 5S black henrs per pennn)
.md multiplying this hy the tnt3l human population of the Yukon Flats, minus Arctic Village, Jml lhrn brackc1ing the point eslimJle of :?OJ
black li.,m by 25%, which resulted in I52 10 254 bla,k bears (Alaska Board of (iau~ 2002).
'"Gwich'm" is now the cnmmonly-~cceptcd spelling. rcplncing ·'Kutchin."

1%J:140-14l). Division ofSubsi.sll.:ncc ..;tuuics show th;;1t it is not unwmmon for JO% to HJ% of
the huuscholtls 111 Yukon Flats comnnmitit:s to be involved in tl1e hurve.!>ting of blui.:k bears

(Table I; see also the ADF&G Community Subsistence Information System (CSIS)3; Sumida
! 988; Sumida l 989; Sumida and Andersen 1990).

CRlTERION 2: SF:ASONALITY
A pattern of taking or use recurring in specific seasons of each year.

In GMU 25, black hears ure hunted primarily in the spring, fall, and early winter (e.g., Caullicld
1983; Nelson l 973; Nelson ct al. l 982; Sumida 1988; Sumida l 989; Sumida and Andersen
1990). "Although bear hunting significantly declines aller mid-winter, it does not cease entirely.
When traveling overland via snowshoes, Jog team, or snowmachine, a Native hunter is always
alert to signs of possible hear dens" (Ndson et al. 1982:48). In areas within or near bluck bear
habitat, black bear hunting continues atter bears begin to emerge from their dens in April and
extends through May. They are a notable resource in this area, ollcn being the only large animal
available at a time when winter food stores have been depicted and fresh meat is welcome.
In the fall, from late August through October, black bears are hunted in conjunction with or
incidental to moose and caribou. Snaring of black bears was a particularly useful method of
harvest during the fall (Nelson et al. 1982:44). The quality of black bear flesh is often mentioned
as a factor in the timing of the harvest. Black bears "retire to their dens by late September, but
remain fat and tasty through the winter• (Nelson 197'.3: 116). Immediately after emerging from
dens in the spring, black bears have some fat for a short period of time. The flesh of black bears
is considered best in the fall and early winter. when they have been feeding primarily on berries
and when they have built up a thick layer of fat in preparation for the winter hibernation. Den
hunting) or "denning,', of black bears is stiJJ practiced; using this method, the harvest of bears
continues through the winter (Caulfield 1983; Nelson 1973: I J5-116; Nelson et al. I 982:48;
Sumida 1988; Sumida 1989; Sumida and Andersen 1990).
CRITERION 3: MEANS AND l\ilETHODS OF HARVEST
A pattern of taking or use consisting of methods and means of harvest that are
characterized by efficiency and economy of effort and cost.

Traditional and historical methods of taking black bears include the use of spears, lances, bow
and arrows, clubs, dea<lfalls, snarcs 4 along trails, snares in trees, rifles, and the use of nooses to
take swimming bears from boats (Hadleigh- West 1959; McKcnnan 1965:32-34; Nelson 1973;
Osgood 1970; Vanstone 1974). Dogs were sometimes used to track bears or locate dens
(~kKennan 1959:49). Bears were also called hy imitating the call of a raven (e.g., McKennan
I %5:33). Today, bt:ars arc commonly taken with large-1,;alibcr rifles or sometimes with imams
~;'-J,dson ! 973).
Black bears are either .'ipccitically sought or harvested in conjunction with other harvesting
~u.:tivities (e.g .• moose or caribou hunting, duck hunting in the spring). After the spring breakup,
bears found along the edge of a river near muskrat camps are often taken from bouts, or while
spring waterfowl hunting, during open-water seasons near fish camps, during fall moose hunts,
' www.subsistcnce.lltlfgsrote.uk.us/C.:S rs
• lll~C'k !iear snnrin11 in Interior Alaska is well-documented in thr c1hnohistorical li1ern1ure (e.g., Ner,on 197J: 116-117; Nelson el 111. 19/!l:44: see
.il~o ,\kK.:nnun I965:JJ: Sumida 1'1~8: I ·II. Sumida and Andersen 1990).
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and during wood cutting (e.g., Cau Ifield 1983 :69; Nelson 1973: 122,123; Nelson ct al. 1982 :48).
I luntcrs Lypically access hunting areas by boat, all-terrain v1.:hicle (ATV), snowmachinc, or on
foot. Formerly, snowshoes and dog teams were common means of access.
5
Black bears ,1re also harvested by taking bears from the den . Known Jenning sites are checked
for signs of occupancy in the late fall and early winter. Many hunters know from the size of the
den and signs around it if Lhe occupant is a single animal or a female with cubs, but "to !ind a
den obligates the hunter to harvest its occupants" (Nelson et al. 1982:48).

From time to time, one may discover a den occupied by a sow bear and one or two
yearling cubs. These cubs are often two-thirds the size of a full adult. It is the obligation
of the hunter to take all occupants of a den. If the bears did not wish to be taken they
would not have revealed themselves, and to not take them would be an act of disrespect.
(Nelson et al. 1982:4 7)
Once an occupied den is located, the bear is either shot through a hole in the top of the den or
through the entrance. Sometimes the bear is disturbed and then shot as it exits the den.
Occasionally, the entrance is blocked so as to slow the exit of the bear (e.g., McKennan
1959:49). Bears taken in dens are typically butchered away from the den site to maintain the
productivity of the den and to ensure its use by bears the following year (Nelson 1973; Sumida
1988: 141-142; Sumida 1989).
Black bears are also harvested by using snares6, which is typically done during the fall "when
they are fat and seem to wander along well-defined trails" (Nelson 1973:116-117). Specific bear
snaring techniques are discussed at length in Nelson ( 1973: 116-117) and Nelson et al. ( 1982:44).
For example, one technique involves placing the snare in a talJ, straight spmce tree near a welltraveled black bear trail. The tree is stripped of branches on one side up to a height of
approximately 12 feet. A basket of fish is hung on a branch just above the trimmed area and the
rawhide Iine of the snare forms a noose approximately 18 inches in diameter and approximately
9 tcet above the ground.
A bear smelling the fish and seeing the basket hung in the tree would climb up the

trimmed area, pushing his head through the willow loop and its supported rawhide
noose. As it descended, the noose, tied with a special non-slip knot, would tighten and
kill it. Bear snares were set in the latter part of August and were checked each day by
the owner. (Nelson et al. 1982:44)
Ulack bears are often attracted to tish camps during the summer months when fish are being
processed and stored. In major fishing areas, fish scraps are sometimes placed on sand bars away
from the fish cutting site in an effort to divert bears away from the processing area. Occasionally,
these hears arc intentionally tak-:11, although such hears are considered less desirable for hu1nan
c,.,nsumption due tn the tlavor 1)f the meat during that time of year. Nuisance bears found near
v:ilnges or tish camps are shot or snared as a safety measure (i.:.g., Nelson 1973; Sumida
i 988: 141; Sumida I 989).

' llrown bears were also harvested from dens in rimes past (Case and llalpin I ?!.I0.84,87; I lndleigh-West I ?63: l,l0-141,J-lJ; McK~m111n
1'11',5 144-145).
" I l~dle,gh-W~!!t (I IBdleigh- West 1963: 162) ubservcd rhnt black bears were rar~ly pr~sent and therdure seldom used hy 1tie Nct.•i Gwich'in of 1he .
/\relic Village area, hut did point out !hat .mores were usctl lo hnrvest h.:ars, prc5umably rcforrinR lo bro1m l>enrs.
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CRITERION 4: Gt<:OGllAPIIIC Al{EAS
The area in which the noncommercial, long-term, and consistent pattern ot' taking, use, anti
reliance upon the fish stock .md game population has been ~stal>lishcd.

Community use ;:areas for hlack bears tend to foll into 2 categories: I) specific ncilf-communily
areas where black bear hunting is known lo be prodw.:tivc at specific times of the year; and 2)
river corridor areas where fishing and moose hunting activities take place and black bears are
hunted in conjunction with or incidental to these <>ther activities. Residents familiar with the use
of black bears report that they have caught black bears in regularly-hunted areas as long as ciders
in thdr communities cnn recall and can recount stories of uses by previous generations. Hunting
areas for b[ack bears have been mapped for many individual communities (e.g., Caulfield 1983;
Sumida 1988; Sumida 1989; Sumida and Andersen 1990).
CIUTER10N 5: MEANS OF HA1~DL1NG, PREPARING, PRESERVING, AND
STORING
A means of bam.lling, preparing, preserving, and storing fish or game that has been
traditionally used by past generations, but not excluding recent technological advances
where appropriate.

•

Black bears provide an important source of meat, fat, and fur. Depending on particular customs,
bear meat is eaten in the household, in the context of community gatherings, or in special
celebrations.
Black bears are commonly butchered in the field and processed like other large game. The meat
is shared with relatives, especially if fresh meat has been scarce. The meat is frozen, smoked, or
canned for later use. The meat is also made into dry-meat by cutting thin strips of meat and
allowing it to air dry. Bear meat is typically prepared by boiling, frying, broiling, barbecuing, or
roasting. Black bear fat is highly valued, and is often rendered into bear grease or tallow. The
grease is then used for cooking and making "Native ice cream" (a mixture of berries, sugar, fat,
and sometimes dried fish). !Jcar fat is also eaten with dried meat or dried fish. The fat is often
shared with other households, especially ciders.
Some sources report patterns of butchering and sharing that depend upon the number in the
hunting party, the hunter who made the kill, and the age of the hunters. The choicest parts. such
as the hindquarters or organs (heart, kidneys, and intestines), are often given to elders.
The first 3 or 4 feet of the intestines [of hlack or brown hears Ursus arctosl are
discarded, and the rest is turned inside-out so the fat is inside, then it is placed on a fire
to roast. The result is a sausage-like delkacy. Only hibernating bears are used this way,
h:<..:ausc thc::ir ,ntestin<!s arc ..:nipty. (Nelson ct al. l982:J 50)

If the meat has to be transporh:d some distance, or if return to the vi! Inge is not imminent, the
meat may bt: dried in the field in order to decrease its weight and prevent spoilage.

According to custom, the man who actually kills a bear retains very little of the meat for
himself. perhaps only a forearm or hindquarter. The ribs, fat, and other choice curs are
usually frozen and preserved for village potlatches. It is particularly important to have
large quantities of bear meat for memorial potlatches. (Nelson ct al. 1982:47 -48)
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Hear skins are sometimes used for ruffs, mukluks, mittens, and ~.imp or t:abin bcdJing. The furs
~ire also used as insulation arounJ doors (cf. Nelson 1973). 131.tck bears arc wnsidcrcd to have
the most waterproof skins (Sumida 1988; Sumida l 989).

CRITERION 6: INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF Ki'iOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, VALUES, Al"'iD LORE
A pattern of taking or use that includes the handing down of knowlcllge of fishing or
hunting skills, values, and lore from generation to generation.

Gwich'in Athabascan tradition attributed great spiritual power to bears; there is an elaborate set
of beliefs and values surrounding their harvest and use (Caulfield 1983; Cruikshank 1986;
McKennan 1965:84,144-145; Mishler 1995; Nelson 1973; Peter 1981). For example, residents in
some villages follow rules that prescribe who may eat bear meat, what portions may be eaten,
how it is prepared, what should be done with the inedible parts such as the claws and skull, and
proper ways of referring to or speaking about bears (Nelson 1973).
As with many subsistence activities, teaching young men how to track, hunt, and butcher black
bears, and young women how to process and preserve bear meat and handle its products, is
accomplished through participation in these activities under the oversight of those more
experienced. Children are included in many activities and are expected to show interest and
eventually participate in the activities, depending upon their age and acquired skills. Most
hunting is done in family-based groups, so that the learning and proficiency of younger
participants can be monitored.

CRITERION 7: DISTRIBUTION AND EXCHANGE
A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where the harvest effort or products of that harvest
are distributed or shared, including customary trade, barter, and gift-giving.

Typically, black bear meat is widely shared within hunting parties, families, communities, and
even between communities. Often, a small number of select hunters are involved in the hunting
of hears and provide bear meat to a large portion of the households in the community. Bear fat is
highly prized and commonly shared between households.
Certain prized black bear parts, such as the hindquarters, the organ meats, and the fat, are ollcn
given to elders. Bear meat is often considered a specialty food and served at special communal
gatherings and <.:cremonial potlatches (e.g., Nelson ct al. 1982:47-48). Traditional beliefs in some
Interior regions restrict the eating of bear meat to men and elderly women. ·n1ese beliefs tend to
limit or structure the sharing and distribution practices for this resource.
CRITERION 8: DIVERS.J'fY Of!' RESOURCES IN AN Anl~A; ECONOMIC,
CULTVRAL, SOCIAL, AND NUl'RITIONAL ELEMENTS
A pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance for subsistence purposes upon a wide
variety of fish and 'girn1e resources and that provides subidantial economic, cultural, social,
and nutritional elements of the subsistence way of Ii fe.

Hlack bears are just one of the many wi!d resources that are typically harvested for subsistence
ust:s by GMU 25 residents. As large game animals that are widely distributed throughout the
Interior, and that have hns relatively liberal hunting seasons and bag limits, black bears ollcn
5
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r1nk among the top rt:sourccs l1arvcstcd by lwntcrs in terms of p1)unds nf meat per lwusd10IJ.
Othcr major resources harvested for subsistence in the interior incluJc salmon Om.:orhym:hus,
in(losc A Ices ,1lce.r, caribou Rang{/er taramlus, various species of whitefishes, northern pike Esox
luciu,~. burbot Lota !uta, and a variety of jrnall game, waterfowl, plants, anJ berries (sec the
.\DF&G CSIS).
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TABLF.S AND FIGURES
Table I. --

nl:ick hear harvests, Game Management Unit 25,
l'erccntage
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Figure I .-Areas used by Stevens Village residents for black bear hunting, 1974-1984.
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APPENDIX A.-LJTERA TURE EXCERPTS PERTAINING TO
CUSTOMARY AND TRADITIONAL BLACK BEAR HUNTING
AND USE PATTERNS IN GAME MANAGEMENT UNIT 25
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Fu I.lowing arc quotations from ':iclcctcJ litcrnturc pertaining to customary ,md trnJitional black
bcar hunting and use patterns in Game Management Unit 25, Alaska.

CaulficlJ, R. A. 19~3. Subsistence land use in IJ(lpcr Yukon Porcupiuc communities,
Alaska: Dinjii Nats':1a Nan K.1k Adagwaandail. Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, Division of' Suhsistcnce, Technical Paper No. 16, li'airban ks.
http://www.subsbitcnce.ad fg.sta tc.11 k.us/TcchPup/tpO 16.pllf

O!ack bears (shoh zhraii) are utilized by all Upper Yukon-Porcupine communities
except Arctic Village, where they are rarely found. Bears are common in the Yukon
Flats and are a frequent sight along riverbanks and near fishcamps. Generally, the
Gwich'in[ll do not consider them dangerous, except perhaps in the spring (Caulfidd
1983:69).

I hmting of black bear takes place primarily in the spring and fall. In late April and early
May, bears emerge from their dens and are easily hunted because they are less shy of
humans than later in the fall. The meat at this time is desirable because bears still retain
some of their winter fat. Spring is particularly 'lean' time of year for human food, and
bear meat can often be an important food source until waterfowl arrive. Often bears are
spotted along rivers after breakup near muskrat and fishing camps. At one such camp on
Beaver Creek in spring of 1980. five bears. including two cubs, were encountered by
Fort Yukon residents and two adult bears were killed. Both were shot in or near the
camp and the meat was used for human and dog food.

In foll. usually September, black bear meat is fat and desirable. Often bears are killed in
conjunction with moose hunting along rivers. Furthermore, den hunting, described by
Nelson (1973:118-122), is still occasionally undertak.en today. Bear meat is generally
frozen or used fresh. It is usually boiled or fried, but in either case it must be fat to be
considered suitable for human consumption. Hides are sometimes sold or are used for
insulation around doors (Caulfield 1983:69)
Hosley, E. H. l 981. Environment and culture in the Alaska Plateau. Pages 533-545 in
Sturtevant, W. C., editor. Handbook of the North American (ndians, volume 6:
Subarctic. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

lWith respect to the Athabascan Indians of the Alaska Plateau region] Snares were used
take a variety of other game [other than caribou I, from hares to grizzly bears and Dall

to

sheep. In its several variations - spring pole, tossing pole, and tether snares - the snare
was one of the most sophisticated and widely applied hunting devices of the Alaskan
Athapasbns. Dcaufalls anJ the bow ... wcrc also used to take a variety nf animals, and
::1.: 1.111cc 1)r spt:ar. .. -.vas wiJely used tc kill dt:nne<l bears and to -;tab moose and c~ribou
from a canue ... as !hey crossed lakes or streams. (Hosley 1981 :535)

111 "Gw,ch' in" is 1he more r.:cenl ~pelli11g of the Alhabascan ptople of !he Yukon Flat, Given the his1orical nani,e or 1he literallue, ieaders wi II
;ce that ·'Kulchin·· was more ,ummonly used in the pnst.
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McKcnnan, R. A. l 959. The Upper Tanana lndianii.
Anthropology, New Haven.

Yale University llcpartmcnt of

Bears were formerly hunted much more than they are toJay. The combat was largely a
hand-to-hand one, and the killing of a bear brought great honor to the hunter. In the
summer the animals were hrought to bay, otlcn with the aid of dogs, and dispatched by
spears; and the Indians maintain that the bravest hunters sometimes killed them with
heavy clubs of caribou horn (cf. Weapons). Such hand-to-hand encounters were
accepted methods of acquiring prestige among a number of the western tribes, including
the Han (Schmitter 1910:8), Peel River Kutchin (Osgood I936b:27), Ten 'a [Koyukonspcaking people] (Jette 1909:482); Ingalik [Deg Hi 'tan, or Dt:g Xinag-speuking people
of Unit 21 E] (Osgood 1940:200,207), Tanaina (Osgood 1937:32-33), Eyak (BirketSmith and de Laguna 1938: I00), and Tuhtan (Emmons 1911 :72). (McKcnnan 1959:49)
A bear is sometimes lured to his death by the hunter's imitating the call of the raven.
The bear responds thinking that some carrion is near and is promptly shot. ln the winter,
bears are poked from their dens and shot as they emerge. In the old days another
interesting method was used when a bear was roused from his winter den. As he broke
out through the snow two strong men would pinch him between two poles, and while
they held him the other hunters would dispatch him with clubs or spears. This unusual
device was also used by the Chipewyan (Birket-Smith 1930:24). (McKennan 1959:49)

Mishler, C., and W. E. Simeone, editors. 2006. Tanana and Chandalar: The Alaska neld
journaJs of Robert A. McKenoan. University of Alaska Press, Fairbanks.

Old Joseph ... reports killing a monstrous silver tip 'as big-as a moose.' He poked it out
of its winter den and then shot it. The bear pretty nearly got Joseph and was only about
ten feet from him when it finally went down. I [Robert A. McKennan] saw the skin and
it was a monster. (Mishler and Simeone 2006: I 00)
Nelson, R. K. 1973. Hunters of the northern forest: Designs for survival among the
Alaskan Kutchin. University of Chicago Press, Chicago.

Bears are of course seasonal animals, hibernating for several months during the winter.
Even during the seasons when they are active and therefore readily hunted there are
only certain periods when the Kutchin consider them fit for eating. Dlack bears are
hunted especially during the fall, when they build up their thickest fat. They retire to
their dens by late St:ptember, but remain fat and tasty through the winter. Aller they
t.:merge from their dens between mid-April and early May, food is scarce and they
become lean. 13y June they are thin, and the Indians Jo not hunt them. (Nelson
11/7 3: I I 5-1 16)

l\Vith

ri.:'spl!ct to b1:,ir snnring] It takes little more than tht.: thOL1ght of facing a bear al
close range with a how and arrow or spear to makt: one understand why snares were an

important method for killing these animals in aboriginal times. Snares were highly
effective and required almost no risk to the hunter. Today's adult Kutchin are all
familiar with bear snaring techniques, but if they still catch bears this way they Jo not
consider it a matter of public information. The best time for snaring bears is during the
fall, when they are fat and seem to wander along wt:11-defincd trails. They could be
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:.nar~d during the ,;pring as \\di, but no nm: ever 111-:ntionl.!d Juing tlli!l. (Nelson
I973: 1 16-1 l 7)
The aboriginal Kut<..:hin maJe Lheir snares from hraidctl !llr:inds of bahiche, but in rccc:nt
times 1/8-inch or l/4-inch aviation cable was found to be more effective. A homemade
.:able snare works wcll unl~ss the bc:ar Jocs not pull it tight and is able to slip it off with
its claws. Cmnmercial snares are provided with one-way choking locks and cannot he
!\!moved. The human scent is eliminated from a cable snare by boiling it with willow
hark or by rubbing it with the tips of spruce boughs.
Tile bear snare is usually set in a trail, either a man-made trail intended for winter travel
or a natural game trail. It is generally placed where a constriction is created by bushes
or trees, so that the snare til Is the whole trail, so that the bear is forced to go underneath.
A snare set under a tog is very effective, and is easily tethered to the log itself. Tnstead
of using a fixed toggle or anchorage, a bear snare is attached to a flexible young tree, to
a sizable log, or to a log placed between the crotches of two trees on opposite sides of
the trail. In the last case the anchor is a crosspiece which cannot be dragged off, but the
bear may simply chew the log in half and escape. The loose log toggle is dragged away
into the brush until the bear finally chokes itself. Many a snare has been broken,
however, leaving the bear with a snare collar as a memento of this escape.
A typical snare set for black or grizzly bear would be made along the lines described
earlier for moose snares. After finding a suitable place on a trail and selecting a fixed or
loose toggle, the Indian tethers his snare so that it hangs in the middle of the pathway. It
is opened to a loop varying from 20 to 24 inches in diameter. with its bottom edge 24 to
30 inches above the ground. The cable snare is held open by tying it in several places to
slender sticks pushed in the ground beside it. Short pieces of grass or thread are used to
make the ties. (N e1son 1973: J17)
The trail is usually wider than the snare's loop. and so a fow sticks 4 or 5 feet long are
set up on either side of it to block the way around. One or more sticks are also pushed
into the ground right under the snare, reaching almost to its lower edge, to keep the
animal from going under it. (Nelson I973: 117)
[With respect to den hunting] Black bears spend approximately seven months of the
year hibernating, and grizzlies occupy their dens for four to five months. It is not
surprising that over the centuries northern Athapaskans have amassed great knowledge
of the bears' denning habits and have developed effective methods of hunting them in
:heir winter quarters. Northern Athapaskans are masters of den hunting, just as they are
(:Xpcrt lnmters of moose. The Koyuk1m indians point out th:it these arc the two skills in
'.\hich 'lit:}' su:-pJss rh1:ir 'H::ighbors. the Kobuk Eskimcis.
Den lrnnting must have be;:en very important in the aboriginal past, wht:m it afforded an
easy means of killing bears with only a spear or how and arrow. Rifles have replaced
traditional methods, but den hunting is still important. This is especially true among the
Koyukon. who live in a country rich in bears. They are highly skilled in den-hunting
techniques and enjoy hear meat so much that they put considerable effort into the early
winter hunts. Den-killed bears are the fattest and best tasting of all; so it is little wonder
that the people want them.
',i

As was noted earlier, blat:k bears go into their dens by late September. The date is
variable, depending on the weather. They start working on the Jens sometime in
September, and occupy them intermittently until really cold weather signals the time for
uninterrupted hibernation. Grizzly bears enter their dens much later, in November or
December, and may become active during midwinter warm spells. They seem to take
hibernation mm:h less seriously than do black bears.

•

The Koyukon and Kutchin Athapaskans often find bear dens by accident, stumbling
onto them when they are traveling through the brush at any time of the year. Once they
have discovered a den they check it each fall. The Koyukon usually consider each den a
sort of property, 'owned' by the man who discovered it or learned of it from his father.
Thus people speak of 'Sam's den,' 'Henry's den,' and so on (G. R. Bane, personal
communication). The Chalkyitsik Kutchin do not formalize ownership in this way. Each
hunter knows the location of many dens, and they are hunted on a first-come, firstserved basis. The only kind of 'ownership' here is established by men who find dens
and keep their locations secret, th.us ensuring themselves a private potential resource.
(Nelson l 973: 118)
Each fall or early winter a hunter is likely to go out and check the dens he 'owns' or
knows about to see if any are occupied. There are several ways to find previously
undiscovered dens or to pinpoint known dens once their general location has been
ascertained. In the early fall, when bears have selected a hibernating site but are sti II
active, they will remain in the immediate area digging up the moss and dirt searching
for roots. When an Indian comes across this kind of sign in September, he knows that a
bear is probably going to hibernate in that area. This is the best indicator that a denning
site is nearby, but of course much searching may be required to find the site itself.
Black bears like to make their dens in places where they get some help from nature.
Most dens are under partly overturned trees, whose roots have lifted the earth and moss
to create a bear-sized cavern underneath. They also like to dig dens in banks, such as
along a steep-sided creek bed. Another good place for denning is a sandy knoll or ridge,
where caverns are easily dug out. In general, holes beneath upturned spruce trees seem
the most likely den sites, and these are perhaps the easiest kind to locate. One such den
that I saw was about 5 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 ~ foet high.
A black hear prepares its den by gathering moss and grass from the surrounding areas
and lining the interior with it. The entrance will be plugged with the same material later
un. Thus, if a hunter comes across a place where the moss and grass are freshly dug up
:ind scraped away it is a sure sign that a bear den is nearby. If such a place is discovered
IJefore snow falls the bear is likely to be away foraging, and so the hunter remembers its
!ocatiun and returns later. When snow covers the ground, dens arc much harder to find.
A small hole usually remains open in the snow above a Jen, however, and heavy frost
covers the surface and any vegetation around its opening. The frost is formed by
condensation from the bear's moist breath. (Nelson 1973: 119)
Sometimes very special knowledge and alertness leads to the discovery of a bear den.
For example, Simon Edwards of Huslia once came upon a set of tracks from a running
fox. Ile followed them a short distance and found a place where the fox hod sat down
for a while, looking back over its trail. Simon wondered what had frightened it, and why
15
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it sat w:.Hching ha..::k the way it haJ c,1mc, so he followed the trail the opposite way. I le
found shortly that the fox had encountered a bear Jen and was frightcne<l away by its
oc..::upant. Simon got the henr. (Nelson 1973: 119-120)
Another time this same man was walking along on snowshoes und came to a place
where a marten track .:rosseJ the trail. Thinking he might find lhe marten in a burrow,
he sidctra..:kcd and fol lowed it. At one point he noticed that the animal had Jug into the
snow before moving on, and next to the hnle he found a single blade of grass the marten
had pulled up onto the snow. The grass was a kind that bears use for hed<ling in their
Jens, and so he poked around further and discovered that the marten had dug right into
an occupied bear den. The reward for his ctfort was fat black bear. (Nelson 1973: 120)
The Koyukon and Kutchin use different techniques for bear den hunting. The following
account of the Koyukon method is based largely on information supplied by G. R.
Bane, who has lived among these people for several years.

•

Having located a denning site, the Koyukon hunter first needs to learn it if is occupied
or empty. He finds a long stick which he can shove into the den's opening. It should be
curved because bear holes have a tendency to go down, then turn off to one side. He
pokes around inside until the stick touches the bear, disturbing it enough so its
movement can be felt. If the hunter is not sure, he holds the stick against what he thinks
is the bear and its breathing will move the stick back and forth. Listening closely, the
hunter may also hear the animal's breathing. Once he has ascertained that a bear is
inside, the Indian puts his stick to another use. He takes note of the exact direction the
passageway runs, and just how far in the stick goes before it touches the bear, Then he
pulls it out and lays it on the ground or snow. Its end should mark a point right above
the animal.
After he knows the bear's location, the hunter finds several large poles or logs and plugs
the entrance with them. These may be tied securely in place to be sure that the animal
cannot escape. This done, he uses his ax to chop into the roof of the den so he will have
an opening through which to shoot. This can be quite a job, since he wants an opening
about 6 inches in diameter and may have to chop through 2 feet of frozen ground. ff it is
too dark in the den, he can toss a handful of snow on the bear so that a white dusting
makes it clearly visible. Once he sees it well, the Indian shoots it in the head. ln former
times he would kill it with a spear. After a bear is killed in its den, a rope is used to pull
it up through the entrance. (Nelson 1973: 120-121)
·

rhe Black River Kutchin use a simpler but more dangerous method of killing bears in
thctr wintt::r Jl!ns. Once !ht:y .1rc certain a bear is inside, they start poking and jabbing at
it w;th a. !ong stick. Eventually th!! animal b~comcs urm:tt!cd enough to come out alkr
whatever is tormenting it. When it starts moving up the entryway rhe hunters stanJ
ready with their l'ifles. Black bears come out slowly and are either shot in the head when
they first emerge or shot in the heart after they get about halfway out.

•

This method is much simpler than the Koyukon. technique. It requires less physical
bbor, since there are no holes to chop and the dead bear does not have to be dragged
nut of the hole. And the method can be used when a den is dug into a bank, where there
is no way to chop down into it. It does involve a somewhat greater risk, but so long as
the animal is a black bear the Kutchin feel that there is no danger. Herbert John said he
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om;e knelt on top of a den anJ killed the emerging bear with his knife. (Nelson
1973:121)
Grizzly bears can he killed by driving them from their winter quarters, but the fnJians
treat them in a different way. Whereas a black bear comes out slowly, not looking tor a
light, the grizzly angrily charges out, trying to get anyone it can. The Kutchin say that
grizzlies Jo not really 11ibernate; 'Maybe he don't even go to .sleep in there.' Thus if a
grizzly den is found, the hunter must expect trouble unless he decides to be prudent and
leave it alone. One of the first things a Kutchin will do upon locating a den, therefore, is
decide whether it belongs to a black bear or a grizzly bear.
Black bear dens have fairly small openings, about 2 feet high and 3 feet wide, whereas
grizzly dens are higher and wider by about a foot. There is also a tendency for the black
bear to plug the opening of its quarters, or at least narrow its size considerably, whereas
grizzly bears leave the opening wide enough to move in and out. A grizzly is also likely
to growl when anyone walks near its hole, which black bears apparently never do.
(Nelson 1973: 121)
The Chalkyitsik Kutchin say that it is often unnecessary to coax a grizzly from its den,
because the animal may charge out before a hunter has a chance to do anything.
Otherwise, a grizzly would be hunted in much the same way as a black bear.. Actually,
the Kutchin fear the grizzly and rarely eat its flesh, and so they seldom take the risk of
hunting this animal from its den. (Nelson 1973:121-122)
[With respect to spring and summer hunting] Most bears are killed when encountered
by hunters traveling overland during the early spring or going along the river in boats
during the summer and fall, or when the animals appear close to an occupied camp or
village. Spring is the best season for bears because they still retain some fat from the
winter and they are almost completely unafraid of people. In the fall they run if they
sense a man nearby.
The black bear usually leaves his hibernating place after the snow disappears in late
April. ff he is not well fattened when he enters his den, hunger drives him out earlier.
During May and June an Indian never goes anywhere without a rifle or shotgun because
he knows a bear could turn up unexpectedly. A number of black bears were sighted
within 200 yards of Chalkyitsik in the spring of 1970. When the people lived in
muskrat-hunting camps during the spring, they could count on frequent visits from
bears attracted by the smell of meat. The Indians also know of many areas that are
especially good for bears during the spring, and they sometimes go to these places to
hunt for them.
Some bears run ,vhen th..:y sec a snow machine or dog team, but 1Jthers wi 11 merely stand
and wati.:h. l'he snowmobile hunter can stop and take a shot if he gets within range, but
wilh a dog team things are not so simple. ff there is no snow on the lakes, a hunter
cruising the ice looking for bears cannot hope to stop his team once lhe dogs spot an
animal. All he can do is let them i.:hase the bear, then jump off the sled and try to .shoot
before his dogs reach it. When an Indian finds very fresh bear sign but there is nut
enough snow to track the animal, he may try to attract the animal by using an old
technique. He conceals himself and imitates the call of a raven. If the bear is nearby it
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may think a raven has Jiscovcred carrion a11J come straight to the snund, -::><peeling to
ti11J a free meal. (Nelson 1973: 122)
Dogs an.! sometimes used to run Jown a bear that -:scapes into thl! hrush and cannot be
caught in any other way. l'hey might be released from the team atler a bear is spotted,
or a hunter might go out from the village on foot, taking his dogs along to help him. In
the nld days a man would take several dogs when he hunted, :.ind they would course
through the woods sean.:hing for a scent. When dogs catch up to a black bear it will
climb a tree to escape them. Grizzlies stay on the ground and always stop to defend
themselves against the biting dogs. (fa hunter hears all of his dogs barking at one place,
he knows they have found a bear, moose, or porcupine, and he goes quickly to get
whatever game they have brought to bay. (Nelson 1973: 122-123)
nears are also hunted from boats during the open-water season. A number are usually
taken during the fall moose hunt, when the Indians see them along the river. Some bears
are wary enough to run when they see a boat coming, but others are unafraid. Bears are
also shot by hunters traveling on the river in spring, often by duck hunters in their little
canoes. (Nelson 1973:123)
The Chalkyitsik Kutchin prefer to shoot bears in the heart, perhaps because this was
always the best shot with a bow and arrow. Heart shots can be very dangerous,
however, because when an animal is hit in the heart it often runs a fair distance before
dying. This could mean a charge at the hunter. The Eskimos and the Koyukon
Athapaskans warn against shooting bears in the heart, preferring shoulder or neck shots,
which instantly incapacitate the animal. They advise heart shots only if a light rifle such
as a .22 is being used, when there is no chance of shattering the animal's shoul.der or
neck bones.
The Kutchin are aware that neck and head shots are deadly, but correctly point out that
these are very small targets. If they are close to a bear, they may shoot for the neck
vertebrae or the occipital condyle (where the head and neck join). But only an expert
takes these shots, because if they miss the bone the animal is wounded and enraged. If a
bear charges or comes straight toward a hunter, he shoots it in the chest between the
forelegs, or in the head. The Kutchin prefer heavy ritles, such as .30-06 caliber, for
shooting bears. Black bears can be killed with a .22 rifle, but this requires perfect hit
in the occipital condyle or heart. Shotguns afford good protection frbm bears if they are
used a close range and are aimed for the animal's eyes, but they are not good for
l)rdinary hunting. (Nelson 1973: 123)

a

The Koyukon st1ggcst that tht: hl!st shot f'or a big be Jr angles from the shou IJcr to the
i1ip. This g(v~s maximum ·..:rippling pot~ntial ..inJ is likely lo do consi<.krable; internal
damage. Like the Eskimos, they prefer shoulder, backbone, or neck shots. They advise
shooting a black bear in the car if a .22 rifle is used. Eskimos prefer ear or °hc!art shots
with a .22, and have killed both grizzly bears and polar bears in this way.

•

It is difficult to understand why the Kutchin prefer heart shots over. hits which are 1.nore
Jeadly and crippling, particularly in view of the dangers involved. They never mention
shoulder shots as the correct way to shoot any animal, and app~rently consider them
poor because they damage some of the meat. Needless to say, Kutchin hunters must
always be alert for a charge, especially if they shoot a grizzly. The Indians say that if a
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bear charges it is best to stand still and aim at the bear, waiting until it is close enough
for a certain shot. Hoth the Kutchin and Koyukon wurn that a wounded black bear ur
grizzly bear may wait in concealment for a hunter to follow, then attack when he comes
along. (Nelson 1973: 124)
Nelson, R. K., K. H. Mautner, and G. R. Bane. 1982. Tracks in the wildland: A portrayal
of Koyukon and Nunamiut subsistence. University of Alaska Cooperative Purk
Studies Unit Anthropology am.I Historic Preservation, Fairbanks.

Before the introduction of firearms, bears were hunted and killed with spears (pana in
Eskimo). It required a particularly brave man, armed only with a spear, to rush an adult
bear and then to taunt the bear into attacking. As the bear rose up to lunge on his
tormentor, the hunter planted the butt of the spear in the ground and aimed its point so
that it would enter near the collar bone of the bear. As the bear fell onto the spear the
hunter rolled away, hoping the bear would be unable to continue the attack.
Occasionally a party of men would attack a bear, thereby increasing the chance of
success. The last known killing of bear with a primitive spear in the Koyukuk Valley
area occurred during the late 1800s, according to an elderly Native informant.
The Koyukuk Athabaskans of the past employed a special snaring technique for the
harvesting of black bears. This technique was used primarily by men too old to
participate in the more active means of taJcing bears. The bear snare (gaabeelh)
consisted of a rawhide line made from bearded seal skin obtained from Kobuk Eskjmos,
a willow loop, and a special birch bark basket with seams overlapping in a clockwise
pattern.
The snare was placed in a tall straight spruce tree near a well-traveled bear trail. All
branches of the spn.Jce tree were cut off of one side tlush with the trunk to a height of
approximately 12 feet. The birch bark basket full of fish was hung on a branch just
above the trimmed area. The rawhide line was secured at one end around the tree trunk
under the basket with the other end extending down to an elongated willow loop which
held it out horizontally from the trunk. The rawhide line formed a noose of
approximately 18 inches in diameter, which was supported by the willow loop. This
snare was set approximately 9 feet above the ground.
A bear smelling the fish and seeing the basket hung in the tree would climb up the
trimmed area, pushing his head through the willow loop and its supported rawhide
noose. As it descended, the noose, tied with a special non-sf ip knot, would tighten and
kill it. Bear snares were set in the latter part of August and were checked each day by
tile owner. (Nc!son ct al. 1982:44)
near hunting am,Jng the Koyukuk Athabaskans is an activity that for t1.:111sccnus the
meeting of simple biological needs. ro these people the hear is invested with
particularly powerful spiritual powers and, when carried out by culturally prescribed
methods, the killing, treatment, and consumption of a bear is literally a religious act.
Thus it is impossible to accurately describe Koyukuk bear hunting without including
supernatural beliefs and prescribed behavior.
According to Native custom, a man planning to hunt a bear must not verbalize his plans.
He must also never speak in a boasting manner about his successes in such hunts or in
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any way di!mC:lll lilt.: bears he has killed. To do so would insult tbc hl!ars and the hunlt.:r
would soon lusc al I of his luck, pl)Ssibly going for ycurs without finding another bear.
According to Koyukon belief, a bear must favor a hunter before it allows him the
opportunity to ki II it.
In all dcmcnts of stihsL,tcnce, but particularly in bear hunting, luck plays a very large
part in the eyes of 1he Koyukuk Athabaskans {see chapter 12). Without luck, or the
proper relationship with the environment, skill is worthless in bear hunting. The bear
will reveal himself 1.mly to those it favors. One man may walk right by a bear and never
see it while another will easily spot it as though drawn to the spot. According to tht:
Koyukuk Athabaskans the difference is summed up in the work 'luck'. (Nelson et al.
1982:45)

The fall bear hunt immediately after freeze-up is the high point of the male seasonal
activities. Parties of several men leave the village on foot carrying packs containing
their necessary camp gear. Very little food will be taken, as the hunters expect to live
off the land. Light tarps are carried in place of bulky tents. The hear hunting party
roams the flats and foothills, camping in particularly promising areas and spending two
or three days carefully searching the local terrain for bear dens or signs of recent bear
activity. (Nelson et al. 1982:45-46)
Bear dens may occur in a variety of places, but Native hunters have learned that bears
tend to den on dry well-drained land. The exposed roots of large spruce, thick patches
of diamond willow, and sandy banks are particularly favored by bears. As the hunters
search, they watch for patches of moss that have been puHed from the earth or tall grass
that has been torn away. They also look for crude nests which bears often make near a
den they are excavating. All of these signs indicate that there is an occupied den in the
nearby vicinity.
Over the years a great many bear dens have been discovered by Koyukuk hunters.
When a man discovers a new bear hole and takes a bear from it, it becomes known as
his den: that is, 'Joe's bear hole.' Other hunters usually allow the 'owner' of a known
bear den the opportunity to be first to check it each fall. The locations of particularly
productive bear holes are passed rrom father to son. As men search for bears in the fall
they characteristically check all known bear dens in the vicinity. Usually, a great many
old dens must be checked before one is found that is occupied.
As two or more hunters progress separately through an area, they maintain contact by

occasionally striking a tree with a stick. It is forbidden to yell back and forth as this will
frighten uff 1lny be:.irs in the vi,inity. rhc rn1ly time one should cry out is when
.li.~COVt:ring

,lll

,.)CCL:pi,:d den.

Once a den is Jiscovcred, and its entrance appears to be purposely plugged up, the
hunter will sometimes cut a long curving rod to poke bac.:k into its tunnel. Most den
runnels curve before the nest area is reached. When the stick strikes something soft the
hunter will hold it against the obstruction and try to detect any breathing movement. Jf
1he bear is not completely asleep it may rush out of the den, in which case the hunter
must be ready to quickly respond and shoot it. If the bea,r does not, leave the end, the
hunter will carefully withdraw the rod and lay it on the roof of the 'end at the same angle
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it was injected into the hole. The end of the rod should be re.sting directly over the
sleeping bear. (Nelson t:t al. 1982:46)
With the hibernating bear located, the hunter and his companions will sometimes cut
heavy poles and brush and securely plug up the entrance of the den to prevent their prey
from escnping. At the spot above the den nest, they will chop and dig a hole perhaps 6
inches in diameter ..If enough light can filter through the hole, it may be possible to see
the bear and to allow the hunter to shoot it in the head. Otherwise, a rod will be lowered
to 'feel' for the bear. Once the bear is located, one hunter may hold the rod steady while
another aims and fires his rifle along its length. (Nelson et al. 1982:47)

•

Often bears can be hunted in their dens by a much simpler method. The hunter simply
disturbs the animal until it comes up into the den tunnel or pokes its head out the
entrance, and then he shoots it. Or in many cases a hunter looks into the den tunnel,
using a flashlight or torch to locate the animal inside. If he can see it clearly, he is able
to aim and shoot effectively from the den entrance.
From time to time, one may discover a den occupied by a sow bear and one or two
yearling cubs. These cubs are often two-thirds the size ofa full adult. It is the obligation
of the hunter to take all occupants of a den. If the bears did not wish to be taken they
would not have revealed themselves, and to not talce them would be an act of disrespect.
The slain bear or bears will be removed from the den and skinned on the spot. The small
bone just under the tongue will be discarded. The intestines, heart, lungs, and any bone
or other parts not to be taken should be burned to prevent other animals from defiling
them. The hide may be kept, although it usually is not. A bear hide continues to have
'life' for three years, and so it cannot be used for clothing or anything else until this
time has passed. Only women who have experienced menopause may scrape and tan a
bear hide.
Jf a man or hunting party is some distance from the village and takes several bears, they
will cache the meat and pack back only a small percentage of their kill. Later they will
use dog teams-and, lately, snowmachines - to retrieve the meat. (Nelson ct al. 1982:47)
According to custom, the man who actually kills a bear retains very little of the meat for
himself, perhaps only a forearm or hindquarter. The ribs, fat, and other choice cute, arc
usually frozen and preserved for village potlatches. It is particularly important to have
large quantities of bear meat fur memorial potlatches. Other parts of the bear such as the
neck, forearms, head, and paws are used to host a bear party in honor of the bear that
has been killed. Ocar parties, by tradition, are attended by males only and arc usually
!idd outside the village limits soon alter the bear meat has been returned to tile
:ommunity. (Ndson ct al. 1982:47-43)
:\lthough bear hunting significantly declines aflcr mid-winter, it docs not cease entirely.
When traveling overland via snowshoes, Jog team, or .snowmachine, a Native hunter is
always alert to signs of possihle bear dens. An air hole oflcn forms in the snow covering
a bear den. The snow around the hole is usually stained yellow. If a man sees such a
sign, he will dig out the den and harvest its occupant. As a man travels along a trail with
his dog team he notes the dogs' behavior. The writer [Ray !June] drove his team of dogs
a ilrng a well-packed trail daily for over a week and noticed tht.: team sniffing the air and
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glan1.:ing nil into a patch 1if birch trees cach time a certain point was passed. This
ubservation was discussed with a local Native hunter who then :,;pent several days
scan;hing around the area until he found and killt:d a bear in a snow-concealed den.
Small predators, su1..:h as marten, weasels, and foxes, :.ire often drawn to a hear hole by
its odor and 111ay walk up to it and circle it out of curiosity. A hunter, seeing where such
creatures have deviated from their gem:rnl path of trnvd and circled sm:h a spot, will
suspect a bear Jen. As mentioned e::arlier, to find a bear den obligates the hunter to
harvest its occupants. (Nelson ct al. 1982:48) 2
Summer bear harvest usually consists of simple chance encounters with hears while
carrying out other activities such as checking fish nets, cutting wood, or traveling hy
boat. There seems to be less emphasis on the taking of hears at this time. (Nelson ct al.
1982:48)

lT]he brown bear is the one animal that is killed both for use as food and for sdf
protection, being considered too dangerous to have in areas where people regularly
camp or travel. ft is also disliked for its habit of killing black beurs in their dens.
(Nelson et al. l 982:227)
If a bear is taken from its den, the men eat certain parts together and save others for a
later 'bear party' outside the village. Some highly preferred portions are set aside for
village potlatch feasts. The successful hunter keeps only a small amount for use in his
own household. Sometimes the successful hunter in a group keeps nothing at all for
himself. (cf. Loyens 1966:4 J; cited in Nelson et aJ. 1982:235)
The Koyukon have greatly elaborated their knowledge of bears, which in some past
times were the only big game animal available to them. Their fund of information on
bear denning is especially remarkable. This knowledge is used to locate dens by
recognizing subtle clues, to learn if dens are occupied and by what sort of animal, and to
sm:ceed in taking these animals when they are found.

Expert hunters are able to finJ dens by detecting bear tracks in the frozen moss beneath
as much as 2 feet of undisturbed snow, and by spotting miniscule disturbances, such as
incongruous bits of grass or cracked twigs. lf a den is located (and this may require days
of searching), there are equally sophisticated means of investigating its occupant and
eventually making a kill. Careful studies are made of the den and its surroundings, but
sometimes the hunter must enter an inhabited <lcn to accomplish his task. By putting his
head just inside a den's entrance and listening carefully, he may hear the bear licking its
chops or breathing, or he may detect its heartbeat growing steadily louder and faster. fn
tl1t: latter case, he knows that he has found a young animal, its pounding hc.'.lrt
::gistcrin~ foar. Older bears Jo not react this way because: tht:y are unafraid. Knowing
that young .1nimals an: mori;: likt:l)' to Ike a Jen aflcr di.sturbanct, hunters keep u clos~
watch on the entrance until the hunt is over. (Nelson et al. l 982:246)
0

: "It has bt"en noted that the Koyukuk people are particularly conservation-conscious 111 the harvest of most furbc:ucrs, particularly lhu,ie species
•vhich Jre non-migratory. llcJver are consi,lered lo he cspccinlly vulnerable lo over-harvest, and. most trappers will pull thtir sets from a
beaver !muse after two adult! have hcen raken. Wolf, wolverine, and fux are con,idereJ to be less .itfectcd by !rapping. and Ii1!1e effort is made
In limit the take of these p1edotors. Tha custom ofrecng,nized traplines enconn&ts men to practice conservation so as 10 maintain a sus1n111.:d
yield f1mn their tcrritmies·· (Nd~on et al. 19ft2:60).

Some other rules for proper behavior toward animals can be cxcmplilicd by listing a
fow of the regulations for the treatment of bears. There arc ruks for propcr butl.:ht:ring: a
bcar's eyes are always removed and the eyeballs slit so tbat it will not see if the hunter
errs in following any taboos; rules for the proper care of the meat: dogs must never i.:at
bear meat because it is disrespectful and because it would make the dogs mean; and the
rules governing who cats the animal or parts of it: bear brains are never eaten, bccuuse it
would cause a person to anger easily. Women cannot eat from the front quarters of
black bear, and are completely forbidden to eat brown bear meat.
There are also rules for the disposing of unusable portions: edible parts of the animals
must be used, to begin with, because waste is profoundly disrespectful. Bear bones
should be burned or hung in a tree out in the woods. There are rules for using hides:
bear skins should never be stepped on or over by women und are often disposed of in
the woods to prevent all female contact. Another set of rules pertain to a 'bear party'
which is similar to a funeral and must be held by men, outside the village, whenever
these animals are taken. Bear meat should be safely cached for several days or weeks so
that it is fully and completely dead before being brought to a settlement (living things
die slowly, not at the moment when normal life processes stop). Killed bears should
never be dragged over the ground, or pulled from dens with snowmachines. (Nelson et
al. 1982:260)
Spirit vengeance can be severe. For relatively minor offenses, bears become aloof or
somehow invisible to the hunter. One man did not kill a single bear for 12 years
following an infraction, another hunted unsuccessfully for 20 years. Still another man
who kicked a bear neck across the floor and spoke badly of the animal was mauled to
death soon afterward. (Nelson et al. 1982:260~26 l)
Taboos are often tested individually to see if they must be followed, although this is
usually limited to the less spiritually powerful animals. Six men who were bear hunting
together decided to test the taboo on eating a certain part of the bear's stomach. Elders
warned that if young men ate this organ their moccasins would be slippery as they
trekked through the woods in search of dens. Three young men ate the tabooed part, and
three abstained. Next day the three violators had a terrible time, slipping and falling
repeatedly, while the others had no trouble at all. Seeing that the taboo was right, they
carefully followed it thereafter. (Nelson et al. 1982:263)
Implements such as sleds, fishnets, rifles, or snowshoes are also infused with luck. A
man lamented to me the troubles he had with one of his rifles, saying that it would shoot
a bear coming out of a den, at point blank range, but it only made a wound despite his
high caliber rating. Another gun had to be ust::d to make the kill. None of these probh.:rns
w~re caused by malfunctioning, he i.:xpfo.incd, the gun was simply ·out of luck.' lie said
he suspected a young woman had stepped over it, rendering it useless. (Nelson ct al.
1982:265)

Koyukuk people also know the landscape through a profusion of names. Some of these
names are used primarily for location, as we use street signs. Others have special
meanings derived from personal or traditional history. Hundreds of near dens, for
example, are known throughout Koyukon country, and many of these have special
names. All of the dens that have been known for some time have personal associations,
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and when lrnntl.!rs :-.lop to check them l.!a..:h !'al!, they ulkn recall past 1.:.xpl.!ri1.:m.:1.:s Lh1.:rl.!.
Some of these sturie;:s go back 1.!VCn to previous gencr::itions, and so the dl.!nS have
become mm.:h more than just hunting places. (Nelson ct al. 1982:299)
The first J or 4 feet of the intestines [of black bears or brown bcarsj are discarded, and
the rest is turnt.:<l inside-out so the fot is inside, then it is pl.iccJ on a lire to roast. The
result is a sausage-like delicacy. Only hibernating bears are used this way, because their
intestines arc empty. (.Nelson ct al. l ')82:350)
Osgood, C. 1970. Contrihutions to the ethnography of the Kutchin. H.cprint of the t 936
edition, Volume No. (4, Yale University Publications in Anthropology. Human
Relations Arca Files Press, New Haven.

Oears are cornmon in the Peel Riwrl 3J country. The lndians either shoot them with bows
and arrows as the occasion offers, pull them out of their holes in winter and club them
to death, snare them, or in times of rare courage, spear them. [t is said that when a man
discovers a bear l1ole, he kills the bear but tells no one. Later he may be seen to put a
little hair in the fire whereupon some smart old man says, 'Oh, l know you found a bear
hole.' Naturally the killing of black bears most frequently occurs as they are less
ferocious and more numerous than dther the brown bear or the grizzly. Grizzly bears
meet with respect because of their strength and hunters exercise more than usual care in
attacking them, but the method is the same. Dogs are not used for hunting bears.
(Osgood 1970:27)
Osgood, C. 1971. The Han Indians: A compilation of ethnographic and historical data 011
the Alaska-Yukon boundary area. Yale University Department of Anthropology, New
Haven.

Schmitter ( 19 l 0: I 0) writes of the Han: 'One of their most useful weapons, the spear,
was made by binding a hunting knife of caribou-horn to the end of a pole about.6 feet
long.' This is an almost identical description of the lance Jcscribcd by Jones
(1872:323). Jonathan Wood at Moosehide spoke of a very similar weapon which he
called a J 'al, and said that it consisted of a birch pole five to six feet long, and of a
convenient diameter to hold. At one end was a point made of caribou horn which he
guessed to be about eight inches long, but he was not sure. This implement served to
attack a bear that had been aroused from its den. Walter also knew of such a lance.
Then he [Wilson in Schwatka 19001 says of the Han of Eagle: 'In Winter these Indians
leave the river and scatter out in different directions in quest nf game, principally moose
:1r1d caribou, which, in reality, provide them ,v:th their only food. Besides these,
however, great numbers of bears are found, particularly the black variety; also deer,
uuuntain sht:cp, .rnd rabbits. <,OsguoJ 1971: Iu))
Black bears, their brown variation, and grizzlies are reported to have been killed and
eaten in the !lan area. Schmitter ( 1910:8) provides a dear ac<.:ount of the dassic
Athapaskan technique of killing bears with .1 lance. 't\ pike or spear is nearly always
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O~good conducted lieldwork in summer 11)32 n111ong the Kutchin of Alaska and of 1he Yukon Te,rifory, Canada, Information ~pccilic 10
h1111ting 11f hears in this e~,crpl is from lhe l'eel Rivtr, which is in C:unaua. hut is otherwise currohora.tcd by other literalure suurces lrum
Alnskn. In .1hort, CU$tomnry attd tmditionol uses of blnck bears by i>ecl River Kutchin are likely very sinular 10 1hose of the Kutchin ,,copies
lm:u1cu n liul~ tlo"11river. in ,\Insko.

used in hunting bears. The hunter attrai.:ts the hear by making a raven-like noise, causing
the hear, as the l11dia11s say, to think the raven has discovert::d a dead moose. They also
ti1rther explain that the big bears only would come, as the little bears would not know
what the croaking meant. As the bear approaches the Indian holds tht:: spear in position,
facing the bear as 1t draws near to him, and as the bear springs the Indian sticks the
spear into its throat at the top of the breast-bone, ,at the same time shoving the handle of
the pole into the ground, thus causing the bear to spear himself with his own weight.
Sometimes three men liunt in this manner, two of them attacking the bear on either side
as it rushed forward. The meat of the young bear killed in the foll, when they feed on
huckleberries, is considered a great luxury'. (Osgood l 971: 110 citing Schmitter 1910:8)
Sumida, V. A. 1988. Land and resource use patterns in Stevens Village, Alaska. Alaska
Department or Fish and Came Technical Paper No. 129, Juneau.
http://www.subsisteoce.state.ak.us/fechPap/tpJ29.pdf

Certain areas of band territories were used by all members while other areas such as
beaver houses and ponds, muskrat swamps, fishing sites, bear dens, big game fences,
berrying areas adjacent to fish camps, and some bird hunting areas were considered
family-held property. (Clark 1981:585 cited in Sumida 1988:22)
A !though bears were not actively hunted in the summer [by residents of Stevens

Village], they were readily spotted along the rivers and creeks and in the hill country of
the Yukon River canyon. During this season bears were harvested in the course of travel
or during pursuit of other activities. 'Nuisance' bears found near the village or fish
camps were shot or snared as a safety measure. (Sumida 1988:141)
Bears were considered especiaJly good in the fa.II, after accumulating a thick layer of fat
for their winter donnancy, the result of a diet consisting primarily of berries. At times,
up to four inches of fat develops along their backs. Den hunting was sometimes
Ltndertaken during fall and early winter though not as frequently as in the past when
hunters used to do more overland travel on foot both before and after freeze-up and
were more likely to come across bear dens. (Sumida 1988: 141)
When bears prepare their dens during September and October, hunters can locate
denning sites before the first snowfalJ by noting disturbed areas where the ground has
been dug up and where leaves, grass, and moss have been scraped and removed. Dens
are excavated from the ground or in riverbanks but can also be natural shelters created
by fallen trees or the tree roots of partially downed trees. Dens are lined with grass,
moss, leaves, and other materials, and once the bear enters the den for the duration of
the winter, the entrance is c los~d off with sirn itar materials. (Sumida 1988: 141-142)
:\ Ithough 'mow carnou tlagcs .:v idence of dens, ortcn alter an ~arly ,now fall. bears can
be tracked to their denning sites. ·Old-timers' reportedly searchi:d for bear Jens along
riverbanks during fall and early winter, looking for the steam from the bear's breath
which emanated from the air hule in the roof of the Jen. (Sum iJa 1988: 142)

When an occupied den was found the hunter noted the location and returned !ater with
others. Hunters blocked the entrance to the den with po!es and brush, leaving a small
opening. If the bear could be seen from the entrance it was shot through the opening in
the hlm:ked entrance. Otherwise, the bear was disturbed by prodding it with a stick and
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was shot as its hc:id appt:arcd :.it the cntr:111CI.!. An()thcr mdhoJ was to sccun:ly bl1ll.:k the
(:lltrancc and chop a hole above the bl.!ar in its Jen, shooting it frnm that position. A
Jctailcd description of Koyul<on bear hunting methods is presented in Nelson ct al.
( 1982:46-4 7). (SumiJa l 988: 142)
After a bc:ir has been killed, the den must he thoroughly deaned out and the grass and
other materials used to line the interior of the Jen were removed. This was Jone so that
the den appeared unused and assured that another bear would occupy it the following
year. Marking or disturbing the area in any way resulted in future avoidance of the site
by other animals. (Sumida 1988: 142)
Sumida, V. A. 1989. Patterns or fish and wildlife harvest and use in lleaver, Alaska.
Alaska Department of Fish and Game Division of Subsistence Technical Paper No.
140, Fair ha uks. http://www.su bsistence.adfg.state.ak.usffechPap/tpt 40.pdf

The harvest and use of bear was more common in the past when families resided in
seasonal camps. At that time, den hunting was regularly undertaken during fall. A good
description of this activity is provided in Nelson ~t al. (1982:46-47). Currently, bear
hunting is more opportunistic and usually incidental to other activities undertaken
during open water seasons, although den hunting is still conducted on occasion. Late
summer and early fall are considered the best time to harvest bear since they have
developed a thick layer of fat for their winter hibernation.
Black bear is the species most commonly taken. A few households hunt for brown bear
although some residents considered these bears to be inedible. During the survey year
three households each reported harvesting one black bear and no brown bear were
taken. Bear meat is eaten and their fat is sometimes rendered for use in cooking or when
eating dried fish or meat. Bear hides were kept by some households. (Sumida 1989:60)
Sumida, V. A., and D. B. Andersen. 1990..Patterns of fisb and wildlife 11se for subsistence
in Fort Yukon, Alaska. Alaska Department or Fish and Game Division of Subsistence
Technical Paper No. 179, fl'airbanks.
http://www.su hsis tence.ad fg.state.a k.us(fechPap/tp 179. ptl f

In the past, snares were llsed to harwst both large and small mammals including moose,
~aribou, bear, and snowshoe hare. (Osgood 1970:36; McKennan 1959:48)
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Symbols and Abbreviations
The following symbols and abbreviations, and others approved for the Systeme International d'Unites (SI), are used
without definition in the reports by the Division of Subsistence. All others, including deviations from definitions
listed below, are noted in the text at first mention, as well as in the titles or footnotes of tables, and in figure or figure
captions.
Weights and measures (metric)
centimeter
deciliter
gram
hectare
kilogram
kilometer
liter
meter
milliliter
millimeter
Weights and measures (English)
cubic feet per second
foot
gallon
inch
mile
nautical mile
ounce
pound
quart
yard
Time and temperature
day
degrees Celsius
degrees Fahrenheit
degrees kelvin
hour
minute
second

cm
dL
g
ha
kg
km

L
m
mL
mm

1

ft /s
ft

gal
in
mi
nmi
oz
lb
qt
yd

d
°C
°F
K
h
min
s

Physics and chemistry
all atomic symbols
alternating current
AC
ampere
A
calorie
cal
direct current
DC
hertz
Hz
horsepower
hp
hydrogen ion .tctivity (negMive log ot) pH
parts per million
ppm
parts per thousand
ppt, %0
volts
V
watts
W

General
all commonly-accepted abbreviations
e.g.. Mr.. Mrs., AM, l'M, etc.
all common(v-accepted professional
lilies e.g., Dr.. Ph.D .. R.N.. etc.
Alaska Administrative Code
AAC
at
(@
compass directions:
east
E
north
N
south
west
w
©
copyright
corporate suffixes:
Co.
Company
Corp.
Corporation
Inc.
Incorporated
Limited
Ltd.
D.C.
District of Columbia
et alii (and others)
et al.
et cetera (and so forth)
etc.
exempli gratia (for example)
e.g.
Federal Information Code
FIC
id est (that is)
ie.
latitude or longitude
lat. or long.
monetary symbols (U S.)
$, ¢
months (tables and figures):
first three
letters (Jan, .. ,Dec)
®
registered trademark
trademark
"'
United States (adjective)
U.S.
United States of America (noun)
USA
U.S.C.
United States Code
use two-Jetter abbreviations
U.S. state
(e.g., AK, WA)

s

Measures (fisheries)
fork length
midr.:ye-to-fork
mideye-to-tail-fork
standard length
total length

FL
MEF
METF

SL
TL

Mathematics, statistics
all standard mathematical signs, symbols
and abbreviations
alternate hypothesis
HA
base of natural logarithm
e
CPUE
catch per unit effort
coefficient of variation
CV
(F, t, ·;.2, etc.)
common test statistics
confidence interval
Cl
correlation coefficient (multiple)
R
correlation coefficient (simple)
covariance
cov
degree (angular)
degrees of freedom
df
E
expected value
>
greater than
greater than or equal to
?:!
HPUE
harvest per unit effort
<
less than
less than or equal to
s:
In
logarithm (natural)
logarithm (base I0)
log
logarithm (specify base)
log,. etc.
minute (angular)
NS
not significant
null hypothesis
Ho
percent
%
probability
P
probability of a type I error (rejection of the
null hypothesis when tme)
a
probability of a type II error (acceptance of
the null hypothesis when false)
P
second (angular)
SD
standard deviation
SE
st.tndard error

varinnce

population
,ample

Var

var
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INTRODUCTION
Proposal 82 for the February-March 2010 Alaska Board of Game (BOG) meeting in Fairbanks
requests the establishment of a subsistence registration hunt for Dall sheep Ovis dalli with %-curl
or smaller horns, excluding ewes with lambs, in Game Management Unit (GMU) 19C. The
proposal also recommends a small number of pennits in addition to other stipulations. 1 However,
there is currently no customary and traditional use finding in regulation for sheep in GMU 19.
This worksheet pertaining to the 8 criteria in 5 AAC 99.010 has been developed by the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to assist the BOG in making a customary and
traditional use detern1ination prior to considering the proposed limited registration permit hunt.

THE EIGHT CRITERIA
CRITERION

1:

LENGTH AND CONSISTENCY OF USE

A long-term consistent pattern of noncommercial taking, use, and reliance on the fish stock
or game population that has been established over a reasonable period of time of not less
than one generation, excluding interruption by circumstances beyond the user's control,
such as unavailability of the fish or game caused by migratory patterns.

•

While sheep meat is still highly prized by Nikolai residents, changes in the seasonal round and
resources use patterns have resulted in a decrease of sheep hunting among local residents (Holen
et al. 2006; Stokes 1985: 15 7). For example, technological advances such as fish wheels,
firearms, and steel traps have focused harvest patterns on fish, particularly salmon resources, as
well as caribou Rangifer tarandus and furbearers. Also, moose A/ces americanus began to
repopulate the area in the late 1880s; according to sources, this coincided with a decline in the
caribou populations in the 1920s and 1930s, allowed moose to become a major source of winter
meat and shifted hunting pressure from the Alaska Range foothills to the river corridors (Stokes
1985:73).
Additionally, state hunting regulations have also inhibited traditional sheep hunting practices
[Collins 2004 (revised)]. Holen et al. (2006:107,109) note that in the 1960s, Nikolai hunters
traveled by dog team up the Little Tonzona River to hunt sheep in November, when snow
conditions were ideal for travel. Accumulated snowfall also pushed sheep off the high
mountains, making them more accessible to hunters, who harvested both ewes and rams.
However, currently in GMUs 19 and 20, sheep can be hunted only between August 10 and
September 20, and only mature rams with a full curl can be harvested, animals that are
traditionally of less interest to local hunters. Finally, social changes, including missionization,
sedentarization in villages, decreases in the human population due to disease, and shifts in
seasonal economic patterns cemented the declining use of the Alaska Range foothills (Hosley
1966; Stokes 1985; Stickney [ 1981 ]).

•

Historical use of sheep in GMU 19 has been documented for residents of Lime Village,
McGrath, Nikolai, and Telida (Bishop 1978; Kari 1983; Stokes 1985; Holen et al. 2006). Small
but consistent harvests have been reported to ADF&G by local residents since the 1980s
(Table 1). No household reported a harvest of Dall sheep during a comprehensive baseline
survey in Nikolai residents in 2002 (Holen et al. 2006: 107). However, Stokes ( 1985) notes that

1

TI1e proponent would like this hunt to disallow the use of aircraft and to make pennits available only in Nikolai, Telida, McGrath, and Takotna.

Nikolai hunters historically traveled great distances to obtain sheep, or drodeya in Upper
Kuskokwim Athabascan, in the Alaska Range. While harvest estimates are not available for the
earlier period, Stokes (1985) reported that residents believe that sheep were far more numerous
than reflected by contemporary harvest levels: likely averaging approximately 5 per year during
the 1960s, ranging from 1-8 in the 1980s, and 0-3 in the 2000s (Table 1). 2
CRITERION

2: SEASONALITY

A pattern of taking or use recurring in specific seasons of each year.

Sheep were traditionally harvested by Upper Kuskokwim residents between August and October,
with additional harvests occurring in June and July and again in November (Stokes 1985:70).
Nikolai hunters traditionally hunted sheep in November by dog team when snow conditions were
ideal for travel (e.g., there was enough snow for sleds but not so much that trails had to be
broken) and when accumulated snow forced sheep off high, mountainous areas, making them
more accessible to hunters (Ray Collins, area resident, personal communication February 11,
2010; Holen et al. 2006).
During a 1983 harvest survey, Stokes documented that Nikolai residents reported harvesting
sheep primarily in September, October, and February, and they reported fewer harvests in
January and March. McGrath residents reported harvests in September (Stokes 1985:77, 79). As
noted above, changes in transportation technologies, resource availability, and regulatory
changes affect the seasonal round.
Today, sheep hunting is restricted to the legal fall season of August 10 to September 20, with a
bag limit of 1 full-curl ram. Most of the harvest takes place in August, due to the lack of a winter
season.
CRITERION 3: MEANS AND METHODS OF HARVEST
A pattern of taking or use consisting of methods and means of harvest that are
characterized by efficiency and economy of effort and cost.

Oral reports of historical sheep hunting by Nikolai residents documented by Stokes (1985)
suggest that, in the pre-firearm period, hunters employed multiple strategies to harvest sheep.
Hunters used camouflage clothing made from white animal skins, and canvas in later periods,
when hunting in the snowy areas characteristic of sheep habitats. Knowledge of sheep
movements allowed hunters to approach and then disperse sheep into brushy canyon bottoms or
lure them towards hunters hidden in the brush during the fall rut. Larger hunting parties
sometimes engaged in "drives," during which sheep were chased past concealed hunters who
harvested them with spears, hatchet-like weapons, and arrows.
Today, sheep are taken with firearms, usually incidental to other activities (Stokes 1985:156157). More than half of the sheep hunters report the use of registered guides in this area, 3 and
most hunters report the use of airplanes to access sheep hunting areas in the current fall hunt.

'Current regulations carry a harvest reporting requirement (5 AAC 92.0 IO (h)).
3
Current statute stipulates nonresident sheep hunters must be accompanied by a registered guide (AS 16.05.407).

2

CRITERION

4:

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

The area in which the noncommercial, long-term, and consistent pattern of taking, use, and
reliance upon the fish stock and game population has been established.
According to Stokes (1985), Nikolai hunters historically often traveled great distances to obtain
sheep. Hunters followed sheep in the mountainous portions of the headwaters of the Big River in
GMU l 9C; other hunt areas included the upper Middle, Windy, South, and East forks of the
upper Kuskokwim River and the headwaters of the Stony, Swift, and Big rivers (Figure 1). In the
1960s, Nikolai hunters also reportedly traveled up the Little Tonzana River into the Alaska
Range.

CRITERION

5:

MEANS OF HANDLING, PREPARING, PRESERVING, AND

STORING
A means of handling, preparing, preserving, and storing fish or game that has been
traditionally used by past generations, but not excluding recent technological advances
where appropriate.
Information pertaining to the methods and means of handling, preparing, and preserving sheep
resources in GMU l 9C is available in the ethnographic literature [Collins 2004 (revised)].
Traditionally, big game meat was eaten fresh or preserved for future use by freezing or drying,
depending on the season. Today, sheep meat is probably eaten fresh or preserved by freezing.
In addition to being an important historical component of local diets, sheep skins also provided
materials for mattresses, bedding, and moccasin liners (Stokes 1985: 156---157).

CRITERION

6:

INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF KNOWLEDGE,

SKILLS, VALUES, AND LORE
A pattern of t~king or use that includes the handing down of knowledge of fishing or
hunting skills, values, and lore from generation to generation.
As with many subsistence practices, the knowledge and skills needed to successfully harvest
sheep were handed down from generation to generation, typically through participation in
hunting and processing practices. For example, young hunters would have the opportunity to
learn about sheep movements by participating in large hunting parties described above and in
smaller hunting groups that lured and/or chased sheep for harvest (Stokes 1985). Knowledge of
traditional sheep hunting methods remains part of the local oral tradition (Ray Collins, area
resident, personal communication February 11, 2010) and a limited numbers of local hunters
have continued to pursue sheep hunting during the contemporary regulatory fall hunt.

CRITERION 7: DISTRIBUTION AND EXCHANGE
A pattern of taking, use, and reliance where the harvest effort or products of that harvest
are distributed or shared, including customary trade, barter, and gift-giving.
According to Collins [2004 (revised)], local residents have always shared sheep meat with
community members. Oral historical sources document the hunting, processing, and sharing of
sheep meat, and that all households had equal portions. Additionally, local residents note that
sheep have been served at potlatches, important community ceremonial events where the entire
community participates [Collins 2004 (revised)].
3

Today, much of the sheep meat distributed to residents of the communities of Nikolai and Telida
is provided by locally based guides of trophy hunting clients (Stokes 1985).

CRITERION 8: DIVERSITY OF RESOURCES IN AN AREA; ECONOMIC,
CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND NUTRITIONAL ELEMENTS
A pattern that includes taking, use, and reliance for subsistence purposes upon a wide
variety of fish and game resources and that provides substantial economic, cultural, social,
and nutritional elements of the subsistence way of life.

Sheep are just one of the many wild resources that are typically harvested for subsistence uses by
residents of GMU 19. Other major resources harvested for subsistence by residents of GMU 19
include salmon; nonsalmon fish species; large land mammals, such as moose, caribou, and black
bears Ursus americanus; small land mammals such as beavers, snowshoe hares, and porcupines;
ducks, geese, and other birds; marine invertebrates; and berries and other plants (see the ADF&G

csrs4).
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Community Subsistence lnfonnation System (http://ww,v.suhsistence.adfg.state ak.tis/CSIS).
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Table 1.-GMU ! 9C sheep harvests by residents of Nikolai and McGrath, 1983-2009.
Number of
sheep
harvested
2

Number of
hunters
8
10
6
7
8
6
2

Year
1983
8
1984
3
1985
1
1986
1
1987
0
1988
1991
1
1996
0
1997
0
1998
1
0
1999
n/d
n/d
2005
3
0
2006
6
3
2007
0
2008
3
2
2009
Note: No data are available for 2005.
Source ADF&G Division of Wildlife Conservation.
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Figure I .-Map of Game Management Unit 19.
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